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Abstract

The discussion of this thesis is dedicated to the precision measurements of the Higgs (H)
boson properties, spanning from the study of the H boson decaying into four leptons with
the CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to the future investigation of the H
boson sector at large lepton colliders. Precision measurements are intended to be a power-
ful experimental tool to further verify the standard model (SM) but also search for possible
small deviations from the SM prediction induced by physics beyond the SM.
The H → ZZ∗ → 4` (` = e, µ) decay channel o�ers an optimal way to study the H boson
pro�le, playing a central role since the time of the discovery. Properties of the H boson
are measured exploiting the total amount of data produced in proton-proton collisions at
the LHC during Run 2. The dataset collected by the CMS experiment at a center-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 137 fb−1. The inclusive signal
strength modi�er µ, de�ned as the ratio of the H boson rate in the 4` channel to the SM
expectation, is measured to be µ = 0.94 ± 0.07 (stat) +0.09

−0.08 (syst) with the H boson mass
�xed to mH = 125.38 GeV, the most precise measurement currently available. The signal
strength modi�ers for the main H boson production modes are also reported. In addition,
results within the framework of the Simpli�ed Template Cross Sections are produced to
explore the di�erent H boson production mechanisms in speci�c kinematic regions of the
phase space. The inclusive �ducial cross section for the H → 4` process is measured to
be σfid. = 2.84 +0.23

−0.22 (stat) +0.26
−0.21 (syst) fb for mH = 125.38 GeV with respect to the cor-

responding SM expectation of 2.85 ± 0.15 fb. Finally, the di�erential cross sections as a
function of the transverse momentum and rapidity of the four-lepton system, the transverse
momentum of the leading jet, and the jet multiplicity are shown. All results are found to be
in agreement with the SM predictions.
Along the way, the perspectives o�ered by future colliders in the exploration of the Higgs
sector and an overview of the di�erent projects of future machines and experiments are also
presented. A large focus is reserved for the ongoing development of the design of a detector
proposal called IDEA (Innovative Detector for Electron-positron Accelerators), speci�cally
intended for the future H boson factory colliders. The IDEA detector concept has been
accepted and included in both the Conceptual Design Reports of the the electron-positron
Future Circular Collider (FCC-ee) and Circular Electron-Positron Collider (CEPC) projects.
The �rst test beam of a full slice of the IDEA detector is described. Moreover, the current
status of the IDEA simulation is presented, focusing on both the full (GEANT4-based) and
fast (DELPHES-based) simulations, showing promising prospects for high precision H bo-
son properties measurements.
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Introduction

T
he quest of describing the fundamental structure of matter and the history of the uni-
verse is a long and fascinating story. In the late 1960s, particle physicists organized

their knowledge about the elementary constituents of matter and their fundamental inter-
actions in an elegant theoretical framework called the standard model (SM).
The SM is totally based on the concepts of invariance and symmetry groups. The model
describes the nature in terms of a few basic blocks, the elementary particles, governed by
three out of the four fundamental forces, omitting gravity. The e�ect of gravity is so weak
as to be negligible at the subatomic scale of particles. Since its original formulation, the SM
has been tested in its predictions and limits to a remarkable accuracy exploiting di�erent
generations of experiments. Its great predictive power has been successfully demonstrated
by several experimental con�rmations in a wide range of phenomena, from the discovery of
the W± and Z bosons by Carlo Rubbia and Simon van der Meer in 1983 at the CERN super
proton synchrotron (SPS) to the observation of the top quark by the CDF and DØ Collab-
orations at the FNAL Tevatron. However, the postulated existence of a hidden symmetry
of the electromagnetic and weak interactions spontaneously broken to provide all particles
with a mass remained a mistery for many years.

The existence of a non-vanishing Higgs �eld in the vacuum responsible for the gen-
eration of the masses of elementary particles is postulated by the SM of particle physics.
The excitation of this �eld is known as the Higgs (H) boson, which represents a unique
particle related to profound questions about the fundamental laws of nature. The almost
�fty-year long physics hunt to probe the mechanism that allows for all particles in the
universe to obtain their mass reached a historical turning point on the 4th July 2012 with
the �rst observation of the H boson by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations at the CERN
LHC proton-proton collider. The H boson discovery is a milestone in the history of particle
physics from both a theoretical and experimental point of view. It enshrined the complete
a�rmation of the SM theory and the extraordinary success of the accelerators, the exper-
iments, and the Grid computing at CERN. It ended up with a Nobel Prize in physics, that
was awarded jointly to P. W. Higgs and F. Englert in 2013. Soon after, further tests of the
properties of the H boson were performed on the available Run 1 dataset at a center-of-mass
energy of 7-8 TeV to con�rm that it was a SM H boson with properties consistent with a
minimal scalar sector.

The landscape of particle physics has been dramatically changed after the discovery.
Since then, the precise measurement of the H boson properties, such as its width and the
structure of its couplings to the other SM particles, represented the primary goal of the
physics program of the ATLAS and CMS experiments. The essential role of the H boson in
the acquisition of the mass of elementary particles has been established, but the observed
pattern of masses is still an enigma. Actually, the SM fails to answer some crucial questions
about the nature of the universe. Each answer implies more questions and nothing is ever
completely done. This is the path of science.
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The work presented in this document is located at this point of the story. The aim of
this thesis is to dig into all aspects mentioned up to now having as a starting point the two
pillars of my journey as a Ph.D. student: the study of the H boson properties in the four-
lepton �nal state with the CMS experiment at the LHC and the study of the future of the
Higgs sector at large lepton colliders.

During my research activity in the CMS Collaboration, I had the great opportunity to
work on one of the most relevant �nal states to study the H boson properties. The golden
channel H → ZZ∗ → 4` (` = e, µ) is characterized by a large signal to background ratio
and its �nal state particles can be reconstructed with an excellent resolution. I joined the
CMS group dedicated to the study of the H→ 4` process at the time of the e�ort to analyze
the total amount of data collected during the LHC Run 2 (2016-2018) at a center-of-mass
energy of 13 TeV. I had a chance to contribute to many key areas of the analysis, for example
performing studies on the physics objects needed as well as on the estimation and modelling
of the reducible background.
With the full Run 2 LHC data, we are de�nitely entering the era of the H boson precision
measurements. The discussion of this thesis will present an extensive set of measurements
of the H boson properties which are going to be part of the most precise measurements of
the last discovered elementary particle. Signi�cant improvements in many aspects of the
analysis have been introduced with respect to the previously reported measurements by
the CMS Collaboration. Preliminary results were released during spring 2019 and the �nal
ones will be published in a journal soon. At the time of concluding the writing of this thesis,
the �nal steps of the review of the analysis are ongoing. I had the opportunity to follow
them in detail, contributing to the preparation of the conclusive checks and results required
before the internal approval and publication of the work. My contribution was recognized
by the group with the invitation to present some of the latest results on the di�erential H
boson cross section measurements by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations at the Higgs2020
conference in October 2020 at the end of my Ph.D. activity.

Given that the precision study of the Higgs sector provides a powerful experimental
tool to investigate the open questions about the physical laws that regulate our universe, it
represents the primary target of any future collider facility post the LHC era. In the context
of the animated discussion about the future of the high energy physics and the kind of fu-
ture accelerators needed, a renewed interest for the electron-positron physics emerged in
the particle physics community. Indeed, it may o�er an unprecedented sensitivity to tests
of the SM and signs of new physics appearing in the form of small deviations from the SM
predictions.
Along the way, my interests brought me to study the perspectives o�ered by future collid-
ers in the exploration of the Higgs sector, focusing on the large lepton colliders and on the
development of a speci�c detector proposal called IDEA (Innovative Detector for Electron-
positron Accelerators). I contributed to di�erent aspects of the development of the IDEA
detector concept, both from the hardware and the software point of view, in particular dur-
ing the �rst part of my activity as a Ph.D. student. I was awarded with the possibility to
present the status of the software simulation of the IDEA detector on behalf of the IDEA
Proto-Collaboration in a conference which took place in Hong Kong in January 2020.

The work of this thesis is carried out on two main topics, enlighting the recent past and
present status of the precision measurements of the H boson and the future of the particle
physics research in the Higgs sector.
Chapter 1 is devoted to characterization of the H boson in the SM of elementary particles,
including a discussion of the phenomenology of the H boson at the LHC, its discovery, and
its experimental picture currently available. Moreover, an overview of the possible BSM ef-
fects in the H sector is provided and the role of precision measurements at future colliders
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is presented.
Chapter 2 introduces the experimental context with a description of the LHC machine and
the CMS experiment, reserving a special focus to the di�erent proposals of new colliders
and experiments for the future after the LHC.
The subsequent chapters describe my personal contribution to the subjects mentioned pre-
viously and summarize my activity during the three years of my Ph.D. journey. The main
body of the thesis is dedicated to the H→ 4` analysis performed with the total amount of
data collected during the LHC Run 2, trying to emphasize numerous improvements intro-
duced after Run 1.
Chapter 3, 4, and 5 include the areas in which I have devoted most of my time in the H→ 4`
analysis. Chapter 3 describes the reconstruction and identi�cation algorithms used in this
analysis for leptons, photons, and jets. The event selection and categorization of the data
events are discussed in Chapter 4, together with the physics observables exploited to im-
prove the separation between signal and backgrounds and to categorize events. The signal
extraction and the background estimation are presented in Chapter 5. A presentation of
the Monte Carlo simulated samples, generated using the state-of-the-art theoretical calcu-
lations for both the SM H boson signals and relevant background processes, is also provided.
A special focus is put on the estimate of the reducible background for the H→ 4` process,
that represents one of my main novel contributions to the analysis. It is followed by Chap-
ter 6, which presents the measurements performed in the H→ 4` �nal state.
Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the future exploration of the Higgs sector and the status of the
IDEA detector project.





Chapter 1

The Higgs boson in the standard
model of elementary particles

A
s a starting point of this manuscript, which is going to discuss a mixture of aspects of
the history, the present, and the future of the particle physics research, many questions

addressing the peculiar e�ort in the �eld of high energy physics arise. What is the matter
of our universe made of? How do elementary particles interact with each other? How are
elementary particles produced and how can they be detected? What kind of information
can be extracted by experimental discoveries and results?

The rules governing our daily world come from classical mechanics, but they need to be
modi�ed in order to describe very fast objects or physical systems at the smallest scales, re-
sulting in special relativity and quantum mechanics, respectively. These two aspects can be
coherently summarized in a unique formal and conceptual framework, the Quantum Field
Theory (QFT), which represents the basis of the elementary particle physics. According to
this mathematical model, the most fundamental entities are �elds associated to particles.
Indeed, particles are interpreted as a �uctuation in the corresponding �eld and the interac-
tions between them as an exchange of a mediator virtual particle.
The formation of the standard model (SM) results from a long sequence of experimentations
and brilliant ideas developed both in the theoretical and experimental particle physics. In
the late 1960s all the known elementary constituents of matter, the particles, and the fun-
damental forces through which they interact were included in the SM, except for gravity.
Science’s path is often seen as a quest for uni�cation in our understanding of the physical
universe, attempting to provide a theoretical explanation of all the experimental phenom-
ena.

In this �rst chapter, the minimal theoretical background of the SM of elementary par-
ticles as a renormalizable QFT and the inclusion of a scalar sector to justify the origin of
the particle masses through the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism is provided.
Then, the discussion will be extended to the phenomenology and experimental con�rma-
tion of the predicted Higgs (H) boson as the actor of this complex scalar �eld and as the
most relevant missing piece of the SM, moving to the rich physics program oriented to the
detailed study of the H boson.

1.1 Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism in the standard model

The current section is going to describe the fundamental particles of the SM and introduces
the concept of gauge invariance [1–4], in order to explain how the general principle of local
gauge invariance is intimately connected to the interacting �eld theories and the fundamen-
tal interactions at the subatomic scale.
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1.1.1 Elementary particles and fundamental interactions

A point-like physical system representing a structureless unit of matter is de�ned as a "fun-
damental particle", meaning that its substructure is impossible to be explored.

“We will not be able to give a �nal answer to the question of which particles are elementary
until we have a �nal theory of force and matter.”

(S. Weinberg, 1996)

According to the current view of the SM theory, the whole universe is made out of twelve
fundamental particles and their corresponding antiparticles, characterized by the same spin,
mass, and mean lifetime as particles but having opposite charge. In addition, the mediators
of interactions are included in the SM description of the elementary particles.
A schematic description of all the particles encapsulated in the SM is shown in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Fundamental particles of the standard model.

The organization of all fundamental particles within the SM re�ects two remarkable
ideas suggested during the 1950s and 1960s and developed later. From 1954, the Yang-Mills
theories introduced the gauge symmetry idea. Then, the quark model was proposed in 1964
independently by M. Gell-Mann and G. Zweig.
The description of the matter is based on two groups of elementary particles according to
their spin (s).

∗ Fermions have half-integer spin (s = 1
2 ) and obey the Pauli exclusion principle. They

are described by the Fermi-Dirac statistics and are classi�ed into six leptons and six
quarks. The projection of the spin along the particle momentum is de�ned as chirality,
that is a relativistic invariant for fermions without mass. The two chiral components
of a �eld, left and right, are expressed using the γ5 ≡ iγ0γ1γ2γ3 matrix with the
operators 1−γ5

2 and 1+γ5

2 , respectively. The interaction between fermions and vector
bosons preserves the chirality in the massless limit, where the chirality corresponds
to the helicity.

∗ Gauge bosons are responsible for interactions between particles according to the QFT,
that describes interactions as an exchange of a quantum of the associated �eld. They
have integer spin (s = 1) and they follow the Bose-Einstein statistics.
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Leptons include the electron (e), the muon (µ), and the tau (τ ), with increasing mass
values of about 0.5 MeV/c2, 0.1 GeV/c2, and 1.8 GeV/c2, and their associated neutrinos (νe,
νµ, ντ )1. The former carry a single unit of negative electric charge and interact in a weak or
electromagnetic way, while the latter are electrically neutral and are sensitive only to the
weak interaction. They are divided into three families according to their weak interaction
properties, resulting in three weak-isospin doublets:(

e
νe

) (
µ
νµ

) (
τ
ντ

)
. (1.1)

The conservation of the lepton �avor is veri�ed for each family, except for phenomena of
neutrino oscillations, where only the total lepton number is conserved. A lepton quan-
tum number (L) is associated to leptons, which is additive and assumes values 1 and -1 for
particles and antiparticles, respectively. Analogously, a baryon quantum number (B) de-
scribes quarks, with a value equal to 1

3 for quarks and -1
3 for antiquarks. The information

about the quark mixing due to the �avor-changing weak interaction is contained in the
Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix [5].

Quarks occur in six di�erent �avors: up (u), charm (c), and top (t), carrying positive
charge of 2

3 units; down (d), strange (s), and bottom (b), carrying a negative charge of 1
3

units. They are also organized into three generations resulting in the following isospin
doublets: (

u
d

) (
c
s

) (
t
b

)
. (1.2)

The strong interaction, referred to as the color force, accounts for three di�erent states of
charge. Thus, each quark occurs in three colors. Contrary to leptons, quarks are observed
only as bound states of three quarks (antiquarks), the baryons (antibaryons), having half-
integer spin, or quark-antiquark pairs, the mesons, with an integer spin. They do not exist
in free state because the color force does not drop o� with distance. They are always con-
�ned to hadrons, which are colorless combinations. The top quark represents an exception,
because the formation of bound states is prevented by its particularly short lifetime.
All these objects are considered as fundamental particles, but most of them are unstable.
Only electrons, neutrinos, photons and, in the same way, quarks of the �rst generation
constituting the ordinary matter are stable particles.

If a theory involves more than one state for particles, the associated �elds need di�erent
states as well. According to the gauge theories (details given in Section 1.1.2), N possible
states for a particle imply that there are N2-1 corresponding gauge �elds out of which N2-N
charged �elds and (N-1) neutral �elds, where neutral indicates that the multiplet represents
the same physical state under a speci�c transformation. Electromagnetism has a single in-
ternal charge, the electric charge: the photon (γ) is the mediator of this interaction, which is
neutral because of the conservation of electric charge. The strong interactions are charac-
terized by three di�erent states related to the color charge and are mediated by eight gluons
(g). The mediators for weak forces are three vector bosons, because weak interactions are
described by two di�erent states related to the isospin charge: two charged vector bosons,
W±, and one neutral vector boson, Z0, hereafter usually referred to as W and Z bosons. As
anticipated before, the SM is not able to give a description of the gravitational force, but the
e�ect of gravity is totally negligible at the scale of subatomic particles. The corresponding
force-carrying particle of gravity is supposed to be the graviton (G). The photons and glu-
ons are massless, while W and Z are massive particles, although they are supposed not to
have a mass from the theory.

1Hereafter, units will be reported assuming speed of light c = 1.
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Therefore, an external mechanism is needed to give mass to these mediators (see Sec-
tion 1.1.4).

The theoretical solution was proposed in 1964 by P. Higgs, F. Englert, and R. Brout [6–9]
and by G. Guralnik, C. R. Hagen, and T. W. B. Kibble [10, 11], predicting the existence of a
new scalar boson with spin zero in the SM: the H boson.

1.1.2 Gauge theory behind the standard model

Our best understanding and description of the fundamental structure of matter is deeply re-
lated to symmetry principles. A symmetry is a mathematical or physical feature of a system,
which alludes to an invariant system with respect to some transformations. The symmetries
and corresponding transformations could be classi�ed as continuous or discrete, geomet-
rical or internal, and global or local. The Noether’s theorem connects exact symmetries
and conservation laws or selection rules: every continuous symmetry of the Lagrangian
corresponds to a conserved quantity. Invariance principles play an essential role in particle
physics, because they guide the construction of SM theories and are intimately connected
to gauge �eld theories. The requirement of a local gauge invariance implies the existence
of interactions and gives rise to interaction �eld theories.

“We wish to explore the possibility of requiring all interactions to be invariant under
independent rotations of the isotopic spin at all space-time points.”

(C. N. Yang and R. Mills, 1954)

A generic gauge theory relies on a symmetry group of transformations in an abstract
space, G, where a gauge invariant action S =

∫
Ld4x is de�ned so that the Lagrangian itself

is invariant and the transformations of the �elds are linear under the action of the gauge
symmetry:

ψ
′i(x) = U ij(x)ψj(x). (1.3)

Global gauge invariances are common in particle physics and do not depend on space-time.
A global gauge invariance can be generalized to a local one, as suggested by C. N. Yang and R.
Mills, by choosing the phase arbitrarily in the whole space-time, so that the transformation
varies from place to place in space-time. Hence, a covariant derivativeDµ has to be de�ned
to replace the derivative δµ:

Dµψi(x) = δµψ
i(x)− igtija Aaµ(x)ψj(x), (1.4)

where Aaµ(x) indicate the gauge vector �elds, tija are the generators of the symmetry group
G in the representation of the �elds ψi, and g refers to the charge. The charge is unique for
a simple symmetry group. However, in case G consists of the product of di�erent groups
Gi, each group has its own charge gi.

The fundamental interactions in the SM are described by three dynamical theories:
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) for the electromagnetic force, Quantum Cromodynamics
(QCD) for the strong interaction, and Electroweak theory (EWT) for the electroweak inter-
action. The mathematical description of the corresponding symmetries relies on the group
theory. The gauge group of the SM, based on the gauge principle of local phase invariance,
combines three di�erent symmetry groups:

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y.

The single elements of the product are:

∗ the one dimensional group U(1)Y of electrodynamics;
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∗ the group SU(2)L of isotopic spin conservation, representing a local symmetry which
governs the weak interactions of quarks and leptons;
∗ the three dimensional group SU(3)C, which governs the strong interactions of gluons

and quarks, binding them into hadrons and providing stability to the nucleus over-
coming electric repulsion.

On the one hand, the electrodynamics is described by an abelian group, since the phase
factors commute with each other. On the other hand, weak and strong interactions involve
di�erent states, which generally do not commute with each other: the associated symmetry
is called a nonabelian symmetry and the phase factors become matrices. In the following,
the formalism of a local gauge symmetry is used to provide a description of the strong and
electroweak interactions.

Strong interaction The SU(3)C nonabelian group accounts for eight Gell-Mann matrices
λa as generators, corresponding to eight massless gluons which can have self-interactions,
and three degrees of freedom of the associated quantum number, the color, which are blue,
red, and green. Quarks are described through a 3× 3̄ representation of the group composed
of two terms: the gauge invariant mass term and the covariant vector coupled to gluons.

The Dirac equation for a free fermion can be given as

(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x) = 0, (1.5)

driven from the Lagrangian density:

L = ψ̄(iγµ∂µ−m)ψ. (1.6)

The local gauge invariance induces a linear transformation where the space-time derivative
has to be rede�ned according to Eq. 1.4:

ψ(x)→ eiαa(x)λa
2 ψ(x),

Dµ = δµ + igs
λa
2
Gaµ.

(1.7)

The gluons are represented by eight gauge vector �eldsGaµ which have to satisfy the gauge
invariance, as well. Consequently they transform as

Gaµ → Gaµ + αb(x)fabcGcµ +
1

gs
δµα

a(x), (1.8)

with fabc denoting the structure constants of the group, derived from the commutation
rules

[
λa
2 ,

λb
2

]
= ifabc λc2 . Considering a summation of all quark �elds in the expression,

the �nal QCD Lagrangian invariant under gauge transformations looks like:

LQCD = ψ̄(iγµδµ −m)ψ − gsψ̄γµ
λa
2
ψGaµ −

1

4
Gµνa Gaµν , (1.9)

with the �rst term corresponding to Eq. 1.6, the second and third term representing the
interaction between quarks and gluons and the trilinear and quadrilinear self-interactions
of the gluon �elds, respectively.

Electroweak interaction A clear analogy between electromagnetic and weak interac-
tions was explained in 1961 by S. Glashow, who proposed a structure based on a single
group symmetry SU(2) ⊗ U(1). The electrical charge of the abelian U(1) group is associated
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with another generator, the weak hypercharge (Y ), through the Gell-Mann and Nishijima
relation:

Q = I3 +
1

2
Y. (1.10)

The I3 generator, representing the third component of the weak isospin and being ±1
2 for

doublets and zero for singlets, is a particularly convenient choice because it applies only to
left-handed (L) fermions and the SM is a theory with a de�ned chirality2. The U(1)Y local
gauge invariance leads to a single gauge �eld, denoted asBµ, which interacts with both left-
handed and right-handed particles. The weak isospin is related to a triplet of gauge bosons
( ~W or Wl) as generators. The representation of the fermions are a doublet L with I3 = 1

2 ,
which indicates a left-handed chirality, and two singlets with I3 = 0, which corresponds
to right-handed fermions that do not interact with the ~W bosons, as presented below. The
neutrino �elds, the corresponding lepton �elds, and the associated up and down quark �elds
are represented by ψ and ψ′, respectively.

L ≡ 1− γ5

2

(
ψ
ψ′

)
=

(
ψL
ψ′L

)
ψR ≡

1 + γ5

2
ψ

ψ′R ≡
1 + γ5

2
ψ′

(1.11)

A di�erence in the fermion chirality implies di�erent �elds and, as a consequence, di�erent
interactions. For this reason, the explicit presence of the fermion mass in the Lagrangian is
forbidden. The Lagrangian for the electroweak theory can be written as LEW = Lgauge +
Lleptons + Lquarks. In the following, a focus on the leptonic terms of the Lagrangian may
serve as an example. Starting from the free-�eld Dirac Lagrangian density in Eq. 1.6, the
Lagrangian density of the electroweak interaction can be written as

LEW = −1

4
W l
µνW

µνl − 1

4
BµνB

µν + L̄iγµδµL+ ψ̄′Riγ
µδµψ

′
R. (1.12)

Requiring local gauge invariance under a SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y transformation, we need to intro-
duce four gauge �elds (W 1

µ ,W
2
µ ,W

3
µ , Bµ) and to replace the derivative ∂µ with the covariant

derivative:

Dµ = ∂µ +
ig′

2
BµY +

ig

2
~τ ~Wµ, (1.13)

where g is the coupling constant of the weak-isospin group SU(2)L, g
′

2 is the coupling con-
stant for the weak-hypercharge group U(1)Y, and ~τ are the generators of the group called
Pauli matrices. The four gauge �elds can be expressed as

W l
µν = ∂νW

l
µ − ∂µW l

ν + gεjklW
j
µW

k
µ ,

Bµν = ∂νBµ − ∂µBν .
(1.14)

The kinetic term for the gauge �elds and the matter term appear as:

Lgauge = −1

4
W l
µνW

µνl − 1

4
BµνB

µν ,

Lleptons = ψ̄′R i γ
µ (∂µ +

ig′

2
BµY )ψ′R + L̄ i γµ(∂µ +

ig′

2
Bµ Y +

ig

2
~τ ~Wµ)L.

(1.15)

2Note that both left-handed and lepton number are represented by L. In this theory of the SM the L stands
for left-handed only.
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The index l related to �elds W l and the extra term with the Levi-Civita tensor εjkl
underline that generators do not commutate with each other because of the nonabelian
nature of the symmetry group SU(2)L. A complex structure of gauge bosons self-interactions
is predicted by the theory, including both cubic (ZWW, γWW) and quartic (ZZWW, γZWW,
WWWW, γγWW) vertices.
The interaction with matter particles described by Lleptons is mediated by the exchange of
massless gauge bosons. Quadratic terms for gauge �elds are not present in the expression.
The inclusion "a posteriori" of a mass term in the description would destroy the Lagrangian
invariance.

The gauge principles applied to Yang-Mills theories leads inevitably to a model of inter-
actions mediated by massless bosons and it was supposed that any massless gauge bosons
would surely have been detected. However, contrary to theoretical predictions, experimen-
talists observed the existence of massive vector bosons, carriers of the weak interaction.
Consequently, from the beginning the main obstacle to the application of the Yang–Mills
approach to the weak interaction theory was the problem of the mass. Moreover, gauge
theories were compatible only with exact symmetries, but the physical world manifests a
large fraction of symmetry principles which hold only approximately.
In the early 1960s, physicists thought about introducing a dynamical mechanism to give a
nonnull mass to gauge �elds, A turning point of the problem was the idea of introducing
a spontaneously broken symmetry in the gauge theory. There might be symmetries of the
Lagrangian that are not symmetries of the vacuum, known as the ground state. One of the
main themes of the modern physics is the study of how symmetries of the Lagrangian can
be broken.

“While we would like to believe that the fundamental laws of Nature are symmetric,
a completely symmetric world would be rather dull, and as a matter of fact,

the real world is not perfectly symmetric.”
(A. Zee, 2010)

1.1.3 Spontaneous symmetry breaking

Sometimes in nature it could happen that some physical laws are characterized by hidden
symmetries because the ground state is not invariant under corresponding transformations.
This translates to a fact that the Lagrangian density is invariant under a certain symmetry
(∂L = 0). However, the physical vacuum is not unique and, consequently, not invariant
under the symmetry transformations. This situation is usually named as spontaneous sym-
metry breaking (SSB).
In the following, this reasoning is applied to the QFT, starting from a minimalistic model
which considers a real scalar �eld and extending the discussion to the case of interest related
to the SU(2)L⊗ U(1)Y gauge symmetry.

The Lagrangian of a generic scalar �eld and its potential can be expressed as:

L =
1

2
(∂µφ)2 − U(φ),

U(φ) =
1

2
µ2φ2 +

1

4
λφ4,

(1.16)

where the energy can be modi�ed only by spatial variation in φ and λ is positive to ensure
an absolute minimum in the Lagrangian. The value assumed by φ in the vacuum is known
as the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of φ and is denoted as <φ>. We look for minima of
the potential energy U(φ).
In a one dimensional space, it is possible to see clearly that two cases could be distinguished
depending on the sign of µ2:
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φ1
φ2

U(φ1, φ2)

Figure 1.2: A mexican hat potential typical of a two scalar �elds theory,
with minima corresponding to the µ2 > 0 and µ2 < 0 scenarios indicated in

blue and red, respectively.

• if the parameter µ2 > 0, the potential has an unique minimum at φ = 0, coincident
with the vacuum state, and the symmetry is manifest;

• else if the parameter µ2 < 0, the potential minima are located in two degenerate
lowest energy states, φ0 = ±v = ±

√
−µ2

λ , either of which may be chosen to be the
vacuum. This is a spontaneously broken symmetry, representing our case of interest.
The choice of the positive value leads to the relation µ2 = −λv2.

In a two dimensional space, corresponding to a continuous symmetry, the shape of the
potential is similar to a mexican-hat, as shown in Fig. 1.2. If µ2 < 0 and the positive v is
chosen, its minimum represents an in�nite number of vacua satisfying:√

φ2
1 + φ2

2 =

√
−µ

2

λ
= v. (1.17)

The dynamics determined by L implies a degenerate set of vacuum states that are nonin-
variant under the symmetry. The continuum of in�nite vacuum states may be distinguished
only by the direction of ~φ in a speci�c vacuum. We choose a particular direction of ~φ to
have

φ1 = v =

√
−µ

2

λ
and φ2 = 0. (1.18)

Consequently, considering �uctuations around the chosen �eld con�guration, the vacuum
can be described as:

φ1 = v + φ′1,

φ2 = φ′2,

φ0 =
1√
2

(φ′1 + v + iφ′2).

(1.19)
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Expanding L with µ2 = −λv2, we obtain:

L =
1

2
[(∂µφ

′
1)2 + (∂µφ

′
2)2] +

1

2
λv2[(φ′1 + v)2 + φ

′2
2 ]− λ

4
[(φ′1 + v)2 + φ

′2
2 ]. (1.20)

Without considering the constant and higher order terms, the Lagrangian appears in the
form

L(φ′1, φ
′
2) =

1

2
(∂µφ

′
1)2 − (λv2)φ

′2
1 + (∂µφ

′
2)2 + 0 · φ′22 + ..., (1.21)

where the quadratic term φ
′2
1 reveals that the �eld φ′1 has assumed a mass equal to

√
−2µ2,

while the term φ
′2
2 is absent. As a consequence of the SSB applied to a continuous symmetry,

a massless scalar particle has emerged. This phenomenon is explained by the Goldstone the-
orem [12], stating that for every spontaneously broken symmetry there must be a massless
and spinless particle referred to as Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson.

According to this theorem, if there exists a conserved operatorQi which causes a trans-
formation on the component Aj of a �eld,

[Qi, Aj(x)] =
∑
k

tijk Ak(x), (1.22)

where tijk is the representative matrix of the transformation, and if it is possible to break
the symmetry so that

∑
k tijk× < 0|Ak|0 >6= 0, therefore Aj(x) has a massless particle in

its spectrum.
The NG bosons result from the breakdown of a global symmetry, which is generalized

to a local one in the Yang-Mills theory. Because of the gauge invariance the problem seems
to be more di�cult. Nevertheless, a special interplay between the gauge particles of the
Yang-Mills theory and NG bosons was supposed to be possible, endowing the former with
mass and removing the latter from the spectrum.
The Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) mechanism provides an elegant solution which is able to
give rise to this mutual coupling, becoming a central ingredient in the current understand-
ing of the electroweak interaction.

1.1.4 The BEH mechanism and the Higgs boson

The theories presented by P. Higgs, F. Englert, and R. Brout [6–9] and by G. Guralnik, C.
R. Hagen, and T. W. B. Kibble [10, 11] in 1964 demonstrated that massive mediators of the
electroweak force could acquire mass thanks to the SSB mechanism and the introduction of
a scalar �eld responsible for that, the Higgs �eld. If the vacuum is degenerate, a mass term
emerges in the Lagrangian without violating the invariance as a consequence of the bro-
ken symmetry and of the interaction with the H boson. Moreover, the Yukawa interactions
between the H scalar �eld and fermions determine the masses of the quarks and leptons.
Instead, the mass of the H is a free parameter of the model which can be determined exper-
imentally.

The symmetry breaking within the SU(2)L⊗ U(1)Y group is realized by combining two
real scalar �elds into a complex scalar doublet and adding the scalar �eld in the Lagrangian.
Firstly, the e�ect of the BEH mechanism is shown for the simple case of a U(1) gauge boson
Aµ and a charged scalar particle represented by the complex �eld φ. Then, a generalization
to the case of the electroweak Lagrangian is discussed.
Starting from a Lagrangian density L(φ, ∂µφ) similar to the example of scalar �elds re-
ported in Eq. 1.16 and substituting ∂µ with the covariant derivative Dµφ = (∂µ − ieAµ)φ,
a complex �eld is included as the combination of two �elds φ1 and φ2. The Lagrangian can
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be expressed as:

φ = φ1 + iφ2,

φ∗φ = φ2
1 + φ2

2,

L = −1

4
FµνF

µν + (Dµφ)†(Dµφ)− µ2φ†φ− λ(φ†φ)2,

(1.23)

where the �rst term represents the kinetic term for the gauge �eld Aµ associated to the
photon. Local U(1) gauge invariance implies that the Lagrangian is invariant under φ′ →
eiα(x)φ with Aµ transforming like A′µ = Aµ + 1/e∂µα. By comparing the case of a two
dimensional scalar �eld presented in the previous section, an additional term in the kinetic
part appears because of the local gauge invariance. Considering a speci�c con�guration of
the vacuum and two shifted �elds now denoted as η and ξ, we look at perturbations around
this minimum:

φ1 = v + η,

φ2 = ξ,

φ0 =
1√
2

(η + v + iξ).

(1.24)

Starting from a kinetic term like:

L = (Dµφ)†(Dµφ) = (∂µ + ieAµ)φ∗(∂µ + ieAµ)φ, (1.25)

the full Lagrangian (excluding higher order terms) appears as:

L(η, ξ) =
1

2
(∂µη)2−(λv2)η2 +

1

2
(∂µξ)

2− 1

4
FµνF

µν+
1

2
e2v2A2

µ−evAµ(∂µξ)+ ... (1.26)

The e�ect of the SSB in the Lagrangian is similar to the result shown in the previous section.
Following the order of the expression, there is a massive �eld η and a massless �eld ξ.
Moreover, the vector �eldAµ has acquired mass. Given thatAµ and φ vary simultaneously,
part of the expression can be rewritten exploiting the gauge invariance under a speci�c
choice called the unitary gauge:

1

2
(∂µξ)

2 +
1

2
e2v2A2

µ − evAµ(∂µξ) =
1

2
e2v2

[
Aµ −

1

ev
(∂µξ)

]2
= +

1

2
e2v2A

′2
µ . (1.27)

Setting α = −ξ
v , the �eld φ transforms accordingly:

φ′ → e−i
−ξ/vφ = e−i

−ξ/v 1√
2

(η+v+ iξ) = e−i
−ξ/v 1√

2
(η+v)e+i−ξ/v =

1√
2

(v+h). (1.28)

The �eld ξ, which would have originated a NG boson, disappears. It is incorporated
by the gauge �eld Aµ providing it with a mass m = ev. It is known that a massive vec-
tor boson has got three degrees of freedom corresponding to three states of spin, while a
massless vector boson has got only two degrees of freedom related to the two states of the
photon’s helicity. Because of the BEH mechanism, two degrees of freedom of the massless
gauge �eld and a single degree of freedom of the NG boson combine themselves producing
a longitudinal degree of freedom of the gauge �eldAµ, which becomes massive. Expanding
(v + h)2, the full Lagrangian in the unitary gauge accounts for a massive scalar particle h
(the H boson), a massive gauge �eld Aµ corresponding to the photon, H interactions with
the gauge �elds, and H self-interactions with both cubic and quartic vertices:

L =
1

2
(∂µh)2 − λv2h2 +

1

2
e2v2A2

µ + e2vA2
µh+ +

1

2
e2A2

µh
2 − λvh3 − 1

4
λh4. (1.29)
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The same approach can be now extended to the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry. The elec-
troweak uni�cation theory was presented in 1967-1968 by S. Weinberg and A. Salam, who
included both SSB and BEH mechanisms in a nonabelian gauge theory. The way to spon-
taneously break gauge symmetry represented a challenging question among the particle
physicists. The answer suggested by the SM is the existence of a scalar �eld whose interac-
tions select a vacuum state in which electroweak symmetry is hidden.
Starting from the description of the electroweak interaction given in Eq. 1.15, a proper scalar
�eld φ is added to the Lagrangian:

Lscalar = (Dµφ)†(Dµφ)− U(φ),

U(φ) = µ2φ†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2,
(1.30)

where µ2 is negative and Dµ represents the covariant derivative reported in Eq. 1.13 for
the isospin doublet φ. It is a complex doublet of two scalar �elds, φ+ and φ0, which denote
charged and neutral �elds, respectively:

φ =

(
φ+

φ0

)
where φ+ =

φ1 + iφ2√
2

and φ0 =
φ3 + iφ4√

2
. (1.31)

Focusing only on this scalar part of the Lagrangian, it is possible to show how the gauge
bosons acquire their mass as a consequence of the BEH mechanism. The physical vacuum
state is selected as the con�guration

φ→ 1√
2

(
0
v

)
. (1.32)

Consequently, all four electroweak generators (the Pauli matrices ~τ and the hypercharge
Y ) are broken. However, the linear combination corresponding to the electric charge Q is
unchanged. This fact implies that the vacuum state is not invariant for symmetry groups
SU(2)L and U(1)Y, but the invariance is conserved in the case of U(1)EM. Therefore, three
mediators of weak interaction acquire mass but the photon remains massless.

At this point, since φ is a doublet of SU(2)L, the expansion of the �eld around the po-
tential minimum is given by:

φ(x) = e
i~τ ·~θ(x)/v

(
0

v+h(x)√
2

)
, (1.33)

where ~τ are SU(2) generators, ~θ(x) represents an arbitrary phase, and h(x) a scalar �eld.
As a consequence of the �eld expansion around the minimum, a scalar massive �eld h(x)
and three massless �elds ~θ(x) are present, as expected from the Goldostone theorem.
Following the same procedure presented above in the case of the local U(1) gauge invariance,
the choice of the unitary gauge within a SU(2)L transformation allows to remove these
massless bosons. The NG bosons are incorporated as additional degrees of freedom of the
three weak gauge bosons W l

µ in Eq. 1.14, corresponding to their longitudinal polarization
and providing them with a mass.

The mediators of the weak interactions, the charge bosons W± and the neutral boson
Z0, and the photon �eld Aµ emerge from a linear combination of W l

µ and Bµ. Rede�ning
the quantities W 1

µ and W 2
µ as

W± =
W 1
µ ∓ iW 2

µ√
2

, (1.34)
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in the Lagrangian an additional term appears in the following form:

g2v2

4
W+
µ W

−µ +
v2

8
(gW 3

µ − g′Bµ)2. (1.35)

Then, the linear combination (gW 3
µ − g′Bµ) becomes massive, while the orthogonal one

remains massless and represents the photon. Hence,

Zµ =
gW 3

µ − g′Bµ√
g2 + g′2

= W 3
µ cos θW −Bµ sin θW , (1.36)

Aµ =
gW 3

µ + g′Bµ√
g2 + g′2

= W 3
µ cos θW +Bµ sin θW , (1.37)

where θW is the Weinberg angle, which represents the weak mixing angle of the two cou-
pling constants g and g′ in the Weinberg-Salam theory of the electroweak interaction:

g′ = g tan θW . (1.38)

The mass of the weak gauge bosons can be expressed as:

m2
Z =

v2 (g2 + g′2)

4
,

m2
W =

g2v2

4
= m2

Z cos2 θW.

(1.39)

In conclusion, the BEH mechanism is able to give a mass to the electroweak vector
bosons and the full Higgs Lagrangian is

LHiggs =
1

2

[
∂µh∂

µh− (2λv2)h2
]

+

µ2

v
h3 +

µ2

8v2
h4+

1

2

[
m2

W(W+
µ )†Wµ

+ +m2
W(W−µ )†Wµ

− +m2
ZZµZ

µ
](

1 +
h

v

)2

.

(1.40)

Looking at the mass term µ associated to h, the Higgs boson mass is given bymH =
√

2λv2.
On the one hand, the VEV v, representing the energy scale of the electroweak symmetry
breaking, is known because it can be obtained from the Fermi constant GF :

v =

√
1√

2GF
≈ 246 GeV. (1.41)

On the other hand, λ is a free parameter. Therefore, the Higgs mass is not predicted in the
SM. The cubic and quartic self-interactions of the H boson as predicted by the SM are visible
in the second line of Eq. 1.40. The H boson potential can be rewritten as

V (H) =
1

2
m2

HH
2 + λHHHvH3 +

1

4
λHHHHH4 − λ

4
v4. (1.42)

where, according to the SM, the mass and the self-couplings of the H boson depend only on
λ and v:

λHHH = λHHHH = λ =
m2

H

2v2
. (1.43)
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Moreover, the H interactions with the weak bosons can be found in the third line: HZZ
and HWW interactions originate from the 2h/v term and HZZZ and HWWW interactions
come from the h2/v2 term.

The same mechanism is responsible for generating the fermion masses leading to an
extension of the SM Lagrangian to include also gauge-invariant Yukawa terms:

LYukawa =

3∑
ι=1

−mf ψ̄ψ
(

1 +
h

v

)
+

3∑
ι=1

−mf ′ψ̄′ψ
′
(

1 +
h

v

)
, (1.44)

where the two parts indicate up and down components of the fermion doublets, respectively.
The intensity of the interaction is related to the fermion masses.

Finally, in 1971 M. Veltman and G. ‘t Hooft demonstrated that the theory was renormal-
izable. This de�nitive success made the electroweak theory the most impressive application
of the SSB and the BEH mechanism, providing a consistent and predictive model later con-
�rmed by experimental results, that will be described in the next section.

“An optimist might say that we are on the road to the �rst truly uni�ed theory of the
fundamental interactions. All of these marvellous developments are based upon

the ideas of spontaneous symmetry breakdown and gauge �elds.”
(S. Coleman, 1973)

1.2 Phenomenology of the Higgs boson at the LHC

The SM theory provides a complete and coherent description of phenomena which can
be proved by the experimental observations at collider experiments down to scales three
order of magnitude smaller than the atomic nucleus. The SM has been further con�rmed
by the discovery of the H boson by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations in July 2012 [13–
15]. As an introduction to the observation of this new scalar boson with a mass around
125 GeV and the summary of the experimental knowledge currently available about the H
boson, a description of the main features of the H boson production and decay channels in
proton-proton (p-p) collisions is provided, followed by a discussion of the framework used
to interpret the H boson measurements at the LHC. The concepts and notations presented
here will constitute an essential basis to understand the details of the H→ 4` analysis that
will be treated in the central part of the thesis.

1.2.1 Production and decay of the Higgs boson

According to the SM, there are four main mechanisms contributing to the H boson produc-
tion at hadron colliders: gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF), associated produc-
tion with a vector boson (VH, where V = Z, W), and associated production with a top quark
pair (tt̄H). The respective Feynman diagrams are reported in Fig. 1.3. The corresponding
cross sections as a function of the center-of-mass energy (

√
s) are shown in Fig. 1.4 consid-

ering a SM H boson with a mass approximately of 125 GeV.

Gluon fusion The ggF production mode has the highest cross section due to the high
density of gluons in p-p collisions at the LHC center-of-mass energies. Subsequently, it
is the dominant one contributing to the H boson production in the whole mass range. It
happens through an intermediate heavy quark loop, with the largest contribution of about
90% arising from the top quark, which is characterized by a mass scale comparable to the H
boson mass. Then, a sizeable contribution comes from the bottom quark, which is around
5-10% of the total cross section. The Leading-Order (LO) amplitude of the process is zero
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Figure 1.3: Higgs boson production through gluon fusion (top left) and
vector boson fusion (top right); associated production with a vector boson

(bottom left) and a top quark pair (bottom right).

for massless quarks and saturates for increasing values of the ratio mq/mH, leading to a
proportionality between the cross section and the square of the number of heavy quarks.
Considering higher orders, QCD corrections have a signi�cant impact: they are positive
and large, leading to an increase of the cross section by a factor around 50% and 30-40%
accounting for Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) and Next-to-Next-to-Leading-Order (NNLO)
corrections, respectively.

Vector boson fusion The VBF process is about ten times rarer than ggF, representing the
second dominating contribution to the H boson production at the LHC. Two fermions take
part in a weak process which leads them to exchange a vector boson, W or Z. The fusion of
these two vector bosons produces the H boson. The main feature of the process is a clear
experimental signature of the signal, which is associated to a pair of hadronic jets (de�ned
in Section 2.2.2) in the very forward regions at small angles with respect to the beam axis.
Subsequently, a good separation from background events can be obtained. QCD radiation
is signi�cantly suppressed in the region between the pair of jets because of the absence of
any quark or gluon line connecting the two outgoing quarks, so that higher order QCD
corrections are found to be small. Moreover, uncertainties associated to both LO and NLO
cross sections are found to be small as well [16].

Associated production with a vector boson The VH production mode, referred to as
Higgs-strahlung, is the third dominating mode at the LHC and it is two times less frequent
than VBF. The H boson is irradiated from a vector boson V leading to a �nal state with the
H boson associated to a W or Z boson. A virtual boson is produced during the interaction
and is represented by the internal line in the Feynman diagram. It is an important produc-
tion mechanism because it provides unique information on the VH coupling. For it to be
experimentally viable, the best scenario is with the H and V bosons decaying into a bottom
quark pair and a lepton pair, respectively. In fact, the H→ bb̄ channel has an advantageous
branching ratio (B) and leptons and neutrinos from the vector boson help in selecting events
with respect to the fully hadronic �nal state and dominant QCD background.
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Associated production with a top quark pair The tt̄H production mechanism is char-
acterized by a �nal state including the H and two top quarks, where a top quark pair is
originated by two gluons and then the H boson is produced by the fusion of a top and an
antitop. Although it represents the smallest contribution to the H boson production, it is an
important process because it gives access to a direct measurement of the Yukawa coupling
between the H boson and the top quark (yt), complementary to the indirect determination
from ggF. However, a proper reconstruction is challenging because of the small cross section
and the large number of hadronic jets in the �nal state.

Rare production modes In the context of the H → 4` analysis, two additional pro-
duction modes are considered, where the H boson is produced in association with a pair
of bottom quarks (bb̄H) or a single top quark (tHq and tHW, indicated as tH). The cross
section of the bb̄H process is comparable to the tt̄H process, while the one of the tH produc-
tion mode is one order of magnitude smaller. However, the latter is particularly interesting
because it permits the determination of the sign of yt.
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Figure 1.4: Production cross sections of the SM H boson as a function of√
s (left) and B of its most relevant decay channels in the mass region near

125 GeV as a function of mass (right) [17].

The unique nature of the H boson, which can decay in a variety of channels coupling
to all SM massive particles and to massless particles via intermediate loops, provides an
extraordinary occasion to investigate its couplings to many SM particles. In the SM, the H
boson can decay into pairs of heavy fermions through the Yukawa coupling and pairs of
gauge bosons. The interaction vertices are shown in Fig. 1.5. As mentioned in Section 1.1,
the H boson coupling to fermions is proportional to the fermion masses:

gff̄H =

√√
2GF mf , (1.45)

while vector boson couplings, characterized by cubic or quartic vertices, are linearly depen-
dent on the square of boson masses:

gV V H = 2

√√
2GF m2

V . (1.46)

Loop-induced decays into pairs of gluons or photons can also occur in the low mass region.
The decay into a pair of gluons happens through a quark loop in the same way presented
above for the gluon fusion production, while the H→ γγ decay occurs through a fermion
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loop, which is dominated by the contribution of the top quark, or a W boson loop with two
WWγ vertices. Similar loops can also lead to Zγ �nal states.

H
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V

H
t

t

t

γ

γ

Figure 1.5: Interaction vertex between the H boson and a pair of fermions
(left), a pair of vector bosons (middle), and a pair of photons through a top

loop (right).

The total decay width (ΓH) and mean lifetime of the H, as well as the relativeB of its possible
decay modes, are fully determined by the value of its mass (mH). The B is determined by
the partial width of the decay:

B(H→ X) =
Γ(H→ X)∑
Y Γ(H→ Y)

. (1.47)

Table 1.1 lists some of the main decay channels of the H boson, also shown in Fig. 1.4, report-
ing B and associated uncertainties for a SM H boson with mH approximately of 125 GeV.
These uncertainties are due to the missing higher order corrections in the theoretical cal-
culations on the one hand and the errors on the SM input parameters on the other hand, in
particular the fermion masses and the QCD gauge coupling αS .

Decay channel B THU [%] PU (mq) [%] PU (αs) [%]

H→ bb̄ 5.81× 10−1 + 0.65 + 0.72 + 0.77
− 0.65 − 0.74 − 0.79

H→W+W− 2.15× 10−1 + 0.99 + 0.98 + 0.64
− 0.99 − 0.98 − 0.62

H→ gg 8.18× 10−2 + 3.40 + 1.12 + 3.70
− 3.41 − 1.14 − 3.59

H→ τ+τ− 6.26× 10−2 + 1.17 + 0.98 + 0.62
− 1.16 − 0.98 − 0.60

H→ cc̄ 2.88× 10−2 + 1.20 + 5.27 + 1.26
− 1.20 − 0.94 − 1.25

H→ ZZ 2.64× 10−2 + 0.99 + 0.98 + 0.64
− 0.99 − 0.98 − 0.62

H→ γγ 2.27× 10−3 + 1.73 + 0.97 + 0.66
− 1.72 − 0.94 − 0.61

H→ Zγ 1.54× 10−3 + 5.71 + 0.91 + 0.58
− 5.71 − 1.00 − 0.64

H→ µ+µ− 2.17× 10−4 + 1.23 + 0.97 + 0.60
− 1.23 − 0.99 − 0.64

Table 1.1: Branching fraction for the main decays of the SM H boson assum-
ing a mass around the peak, mH = 125.09 GeV. The associated theoretical
uncertainties (THU) and parametric uncertainties from the quark masses
and the QCD gauge coupling, indicated as PU (mq) and PU (αs), are ex-

pressed in percentage [16].
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The role of each decay mode for the discovery and measurement of the H boson prop-
erties is related not only to the B of the process, but also on the feasibility of an e�cient
extraction of signal events while rejecting associated backgrounds. The H → ZZ (2.6%)
and H → γγ (0.2%) decay modes are among the rarest decay channels but they played a
leading role in the discovery of the H boson thanks to the high signal to background ratio
and the excellent resolution on the invariant mass. The dominant decay mode is the H→ bb̄
process, with a B of 58%, but its search is very challenging because of the signi�cant QCD
background. It is followed by the decay into a pair of W bosons (21%), which is studied
selecting a pair of quarks or a charged lepton with the associated neutrino in the �nal state.
The latter allows a larger sensitivity in the H boson searches thanks to accurate lepton
identi�cation and missing transverse energy measurement, in contrast with the high QCD
background of the former. Considering H boson decays to fermions, the H→ τ+τ− chan-
nel is the second most probable one (6%). It is probed by exploiting various decay products
of the τ leptons. To probe the couplings to the second fermion generation, H → µ+µ−

and H → cc̄, is particularly hard at the LHC, because of their small production rate and
the challenging experimental signatures. Finally, two gluons or Zγ decay channels, like the
diphoton �nal state, are induced by a vector boson or quark loop, so that they o�er a useful
mean to investigate the e�ective coupling of the H boson to these SM particles.

1.2.2 Higgs couplings within the κ-framework

Up to now, the LHC measurements of H boson couplings via exclusive production and de-
cay mechanisms, as presented in the previous section, have been mostly interpreted within
the κ-framework [18, 19]. It represents a convenient parametrization of e�ects due to pos-
sible deviations from the SM induced by new physics on single H boson production and
decay. Based on a set of on-shell H boson observables and assuming that the H boson cou-
plings to the SM particles have the same helicity structure as in the SM, it is able to capture
the dominant e�ects of various new physics scenarios which are currently well established.
However, it is a�ected by some limitations and biases, so that it is not able to provide a sys-
tematic description of new physics. For example, it does not allow to correlate or combine
measurements of di�erent processes at di�erent center-of-mass energies with a description
of the energy dependence or to compare processes with di�erent particle multiplicities.
For this reason, an alternative approach based on the E�ective Field Theory (EFT) is often
adopted in recent searches and speci�cally in view of studies at future particle colliders (see
Section 2.3.1). This approach aims to include new H boson couplings with di�erent helicity
structures, energy dependence or number of particles in the model, potentially originated
by new heavy degrees of freedom. The EFT approach represents a natural extension of
the κ-framework. Predictions can be systematically improved including both higher loop
corrections in the SM couplings and new physics corrections encoded in operators of even
higher dimensions. Moreover, polarization- and angular-dependent observables can be ex-
ploited. Finally, kinematical regions relevant for colliders operating far above the weak
scale can be fully explored within an EFT analysis. For a detailed discussion of the EFT
interpretation of H boson measurements see Ref. [20, 21]. In the following, an overview of
the κ-framework is provided because it represents the model behind the H → ZZ∗ → 4`
measurements presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

In the context of the SM, H boson couplings are uniquely �xed in terms of the Fermi
constant and the masses of the particles. The parametrization provided by the κ-framework
compares the experimental measurement of the H boson production and decay modes to
the SM expectation, without requiring any BSM computation. Under the assumption of no
BSM contributions to the total H boson width, the expression of the cross section times
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branching ratio (σB) for a production mode i and decay f is:

(σB)(i→ H→ f) =
σi(~κ) · Γf (~κ)

ΓH(~k)
, (1.48)

where Γf indicates the partial decay width into the �nal state f and ~κ refers to a series of
H boson coupling strength modi�er parameters. Each κ is introduced to express each of
the components of Eq. 1.48 as the SM expectation multiplied by the square of a coupling
strength modi�er for the corresponding process at LO:

κ2
i =

σi

σSM
i

or κ2
i =

Γi

ΓSM
i

. (1.49)

Consequently, Eq. 1.48 can be expressed as:

(σB)(i→ H→ f) =
σSM
i κ2

i · ΓSM
f κ2

f

ΓSM
H κ2

H

, (1.50)

resulting in another quantity largely used in the H boson analysis, the signal strength mod-
i�er (µ), which is the rate relative to the SM expectation for a given process:

µfi ≡
σB

σSMBSM
=
κ2
i · κ2

f

κ2
H

. (1.51)

When all κi are set to 1, the SM is reproduced. The SM H boson width can also be expressed
in a way that accounts for modi�cations κi of the SM H boson coupling strengths:

κ2
H ≡

∑
j

κ2
jΓ

SM
j

ΓSM
H

. (1.52)

Finally, an extension of the κ-framework allows to also consider the existence of H bo-
son decays to BSM particles with a branching fraction BBSM, which implies the increase of
ΓH by a factor 1/(1 - BBSM). Two classes of H boson decays to BSM particles can be iden-
ti�ed: decays into invisible particles with Binv and decays into all other untagged particles
with Bunt . Therefore, the total H boson width can be expressed as:

ΓH =
ΓSM

H · κ2
H

1− (Binv + Bunt)
. (1.53)

In case of colliders able to directly measure the H boson width, Bunt can be constrained
together with κi and Binv from a joint �t to the data.

1.2.3 Experimental picture of the Higgs boson

Given that the SM theory was not able to predict the mass of the H boson (see Section 1.1),
the particle had to be searched for in the widest possible mass range. During the initial
searches at particle colliders, the H boson eluded detection and lower limits on its mass
were set. The direct searches at the Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP) [22, 23] at CERN
allowed to determine a lower bound on mH by the �nal year of operation (2000). Data
was collected at energies between

√
s = [189, 209] GeV corresponding to an integrated

luminosity of 2461 pb−1, of which 536 pb−1 were accumulated at
√
s > 206 GeV. A signal

with mH 6 114.4 GeV was excluded at a con�dence level (CL) of 95% [24–26]. Then, the
searches performed at Tevatron, the pp̄ collider at Fermilab in the United States, excluded
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the mass windowmH = [158, 173] GeV at 95% CL using the combination of the data analyzed
at CDF and D0, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 8.2 fb−1 [27]. Its operation
ended in September 2011, when the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the CERN laboratories
got started with the speci�c purpose of observing the Higgs boson. Thanks to its high
energy, the LHC o�ered a greater capability to explore the remaining mass ranges.

The discovery The search for the H boson at the LHC was leaded by the ATLAS and CMS
Collaborations and covered a large mass spectrum between 100 GeV and 1 TeV and di�erent
decay modes with the H boson decaying into a pair of vector bosons, a pair of photons, a
pair of bottom quarks, or a pair of τ leptons. The observation of a new particle in the mass
region around 125 GeV, compatible with the SM predictions, was announced on the 4th
July 2012 [13–15]. Both experiments observed a new scalar boson with mH ∼ 125 GeV,
combining data collected during the years 2011 and 2012 at energies

√
s = 7 TeV and√

s = 8 TeV, with a signi�cance exceeding 5 standard deviations (σ) [24], as reported in
Table 1.2.

The most signi�cant evidence, shown in Fig. 1.6, was given by the H → γγ and the
H → ZZ∗ → 4` (` = e, µ) decay channels, which guaranteed the best mass resolution
and allowed a good sensitivity for a large spectrum of masses. The H boson mass was
estimated using di�erent decay modes, among which the above mentioned ones were the
most relevant. Table 1.2 shows measurements presented by CMS and ATLAS experiments
on the date of the announcement of the Higgs discovery.
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Figure 1.6: Invariant mass distribution of four-lepton (left) and diphoton
(right) candidates selected by the ATLAS (top) and CMS (bottom) Collabo-

ration using the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV datasets [13–15].
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Collaboration Mass Observed signi�cance

ATLAS mH = 126 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.4 (syst) GeV 5.9σ
CMS mH = 125 ± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.5 (syst) GeV 5.0σ

Table 1.2: Observation signi�cance of the H boson and mass measurement
by the ATLAS [13] and CMS [14, 15] Collaborations in 2012.

“It is somewhat surreal to �nd that work we did nearly �fty years ago is once again at the
center of attention. This is a triumph for the standard model of particle physics, but even
more for the experimenters. The achievement of the two great experimental collaborations

reported here is quite magni�cent.”
(T. Kibble, C. R Hagen, G. Guralnik, 2012)

The exploration with Run 1 and Run 2 data Since the discovery of the H boson, more
accurate measurements have been performed to validate and con�rm the hypothesis that
the new particle was e�ectively the predicted scalar particle of the SM. A spin-parity JP =
0+ has been demonstrated [28] and so far all coupling strengths and decay rates are found to
be compatible with the SM expectations from the combination of di�erent decay channels
using Run 1 [29–31] and Run 2 data [32, 33]. Coupling modi�ers (see Section 1.2.2) can
be de�ned separately for each particle and then extracted with a global likelihood �t for
fermions and weak bosons from the κ-framework model. The most updated measurement
of the coupling modi�ers performed after the recent evidence of the H boson decaying
to a pair of muons [34] is shown in Fig. 1.7 with the comparison to their corresponding
prediction from the SM.
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Figure 1.7: Measured values of the coupling modi�ers as a function of the
particle mass [35]. The green points represent the coupling modi�ers for
the interactions between the H and vector bosons, while the red, magenta,
and blue points refer to the couplings with µ, τ , and quarks of the third
generation, respectively. The associated error bars represent 68% CL inter-
vals for the measured parameters. The lower panel shows the ratios of the

measured coupling modi�ers values to their SM predictions.
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Thanks to the unprecedented possibilities given by the Run 2 dataset, the experimental
research has been geared toward probing all main production and decay modes of the H
boson and its couplings with SM particles. All four main production mechanisms have been
observed: the H boson production in association with a top quark pair is the last observation
among the production modes [36, 37]. In the landscape of the H boson decays to fermions,
important steps are represented by the observation of the H boson decay into a pair of τ
particles [38, 39], the measurement of the Yukawa coupling with the bottom quark [40, 41],
and the new observation of the H boson decay into a pair of muons presented by the CMS
experiment this year [34]. The precision on the H boson couplings achieved with a fraction
of the Run 2 data is shown in Fig. 1.8. A combination of results based on the full Run 2
dataset will be prepared as soon as all the single analyses similar to the one presented in
this thesis will be completed.
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Figure 1.8: Measurements of the combined signal strengths per production
(left) and decay (right) mode of the H boson performed by the ATLAS [32]

and CMS [33] Collaborations, respectively, using a part of Run 2 data.

The current picture of the SM particles and interactions is accurate and almost com-
pletely probed, but a signi�cant piece is still missing: the self-interaction of the H boson,
predicted by the SM and totally determined from mH and v, as shown in Eq. 1.43. It is re-
sponsible for the generation of the H boson mass. The production of a pair of H bosons (HH)
can directly probe the H self-interaction, but it is an extremely rare process in the SM (see
Section 1.3.3). For this reason, the measurement of the H boson self-coupling is of primary
interest in the current searches at the LHC and in the prospects at the HL-LHC, but also in
the context of the future colliders. It is a crucial test of the validity of the SM, also represent-
ing a relevant way to look for e�ects induced by BSM physics. The elegance and success of
the SM description of the electroweak and strong interactions between elementary particles
leaves the door open to some other mysteries of our universe. An overview of the possible
BSM e�ects in the Higgs sector is presented in the next section together with the discussion
of the level of precision achievable at future particle colliders in the measurements of the
Higgs properties.

1.3 Precisionmeasurements at future colliders: possible BSM
e�ects in the H boson sector

The monumental discovery of the H boson represented a turning point for the research in
high energy particle physics. Then, remarkable studies of the H boson properties have been
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performed at the LHC in the last years and are still ongoing. Currently, the investigation of
the H boson sector through precision measurements and direct searches for new phenom-
ena at future collider is among the most relevant aspects of their scienti�c programs. In
fact, many open questions about the fundamental laws of our universe both from an exper-
imental and theoretical point of view remain unsolved. For example, the baryon asymmetry
causing the abundance of matter with respect to antimatter in the universe, the nature of
dark matter and the evidence of nonzero neutrino masses, the hierarchy problem, or the
stability of the H boson mass upon quantum corrections. Direct searches for new physics
are the most powerful tools for discoveries. However, the long search for particles predicted
by the theory of the supersymmetry (SUSY) and for dark matter (DM) candidates has not
provided results. For this reason, H boson precision measurements have become one of the
hottest topics in particle physics. They represent one of the most powerful and broadly ef-
�cient methods to probe the H boson properties looking for possible deviations in speci�c
phase spaces with such a precision to be sensitive to new physics. A discussion of some
measurements particularly suitable in this context is presented in the following, consider-
ing the coupling of the H boson to SM elementary particles, together with the study of H
boson rare decays and the sensitivity to H boson CP, the H boson mass and width determi-
nation, and the sensitivity to the H boson self-coupling via single H and H H production
measurements.

This section aims to provide an assessment of the potential of future colliding beam
facilities to explore the H boson, assuming as a reference the results expected at the com-
pletion of the HL-LHC program. Quantitative results on di�erent aspects of the H boson
physics for future collider projects of su�cient maturity (see Section 2.3.1) have been pro-
duced using uniform approaches and methodologies and are partially presented here. All
details can be found in Ref. [21].
In this context, at the beginning of my Ph.D., I contributed to the study of the prospects on
the H H production at future hadronic colliders (see Section 1.3.3): FCC-hh and HL-LHC. I
had the opportunity to present these results during the poster session of the LHCP confer-
ence in Bologna (2018) [42] and Puebla (2019) [43], respectively, receiving the best poster
award of the LHCP 2019 conference. However, these studies are not part of the discussion
of this thesis. Details can be found in Ref. [44].

1.3.1 Higgs boson couplings to fermions and vector bosons

The exploration of the H boson couplings to fermions and bosons at the end of the LHC
operation is expected to achieve an overall precision at the level of 10% and down to 5%
in the most accurate measurements, while a precision of the few per-cent level is expected
after the subsequent high luminosity operation of the LHC (HL-LHC) [45, 46]. In the �nal
stage of the future colliders, the measurements of most of the H boson couplings will reach a
few per-mille precision, as shown in Fig. 1.9 with corresponding numerical values reported
in Table 1.3.

The extraction of the H boson couplings relies on a simultaneous �t of all the mea-
surements of σB and their comparison to the SM values. The e�ective couplings measured
within the EFT framework, de�ned as

g2
HX ≡

ΓH→X

ΓSM
H→X

, (1.54)

are also shown in Fig. 1.10. A global �t including also diboson and electroweak observables
is performed to extract these coe�cients.

A signi�cant interest on rare decays of the H boson, such as the coupling to second
and �rst generation fermions, is due to the fact that they give access to H boson couplings
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Figure 1.9: Expected relative precision (%) of the κ parameters for vari-
ous future accelerators beyond the LHC under the assumption that BSM H

boson decays exist [21].

that are expected to be small in the SM and have not yet been directly probed. The hy-
pothesis that the same H boson doublet originates the mass of the lighter states of the SM
can be tested by a precise determination of these couplings. Moreover, the sensitivity to
BSM physics at higher scales is signi�cantly enhanced for processes that are extremely
suppressed in the SM, such as the search for �avor-changing neutral interactions. Finally,
there are some rare signatures, for example the decay of the H boson to invisible particles,
which are used to constrain models including DM candidates.

As particularly evident in the context of the H → 4` analysis, the increasing precision
in the measurement of the H boson coupling can provide interesting hints of BSM physics.
On the one hand, probing the H boson at high pT enhances the sensitivity to new physics.
On the other hand, an anomalous tensor structures of H boson interactions with fermions
(H�) and vector bosons (HVV) may arise from BSM e�ects.
Studies performed after the H boson discovery set constraints on the anomalous couplings

HL-LHC + ILC CLIC Circular colliders
250 500 1000 380 1500 3000 CEPC FCC-ee240 FCC-ee365 FCC

κW 1.0 0.29 0.24 0.73 0.40 0.38 0.88 0.88 0.41 0.19
κZ 0.29 0.22 0.23 0.44 0.40 0.39 0.18 0.20 0.17 0.16
κg 1.4 0.85 0.63 1.5 1.1 0.86 1.0 1.2 0.9 0.5
κγ 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.4∗ 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.31
κZγ 10.∗ 10.∗ 10.∗ 10.∗ 8.2 5.7 6.3 10.∗ 10.∗ 0.7
κc 2.0 1.2 0.9 4.1 1.9 1.4 2.0 1.5 1.3 0.96
κt 3.1 2.8 1.4 3.2 2.1 2.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 0.96
κb 1.1 0.56 0.47 1.2 0.61 0.53 0.92 1.0 0.64 0.48
κµ 4.2 3.9 3.6 4.4∗ 4.1 3.5 3.9 4.0 3.9 0.43
κτ 1.1 0.64 0.54 1.4 1.0 0.82 0.91 0.94 0.66 0.46
Binv 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.27 0.22 0.19 0.024
Bunt 1.8 1.4 1.4 2.7 2.4 2.4 1.1 1.2 1. 1.

Table 1.3: Expected relative precision (%) of the κ parameters for various
future accelerators beyond the LHC operating at di�erent center-of-mass
energy values. Results are provided under the assumption that BSM H bo-
son decays exist. The upper limits (<%) at 95% CL on the B of the H boson
decays to invisible (Binv) and untagged (Bunt) particles are also provided.
All scenarios take into account the combination with the expected results
at the end of HL-LHC. The asterisk (∗) indicates measurements dominated

by the HL-LHC because of the lack on analysis inputs [21].
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Figure 1.10: Expected sensitivity to deviations in the e�ective H boson cou-
plings from a global �t based on the EFT approach at 68% CL for various

future accelerators beyond the LHC [21].

and spin-parity of the H, which is predicted to have CP-even (JPC = 0++) and �avor
diagonal interactions. However, small anomalous couplings to a pair of EW gauge bosons
are still allowed and possible e�ects of CP violation in H� couplings, corresponding to the
detection of nonzero CP-odd components in the H boson interactions with the SM particles,
may appear at the tree level. In addition, the measurement of the e�ective Hgg couplings
is interesting because sensitivity to the CP-odd Hgg interaction derives from ggF processes
at the inclusive level. Anomalous couplings to fermions, bosons, or new particles and Htt
coupling with CP-odd can contribute to the loop and provide signs of CP violation.
The H → 4` analysis is particularly sensitive to the study of CP-violation and anomalous
couplings, which is able to provide the simultaneous measurement of �ve independent HVV
couplings, two Hgg, and two Htt couplings exploiting the single H → ZZ → 4` decay
channel, as reported in the most recent CMS results in Ref. [47].

1.3.2 Higgs boson mass and width

The most precise measurement of the H boson mass currently available comes from the
CMS combination of the 2016 results of the H → 4` and H→ γγ analyses with an earlier
measurement of mH based on the 2011 and 2012 data [30, 48, 49]:

125.38± 0.14 GeV.

A signi�cant improvement in the precision of the mass measurement is expected at future
accelerators. In the context of HL-LHC, the mass measurement is performed in the H→ 4`
decay channel, indicating an achievable precision down to 10-20 MeV. At lepton colliders
operating at a center-of-mass energy between [240,350] GeV, the mass measurement relies
on the recoil mass method, where the H boson decays into a pair of electrons or muons in
ZH events. In this case, systematic uncertainties are expected to be negligible. An overview
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of the expected precision δmH on the mass measurement for various future accelerator
scenarios is shown in Table 1.4, with the corresponding impact on the H → ZZ∗ partial
decay width, evaluated as 1.2% · (δmH/100) MeV [50].

Collider scenario Strategy δmH (MeV) δ(ΓZZ∗ ) [%]

HL-LHC mZZ 10-20 0.12-0.24
ILC250 ZH recoil 14 0.17
CLIC380 ZH recoil 78 0.94
CLIC3000 mbb̄ in H→ νν 23 0.28
FCC-ee ZH recoil 11 0.13
CEPC ZH recoil 5.9 0.07

Table 1.4: Expected precision of the H boson mass measurement for various
future accelerators beyond the LHC with the impact of the mH uncertainty

on the partial decay width of the H→ZZ∗ process [21].

The measurement of the total width of the H boson is crucial in the search for BSM man-
ifestations. Possible deviations in the measured width from the SM expectation can arise if
the H boson has new BSM decay channels or the known channels present non-SM rates. As
a consequence, the precise measurement of the H boson width complements the measure-
ment of the H boson couplings to known SM particles. Similarly, it can provide signi�cant
information on possible H boson decays to invisible or undetected particles. Moreover, joint
constraints can be set on ΓH as well as on parameters that express HVV anomalous cou-
plings.
Indirect measurements of the H boson width are possible at hadron colliders because the
width a�ects the physics that we can observe. The best results come from an indirect ap-
proach which exploits the relative measurement of the o�-shell and on-shell H boson pro-
duction and pro�ts from the fact that the SM H boson width is proportional to the ratio of
the event yields in the o�-shell and on-shell regions. An additional theoretical assumption
is needed if untagged decays are allowed, for example requiring |κV | ≤ 1 or including con-
straint from o�-shell H boson measurements.
At lepton colliders, the recoil mass method can be exploited to obtain a precise ZH cross
section measurement in a model independent way, having knowledge of the total initial
energy of the event. Then, it can be used in combination with measurements of exclusive
cross sections of H boson decays to retrieve ΓH, for example:

σ(e+e− → ZH)

B(H → ZZ∗)
=

σ(e+e− → ZH)

Γ(H→ ZZ∗)/ΓH
'

[
σ(e+e− → ZH)

Γ(H→ ZZ∗)

]
× ΓH. (1.55)

The main limitation is represented by the measurement of the B(H→ ZZ∗), since it has not
been measured with an optimal level of accuracy.

1.3.3 Higgs boson self-coupling

Currently one of the main goals in the physics program at the LHC experiments and at
all future colliders is the measurement of the H boson self-coupling (see Eq. 1.43) or Higgs
trilinear coupling (λHHH). On the one hand, it represents an important test of the SM elec-
troweak symmetry breaking sector. It is directly related to the structure of the H boson
scalar potential and the shape of the �eld potential is linked to many open questions of par-
ticle physics and cosmology, such as the metastability of our universe or its implications in
the baryogenesis. On the other hand, any possible deviation in the H boson self-coupling
due to BSM e�ects could open the door to new physics searches.
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The only way to directly access and measure λHHH is the measurement of the H boson
pair production at hadron colliders such as LHC. In this case, the dominant nonresonant H
H production mode proceeds through top quark loop diagrams in the gluon fusion channel,
as shown in Fig. 1.11. This contribution is a�ected by a destructive interference between
the box and the triangle diagrams. Consequently, the total SM production rate of the H
H process is really small. The corresponding cross sections at a center-of-mass energy of
13 TeV and 14 TeV are 31.05 fb and 36.69 fb, and they are expected to increase by a factor
40 at FCC-hh at a center-of-mass energy of 100 TeV [51].
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Figure 1.11: LO Feynman diagrams for the HH production in the SM
through the Higgs boson self-coupling (left), with the coupling λHHH in

blue, and the top box diagram (right) at hadron colliders.

The most recent prospects on the HH production at the HL-LHC with the CMS ex-
periment have been obtained combining �ve decay channels (bb̄bb̄, bb̄ττ , bb̄γγ, bb̄WW,
bb̄ZZ) and are summarized in Fig. 1.12. My early contribution to the CMS experiment was
the study of the HH→ bb̄ZZ(4`) process at the HL-LHC, which took part at this combina-
tion. For this reason, I would like to report these results.
The statistical combination results in a 95% CL upper limit on the SM HH cross section of
0.77 times the SM prediction. The µ=0 scenario, indicating the absence of a SM HH signal,
is excluded at the 99% CL, which corresponds to a signi�cance of 2.6σ. Prospects for the
measurement of the trilinear H boson coupling have been also evaluated. The expected 68%
and 95% CL intervals for the self-coupling modi�er κλ = λHHH/λ

SM
HHH are [0.35, 1.9] and

[-0.18, 3.6], respectively.
Considering the combination of the results produced by the ATLAS and CMS experiments,
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Figure 1.12: Scan of the negative log-likelihood as a function of the signal
strength µ (left) and the self-coupling modi�er κλ (middle) assuming SM
HH signal in the �ve decay channels analyzed and their combination [20].
The negative log-likelihood as a function of κλ is also shown for the com-

bination of the ATLAS and CMS results (right) [20].
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the expected signi�cance on the HH production at the end of the HL-LHC is 4.0σ and con-
straints on the Higgs self-coupling of [0.5, 1.5] at 68% CL are set, corresponding to a preci-
sion of 50% on the measurement. The second minimum in the likelihood lineshape due to
the degeneracy in the total number of HH signal events is excluded at 99.4% CL thanks to
the di�erential information of mHH. The results are very promising in terms of a possible
observation of the process in the following years.

Also in the context of lepton colliders, the trilinear coupling contributes to the HH
production process via e+e− → ZHH (double Higgs-strahlung) at low energies or via VBF
in the e+e− → H H νeν̄e for center-of-mass energy values above 1 TeV. Diagrams for the
LO contribution to HH production at lepton colliders are presented in Fig. 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: LO Feynman diagrams for the HH production process via
e+e− → ZHH (top) and via VBF in the e+e− → HHνeν̄e (bottom) at lepton

colliders. The coupling λHHH is shown in red.

However, at low energy colliders below the HH production threshold, the most relevant
approach is to exploit single H boson processes, where deviations in the H boson self-
interactions can produce measurable e�ects at NLO (Fig. 1.14).
The trilinear coupling does not enter single H processes at LO but it a�ects both H boson
production and decay at higher orders. The NLO corrections to an observable Σ can be
expressed as

ΣNLO = ZH · ΣLO(1 + κλC1), (1.56)

with ZH representing an universal coe�cient and C1 is a process dependent coe�cient
varying with the center-of-mass energy. The impact of a deviation δκλ from the SM value
is

δΣ ≡ ΣNLO

ΣNLO(κλ = 1)
− 1 ' (C1 + 2 δZH) δκλ + δZH δκ

2
λ, (1.57)

with δZH ∼ −0.00154. For example, considering the ZH production cross section at NLO
as observable of interest and a 240 GeV lepton collider, the variation induced by a modi�ed
H boson cubic coupling amounts to

σNLO
ZH ' σNLO SM

ZH (1 + 0.014 δκλ). (1.58)

Therefore, an accuracy below 1% is required in the ZH cross section measurement in or-
der to be competitive with constraints achievable at the HL-LHC, but this is for example
expected in the context of an e+e− Higgs factory operating at 240 GeV.

The expected sensitivity on the self-coupling of the H at 68% CL accounting for the
combination with the HL-LHC results is reported in Fig. 1.15. On the one hand, from a
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Figure 1.14: NLO Feynman diagrams for single H processes including the H
boson self-coupling: ZH Higgs-strahlung process (top) and VBF processes

(bottom).

direct measurement of the HH production at FCC-hh, the H boson trilinear coupling will
be measured with a precision below the 5% (around 3% according to the latest prospects
provided in Ref. [52]) at 68% CL. On the other hand, performing a global analysis of single
H processes at higher order and considering also all possible deformations of the single H
boson couplings in the context of a multi-parameter EFT likelihood �t, a precision on λHHH

of 33% (24%) can be achieved at FCC-ee in the scenario with two (four) interaction points
(see Section 2.3.2).

Figure 1.15: Sensitivity on the H boson trilinear coupling at 68% CL for
various future accelerators beyond the LHC [21].



Chapter 2

The experimental apparatus

T
he goal of this chapter is to emphasize the complexity of the machines and of each
kind of apparatus needed to perform the experimental research on the fundamental

questions presented in the �rst chapter. An impressive sentence by A. Turing 1 (1950) can
be taken as a good way to approach the following discussion:

Machines take me by surprise with great frequency.

The beginning of the pathway to any kind of investigation in high energy physics (HEP)
is represented by a set of particles. The H boson candidates are searched among these
particles, which are part of complex events produced in high energy collisions and recorded
by a detector. It is clear that the availability and quality of our collected data constitute the
essential point to achieve high precision in the �nal results. Thus, the e�ort invested to
project and build highly performant machines and experiments is huge and the timeline
usually spans over several decades.

In the �rst part, a brief introduction to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [53, 54], a
milestone of the Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) history, will be
provided. The central topic of this thesis is carried out within the Compact Muon Solenoid
(CMS) experiment at the LHC, so the second section will describe how the CMS detector was
built and is working. To conclude, a special focus is dedicated to the di�erent proposals of
new colliders and experiments for the future of HEP after the LHC era. The discussion about
the kind of future accelerators needed at the end of the LHC operation is very animated at
the present time and its outcome will shape the activities of the particle physics research
for decades. As a young scientist, during my Ph.D. I have been involved in di�erent kind of
studies needed as a fundamental input to the ongoing discussion.

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider at CERN

The quest for the H boson at CERN started in the late 1980s with the Large Electron-Positron
(LEP) collider, which occupied the tunnel that now houses the LHC until 2000, placing the
laboratory at the forefront of the research in HEP and of the technology development. In
parallel, searches for the H boson were performed by the experiments at the Tevatron col-
lider at Fermilab in the United States during the 1990s. During the early 1980s, a committee
of physicists at CERN was focusing on a joint project for the next big particle accelera-
tor, involving the United States and Europe, and started thinking about the LHC. Then, the
CERN Council approved the LHC project in December 1994 and the LHC Technical Design
Report (TDR) was published already in October 1995 [55], containing a description of the
accelerator’s architecture and the basis for the subsequent detailed development of the pro-
posal. Because of �nancial reasons, it was initially decided that the project would have been

1Alan Mathison Turing (23 June 1912 - 7 June 1954) was an English mathematician and computer scientist
who highly in�uenced the development of theoretical computer science.
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set up in two stages. However, as a result of diplomatic activities and intense negotiations
which ensured signi�cant contributions from the non-member states, the Council approved
the construction of the machine in a single step. At that time, nineteen nations belonged
to CERN. Thanks also to the contributions from Japan, USA, India, and other non-member
states, four experiments received o�cial approval and construction work started: ALICE,
ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb. Later, two smaller experiments were added: TOTEM (located near
CMS) and LHCf (near ATLAS).

The LHC is a gigantic machine built at the CERN laboratory near Geneva, spanning the
border between Switzerland and France. It is installed in a 26.7 km circular tunnel at a mean
depth of 100 m. One of its main goal is the study of rare events produced in proton-proton
(p-p) collisions at a center-of-mass energy up to 14 TeV, in order to investigate the small-
est fundamental building blocks that constitute our universe. It is designed to provide also
proton-lead (p-Pb) and lead-lead (Pb-Pb) collisions.
The LHC is a double ring low temperature superconducting collider, able to accelerate two
beams of hadrons (protons) or ions travelling in opposite directions at speeds very close to
the speed of light. The beams collide in four points of the two rings where the main LHC
experiments are located. A complex chain of smaller particle accelerators is used to boost
the particles to their �nal energies and provide beams to a whole set of smaller experiments.
The CERN accelerator complex is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The progressive acceleration of protons and beam injection in the LHC ring occurs in dif-
ferent steps.

Figure 2.1: Schematic layout of the CERN particle accelerators chain and
of the experiments around the circumference of the LHC, which is the last

in the accelerator chain (dark blue line) [56].
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1. Protons are obtained by stripping orbiting electrons from hydrogen atoms;

2. a linear accelerator (LINAC2) carries out the initial proton acceleration up to 50 MeV;

3. protons are then injected into the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), where the beam
is accelerated to 1.4 GeV;

4. protons are sent to the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and accelerated up to 25 GeV;

5. at this point, protons are sent to the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), where they
reach an energy of 450 GeV;

6. protons are �nally transferred in bunches to the two adjacent parallel beam pipes
of the LHC, where they circulate for many hours around the ring in well de�ned
bunches, one beam in the clockwise direction and the second one in an anticlockwise
direction.

2.1.1 The LHC machine

The shape of the LHC collider is not a perfect circle. It is organized in eight 2.45 km long arcs,
containing 154 dipole bending magnets per arch, and eight straight sections approximately
528 m long with a transition region at its end called insertion. The layout of each straight
section depends on the speci�c use of the insertion, which can be oriented to the beam
collisions within an experiment, the injection, the beam dumping, or the beam cleaning.
The part of the machine between two insertion points is de�ned as a sector. Each sector
is provided with an independent powering. To build the LHC, the most technologically
advanced superconducting electromagnetic dipoles and radiofrequency (RF) cavities have
been developed. The installation of the magnets was carried out sector by sector and all the
dipoles of a sector are connected in series and placed in the same continuous cryostat. A
particle accelerator relies on three di�erent elements:

Vacuum The main LHC vacuum systems are the beam vacuum, the insulation vacuum
for cryomagnets, and the insulation vacuum for the helium distribution line. The presence
of three separate systems with di�erent requirements with respect to the classical vacuum
systems represents a special feature of the LHC. The beam vacuum is an ultrahigh vacuum
with a pressure of 10−7 Pa in the beam pipe at a cryogenic temperature of 5 K. The pressure
is lower than 10−9 Pa close to the interaction points (IPs)2, where collisions take place. It
avoids collisions with gas molecules allowing proper beam lifetime and low background to
the experiments. The insulation vacuum for the powerful superconducting magnets is the
largest volume to be pumped in the LHC (∼ 9000 m3) and is cooled down with liquid helium
to 1.9 K. It ensures a good thermal insulation of the cooling system in order to maintain
the low temperatures. Finally, the insulation vacuum for the helium distribution line acts
similarly as a thermal insulator to reduce the amount of heat coming from the surrounding
room-temperature environment into the cryogenic parts.

The magnet system A strong magnetic �eld is required in order to maintain particles
on a circular trajectory. The two beams are curved thanks to opposite magnetic �elds. To
bend protons in the LHC accelerator, a magnetic �eld B is needed with an intensity given
by the equation:

p [TeV] = 0.3B [T] r [km], (2.1)
2Note that IP will be used in place of impact parameter in the next chapters, while here it always refers to

the interaction point.
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where p is the momentum of the beam particle and r is the radius of the LHC ring. The
LHC presents separate magnetic �elds and vacuum chambers in the eight arcs, alternated
to straight sections which are at the insertion regions where the experimental detectors are
located. The maximum energy that can be achieved in a collider is directly proportional to
the strength of the dipole �eld and the radius of the accelerator. The LHC is equipped with a
large variety of magnets, from dipoles to decapoles, and each family of magnets undertakes
a speci�c task.

∗ Dipoles are the most numerous (1232) and provide the very high �eld of 8.3 T, thanks
to a high current which �ows in them. For example, a current of 11000 A is necessary
to bend the 7 TeV beams around the 26.7 km ring.
∗ Quadrupoles (392) help to focus the beam squeezing it either vertically or horizontally

in order to maximize the chance of two protons colliding head-on.
∗ High order multipole magnets contribute to correct for possible imperfections of the

magnetic �eld in the main ring magnets (dipoles and quadrupoles) and in the inter-
action region magnets.

The superconducting technology is based on niobium-titanium (NbTi) cables with an
operating temperature of 1.9 K (–271.3°C) and makes the LHC unique among supercon-
ducting synchrotrons. The LHC cryogenic system is based on the use of super�uid helium,
which is pumped into the magnet system. The amount of liquid helium needed for cooling
the LHC is so huge that CERN has its own production! It has a very high thermal conduc-
tivity, ideal for the refrigeration and stabilization of large superconducting systems. The
cooling of the elements is a fundamental activity in order to increase the performance of
NbTi and maximize the �eld strength of the superconducting magnets.

Cavities The primary purpose of the cavities is to accelerate charged particles. The LHC
uses eight RF cavities per beam. They are metallic chambers that contain an electromagnetic
�eld and operate at 4.5 K, arranged in groups of four in cryomodules with two cryomodules
per beam. The RF �elds are exploited to accelerate beams and to squeeze proton bunches
as compact as possible in order to make head-on collisions easier and to guarantee high
luminosity (see below) at the collision points.

As a consequence of the acceleration scheme based on RF �elds used in modern colliders,
the particle beams are characterized by a bunch structure. During a RF cycle, particles are
only accelerated passing through an accelerating cavity, when the RF �eld presents the
correct orientation. In the LHC, under nominal operating conditions, each proton beam
consists of 2808 bunches and each bunch contains as many as 1011 protons. Bunches of
particles measure a few centimeters long and a millimeter wide when they are far from
a collision point. However, the bunch size is not constant around the ring: circulating
around the ring, each bunch gets squeezed and expanded. By squeezing its length as much
as possible around the collision points, it is possible to increase the probability of a p-p
collision.
The number of bunches a�ects signi�cantly the instantaneous luminosity (L) in a machine.
The instantaneous luminosity depends on the properties of the beams:

L = fγr
nbN

2
b

4πεnβ∗
F, (2.2)

where in the numerator nb andNb indicate the number of bunches and the number of parti-
cles contained in each bunch, respectively, f represents the bunch crossing (BX) frequency,
γr denotes the relativistic Lorentz factor of the protons, while the two terms in the denomi-
nator represent the transverse emittance (εn) and the focal length (β∗) at the collision point,
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called also β function, describing the shape and focus of the beam, respectively. Finally, the
geometric reduction of the instantaneous luminosity is taken into account in the factor F ,
which depends on the transverse and longitudinal dimensions of the beams at the IP and
on the beam crossing angle θc as:

F =

(
1 + θc

σz
2σxy

)−1

. (2.3)

During the Run 2 operation, the bunch spacing at the LHC was 25 ns (half of the bunch
crossing interval used during Run 1), which corresponds to a frequency of 40 MHz, result-
ing in about 40 million BX per second. For every BX about twenty collisions between 200
billion particles take place in the LHC. The luminosity constitutes the coe�cient of propor-
tionality between the number of events R produced per second, called the event rate, and
the production cross section of the physical process in question (σproc):

R = Lσproc. (2.4)

The total amount of collisions produced in a given time interval is called integrated lumi-
nosity and it is de�ned as L =

∫
L dt.

2.1.2 Proton-proton physics at the LHC

To understand the requirements of the LHC and the solutions adopted in the development
of the machine and of the experiments, a brief discussion about the physics expected to be
studied in p-p collisions at a circular collider is needed.

The proton structure and its dynamics are determined by the strong interaction. They
are described by the quantum chromodynamics (the QCD theory), which depicts the proton
as a composite system made of elementary particles. The proton structure is a manifestation
of the strong con�ning force and accounts for three valence quarks and a sea of quarks,
antiquarks, and gluons, called partons. The proton internal structure can be modelled as a
parton beam in which each parton carries a fraction x of the total momentum, as shown in
Fig. 2.2:

pparton = x pproton,

where the spatial distribution of partons as a function of x is called parton distribution func-
tion.

Figure 2.2: The elementary structure of the proton.

De�ning the proton’s momentum fractions carried by the two interacting partons, xa and
xb, the e�ective energy available in a collision is related to the nominal center-of-mass
energy by the expression: √

s̃ = xaxb
√
s.
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Since the interactions occur between partons, there are a lot of particles that accom-
pany a hard scattering in a single p-p interaction, referred to as underlying events (UE). The
modelling of the UE is important and it represents a signi�cant ingredient for the correct
identi�cation of isolated physics objects and the estimare of their energy. The main uncer-
tainties associated to the UE at the LHC come from the parton density functions, the initial
and �nal state radiation from the gluons, and the modelling of the multiple partonic inter-
actions.
Moreover, there is a nonzero probability of multiple soft interactions in a single collision,
called minimum bias (MB). From the experimental point of view, it is dominated by low
pT QCD processes with low transverse energy and low multiplicity and it corresponds to
a nonsingle di�ractive inelastic interaction. The majority of the particles produced in p-p
collisions arises from soft interactions, which require nonperturbative phenomenological
models and represent a major background at higher luminosities.

proton proton

underlying eventunderlying event

initial-state radition

final-state radition

outgoing parton

outgoing parton

Figure 2.3: Illustration of a typical hard scattering event between two par-
tons including initial and �nal state radiation and beam-beam remnants.

Finally, given that collisions take place every 25 ns, all particles produced in the �rst BX
have no time to reach the external surface of the detector before the new particles leave the
IP. This e�ect is referred to as out-of-time pileup. Moreover, multiple proton interactions
can take place within each BX producing events which overlap the hard scatter interaction,
hereafter denoted as in-time pileup or only pileup.

One of the main technical challenges of the experiments in similar data-taking condi-
tions is to maintain the required detector e�ciency and accuracy in the presence of ex-
tremely high background levels. For this reason, high granularity, fast response, and preci-
sion in the measurement of the energy and momentum of the �nal state particles represent
crucial features of the LHC experiments, together with high resistence to the radiation.
Then, other challenging aspects of the high energy physics at p-p colliders have to be con-
sidered, for example how to handle the enormous volume of data collected and to expedi-
tiously analyze them in order to extract physics results.
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2.1.3 Operation of the LHC

The LHC started operating in 2008, when the �rst beam was circulated through the collider
(10th September). However, on the 19th September 2008, a magnet quenching occurred in
about one-hundred bending magnets in sectors 3 and 4. An electrical fault led to a loss of
approximately six tonnes of liquid helium, which was vented into the tunnel. Because of the
expansion of the escaping vapour, �fty-three superconducting magnets and their mountings
were damaged and the vacuum pipe contaminated loosing vacuum conditions.

Run1 The �rst operational run started on 23rd November 2009 at a center-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 900 GeV. Then, during the early part of 2010, the energy of the beams were ramped

up to 3.5 TeV per beam. The LHC set a new record for high energy collisions by colliding
proton beams at a center-of-energy of 7 TeV on 30th March 2010. The 2012 run started at a
beam energy of 4 TeV, corresponding to a collision energy of 8 TeV. The luminosity was also
increased to target 15 fb−1 of data, three times larger than the total integrated luminosity
collected in 2010-2011 at 7 TeV. During this data-taking period, collisions were characterized
by an average number of overlapping interactions per bunch crossing of twenty-one (nine)
at 8 TeV (7 TeV). Both the increased energy and the increased luminosity were expected to
signi�cantly extend the opportunities to explore new physics. The LHC remained in opera-
tion until February 2013, running continuously for three years and delivering a luminosity
of around 30 fb−1. Data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 20 fb−1 was
collected by the CMS experiment and the discovery of the H boson by the ATLAS and CMS
Collaborations dates back to this period. After that, a long shutdown (LS) period occured
in order to increase the luminosity and the center-of–mass energy of the LHC up to the
original design conditions and to perform ordinary and essential maintenance.

Run 2 After a two year LS, the second operational run started in spring 2015 and lasted
until 2018. The LHC reached for the �rst time a p-p collision energy of

√
s = 13 TeV in 2016,

accelerating each beam at the unprecedented energy of 6.5 TeV. A summary of the beam
and machine parameters during Run 2 compared to the LHC design values is reported in
Table 2.1.
The total number of collisions in 2016 exceeded the number from the whole Run 1 at a
higher energy per collision. The p-p run was followed by four weeks of proton-lead col-
lisions. During 2017, the luminosity was further increased and reached twice the design
value. Finally, the LHC operation in 2018 began on the 17th April and stopped on the 3rd

December, including four weeks of Pb-Pb collisions. During the last steps of the intensity
ramp-up, the average peak luminosity reached by the ATLAS and CMS experiments sur-
passed the record peak luminosity of 2017 being close to 2.1× 1034 cm−2s−1, as shown in
Fig. 2.4.
An overview of the integrated luminosity of data collected by the CMS experiment during
Run 1 and Run 2 is shown in Fig. 2.5. During Run 2, collisions were characterized by a
center-of-mass energy

√
s = 13 TeV and an average of thirty-four pileup interactions.

The successful Run 2 data-taking period allowed to perform important precision mea-
surements for constraining the SM as a stable theory. For example, the masses of the H
and W boson are currently known with great precision, some new H boson couplings were
observed (see Section 1.2.3), and the investigation on the CP-violation was provided with im-
proved measurements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. However, since
direct searches for new physics have not revealed anything new, the road to precision mea-
surements looking for BSM e�ects is becoming much more important.
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Parameter Design 2018 2017 2016 2015

Energy (TeV) 7.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
Number of bunches 2808 2556 2556-1868 2220 2244
Number of bunches per train 288 144 144-128 96 144
Max. stored energy (MJ) 362 312 315 280 280
β∗ (cm) 55 30→27→25 40→30 40 80
Bunch population, Nb(1011)p 1.15 1.1 1.25 1.25 1.2
Normalized emittance (µm) 3.75 1.8-2.2 1.8-2.2 1.8-2 2.6-3.5
Peak luminosity (1034cm−2s−1) 1.0 2.1 2.0 1.5 <0.6
Half crossing angle (µrad) 142.5 160→130 150→120 185→140 185

Table 2.1: Comparison between the beam and machine parameters during
Run 2 and the LHC design values.

2.2 Overview of the CMS experiment

The CMS Collaboration brings together members of the particle physics community from
around two-hundred institutes and universities and from more than forty countries across
the globe, counting over four thousand particle physicists, engineers, computer scientists,
technicians, and students. Since the beginning, collaborators from all over the world helped
to design and fabricate components of the CMS detector, which were brought to CERN for
the �nal assembly. Since then, the collaboration operates to collect data from the experi-
ment, taking care of the mainteinance and upgrade of the detector. Finally, data collected
by the CMS detector are shared with several computing centres via the World Wide LHC
Computing Grid to be analyzed by the CMS groups from all around the world.

As it was explicitely stated in the letter of intent presented by the CMS Collaboration
in 1992 [58], CMS was designed as a general purpose detector able to run at the highest
luminosity at the LHC and it was optimized for the SM H boson search over a mass range
from 90 GeV to 1 TeV. However, its versatility allows to cover many possible signatures from
alternative electroweak symmetry breaking mechanisms and a large range of phenomena
at the LHC energies. The aim is to scrutinize di�erent unproven models of the elementary
structure of the matter. It is also well adapted for the study of the top, beauty, and tau
physics at lower luminosities and it is able to cope with several aspects of the heavy ion
physics program. It was conceived to study p-p (and Pb-Pb) collisions at a center-of-mass
energy of 14 TeV (5.5 TeV) and at luminosities up to 1034cm−2s−1 (1027cm−2s−1).
According to the experiment’s goals, it was chosen to identify and measure muons, photons,
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Figure 2.4: Peak luminosity versus time for 2010-2012 and 2015-2018 deliv-
ered to CMS during stable beams for p-p collisions at 13 TeV [57].
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Figure 2.5: Integrated luminosity of data collected by the CMS experiment
per year during Run 1 and Run 2 (top). The delivered and recorded lumi-
nosity cumulative over all years during stable beams for p-p collisions at
a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV (bottom left) and the distribution of the
average pileup with the minimum bias cross sections (bottom right) are also

shown [57].

and electrons with high precision as the main design considerations. Therefore, the design
focused on a highly performant muon system, a high quality electromagnetic calorimeter,
a robust and powerful central tracking system to achieve excellent charged particle recon-
struction and detailed vertex reconstruction, a hadron calorimeter characterized by good
hermiticity and su�cient energy resolution, and a strong magnetic �eld that allows great
muon momentum resolution. Thanks to these features, the CMS experiment provided the
most precise H boson mass measurement up to now!

2.2.1 The coordinate frame

To describe the detector and the collision events, the origin of the coordinate system [59] is
centered at the nominal collision point inside the experiment. It is situated on the longitu-
dinal z-axis along the beam direction toward the Jura mountains from LHC Point 5 in Cessy
(France). The x-y plane of the right-handed Cartesian coordinate frame, shown in Fig. 2.6,
identi�es the transverse plane. The x-axis points radially inward toward the center of the
LHC ring and the y-axis points vertically upward. Considering the cylindrical structure of
the CMS detector, a polar system is often convenient to describe the four momentum of
particles using their energy and two angles. The azimuthal angle φ is formed with respect
to the positive x axis in the transverse plane, while the polar angle θ is measured from the
z-axis in the (r-z) plane, where r denotes the radial coordinate.
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Figure 2.6: Coordinate system of the CMS experiment.

Instead of using the polar angle θ, it is convenient to construct a quantity with better
transformation properties under Lorentz boosts along the beam axis, called rapidity, de�ned
as:

y =
1

2
log

E + pz
E − pz

. (2.5)

Rapidity di�erences remain invariant under boosts along the z-axis. It goes to zero for par-
ticles with only a transverse component of the momentum, while it goes to±∞ for particles
parallel to the z-axis. However, this quantity does not provide an intuitive interpretation,
so an analogue quantity is introduced, the pseudorapidity:

η = − ln
(

tan
θ

2

)
. (2.6)

Small values of the θ angle correspond to large values of η. If m«E, these two quantities
are more or less equal.
Interesting events concentrates in the region at large η values of the transverse plane, far
from the beam pipe. Thus, the energy and momentum measured in the transverse plane
with respect to the beam direction from the x and y components are useful quantities to
describe events generated during a collision and are denoted by ET and pT . The transverse
energy could be de�ned as:

ET = E sin θ, (2.7)

while the transverse momentum is the projection of the momentum of a particle onto the
transverse plane. It is Lorentz invariant under boosts along the z-axis, so it is possible to
assume that it is conserved in the transverse plane after the parton interaction:

pT =
√
p2
x + p2

y. (2.8)

The imbalance of energy measured in the x-y is referred to as pmissT = −
∑

i ~pT :

|pmissT | =
√(∑

i

pix

)2
+
(∑

i

piy

)2
. (2.9)

Finally, to describe particles in terms of η, φ, and z, another quantity is de�ned, ∆R, which
provides a distance measurement in the η-φ plane:

∆R =
√

∆η2 + ∆φ2, (2.10)

where ∆η and ∆φ represent the spatial separation of two objects in terms of pseudorapidity
and azimuthal angle, respectively.
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2.2.2 Structure of the detector

The CMS apparatus is located in the underground cavern of LHC Point 5 and is instrumented
with di�erent subdetectors. It features a cylindrical structure with a diameter of 14.6 m and
a length of 21.6 m for an overall weight of 12500 tons. A large, high �eld superconducting
solenoid sits at the core of the CMS system. The core of the magnet coil can accommodate
the silicon-based inner tracking system and the calorimetry. Each subdetector is composed
of a central section, called barrel, and two forward regions, the endcaps. The pseudorapidity
coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors is extended by the forward calorime-
try up to |η| < 5 assuring full geometric coverage. The steel �ux-return yoke outside the
solenoid is integrated with four stations of gas-ionization detectors to measure muons. It
covers most of the 4π solid angle and ensures very good hermeticity and robustness. A
quick description of each part of the CMS detector will be provided in the following. A
perspective view of the CMS overall layout is shown in Fig. 2.7. A full description of the
CMS detector can be found in Ref. [59].

Figure 2.7: Perspective view of the CMS detector [59].

Magnet

A strong magnetic �eld is mandatory for a compact detector based on a single long solenoid,
used to bend the paths of charged particles from collisions in the LHC and measure their
momentum (~p) with a good resolution using the tracking subdetectors. The 6 m diame-
ter high superconducting magnet [60] at the core of CMS provides a 3.8 T magnetic �eld
and operates at a temperature of 4.5 K. It is made of NbTi cables wrapped with copper and
enclosed in a 12000 tons iron yoke which is part of the outer muon detecting system. Con-
sequently, the px, py , and pz of the �nal state particles can also be measured with the muon
detectors placed inside in the iron structure which surrounds the solenoid. A di�cult task
in hadron colliders is to obtain an e�cient triggering on muons.

The design of the CMS solenoid mainly took into account the issue of stability. For this
purpose, a high purity aluminium stabilized conductor, able to sustain higher rate current
and magnetic forces, and a monolithic four-layer winding structure, capable of sustaining
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all the induced magnetic forces by itself, was chosen. An indirect thermosiphon cooling
keeps the magnet at a temperature of about 4 K and maintains the superconducting mode.
Some of its main parameters are given in Table 2.2.
Compared to a toroid, the main advantage is related to the smaller overall size. A strong
bending power can be obtained for a solenoid with modest dimensions, ensuring an e�cient
trigger, which depends on the vertex determination. Moreover with the �eld parallel to the
beams, the bending of the track starts at the primary vertex (R = 0) and then continues in
the transverse plane. The transverse position of the vertex can be determined to an accuracy
better than 20 µm thanks to the small dimensions of the beam.

Nominal �eld 4T
Inner bore 5.9 m
Length 12.9 m
Number of turns 2168
Current 19.5 kA

Table 2.2: Main features of the CMS superconducting solenoid.

The iron yoke plays the role of an absorber and is used to return the �ux with an inten-
sity of about 2 T. It is divided into two main components.

∗ The barrel yoke is the cylinder surrounding the superconducting coil and is divided
into �ve 2.9 m long sections along the beam axis. Each of them is made up of three
iron layers. The central barrel ring is �xed around the IP and supports the supercon-
ducting coil, while the other four sections can slide on rails along the beam direction.
Most of the muon chambers are inserted in the iron yoke.

∗ The endcap yoke is composed of three independent rings which magnetically close
the barrel yoke. The high magnetic �eld has a direct impact in terms of forces on the
two endcap yokes, due to the axial magnetic attraction. To reinforce their structure,
the �rst and second disks supporting the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter
endcaps are composed of two 300 mm thick iron plates.

The vacuum tank is made of stainless steel and accomodates the superconducting coil.
The outer shell of the vacuum tank is attached to the inner part of the central barrel ring,
while the inner shell supports all the barrel subdetectors via a system of horizontal welded
rails.

Tracker

The inner tracking system of CMS [61] is the innermost detector part of the experiment
and is based on silicon pixel and �ne-grained microstrip detectors. It aims to provide good
particle momentum resolution and e�cient reconstruction of the primary and secondary
vertices. Exploiting the uniform magnetic �eld within the tracking detector volume, the
combination of the information on the position of charged particles within each silicon
detector, called hits, provides the measurement of their momentum and charge. To address
the problem of pattern recognition at high luminosities, tracking detectors with small cell
sizes are required. The CMS tracker is thin and �nely segmented and is equipped with
fast readout on-board electronics. Moreover, it is important to reconstruct high pT isolated
tracks produced in the central rapidity region with a transverse momentum resolution better
than δpT/pT = (15 · pT ⊕ 0.5)%. In fact, to identify isolated leptons it is fundamental to
reconstruct all tracks with pT greater than 2 GeV in the barrel region and then check that
all interesting particles in an event are consistent with a common vertex.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic view of the CMS tracking system in the r-z plane.
Each tracker subsystem is indicated with green dashed lines. Strip modules
providing 2D hits (thin black lines) and permitting the 3D reconstruction of

hit positions (thick blue lines) are highlighted.

The tracking volume is given by a cylinder 5.4 m long with a diameter of 2.4 m and is
entirely made of silicon detectors. It covers the pseudorapidity region up to |η| < 2.5 with
a radius smaller than 1.2 m and |z| < 2.7 m and represents the largest silicon tracker ever
built. The total number of sensor elements amounts to 9.3 million strips and 66 millions pix-
els. They are arranged in concentric cylindrical volumes on a rigid carbon �ber structure
in the center of the experiment. It features a central barrel region and two endcap disks of
silicon pixel detectors which close the interaction region at higher values of pseudorapidity.
To solve stringent resolution and granularity requirements in the high, medium, and lower
particle density regions at decreaing distance from the IP, two di�erent detector technolo-
gies have been adopted. They are both characterized by a fast response and resistence in
harsh radiation environment. A schematic view of the CMS tracking system is shown in
Fig. 2.8.

∗ Silicon pixel detectors are placed in the inner region below 20 cm, close to the IP, to
allow the measurement of the impact parameter of charged particle tracks, as well as
the position of secondary vertices.
The CMS pixel system was originally constituted by three barrel layers placed be-
tween 4.4 cm and 10.2 cm and two endcap disks made of 24 blades in a turbine-like
shape for each side. Modular detector units constitute the layers, providing very low
occupancy, high resolution, and precise vertex reconstruction. These modules consist
of a thin, segmented sensor plate with highly integrated readout chips. An upgrade
of the silicon pixel detector was performed in 2017 [62]. It now features four layers
in the barrel and three disks in the endcaps to provide an additional point in both re-
gions. The innermost disk has been installed closer to the nominal IP at a distance of
3 cm for the barrel detector. The material budget has also been largely reduced by 40%
and 80% of the weight of the previous detectors in the barrel and endcap detectors,
respectively. In the barrel, hit resolutions at the 10 µm level can be obtained in the
r-φ direction, while a spatial resolution of 15 µm is achieved for inclined tracks along
the z-direction. Lower resolutions of 15 µm and 20 µm, respectively, characterize the
endcap regions. The pixel detector upgrade explains some of the improvements in
the H → 4` object selection observed in 2017 and 2018 data with respect to 2016, as
discussed in the next chapters.
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∗ Silicon microstrip detectors are organized in ten layers about 10 cm long in the outer
region between 20 cm and 120 cm. On the one hand, there are four inner barrel layers
(TIB) and two inner endcaps (TID), each composed of three small rings. On the other
hand, six concentric layers form the outer barrel (TOB) and two endcaps (TEC) close
o� the tracker.
This part of the detector operates at a temperature of -15°C to reduce the damage
caused by ionizing radiation and is composed of 15200 highly sensitive modules con-
sisting of three elements: a set of sensors characterized by fast response and good spa-
tial resolution, a mechanical support structure, and readout electronics. More than
24000 silicon sensors and 10 million detector strips read by 80000 microelectronic
chips result in a silicon area of about 200 m2 sensitive to the passage of charged
particles from p-p collisions. Two di�erent strip pitches are used according to the
distance from the IP. Silicon microstrips allow to reduce the number of readout chan-
nels maintaining a good resolution and provide the required high granularity and
precision keeping the cell occupancies below 1%. A spatial resolution of 40-60 µm is
provided in the r-φ transverse plane and of 500 µm along the z-axis.

Electromagnetic calorimeter

The search for the H boson and for a large variety of SM and other new physics processes
at the LHC strongly relies on the information from the calorimeters. The measurement
provided by the tracking system and the calorimetry in CMS is complementary. On the one
hand. , the tracker can identify only charged particles with an increasing precision of the
momentum measurement as the pT decreases, due to the larger curvature of the trajectory.
On the other hand, the calorimeters can measure both charged and neutral particles with a
resolution which improves in corrispondence of the increase of the particle energy.

A fully active scintillating crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) [63] is used for
the identi�cation of photons and electrons and for the precise measurement of the en-
ergy of incident �nal state particles. Most of the energy from electrons or photons is de-
posited within the homogeneous crystal volume of the calorimeter, constituted of 75848
lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals. The energy measurement is based on the conversion of
the incident particles to an electromagnetic shower, that interacts with the ECAL mate-
rial producing scintillation light. About 80% of the light is emitted in 25 ns, which is an
ideal feature considering the proton bunch spacing and the high instantaneous luminos-
ity of the LHC collisions. Crystals provide important physical and optical characteristics:
compactness, high granularity, excellent time resolution, and a fast scintillation response.
The mechanical structure within the active volume of the calorimeter is minimized: high
density crystals (ρ = 8.28 g/cm3) with a short Molière radius (2.2 cm) and small radiation
length (X0 = 0.89 cm) result in a very compact electromagnetic calorimeter system with
a length of approximately 25 X0. It is able to contain the electromagnetic showers in an
optimal way, ensuring an excellent energy resolution.

Two regions can be distinguished: the cylindrical barrel (EB) up to |η| < 1.479 and two
endcap disks (EE) which provide a pseudorapidity coverage up to |η| = 3.0. Moreover, a
preshower system is installed for the discrimination of single photons from π0 → γγ de-
cays just in front of the barrel (SB) and the endcap in the region 1.65 < |η| < 2.6 (SE).
A schematic view of the ECAL is shown in Fig.2.9.
The barrel region is further divided into two parts, each consisting of eighteen supermod-
ules. Every ECAL supermodule is made of 1700 crystals arranged in an η-φ geometry which
accounts for twenty crystals along the φ direction and eighty-�ve crystals in η, covering
20° in the φ direction. Supermodules are further split into four modules, where the �rst one
contains twenty crystals in φ and twenty-�ve in η, while all other modules contain twenty
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Figure 2.9: Schematic view of one quarter of the CMS ECAL during the
LHC Run 2 operation.

crystals along bothφ and η coordinate. Crystals are placed with a small 3° angle with respect
to the direction from the nominal IP, in order to avoid gaps aligned with particle trajecto-
ries. However, some gaps which are referred to as cracks remain between modules making
the energy reconstruction more complicated, especially at η = 0 and at the barrel-endcap
transition region. The endcap structure is more complex and it is not planar in η-φ. It con-
sists of four dees, each containing 3662 crystal complexes in x-y geometry, grouped into
5×5 supercrystals. The sampling preshower is composed of two layers of lead absorber in
which the electromagnetic shower is initiated with a subsequent layer of 2 mm wide silicon
strips to measure the deposited energy and the transverse pro�le of the shower shape.

The scintillation light produced through bremsstrahlung and pair production is col-
lected and ampli�ed by silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) in the barrel region, since
they can provide gain in the presence of the high transverse magnetic �eld. In the end-
cap region, vacuum phototriodes (VPTs) are used to compensate the relative low light yield
of PbWO4, corresponding to about thirty photons per MeV of deposited energy. Here the
photodetectors su�er from a much higher integrated radiation dose (50 kGy) and neutron
�ux (7 × 1014 n/cm2). The large doses of radiation tend to modify the transparency of the
crystals. For this reason, cycles of transparency reduction and recovery correspond to the
collisions and re�ll operations of the LHC. This e�ect can be corrected by injecting 440 nm
laser light in each crystal to derive time dependent correction factors which are then ap-
plied to the response. The energy resolution of the ECAL in the mass range [25, 500] GeV
can be parametrized as: ( σ

E

)2
=
( a√

E

)2
+
(σn
E

)2
+ (c)2,

where

∗ E is the particle energy in GeV;
∗ a is a stochastic term which considers a photostatistics contribution and �uctuations

on the lateral containment of the shower or on deposits of energy;
∗ σn is the noise, which contains three di�erent contributions: preampli�er noise, dig-

itization noise, and pileup noise;
∗ c is a constant term re�ecting energy leakage of the crystals, nonuniformity of the

longitudinal light collection, and calibration errors.

Typical energy resolutions are measured with electrons [64]. The excellent performance
can be parametrized by a stochastic term of 2.8%, a noise term of 12%, and a constant term
of 0.3%:
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E
=
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E
⊕ 12%

E
⊕ 0.3%.
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The calibration of the ECAL response determines both the absolute energy scale and the
channel-to-channel intercalibration, compensating in particular for the intrinsic crystal
light yield variations (around 15%) and the spread in the EE phototriodes (around 25%).
In situ measurements based on collision events are used to complement the original cali-
bration derived from laboratory studies and cosmic rays exposures of crystals.

Hadronic calorimeter

The ECAL is surrounded by a brass scintillator sampling hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) [65],
which allows for the identi�cation of hadrons. It is designed to absorb hadrons that escape
from the ECAL volume and measure the energy of hadron showers induced in the HCAL.
It is essential for the reconstruction of jets, which are narrow cones of hadrons and other
particles produced by the hadronization of a quark or gluon.
The intrinsic resolution of the hadron energy is limited by various e�ects. Noninterac-
tive particles such as neutrinos can be produced in nuclear and hadronic interactions and
non-Poissonian e�ects can occur. In addition, π0 → γγ decays can produce an additional
electromagnetic component in ECAL. For this reason, the usage of the particle �ow (PF)
reconstruction techniques (see Section 2.2.4) is crucial to improve the hadronic resolution
o�ine. Moreover, the HCAL hermeticity and geometrical coverage allows to compute the
imbalance in the transverse momentum sum of the event, which is an essential element at
the level of the PF reconstruction.

The HCAL is divided into barrel (HB) and endcap (HE) regions and accounts for two
forward calorimeters (HF) around the beam pipe located at |z| = 11.2 m very close to
the beam axis. Thanks to the HF, a coverage up to |η| < 5.2 is obtained. A schematic
view of the HCAL components is shown in Fig. 2.10. In addition, to obtain a better energy
resolution of the barrel calorimeters, an outer calorimeter (HO) is placed outside the magnet
coil extending the total interaction length (λ) to about 11 λ. The HCAL consists of a barrel
part up to |η| < 1.3 and an endcap part in the region 1.3 < |η| < 3.0, containing more
than 2500 channels respectively. The barrel part is installed between the ECAL and the coil
from R = 1.9 m to R= 2.95 m, corresponding to a total of 7 λ at η = 0 (10λ0 at η ≥ 1). Brass
absorber plates are alternated to the active medium consisting of plastic scintillator tiles,
coupled to an hybrid photodiodes (HPDs) readout. A segmentation of 0.087 × 0.087 and
0.17 × 0.17 in the transverse dimension ∆η × ∆φ is used in HB and HE, respectively. It
is necessary for the separation of nearby jets, the determination of their direction, and an
adequate mass resolution.

The hermeticity of the detector is guaranteed by the HF, which provides full geometric
coverage for the measurement of the transverse energy in the event in a very high rate
environment. They are made of quartz �bers as active element, predominantly sensitive to
Cherenkov light from neutral pions, embedded in a steel absorber. This design allows for
a very localized response to hadronic showers. Finally, the Cherenkov light emitted in the
quartz �bers is detected by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Fibers of two di�erent lengths
are installed to estimate the electromagnetic and hadronic components of the shower. The
imperfect containment of the hadronic shower dominates the overall HCAL performance,
resulting in a resolution sampling term of about 110% and a constant term of 9% according
to the measurements performed in pion test beams [66]:

σ

E
' 110%√

E
⊕ 9%.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic view of one quarter of the CMS HCAL during LHC
Run 2 operation [59].

Muon system

According to the goals and the design of the experiment, an e�cient detection of muons is
one of the most relevant tasks of the CMS detector. Many signal signatures with muons in
the �nal state rely on the muon detection system for the discrimination from the very high
background rate expected at the LHC. Muons are often indicators of interesting physics be-
cause they are produced via electroweak interaction, where a W, Z, or H boson is involved,
or eventually some new, unknown particles.
The CMS muon spectrometer [67] is designed to ensure the capability of reconstructing
the momentum and charge of muons over the the entire kinematic range of the LHC. The
robustness of the CMS muon identi�cation system is provided by two independent mea-
surements of the muon momentum in two di�erent regions of the detector: inside the inner
tracking volume and after the coil in the muon system. Since muons produced in collisions
at the LHC have little interaction with matter and minimal energy loss rates caused by ion-
ization in the detector, they are the only charged particles able to cross all the inner detector
layers and reach the muon system. Consequently, the outer part of the detector is particu-
larly relevant because it allows an e�cient muon identi�cation and momentum resolution
at high pT, an optimal charge determination, and a robust standalone muon trigger, while
maximizing the φ acceptance for muons.

The CMS is characterized by a multilayer muon spectrometer, in which the muon de-
tectors are organized in four stations interleaved with magnet return yokes to ensure ro-
bustness. Three di�erent technologies of gaseous detectors are exploited, according to the
expected background rates and uniformity of the magnetic �eld: Drift Tubes (DTs) in the
central region |η| < 1.2 and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs) in the endcap region 0.9< |η| <
2.4, complemented by Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) up to |η| < 1.6 to ensure redundancy
and improved trigger capabilities. In general, they exploit the ionization of electrons pro-
duced by the passage of charged particles in the gas. The main features of each kind of
detector are summarized below. The overall organization of the muon chambers in the Run
2 con�guration is illustrated in Fig. 2.11.

∗ Drift Tubes are tracking detectors which cover the muon spectrometer barrel provid-
ing a precise measurement in the bending plane and presenting good trigger capa-
bilities. They can trigger on the muon pT with good e�ciency and high background
rejection without relying on the rest of the detector. The Level 1 trigger pT resolution
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Figure 2.11: Quadrant of the CMS muon detector in its Run 2 con�guration.
DTs, CSCs, and RPCs subsystems are indicated in orange, green, and blue,
respectively. In the Muon Barrel (MB) there are four stations of DT and RPC,
divided into �ve wheels along the z axis, and in the Muon Endcap (ME) CSC

and RPC are organized in four disks transverse to the beam axis [68].

is about 15% in the barrel and 25% in the endcap (see Section 2.2.3). The full DT sys-
tem consists of 250 rectangular chambers (2×2.5 m2) divided into �ve wheels along
the z direction and arranged in groups of four stations. Given that most of the return
�ux of the magnetic �eld is contained in the iron yoke, chambers with standard rect-
angular drift cells perform adequately. Each wheel is divided into twelve contiguous
sectors in φ and each sector covers around 30°. Each chamber is composed of three
superlayers (SLs) and each SL consists of four layers of drift cells. A cell is a rectangu-
lar drift tube (4.2×1.3 cm2) composed of an anode wire and two cathode strips, �lled
with a mixture of 85%-15% Ar-CO2. The position and angle of traversing muons are
measured from the time needed by the electrons to drift toward the anode wires when
ionizing the gas. In each group of SLs, two of them have wires parallel to beam axis,
which provide a measurement of the perpendicular coordinate in the r-φ plane, and
the other one has wires normal to the beam axis and measures the coordinate along
the direction parallel to the beam in the r-z plane. Thanks to a staggered layout,
where the layers are not aligned with each others but they are placed with an o�set
by half a cell width with respect to the previous one, a time resolution lower than
3 ns and an e�ciency of 99.8% are achieved. Muon positions are measured providing
two spatial coordinates with a precision of 100 µm in the r-φ plane and better than
1 mrad along the θ-direction.

∗ Cathode Strip Chambers are employed in the endcap region to cope with high particle
rates and a nonuniform magnetic �eld. In each endcap, trapezoidal detector chambers
are organized into four stations supported by three vertical steel disks for a total of
468 chambers. CSCs are Multiwire Proportional Chambers (MWPCs) characterized
by a short drift length, that work in avalanche mode with a �nely segmented cathode
strip readout. The cathode strips of each chamber run radially outward and provide
a precision measurement in the r-φ bending plane, while the anode wires provide a
radial measurement. They consist of arrays of positively charged anode wires crossed
perpendicularly with negatively charged copper cathode strips within a gas volume.
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When a muon crosses the cell, it ionizes the gas producing some charge. The charge
then drifts toward the wire and gets multiplied, inducing a charge pulse in the strips.
A mixture of Ar (40%), CO2 (50%), and CF4 (10%) is used. In this way, two position
coordinates for each passing particle are obtained, ensuring a good spatial resolution
(50-50 µm) and a precise time information of about 3 ns.

∗ Resistive Plates Chambers are fast gaseous detectors coupled to DTs and CSCs in both
the barrel and endcap regions to provide a complementary muon trigger system, help-
ing to resolve ambiguities when making tracks from multiple hits in a chamber. The
barrel region accounts for six layers of RPCs, two in each of the �rst two stations
and one in each of the last two stations. The redundancy in the �rst two stations
allows the trigger algorithm to work even for low pT tracks which may not to reach
the outer two stations. In the endcap region, a plane of RPCs is placed in each of
the �rst three stations. The coincidences between stations can be used to reduce the
backgrounds, to improve the time resolution for BX identi�cation, and to achieve a
good pT resolution. They consist of double gap chambers made of a high resistivity
plastic material and �lled with a mixture of C2H2F4 (96.2%), i-C4H10 (3.5%), and SF6

(0.3%). Four planes, two positively charged anodes and two negatively charged cath-
odes, are alternated to form two thick gas gaps of 2 mm used in avalanche mode to
cope with high rates of particles. The plates and the electrodes are made of bakelite
and graphite, respectively, while the central region features rectangular aluminium
strips which collect the signal produced when the particle passes. The RPCs combine
a good time resolution of about 2 ns with a spatial resolution of about 1 cm, depend-
ing on the strip width, cluster size, and detector alignment. Moreover, they provide
timing information for the muon trigger with a fast response and present an aver-
age detector e�ciency of 95%. The matching between track segments in DTs and
CSCs and any RPC cluster provides a measurement both for the e�ciency and for the
spatial resolution.

2.2.3 Trigger system

Among the huge number of p-p collisions produced each second during the LHC operation,
corresponding to a collision frequency of 40 MHz, events of potential physics interest are
selected using a two tiered trigger system [69] which leads to a drastic rate reduction and
rejection of most of the low energy processes. The start of the physics event selection
process is represented by the trigger selection, based on di�erent technologies according to
the constraints on the processing time and on the volume of data to be analyzed.

The Level 1 (L1) step is realized at the hardware level and is composed of custom hard-
ware processors, which perform a rough reconstruction from the calorimeter system or the
muon detector information. It exploits coarsely segmented data coming from the calorime-
ters and the muon detectors, while holding the high resolution data in pipelined memories
in the front-end electronics, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The energy deposits from the calorime-
ters are grouped into trigger towers, which are the combination of calorimeter readout units
into objects representing jets, electrons, photons, and taus, and are used to compute energy
sums. In a similar way, hits in the DT, CSC, and RPC chambers are combined to reconstruct
track segments or hit patterns. The local triggers, also called Trigger Primitive Generators
(TPG), are based on these two classes of objects.
The goal of the L1 is to reduce the number of events to a rate of 100 kHz, that represents
the upper limit imposed by the CMS readout electronics. It aims to select events contain-
ing detector signals consistent with a muon, electron, photon, τ lepton, jet, or MET, with
trigger thresholds chosen according to the LHC instantaneous luminosity during di�erent
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Figure 2.12: Overview of the upgraded L1 trigger system for the Run 2 [70].

data-taking periods in order to keep an output rate of about 100 kHz. The information
provided by the ECAL, HCAL, and HF subsystems and by the DT, RPC, and CSC subdetec-
tors are processed in the calorimeter trigger and in the muon trigger, respectively, and then
combined by the micro global trigger (µGT), that accepts or rejects the event. The decision
of accepting or not an event has to respect a �xed latency of 3.8 µs, corresponding to the
time available for data processing. Given that the tracking detector is not used for the L1
trigger, the experimental signature of electrons and photons is very similar, so that they
are both reconstructed as an e/γ object. Both the L1 calorimeter and muon trigger systems
have been upgraded for the LHC Run 2 [70], reducing the trigger rate and improving the
trigger e�ciency for a wide variety of physics processes. All electronic boards of the system
have been replaced in order to allow more sophisticated algorithms to be run online and
to ensure high performance under the higher instantaneous luminosity and harsher pileup
conditions. At the end, selected events are delivered to the Data Acquisition System (DAQ),
which reads data from various subsystems for o�ine storage.

The second stage, referred to as high level trigger (HLT), represents a software-based
system implemented in a farm of about one thousand commercial processors and 22000
CPU cores, having access to the complete detector information at the full granularity. It can
perform complex calculations optimized for fast processing (220 µs), aiming to reduce the
event rate below 1 kHz. The HLT menu in CMS has a modular structure accounting for more
than 400 di�erent HLT paths for the LHC Run 2 data-taking. Each HLT path is a sequence
of reconstruction and �ltering modules organized in blocks of increased complexity which
reproduces the o�ine selection for a certain physics object, for combinations of di�erent
objects, or even for more sophisticated selections used in the physics analyses. Each physics
analysis uses speci�c paths, so that the topic will be not examined in depth here. Details
on the dedicated HLT paths adopted in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis will be presented in
Chapter 4. Before the beginning of Run 2, the HLT algorithms were substantially improved,
in particular adopting new approaches for the online track reconstruction to drastically
reduce the computing time while enhancing the performance.

At the end of the chain, events are recorded on the tapes of the CERN Tier-0 and then
distributed for the subsequent analyses according to a hierarchical model which is organized
in four levels.
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2.2.4 Global event reconstruction and Particle Flow algorithm

After having presented how the CMS experiment detects particles and records events, this
conclusive section is going to summarize the identi�cation and reconstruction of physics
object candidates emerging from each collision event via a particle �ow approach [71].

The PF technique relies on the optimized combination of information from the CMS
subdetectors, which are often redundant, in order to give a global and coherent description
of the event in the form of reconstructed particle candidates and improve the reconstruc-
tion of �nal state objects. Practically, events collected by the CMS detector are centrally
processed using a common set of reconstruction algorithms referred to as event reconstruc-
tion which start from raw data and provide as output a collection of detected particles with
associated properties such as momentum and charge.
Firstly, the individual particles are classi�ed into mutually exclusive types: muons, elec-
trons, photons, charged hadrons, and neutral hadrons. The signatures of the main categories
of particles passing through the CMS detector are illustarted in Fig. 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Sketch of the particle interactions in a transverse slice of CMS
from the beam IP to the muon detector [71].

They are optimally measured by the CMS detector, thanks to the high granularity of the
tracking system and ECAL, the high magnetic �eld of 3.8 T, the hermeticity of the HCAL
and HF, and the excellent resolution of muon system. The track trajectory is reconstructed
from the hits in the tracker and then linked to deposits in the ECAL only (electrons) or in
the HCAL as well (charged hadrons), while the passage of a photon is identi�ed as ECAL
energy clusters not matched to the extrapolation of any charged particle trajectory to the
ECAL. Muons are identi�ed as tracks present in the central tracker and consistent with
either tracks or several hits in the muon system, potentially associated with calorimeter
deposits. Charged and neutral hadrons create hadronic showers in the ECAL with a sub-
sequent absorption in the HCAL with the corresponding clusters being used to estimate
their energies and directions. An indirect measurement of the presence of noninteracting,
uncharged particles provided by the calorimeters is crucial to compute the missing energy
which could be a signature of new particles and phenomena. The primary p-p interaction
vertex is identi�ed as the one with the largest value of summed physics object pT.
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Secondly, higher level physics objects such as jets, τ leptons, MET, and lepton isolation
quantities can be built starting from the PF candidates.

∗ All particles are clustered into jets with the anti-kT algorithm, as detailed in Sec-
tion 3.5.1. Jet momentum and spatial resolution are good thanks to the excellent ECAL
granularity and the high quality of tracking detectors.
∗ The τ lepton, characterized by a very short lifetime, can be identi�ed thanks to its

hadronic decays through the reconstruction of the intermediate resonances.
∗ The missing transverse energy vector is reconstructed as the opposite of the trans-

verse momentum sum of all �nal state particles reconstructed in the detector.

Reconstruction algorithms speci�c for the most relevant physics objects in the context of
the H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis will be discussed more in detail in Chapter 3.

2.3 The future of particle accelerators

The LHC is the most powerful hadron collider ever built, representing the frontier of the
high energy physics research. In the coming decade, the LHC, including its high luminosity
upgrade [20, 72], and the experiments currently operating in the CERN area will remain the
primary tool in the world for exploring the high energy frontier. However, according to the
current understanding, it seems that the direct observation of BSM particles contained in
SUSY models, composite models, or models with extra dimensions is beyond the reach of
the LHC and the indirect discovery is not allowed by the precision achievable with mea-
surements at the LHC. For this reason, the CERN Council established the European Strategy
Group (ESG) in the context of the European Strategy for Particle Physics (ESPP). It is the
scienti�c process which aims to make a decision for the future of the �eld. It started in
2006 and it was �rst updated in 2013 to re�ect the evolution of the �eld after the H boson
discovery at the LHC.

The goal of the ESG is the coordination of the process of proposal and discussion about
the new accelerator facilities needed at the end of the LHC lifespan in order to explore the
Higgs sector and the existing mysteries of the fundamental physics laws. A summary of all
alternatives which have been investigated and proposed will be presented in this section,
putting some emphasis in the second part of the discussion on the project of an electron-
positron accelerator operating as a H boson and electroweak factory. According to the last
update of the European Strategy in June 2020, there are strong scienti�c arguments to favor
such a collider as a priority [73].

2.3.1 Overview of the proposals

In the last years, the potential of di�erent future colliding beam facilities has been investi-
gated in detail. Two approaches are considered. On the one hand, to increase the achievable
precision of the measurements related to the H boson and electroweak processes involving
W and Z bosons or top quark. On the other hand, to operate at higher center-of-mass ener-
gues in order to access higher mass states from new physics. In this section, the following
proposals of new high luminosity energy frontier particle accelerators projects beyond the
HL-LHC are discussed and compared.

∗ Large circular leptonic colliders with a circumference of about 100 km, like the
electron-positron Future Circular Collider (FCC-ee) [74, 75] and the Circular Electron
Positron Collider (CEPC) [76, 77], are designed to run at the Z peak of 91.2 GeV and
then at the WW/ZH production thresholds of 160 GeV and 240 GeV, respectively.
FCC-ee also plans to collect data at the tt̄ peak around 365 GeV.
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∗ Linear colliders, like the International Linear Collider (ILC) [78, 79] and the Compact
Linear Collider (CLIC) [80, 81], are supposed to operate at higher energies. For the
former, a �rst stage at a 250 GeV center-of-mass energy is assumed while the baseline
in the TDR aimed for 500 GeV. For the latter, three energy stages at 0.5 TeV, 1.4 TeV,
and 3 TeV, respectively, are taken into account.
∗ Large proton-proton colliders in a circular tunnel of about 100 km in circumfer-

ence, like the Future Circular Collider (FCC-hh) [82] and the Super Proton Proton
Collider (SPPC) [83, 84], are designed to run at a center-of-mass energy of 100 TeV
and 75 TeV (up to 125-150 TeV), respectively.
∗ The project of a muon collider is not discussed here since it is in the less advanced

stage.

Circular lepton colliders can reach higher luminosities but lower center-of-mass ener-
gies, while linear lepton colliders can ensure higher energies but are not really competitive
with circular colliders for luminosity at lower energies. The data-taking programs of the
circular colliders call for 5 ab−1 of integrated luminosity in three years of operation at

√
s

= 240 GeV for FCC-ee and 5 ab−1 in seven years at
√
s = 240 GeV for CEPC. ILC is expected

to collect 2 ab−1 of data in �fteen years of operation at
√
s = 250 GeV, while CLIC will

collect 0.5 ab−1 in seven years of operation at
√
s = 380 GeV. This demonstrates again the

large advantage in terms of integrated luminosity of the circular lepton colliders. FCC-ee
also plans to collect data at the tt̄ peak, with an integrated luminosity of 1.5 ab−1, making
this machine the only one that can do extremely high precision measurements of all the
electroweak sector. The baseline luminosities expected to be delivered at the CEPC, CLIC,
FCC-ee, and ILC center-of-mass energies are illustrated in Fig. 2.14. Some proposals to fur-
ther improve the luminosity are under study, so these reference values can be found slightly
di�erent in the future. The main limit for e+e− circular colliders is given by the energy loss
by synchrotron radiation, which can be expressed per turn as:

∆E

Turn
∼ γ4

r
(2.11)

where γ = E/m, m, and E refer to the mass and energy of a particle, and r is the radius of
the circular accelerator.

Figure 2.14: Maximum instantaneous luminosities of proposed future col-
liders. The center-of-mass energy and the instantaneous luminosity are re-
ported on the horizontal and on the vertical axis, respectively. At energies
below

√
s = 365 GeV circular colliders have a signi�cant advantage over

linear colliders.
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For this reason, in the last twenty years a large e�ort has been oriented to the development
of linear accelerators, aiming to produce center-of-mass energies between the Z pole and
around 1 TeV to cover the full SM phenomenology. In this context, an essential asset for
precision tests of a chiral theory such as the SM is represented by polarized beams. Both
ILC and CLIC are able to achieve a degree of polarization at the IP of around 80%.

The maximum energy reach of the linear accelerators is still not competitive with hadron
colliders, which allows for investigating larger energy ranges enhancing the discovery po-
tential. The most challenging aspect of large hadron colliders is the development of high
�eld dipole magnets. Magnets used in the FCC-hh project have to provide a magnetic �eld
of 16 T over a length of about 13.5 m, while in the SPPC values between 12 T (initial design)
and 24 T at a length of 15 m have to be ensured. The current targeted densities at the high-
est values are around 1500 A/mm2. This requires the application of Nb3Sn as conductor
material or high temperature superconducting wires instead of the commonly used NbTi
conductors, because it allows for higher current densities. However, the precision of p-p
machines is limited by the huge background coming from the QCD induced reactions due
to the composite nature of the initial state hadrons (see Section 2.1.2). Consequently, the
parallel operation of a precision machine is very useful for a deeper investigation of the SM
and BSM physics.

In the following, a discussion of the detector requirements for electron-positron circu-
lar colliders is presented, starting from a short description of the concept of the FCC-ee
machine, which is very similar to the CEPC project. All details about the preparation of a
construction project, the design, and the technical aspects of the machines can be found in
the Conceptual Design Report (CDR) of the FCC-ee [75] and CEPC [76], respectively.

2.3.2 Detector requirements at electron-positron circular colliders

Considering the unique nature of the H boson, an electron-positron collider able to copi-
ously produce H bosons in a very clean environment would lead to a dramatic progress in
the investigation of the Higgs sector and in mapping the interactions of the H boson with
other particles. The strategic guideline reported in occasion of the 2013 update of the ESPP
clearly stated [85]:

"There is a strong scienti�c case for an electron-positron collider, complementary to the LHC,
that can study the properties of the Higgs boson and other particles with unprecedented

precision and whose energy can be upgraded."

For this reason, the current vision of the particle physics community, reinforced after
the outcome of the 2020 update of the ESPP, is to prepare a Higgs factory followed by a
future hadron collider sensitive to energy scales an order of magnitude higher than those of
the LHC. Currently two compelling proposals of infrastructures based on a high luminosity
e+e− circular collider are considered: the FCC-ee, designed and supported by the CERN
community in Europe, and the CEPC in China. They are supposed to be a precision instru-
ment for the in-depth investigation of nature at the smallest scales, optimized to study the
Z, W, and H bosons and, in the case of FCC-ee, also the top quark, with samples of 5×1012

Z bosons, 108 WW pairs, 106 H bosons, and 106 top quark pairs. Both colliders will be
implemented in subsequent stages spanning the entire energy range.

In both projects, the machine will be installed in a tunnel of about 100 km and most of
the infrastructure, such as the underground structure and surface sites, the electrical dis-
tribution, cooling, ventilation, and RF systems, will be used for a subsequent higher energy
hadron collider. The large radius of the machine aims to remedy at least partially the en-
ergy loss issue due to synchrotron radiation mentioned above as the main shortcoming of
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circular colliders. Moreover, they will naturally bene�t from the progress in the accelera-
tion gradient of cavities to compensate for the energy loss. They deliver the highest rates
in a clean, well de�ned, and precisely predictable environment, o�ering extreme statistical
precision and leading to accurate measurements of the SM particle properties, sensitivity
to rare processes detection and to the observation of tiny violations of established sym-
metries. Moreover, they provide high precision center-of-mass energy calibration at the
100 keV level at the Z and WW energies, a peculiar feature of circular colliders.

The design goal is the maximization of the luminosity for each energy. The project
foresees the ring installation in a quasi circular tunnel composed of arc segments interleaved
with straight sections. A double ring collider con�guration is used as shown in Fig. 2.15:
two beam lines cross at two IPs with a large horizontal crossing angle of 30 mrad. A scenario
accounting for four IPs is under study.

Figure 2.15: Schematic layout of the FCC-ee collider rings. The plot in the
middle shows the two beams trajectories at the IP [75].

Beams are only mildly bent before the IP to minimize synchrotron radiation into detector
volumes. In addition, pro�ting from the crossing angle, a crab waist collision scheme is
adopted to enable an extremely small vertical beta function β∗y at the IP. The length of the
free area around the IP and the strength of the detector solenoid are kept constant at 2.2 m
and 2 T, respectively, for all energies. The local energy of the beam can be a�ected by
a deviation of ±1.2% between the entrance and the exit of the RF sections, resulting in
a deviation of the orbit due to the horizontal dispersion in the arc and associated optical
distortion which creates an unstable region. There are two main motivations for a double
ring collider. On the one hand, the double ring scheme allows a large number of bunches.
To reach the desired luminosity at low energies (especially at the Z peak), more than 16000
bunches must be stored in the beam so it is essential to avoid parasitic collisions. On the
other hand, at the highest energy (tt̄ production) the optimal number of bunches is reduced
to about 30, but the double ring scheme allows to adjust the strength of each magnet taking
into account the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation in order to restore the ideal orbit
of the beam and optics almost completely. This scheme is called tapering and it can not be
applied to the e+e− beams simultaneously in case of a single ring. The critical energy of
the synchrotron radiation of the incoming beams toward the IP is kept below 100 keV and
the synchrotron radiation power is limited to 50 MW per beam at all beam energies. The
colliding beams have to be provided by a top-up injection scheme in order to maintain the
stored beam current and the luminosity at the highest level throughout the physics run,
otherwise the integrated luminosity would be more than an order of magnitude lower. The
lifetimes of the beams is particularly short (between 20 and 70 minutes) in order to mantain
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the desired high luminosities. Moreover, the energy spread and the beam lifetime are also
a�ected by beamstrahlung, which is a special type of synchrotron radiation, emitted during
the collision due to the �eld of the opposite bunch. Thus, a booster ring is required in the
collider tunnel where particles are accelerated to their nominal energy before being injected
into the main ring.

An advantage of circular colliders is the possibility to deliver collisions to multiple IPs.
Two complementary designs of a general purpose detector are currently under study for the
FCC-ee and CEPC projects and they have been included and documented in the respective
CDRs. The structure of both the experiments is outlined in Fig. 2.16.

Figure 2.16: Schematic view of the overall structure of the CLD (left) and
IDEA (right) detectors.

∗ CLD (CLIC-Like Detector) is a detector model inspired by detectors for CLIC and ILC
and optimized for FCC-ee and CEPC conditions, accounting for a silicon tracker and
a 3D-imaging highly granular calorimeter, surrounded by a conventional supercon-
ducting solenoid coil.
∗ IDEA (Innovative Detector for Electron-positron Accelerators) is composed of a sil-

icon pixel vertex detector, an ultra light drift chamber (DCH) with excellent particle
identi�cation capabilities, a silicon wrapper that surrounds the central tracker, an
ultra light superconducting solenoid coil followed by a preshower and then a dual-
readout (DR) calorimeter for very good hadronic and jet energy resolution. It ex-
ploits the µ-RWELL technology for the preshower and the muon spectrometer, that,
as usual, is the last subdetector of the experimental apparatus. The IDEA detector
concept is going to be presented in the next section as part of the thesis discussion.

The collider performance and the layout of the interaction region, presented above, lead
to some detector requirements which have to be taken into account in the development
of the detector concept. First of all, the detector solenoid magnetic �eld is limited to 2 T
because of the beam crossing angle, aiming to avoid a signi�cant impact on the luminosity.
Then, the interaction rates (up to 100 kHz at the Z pole) imply strict constraints on the
event size and readout speed. To minimize the occupancy from beam-induced backgrounds,
an extremely light tracker is required. The precise measurement of the signi�cant center-
of-mass energy spread, which ranges from 90 MeV at the Z pole up to 500 MeV at the
highest energies, requires an angular resolution better than 100 µrad for muons. Finally,
the luminometer has to ensure a precision better than 10−4 on the luminosity measurement,
being located only 1 m away from the IP.

In addition to the constraints imposed by the machine, the statistical precision and the
physics programme at di�erent energies o�ered by e+e− circular colliders (see Section 7.1)
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have to be taken into account to build an adequate detector. To study the physics at the
Z and H pole in the best way, an optimal momentum resolution is required, aiming for
∆pT/p2

T ∼ 2-4×10−5 (GeV−1), together with an excellent electromagnetic and hadronic en-
ergy resolution σ(E)/E around 10%/

√
E and 30%/

√
E, respectively. These aspects allow

to reach good jet energy resolution and e�ciency in the building of the jet kinematic vari-
ables and in the �avor tagging. Considering the study of the τ polarization, high granularity
and energy resolution of the calorimeter are required, ensuring PF capability and excellent
separation of b and c quarks over a large p range. Moreover, the investigation of heavy
�avor physics needs a good particle identi�cation (PID) capability and high vertex recon-
struction e�ciency for �avor tagging and decay length measurements. Finally, to study top
physics, the missing energy resolution is important and is mainly related to the calorimeter
angular resolution.

The IDEA layout has been designed to assess all these detector requirements in the best
possible way.

2.3.3 Concept of the IDEA detector

As a result of many years of Research and Development (R&D) activities, the IDEA detector
concept has been designed exploting innovative detector technologies. It is geometrically
composed of a cylindrical barrel closed hermetically at the two ends by endcaps. A scheme
of the proposed layout for the IDEA proto-experiment is shown in Fig. 2.17. Starting from
the primary vertex, the �rst detector is the central tracker, composed of a silicon pixel ver-
tex detector followed by a large central drift chamber and a silicon wrapper. The central
tracker is housed inside a thin, about 1 X0 thick, solenoidal coil, that provides a 2 T mag-
netic �eld. The central tracker guarantees very good momentum resolution coupled with
an excellent particle identi�cation. After the solenoid there are a preshower detector and
a dual-readout calorimeter that provide excellent energy resolution and particle identi�ca-
tion, followed by the muon detection system, housed in the iron return yoke, based on an
innovative type of Micropattern Gaseous Detector (MPGD), the µ-RWELL detector. The
subsequent presentation of each subdetector is focused on the strong and innovative points
of the project.

Figure 2.17: Longitudinal view of the IDEA detector layout with the drift
chamber (yellow), surrounded by silicon pixels (green) and silicon strips
(blue), the coil and the instrumented return yoke (light blue), the preshower
layers (purple), and the DR calorimeter (green). The barrel region extends
up to 45°, corresponding to η = 0.88, and the coverage of the endcap region

reaches 100 mrad.
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Magnet

The IDEA baseline design relies on a very thin and light superconducting solenoid of 2 T. It
features an inner radius of 2.1 m and an outer radius of 2.4 m and is placed in front of the DR
calorimeter. The fact that it is positioned between the tracker and the calorimeter system
represents a speci�c feature of IDEA. The material thickness of the magnet, composed of the
cold mass and the cryostat, should be as small as possible, both in radiation and geometrical
lengths. The stored energy is reduced by a factor four by positioning the coil inside the
calorimeter and the cost is halved. According to the current baseline design, the cryostat
is made of an optimized conventional material that can provide a thickness of 0.74 X0,
corresponding to 30 cm, at normal incidence, of which 0.46 X0 is for the cold mass and
0.28 X0 for the cryostat, resulting in 0.16 λ0 at 90°. The magnet is equipped with a thin
iron return yoke which houses the muon system and protects the beams from emittance
blow-up.

Tracking system

The IDEA tracking system is immersed in the 2 T magnetic �eld provided by the solenoid. It
is based on a Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) silicon tracker in the innermost part
of the detector, surrounding the beam pipe at a radius of 1.5 cm, and a ultra light highly
granular drift chamber, which allows to reduce the material budget. Moreover, a silicon
wrapper is placed around the DCH.

The IDEA vertex detector is composed of very light detectors corresponding to a ma-
terial budget of 0.3% (1.0%) X0 per innermost (outermost) layer. It is expected to have an
excellent space resolution of about 5 µm, high e�ciency at low power, and low dark noise
rate. The DCH is a unique cylindrical 4 m long volume which extends from an inner radius
of 0.35 m to an outer radius of 2 m. It consists of 112 coaxial layers, at alternating sign stereo
angles, arranged in twenty-four identical azimuthal sectors. A conservative space resolu-
tion of σxy ' 100 µm is expected. It is composed of 56448 drift cells with an approximately
square cell size varying between 12.0 mm and 13.5 mm. A very light gas mixture of 90%
He and 10% iC4H10 (isobutane) is used for the chamber operation, resulting in a drift time
of about 350 ns. All the hits in a cell coherent with the maximum drift time are grouped
together to create a hit. The number of ionization clusters generated by a minimum ionising
particle (MIP) is about 12.5 cm−1. Cluster counting and timing techniques can be exploited
to improve both spatial resolution (σxy < 100 µm) and particle identi�cation capabilities
(' 2%). The high transparency in terms of radiation lengths represents the main pecu-
liarity of the DCH. The total amount of material in the radial direction toward the barrel
calorimeter is of the order of 1.6% X0, while it is about 5.0% X0 in the forward direction,
with the largest percentage (75%) located in the end plates which are instrumented with the
front-end electronics. The DCH has been designed to provide good tracking, high precision
momentum measurement, and excellent particle identi�cation by cluster counting. It is able
to measure dE/dx for each track. The presence of a layer of silicon microstrip detectors in
the outer part of the DCH provides an additional accurate space point and allows to de�ne
the tracker acceptance.

Preshower

A preshower detector with high space resolution is placed between the magnet and the
calorimeter system in the barrel region and between the drift chamber and the endcap
calorimeter in the forward region in order to provide a precise measurement of the po-
sition of showers initiated before the calorimeter. The magnet coil works as an absorber of
about 1 X0 and is followed by one layer of µ-RWELL chambers [86–88] with a strip pitch
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of 400 µm. The current prototypes of µ-RWELLs are able to give information about a single
space coordinate, x or y, but the development of chambers with a bidimensional readout is
ongoing (some details in Chapter 7). The µ-RWELL detectors de�ne the tracker acceptance
volume with precision and improve the tracking resolution thanks to an excellent space res-
olution down to 40 µm. The optimization of the preshower system and the evaluation of its
performance is in progress. Some of these studies are presented in Chapter 7 together with
a brief description of the µ-RWELL technology, as one of the main targets of my personal
contribution to the ongoing development of the IDEA detector.

Dual-readout calorimeter

Dual-readout calorimetry represents currently a mature and well-known technology that
ensures optimal electromagnetic and hadronic resolution in the same detector. This calorime-
ter concept has been extensively tested on prototypes by the DREAM/RD52 collabora-
tion [89–91] and is now moving toward a technology design study in order to be realis-
tically usable within an experiment. The main advantage of this calorimetric technique is
to overcome the noncompensation limit for hadronic shower energy measurements thanks
to the fact that scintillation and Cherenkov light are simultaneously detected. Scintillating
photons (S) are proportional to the deposition of energy by all ionizing particles in the vol-
ume of the calorimeter, while Cherenkov photons (C) provide a signal almost exclusively
related to the electromagnetic component of the shower.
On the one hand, given that electromagnetic showers are independently sampled in the
Cherenkov and scintillation �bers with a corresponding resolution σS and σC , the combi-
nation of the two signals on event-by-event basis allows to improve the electromagnetic
resolution:

E =
ES/σ

2
S + EC/σ

2
C

1/σ2
S + 1/σ2

C

. (2.12)

On the other hand, the response to single hadrons is studied with the dual-readoutmethod [90],
where the particle energy is expressed as a function of scintillating and Cherenkov signals:

S = [fem + (h/e)S × (1− fem)]× E,
C = [fem + (h/e)C × (1− fem)]× E.

(2.13)

The electromagnetic fraction within the hadron shower is denoted as fem and the ratios
of non-electromagnetic to electromagnetic response for S and C signals are referred to as
s = (h/e)S and c = (h/e)C , respectively. The electromagnetic (e) and non-electromagnetic
(h) response are shown in Fig. 2.18 as the average values of the signal distributions of the
deposited energy for the e and h components of hadron showers. The fem and the energy
E can be derived on event-to-event basis as:

fem =
c− s(C/S)

(C/S)(1− s)− (1− c)
,

E =
S − χC
1− χ

with χ =
1− s
1− c

,

(2.14)

where the factor χ is independent from both energy and particle type. The proposal of the
IDEA calorimeter is a 2 m long detector, corresponding to about 9 λ, that surrounds the
preshower covering the full volume down to 100 mrad of the z-axis without inactive re-
gions. It features a unique longitudinally unsegmented detector equipped with scintillation
and Cherenkov �bers, so that it is sensitive to the independent signals from the production
of scintillation and Cherenkov light. An event-by-event measurement of the electromag-
netic fraction can be performed, applying a correction to the reconstructed primary hadron
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Figure 2.18: Distributions of the signal per unit deposited energy for the
e and h components of hadron showers normalized to the response for

MIPs [90].

energy for its �uctuations. By the combination of the two signals, an excellent energy res-
olution for both electromagnetic and hadron showers is obtained. See the discussion pre-
sented in Chapter 7 for all details. In addition, when considering isolated particles, the DR
calorimeter provides very good particle identi�cation capabilities to discriminate between
muons, electrons/photons, and hadrons thanks to the separation given by the C/S ratio.

To achieve the energy resolutions needed in experiments at future e+e− colliders, the
most challenging obstacle is represented by the �uctuations among the electromagnetic and
non-electromagnetic component of hadronic induced showers. The calorimeter can be cal-
ibrated using electrons, which have an electromagnetic fraction equal to 1. The S and C
signals can be independently calibrated for each tower, which indicates a group of �bers,
by steering electrons of known energy. Finally, the �ne transverse granularity allows to
distinguish close showers guaranteeing good matching to tracks in the preshower signals
and also to muon tracks. For this reason, it represents a good candidate for e�cient PF re-
construction. The main issue is related to the possibility of disentangling signals produced
by overlapping electromagnetic and hadron showers, which requires longitudinal segmen-
tation as well. Currently, several ways to implement such a segmentation are under study.

Muon system

The muon system consists of three layers of chambers interleaved within the return yoke
of the magnetic �eld and is based on the µ-RWELL technology (see Chapter 7) like the
preshower detector. A cost e�ective chamber technology has been adopted because of the
substantial area to be covered to ensure high e�ciency in the detection of muons and to
provide standalone measurement of the muon tracks, useful also for long lived particles
searches. The choice of the µ-RWELL detectors is mainly due to their position resolution.
The readout is segmented with a larger pitch strips of 1.5 mm with respect to the preshower.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a presentation of the LHC machine and the main features of the CMS detector
has been provided. In particular, the emphasis was put on the overview of the experimental
apparatus needed to perform the H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis, which represents the main topic
of this thesis. A careful examination of all steps of the analysis is going to be the content of
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and will �ow into Chapter 6 with the discussion of the results.
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In view of the completion of the LHC physics research programme around the second
half of the 2030s, the discussion about the future of high energy physics and the type of
future accelerators needed to explore the broad range of fundamental questions in particle
physics is very intense within the scienti�c community. After the very recent outcome of
the ESPP update, the highest priority has been set for an electroweak and H boson factory.
The CERN proposal is an electron-positron circular collider in a 100 km tunnel operating
at a very high luminosity at di�erent center of mass energies, ranging from the Z pole pro-
duction to above the top pair production threshold (from 90 to 365 GeV). In particular, the
operation of a similar machine at the Higgs-strahlung cross section peak will allow to in-
vestigate the unique nature of the H boson in a very clean environment and to study the
couplings of the H boson with other particles with unprecedented precision. Two alterna-
tive proposals of e+e− circular colliders have been developed in the last years: FCC-ee at
CERN and CEPC in China. Currently, the highest priority is the study and optimization of
the performances of the various detector alternatives. The content of Chapter 7 will focus
on this aspect, which includes my original contribution in the context of future accelerator
studies.





Chapter 3

The golden channel and its main
physics objects

T
he work presented in this thesis is focused on the study of the decay of the H boson into
a pair of Z bosons, subsequently decaying into two leptons (muons or electrons). This

particular decay channel played an extremely important role in the discovery of this new
scalar particle.
The H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channel, brie�y denoted as H → 4`, is often referred to as
the "golden channel" since it is one of the most important �nal states to study the H boson
pro�le. Across the next chapters, the highlights of the evolving strategy of the H → 4`
analysis in the context of the H boson properties measurements are underlined. The reader
will be accompanied on a journey showing how a particle physics analysis is not a static
framework, but it can evolve in every aspect according to the data-taking conditions, the
amount of data available and, in general, the goal of the study. The Run 1 analysis of the
H → ZZ∗ → 4` process was located in the context of a discovery era, representing one
of the key channels for the �rst observation of the H boson. At that time, the primary
goal was to preserve as much signal as possible and maximize the sensitivity for a H signal
within a large mass range. Thus, it was important to achieve a very high lepton selection
e�ciency in a wide range of momenta. Then, during the LHC Run 2 running period the
statistical signi�cance of the observation of the new boson in the four-lepton �nal state was
already achieved. Consequently, the discovery of the H in all main production and decay
modes became the new target of the CMS physics program. In this context, the focus of the
H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis switched to precision measurements of the H boson properties.
This point is examined in more detail in the next chapters.

To introduce the �rst step of the the long way which leads to the measurements of
the H boson properties exploiting the four-lepton �nal state, this chapter will provide a
characterization of the process and will describe in detail the physics objects that constitute
the inputs to build our analysis. Each section will brie�y focus on the kinematic distributions
of the objects under study after the full selection showing the good agreement between the
data and their description in the simulated samples. These checks represented my regular
task and my personal contribution to the analysis.

3.1 The four-lepton �nal state

Despite the low branching fraction of the process, which is 0.0124% considering a 125 GeV
SM H boson, the four-lepton decay mode represents a key contribution to the measurements
of many H properties. A plethora of results based on the Run 1 and Run 2 datasets comes
from the study of this decay channel performed by both the ATLAS and CMS experiments,
such as the determination of the mass of the H boson and of its spin-parity quantum num-
bers [28, 48, 92–95], the measurement of its decay width exploting both direct and indirect
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approaches [96–99], of signal strengths and couplings to fermions and bosons [48, 95, 100]
and of its anomalous couplings with a pair of neutral gauge bosons in both on-shell and o�-
shell regions [94, 95, 97, 101, 102], and the study of �ducial cross sections both integrated
and di�erential as a function of various parameters [103–106]. Here we want to focus on
the speci�c features of this decay channel:

∗ The complete reconstruction of its �nal state decay products allows to exploit the
four-lepton invariant mass (m4`) together with the kinematic information of the lep-
tons as very discriminating variables to identify the presence of a H boson with re-
spect to the other identical signatures coming from background processes. Having a
way to select signal events killing, at the same time, the majority of the background
processes was the main challenge of the Run 1 strategy, aiming to achieve a p-value
as high as possible and declare the observation of the H boson in the four-lepton �nal
state.

∗ The excellent momentum resolution of electrons and muons in the LHC detectors
leads to a narrow resonance peak in the m4` distribution, allowing to measure the H
boson mass with an extreme precision. In fact, the signal sensitivity strongly depends
on the 4` invariant mass resolution.

∗ The signal yield is not very high because of the B of the process but also the back-
ground yield is very low. The typical signal to background ratio is of the order of 2
to 1 in the mass window around the H peak.

A good knowledge of the di�erent background sources is crucial in order to isolate
the H boson signal. There are two di�erent sources of background in a particle physics
analysis: the irreducible background, which consists of a �nal state identical to the signal but
is produced via other SM processes that are not of interest, and the reducible background,
which presents a topologically di�erent �nal state eventually identi�ed as a signal candidate
because of erroneous object identi�cation. The H → 4` decay channel copes with the
following background processes.

Irreducible background The irreducibile nonresonant background around 125 GeV is
due to the SM ZZ or Zγ∗ production and comes from direct production of neutral vector
bosons via qq̄ annihilation or gluon fusion, denoted as qq̄→ ZZ and gg→ ZZ, respectively,
and is presented in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Feynman diagrams representing the irreducible qq̄ → ZZ and
gg→ ZZ background processes.
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Reducible background The reducible background mainly consists of events including
bosons or pairs of top quarks and additional jets (Z/Zγ+jets, WZ/WW+jets, tt̄+jets), lead-
ing to �nal states with two or three isolated leptons and jets. Extra leptons can either come
from heavy �avor jets producing secondary leptons or from misidenti�cation of heavy �a-
vor hadron decays, in-�ight decays of light mesons within jets, and (in the electron case)
decays of charged hadrons overlapping with π0, due to imperfections in reconstruction.
Given that the dominant contribution comes from Z+jets events, the reducible background
is commonly denoted as Z+X and some illustrative processes are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Feynman diagrams representing an example of reducible Z+X
background processes.

Three mutually exclusive �nal states are considered in the analysis: 4µ, 4e, and 2e2µ.
In fact, each of them is characterized by di�erent mass resolution and reducible background
rates. Moreover, given the clean signature of the four leptons in the detector, di�erent pro-
duction modes of the H boson can be identi�ed exploting the information given by the
presence of other objects in the event like jets, missing transverse momentum, and extra
leptons. In the following sections, we are going to see in which way the raw detector infor-
mation is used to reconstruct these elementary objects needed to classify the events.

3.2 Muons

The CMS physics program largey relies on muons, involved in many of the signatures stud-
ied by the experiment concerning both precision measurements of the SM and searches for
new physics up to the TeV scale. Given that muons are the only charged particles able to
reach the outest layers of the detector, they provide a clear signature, easy to trigger on and
to reconstruct with high e�ciency and purity.

3.2.1 Muon reconstruction: standalone, global and tracker muons

As a �rst step to reconstruct muons with the CMS detector, a local reconstruction exploiting
the information from the muon spectrometer alone is performed to identify hits in the indi-
vidual DT and CSC chambers (see Section 2.2.2). Then they are used to form segments, that
can be approximated by straight lines because the magnetic �eld is almost totally con�ned
in the steel return yoke of the magnet.

On the one hand, DT track segments are reconstructed by the hits originating from
the local DT electronics. Two di�erent views are exploited to provide a measurement of
the radial position and the bending angle. The hit reconstruction in a DT cell speci�es the
transverse distance between the wire and the intersection of the muon trajectory with the
plane containing the wires in the layer. On the other hand, the CSC provides local charged-
track segments by combining the cathode and anode hits (one per each layer of each station)
in the transverse plane. Afterwards, an iterative approach based on the Kalman Filter tech-
nique [107] is adopted to build the tracks, taking into account the e�ect of the magnetic
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�eld, as well as the energy loss and multiple scattering in the steel. Starting from the seg-
ments, the position and direction vectors is used to provide an initial estimate of the muon
transverse momentum pµT. This information is used to generate seeds that are propagated
to each station layer looking for the most compatible segment based on the χ2 of the �t.
At this stage, hit clusters reconstructed in the RPC system (see Section 2.2.2) are also in-
cluded in the tracks.

The result of this initial step is a collection of reconstructed track objects, which are re-
ferred to as standalone muons. In order to improve the momentum resolution, the beam spot
position in the transverse plane can be used in the �t. The full muon tracks given by the local
reconstruction in the muon spectrometer get further combined with tracks reconstructed
in the inner detector. A global muon (GLB) is obtained by matching standalone muon tracks
and inner tracks using the Kalman Filter technique. In the global reconstruction, as well as
in the standalone one, the minimum requirement for a track is to have hits or segments in
two station layers with at least one from DTs or CSCs. On the contrary, a tracker muons
(TRK) is reconstructed by extrapolating an inner track inside-out to all the DT and CSC sta-
tion layers and looking for compatible DT and CSC segments. The lower pT reach of tracker
muons is improved with respect to global muons reaching. Every track with p > 2.5 GeV
and pT > 0.5 GeV matched with at least one segment in the muon spectrometer is labeled as
tracker muon. Thereby, the H → 4` analysis can bene�t signi�cantly from this approach.
Moreover, this algorithm also compensates for ine�ciencies in the reconstruction of close
dimuon pairs given by the ambiguity resolution in the standalone tracks.

The large majority of muons produced in p-p collisions (around 99%) with a su�cient
high momentum is reconstructed by both algorithms. The information from all muon track
types is �nally combined into a single object to provide a coherent view of a muon candidate
and to ensure the most e�cient reconstruction. Energy deposits in the calorimeters can get
also associated. More details about the muon reconstruction procedure can be found in
Ref. [68, 108].

3.2.2 Muon identi�cation

Given that the original collection of reconstructed muons contains misidenti�ed charged
hadrons or muons coming from in-�ight decays, additional quality requirements must be
applied to have as pure as possible samples of muon candidates. A set of variables and
selection criteria, such as requirements on the type and number of missing hits, the trackχ2,
and the compatibility between tracker tracks and standalone muon tracks when considering
global muons, are de�ned to classify muons balancing e�ciency and purity according to the
analysis under study. The main identi�cation (ID) criteria for muons adopted in the CMS
physics analyses are summarized in the following with some performance plots reported in
Fig. 3.3 comparing the three of them.

∗ A loose muon is a tracker or global muon selected by the PF algorithm. The loose ID is
oriented to identify prompt muons originating at the primary vertex as well as muons
from light and heavy �avor decays, avoiding the increase of the misidenti�cation rate
of charged hadrons as muons.

∗ The medium muon ID is optimized for prompt muons and for muons from heavy �a-
vor decay. A medium muon is a loose muon reconstructed from a tracker track with
many hits in the inner tracker layers. In case a muon is only reconstructed as a tracker
muon, the muon segment compatibility is required to be larger than 0.451. It is a vari-
able, ranging from 0 to 1, computed on the basis of the distance between the inner
track, extrapolated to all the muon stations, and the closest DT and CSC segments
from the same stations. If the muon is reconstructed as both a tracker muon and a
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global muon, a less stringent cut on the muon segment compatibility is complemented
by some quality requirements on the χ2 of the track. See Ref. [68] for further details.

∗ A tight muon is a loose muon reconstructed from a tracker track with at least one
pixel hit and hits from at least six layers of the inner tracker. It must be reconstructed
as both a tracker muon and a global muon and must be compatible with the primary
vertex. The tracker muon must have segment matching in at least two of the muon
stations, consistently with the logic of the muon trigger. The global muon �t includes
at least one hit from the muon system. The goal of such a tight criteria is to suppress
muons from decay in-�ight and from hadronic punch-through, hereafter referred to
as fake muons.

∗ The soft muon ID is optimized for low pT muons especially used in the context of b
physics and quarkonia analyses. It is a tracker muon with a high purity tracker track
which uses hits from at least six layers of the inner tracker including at least one pixel
hit. The tracker track is matched with at least one muon segment in any station in
both x and y coordinates and arbitrated.

Figure 3.3: E�ciency of three ID algorithms (PF, soft, and tight) of a simu-
lated muon track reconstructed as a tracker muon, as a function of the pT

of the reconstructed track, shown for prompt muons (left), for muons from
heavy �avor decays (middle), and for misidenti�ed hadrons (right) [71].

The H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis aims to maximize its acceptance for muons with low
transverse momentum down to 5 GeV preserving the kinematic acceptance for H boson
candidates with a soft lepton in the �nal state. Therefore, a loose selection is chosen, further
enhanced by means of the isolation and impact parameter (IP)1 criteria to reject nonprompt
muons. A loose ID is necessary to build the control regions needed for the analysis. Muons
have to be reconstructed as global and tracker muons, thus standalone only muon tracks are
discarded. Since the measurement of the momentum at low pT achievable from the muon
spectrometer information is not very precise because of the multiple scattering, the charge
and momentum of this type of muons are extracted from the tracker track. An additional
ghost cleaning step is performed to remove possible duplicates of the same muon track.
Tracker muons that are not global muons are required to be arbitrated, for example if two
muons are sharing 50% or more of their segments, the muon with lower quality is removed.

A loose muon is required to have a transverse momentum larger than 5 GeV in the
acceptance region |ηµ| < 2.4. The momentum acceptance is mostly limited by the increase
of fake muons at very low pµT, which makes the measurement of e�ciencies and momentum

1Please note that IP in the previous chapter was used in place of interaction point, while hereafter always
refers to the impact parameter.
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scales more challenging. In addition, a set of cuts on the IP observables has to be satisfyed:

|dxy| < 0.5 cm and |dz| < 1 cm, (3.1)

where dxy and dz are de�ned with respect to the primary vertex in the transverse plane and
in the longitudinal direction, respectively, together with a cut on the muon signi�cance of
the impact parameter, SIP3D. This quantity represents the ratio of the IP of the lepton track
in three dimensions (IP3D) with respect to the primary vertex position and its uncertainty:

SIP3D ≡
|IP3D|
σIP3D

< 4. (3.2)

The goal of these requirements is to discard fake muons coming from in-�ight decays of
hadrons and cosmic rays and to identify only leptons coming from the primary vertex. The
requirement on the signi�cance of the impact parameter to the event vertex is particularly
e�ective in the suppression of the Zbb̄ and tt̄ backgrounds. In fact, the high SIP tail is
mainly populated by muons from displaced vertices tipically present in tt̄+jets events. The
e�ect of the cut on SIP is shown as an example in Fig. 3.4, where the distributions for signal
muons coming from a Z boson and fake muons are compared. Signal and fakes muons are
selected from a 2016 DY sample by using generator-level information in two di�erent pT

regions: muons with a transverse momentum smaller (larger) than 10 GeV populate the low
(high) pT bin, respectively.

Figure 3.4: SIP distribution of signal and fake muons with a pT smaller
(left) and larger (right) than 10 GeV selected from a 2016 DY sample by

using generator matching.

Then, to de�ne a tight muon in the context of the H→ 4` analysis, loose muons with
pµT smaller than 200 GeV have to pass the PF muon ID. The identi�cation of a �nal PF muon
(see Section 2.2.4) derives from three steps and aims to ensure high e�ciency in selecting
also genuine muons produced in hadronic jets.

1. Considering global muons, the activity in a cone of ∆R < 0.1 around the muon
candidate is evaluated, asking that the sum of the track pT does not exceed 10% of
the muon pµT. On top of this preliminary isolation criterion based on detector-level
information, another isolation speci�c of the H→ 4` analysis de�ned in Section 3.2.3
will be applied, using the particle candidates reconstructed from the PF algorithm.

2. Between nonisolated candidates, PF muons are selected looking at the minimum num-
ber of hits in the muon stations and at the compatibility between the track and the
segments as well as between track pT and deposits in the calorimeters.
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3. Finally, looser identi�cation requirements based on the number of hits and the match-
ing between track and hits are applied to accept PF muons between the remaining
muon candidates featuring small energy deposition in the calorimeters with respect
to the track momentum.

To identify a tight muon when its pT is larger than 200 GeV, a tracker high pT ID is
required. All details about the de�nition are reported in Table 3.1. A relaxed selection
of high pT muons leads to increase signal e�ciency for high mass searches, recovering
selection e�ciency on very collimated muons coming from very heavy resonance decays
to two highly boosted Z bosons.

Plain text description Technical description

Muon station matching Inner track muon matched to segments
in at least two muon stations

Good pT measurement pµT
σ
p
µ
T

< 0.3

Vertex compatibility (x-y) |dxy| < 2 mm
Vertex compatibility (z) |dz| < 5 mm
Pixel hits At least one pixel hit
Tracker hits Hits in at least six tracker layers

Table 3.1: Requirements to identify a tracker high pT muon.

3.2.3 Muon isolation

In order to distinguish prompt muons coming from Z boson decays and muons arising from
QCD processes where hadrons decay within a jet via electroweak interaction, the energy
�ow in their vicinity is required to be below a given threshold. The de�nition of the relative
isolation Iµ with respect to the muon pT relies on the PF isolation. The relative isolation
has to be smaller than 0.35. To subtract the pileup contribution to the isolation cone for
the muons, the so-called ∆β correction is applied. During the Run 2, data was collected
with an average of thirty interactions per bunch crossing, so that a large contribution can
potentially a�ect the energy �ow used for the muon isolation leading to a loss in signal
e�ciency. The factor ∆β, de�ned as

∆β = 0.5
∑

charged
pPU

T , (3.3)

gives an estimate of the undesirable energy deposit of neutral particles (hadrons and pho-
tons) from pileup vertices and the factor of 0.5 corrects for the di�erent fraction of charged
and neutral particles in the neighborhood of the considered muon. Therefore, it is de�ned
as

Iµ ≡
1

pµT

( ∑
charged

pT + max
[
0,
∑

neutral
pT +

∑
photons

pT −∆β
])
. (3.4)

The quantities included in Eq. (3.4) correspond to the scalar sum of the transverse mo-
menta of charged hadrons originating from the chosen primary vertex of the event, of neu-
tral hadrons, and of photons, respectively. The isolation sums involved are all restricted to
a volume bounded by a cone of angular radius ∆R = 0.3 around the muon direction at the
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primary vertex, where the angular distance between two particles i and j is

∆R(i, j) =
√

(ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2. (3.5)

The e�ect of the ∆β correction is visible in Fig. 3.5 (right). After the application of the ∆β
corrections, the stability of the isolation e�ciency in data and simulated samples as a func-
tion of the number of vertices is signi�cantly improved with respect to the 2011 scenario,
shown in Fig. 3.5 (left).
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Figure 3.5: Isolation e�ciency in data and simulated samples for muons
from Z boson decays as a function of the number of vertices without

(left) [109] and with the application of the ∆β correction [71].

3.2.4 Corrections and energy calibrations for muons

The muon resolution a�ects the invariant mass of a resonance and a possible muon scale
bias also manifests as distortions or shifts in the invariant mass peak position of a resonance.
For this reason, it is crucial to probe muon pT scale and resolution and eventually extract
appropriate corrections. This can be done exploiting the J/Ψ and Z invariant mass distribu-
tions. Several methods are used to measure the muon scale and resolution to cover the full
muon pT spectrum up to 1 TeV scale. For the low and intermediate pT range, the Rochester
method [110] is used, developed to correct biases in muon momentum reconstruction due
to the mismodeling of detector alignment, the magnetic �eld, and energy losses. In fact, it is
sensitive to the tracker alignment because the pT measurement in the mentioned pT range
is fully driven by the tracker. It derives the calibration constants using Z and J/Ψ events
with a dimuon decay and matching the data and simulated events to achieve a perfectly
aligned scenario. The matching procedure is carried out in several steps. Concerning the
muon scale, muons in data and Monte Carlo (MC) samples are corrected to match generated
muons, while for the resolution the simulated events are smeared to match data.

The muon momentum scale is measured in data by �tting a Crystal Ball function to
the dimuon mass spectrum around the Z peak in the Z→ µ+µ− control region. The en-
ergy scale and resolution for the 2016, 2017, and 2018 dataset is shown in Fig. 3.6 (top).
The time evolution of the quantities related to the Z boson and leptons is also monitored
across di�erent runs of the same data period in order to check regularly that everything
was working well, keep an eye on the lepton momentum corrections, and ensure an opti-
mal reconstruction of the objects needed for the analysis. This task represented part of my
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Figure 3.6: Muon energy scale and resolution (top) measured for all muons
in the Z → µ+µ− control region in 2016 (left), 2017 (middle), and 2018
(right). The average measurement of the width (bottom) of the recon-
structed Z bosons for each luminosity section (0.5 fb−1) of the 2016, 2017,
and 2018 running periods is also shown. Events presenting two muons in
the barrel, two muons in the endcap, or one in the barrel and the other one

in the endcap are denoted as BB, EE, and EB, respectively.

personal contribution to the analysis group. Fig. 3.6 (bottom) shows for example the aver-
age measurement of the width of the reconstructed Z bosons for each luminosity section
(0.5 fb−1) of the 2016, 2017, and 2018 LHC running periods.

3.2.5 E�ciency of muon reconstruction and identi�cation

Once that reconstructed particle candidates are ready, an intermediate step is needed before
using them in the search for a H boson signal. A careful study of the e�ciencies in data and
simulated samples for each object has to be performed exploiting dedicated control regions.
In fact, the description of the detector response to signal muons may not be perfect in the
simulation of the CMS subdetectors. Then, any observed di�erence between data and MC
can be corrected by applying speci�c scale factors (SFs) to the simulated events.

The measurement of the muon e�ciencies exploits the tag-and-probe (TnP) method [108]
and is performed on Z→ µ+µ− and J/Ψ → µ+µ− events in bins of pT and η. The TnP is
a generic method that uses narrow dilepton resonances to measure any user de�ned per-
object e�ciency from data (reconstruction, trigger, selection, ...). On the one hand, a Z
sample is generally used to measure the muon reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciency
at intermediate pT. On the other hand, a J/Ψ sample is better to measure the reconstruction
e�ciency at low pT, since it bene�ts from a better purity in that kinematic regime. A brief
explanation of the approach is presented here:

∗ Events with dimuon decays from J/Ψ and Z resonances are collected triggering on a
single muon. The triggering muon is used as tag and is normally a high quality muon,
matched to a trigger object. It is required to pass tight identi�cation and isolation
criteria to improve the purity of the selected sample. Then, the probe is required to
have same �avor and opposite charge and satisfy a loose identi�cation. For example,
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in the measurement of reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciencies, the probes are
tracks reconstructed in the inner tracker.
∗ The passing probes are de�ned according to whatever is the e�ciency under study. To

measure the muon reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciency, the passing probes are
the muons reconstructed as a global or tracker muon and satisfying the loose muon
identi�cation explained above.
∗ For each pT and η bin, the invariant mass of the resonance decaying into "tag + pass-

ing probe" or "tag + failing probe" pairs is �t separately with a signal plus background
model. The e�ciency measurement is performed from the ratio of events related to
the sum of passing and non-passing probes for the signal events.

The e�ciency in data and simulation measured with J/Ψ events is shown in Fig. 3.7
for the 2018 dataset. Similar results are obtained for the 2016 and 2017 scenarios with plots
reported in Appendix A, together with the product of all the data to simulation SFs for muon
tracking, reconstruction, identi�cation, impact parameter, and isolation requirements for all
three years. The SFs have been found very close to one in all three years with deviations
within 2%. The largest deviations are due to the SIP, which is very hard to model properly
in the simulation, and happen for low pT muons in the barrel region and in the very forward
region η > 2.
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Figure 3.7: Muon reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciency at low pT for
the 2018 dataset. It is measured with the TnP method on J/Ψ events, as a
function of pT in the barrel (left) and endcap (center) regions, and as a func-
tion of η for pT > 5 GeV (right). In the upper panel, the black error bars on
data are purely statistical while the red ones include also the systematical
uncertainties. Similarly, the smaller azure rectangles represent the statisti-
cal uncertainty on MC while the larger orange rectangles include also the
systematical contribution. In the lower panel showing the ratio of the two
e�ciencies, the black error bars are for the statistical uncertainty, the or-
ange rectangles for the systematical uncertainty and the violet rectangles

include both uncertainties.

To conclude this part, some validation plots for the muon candidates selected after the
full selection are shown as an example for the 2016 dataset in Fig. 3.8. Similar results have
been produced extensively for all the muon variables in all three years.

3.3 Electrons

Electrons are reconstructed with high purity and e�ciency in the CMS experiment, leaving
a distinctive signal in the ECAL as an isolated energy deposit associated with hits in the
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of the pseudorapidity (top left), SIP (top right), and
isolation (bottom left) of the muon candidates with a pT larger than 10 GeV
selected after the full selection. Data/MC agreement is shown also for the
invariant mass of the Z→ µ+µ− in the mass windowmµµ = [80, 100] GeV

(bottom right).

tracker layers: their momentum is estimated by the combination of the energy measurement
in the ECAL with the momentum measurement in the tracker. Given the excellent energy
resolution of the ECAL, electrons represent an optimal ingredient to use both in precision
measurements and in searches for BSM physics at the LHC. The energy resolution currently
measured for electron is better than 2% (5%) in the barrel (endcap) region in p-p collisions
for energies above 40 GeV and the energy scale in the same energy range is measured with
an uncertainty lower than 0.1% (0.3%) in the barrel (endcap) acceptance.
The bremsstrahlung energy emitted by the electron as it propagates through the material
in front of the ECAL is one of the main challenge in the electron reconstruction and mea-
surement because of the amount of tracker material located between the collision point and
the ECAL. The material budget in the tracker upstream to the ECAL before the upgrade of
the silicon pixel detector (see Section 2.2.2) is shown in Fig. 3.9 (left). Indeed, by the time an
electron reaches the electromagnetic calorimeter, it may easily interact with the material
producing multiple electrons and photons. The electron emits bremsstrahlung photons and
then the resulting photons possibly convert to electron pairs. Thus, a dedicated algorithm
is needed to combine the energy deposits from the individual particles of the shower into
a single object and recover the energy of the primary electron. Moreover, the emission of
bremsstrahlung photons modi�es the curvature of the electron trajectory in the tracker.
Therefore, a dedicated tracking algorithm based on the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) [111] is
required to estimate the tracker parameters. The strategy adopted is summarized in the next
section. The complete reconstruction procedure used in Run 2 for p-p collisions at

√
s = 13

TeV and all the details on reconstruction performances can be found in Ref. [112, 113].
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Figure 3.9: Material budget in the tracker upstream to the ECAL in units
of radiation length X0 as a function of particle pseudorapidity η in the
|η| < 2.5 acceptance region (left), before the pixel detector upgrade [71].
Distribution of ∆η (seed-cluster, cluster) versus ∆φ (seed-cluster, cluster)
for simulated photons with a transverse energy 40 < ET,seed < 50 GeV; the
z-axis represents the occupancy of the number of PF clusters (right) [113].

3.3.1 Electron reconstruction: superclustering and track association

Reconstruction of electron tracks, both for primary electrons and for photon conversions, is
performed by searching for track seeds compatible with the ECAL superclusters (SC). The
�rst step of the energy reconstruction algorithm consists in the formation of topological
clusters by grouping together cells with energy above a given threshold starting from a
seed cluster (see next paragraph). Then, the multiple ECAL clusters within a geometric
area around the seed cluster are assembled into a single SC, the compatibility between SC
position and the trajectory seeds in the pixel detector is checked, and the GSF tracking
step is performed. Finally, the reconstruction algorithm based on ECAL superclusters is
complemented by a PF-based one to di�erentiate between electrons and photons.

ECAL superclustering

Given that the electron energy spreads out over several crystals of the ECAL, as explained
above, to clusterize energy deposits in several ECAL channels each local maximum above
a certain energy threshold is assumed to correspond to a single particle reaching the de-
tector. The seed cluster is identi�ed as a local maximum of the energy deposited in any
considered region and crystals with at least one side in common with a crystal already in
the cluster are aggregated to it. A single ECAL energy deposit may be shared between over-
lapping clusters and a Gaussian pro�le of the shower is used to determine the fraction of
the energy deposit to be assigned to each of the clusters. Therefore, the multiple ECAL clus-
ters are combined into a single SC that collects the energy of the original electron so that
bremsstrahlung losses and photon conversions are taken into account. The superclustering
exploits the information on the η-φ correlation between the position of the electron and of
bremsstrahlung clusters and the dependency on the transverse energy ET. This approach
allows to improve the energy determination of the supercluster and the rejection of clusters
coming from pileup interactions close to the electromagnetic energy deposit, in particular
for electrons with low pT and large pseudorpidity, avoiding a bias in the energy collection
and cluster shapes. Two di�erent algorithms are used for the superclustering procedure:
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∗ The mustache algorithm relies on the information only from the ECAL crystals and
preshower detectors and it is used to properly measure low energy deposits. A seed
cluster above a certain threshold is identi�ed and additional clusters are merged in
case they fall into a region in the ∆η (seed-cluster, cluster) versus ∆φ (seed-cluster,
cluster) space featuring a shape similar to a mustache, as shown in Fig. 3.9 (right).
This particular slight bend in the ∆η-∆φ plane is caused by the solenoidal structure
of the CMS magnetic �eld, which tends to spread the radiated energy along the φ
direction rather than along η. Consequently, the extension of this region depends
on the transverse energy, because the curvature of particles with a higher ET in the
magnetic �eld is less signi�cant. The superclusters reconstructed in this way are used
to seed electrons, photons and conversion-�nding algorithm.

∗ The re�ned algorithm exploits also the information from the tracking to extrapolate
bremsstrahlung tangents and conversion tracks and determine when a cluster has to
be merged in the SC. It can be applied as an independent method to recover additional
conversion and bremsstrahlung clusters or dependently on the mustache SC, used
as a starting point and re�ned using the information from other subdetectors. The
risk of including spurious clusters is minimal. At the end of the procedure, a given
ECAL cluster can belong to only one re�ned SC. The re�ned SC are used for the
determination of all ECAL-based quantities of electron and photon objects.

Track reconstruction and association

To perform the tracking of electrons (both for primary electrons and for photon conver-
sions), the GSF algorithm is used searching for a compatibility between track seeds in the
pixel detector and the SC position during the pattern recognition stage. This allows to
properly account for radiative losses from bremsstrahlung and large angle scattering in the
material, providing also a measurement of the energy loss due to radiation by comparing
the local curvatures of the trajectory at the two endpoints. First of all, a small hit patterns
compatible with an electron trajectory is identi�ed as a seed exploiting an "ECAL-driven"
or "tracker-driven" approach. This seeding procedure is needed because the GSF tracking
procedure can be very time consuming.

∗ ECAL-driven approach The better performance is on high pT isolated electrons.
Mustache SCs having a transverse energy ESC,T > 4 GeV and a ratio between the
energy deposits in HCAL and in ECAL (H/E) smaller than 0.15 within a cone of ∆R <
0.15 centered on the SC are selected as starting point. Each of them is compared to a
set of track seeds formed by the combination of pairs or triplets of hits in the inner
tracker. The trajectory of the electron corresponding to a given SC is computed from
the SC position, ESC,T and the B �eld intensity, and is assumed to be helical.
∗ Tracker-driven approach It helps to recover e�ciency for low pT or nonisolated

electrons located in the ECAL regions where the energy measurement is less precise.
All general tracks are considered, referring to a collection of �ltered tracks with pT

> 2 GeV. These tracks are reconstructed starting from hits in the pixel detector and
applying an iterative algorithm known as the Kalman Filter (KF). If any of these KF
tracks is associated to an ECAL cluster, its track seed is extrapolated toward the ECAL
to match a SC and used to seed a GSF track. To identify the general tracks possibly
originating from conversions, a dedicated algorithm is used.

By combining the ECAL-driven and tracker-driven seeds, a �nal collection of electron
seeds is selected and used to initiate the electron track reconstruction. To build the track,
an iterative procedure evaluates the track parameters at each tracker layer using the KF
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algorithm and modelling the electron energy loss with a Bethe-Heitler function. Multiple
candidate trajectories are created in case of multiple hits compatible with the predicted po-
sition in the successive layer and then the track χ2 is evaluated. After having collected all
the hits with the KF algorithm, a GSF �t is applied to estimate the tracks parameters at
each layer; a mixture of Gaussian distributions is used to approximate the energy loss in
each layer. Finally, in order to perform track-cluster associations, GSF tracks are extrapo-
lated toward ECAL assuming a homogeneous magnetic �eld. The electron candidates are
identi�ed by associating the GSF tracks to the SC. The position of the SC is de�ned as the
energy-weighted average of the constituent ECAL cluster positions. Then, a Boosted De-
cision Tree (BDT) classi�er is used. It combines information about the track (kinematical
variables and quality), the SC, and their association (geometric and kinematic observables)
in order to take a decision about the association between the GSF track and an ECAL cluster.
The �nal step is the estimation of the electron charge and momentum.

The electron reconstruction e�ciency has been measured in 2017 data and in DY simu-
lated samples (Fig. 3.10) together with the data to simulation SFs using the TnP technique.

Figure 3.10: Electron reconstruction e�ciency as a function of the pseu-
dorapity in data (top) and the data-to-simulation ratios (bottom) using DY
samples for the 2017 data-taking period, as provided by the CMS Electron

and Gamma Physics Object Group (EGM POG) [113].

The ratios are very close to the unity almost in the entire range and are applied as a function
of the pT and η of the SC. The e�ciency on the electron reconstruction is very high and it
is comparable to the one obtained during Run 1, which is a good achievement considering
the much harsher conditions related to the higher pileup of the Run 2 scenario. The average
number of overlapping events during Run 1 was 9 (21) at 7 TeV (8 TeV) and it increased to
30 pileup interactions at 13 TeV, up to 40. The relative electron resolution evaluated in 2016
MC samples is shown as a function of the electron transverse momentum in Fig. 3.11.

3.3.2 Electron selection, identi�cation and isolation

After the reconstruction step, some quality requirements are applied to identify genuine
electrons coming from the H signal among all the objects that can be selected as electron
candidates by mistake. The electron candidates preselection consists of loose cuts on the
track-cluster matching observables in order to preserve high e�ciency and, in parallel, to
discard part of the QCD background. In the H → 4` analysis, they are required to have
a transverse momentum peT > 7 GeV in the acceptance region |ηe| < 2.5: such electrons
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Figure 3.11: Relative electron resolution versus electron pT found in 2016
MC samples for barrel (left) and endcaps (right) electrons. Curves measured
by the ECAL (corrected SC) and by the tracker separately and given by
the combination of ECAL and tracker information (E-p combination) are

reported [113].

are called loose electrons. Similar to muons, they must satisfy a loose primary vertex
constraint de�ned as dxy < 0.5 cm and dz < 1 cm and a 3D impact parameter signi�cance
with respect to the primary vertex smaller than 4 is required in order to suppress fake
electrons originating from photon conversions.

Then, the o�ine-level electron identi�cation relies on a broad range of observables con-
densed into a single multivariate discriminant. A multivariate classi�er algorithm based on
the XGBoost (eXtreme Gradient Boosting) library [114], designed to be highly e�cient,
�exible and portable, and able to implement machine learning algorithms under the Gradi-
ent Boosting framework, is applied to identify isolated electrons, combining identi�cation
and isolation variables. The coherent approach used to select electrons in all data-taking
periods represents one of the main improvements brought in the H → 4` analysis using
the whole Run 2 dataset. The training exploits observables related to the electromagnetic
cluster and the geometrical matching between the cluster and the electron track, but also
observables based exclusively on tracking measurements as well as the PF isolation sums.
Table 3.2 provides an overview of the main classes of observables and the speci�c variables
used as inputs to the identi�cation classi�er.

The agreement between data and simulated samples in representing these quantities
has been checked in all three years. Some distributions related to the isolation variables
included in the electron MVA are shown as an example in Fig. 3.12 for the 2016 dataset.
These plots are produced looking only at electrons from the Z1 candidate in the control
region Z+jets. Some disagreement is observed, especially considering the charged hadron
component in the region at low isolation values. The most probable explanation is that we
are not removing su�ciently the QCD background in data and the QCD contribution is
missing in the simulated events.

The model is trained on 2016, 2017, and 2018 DY with jets MC samples for both sig-
nal and background, providing a separate training for each data-taking period in order to
guarantee an optimal performance in the whole Run 2 dataset analyzed in this work. A
matching to generated electrons from Z decays is required to select signal electrons, while
reconstructed electrons which are not matched to any generated electron are treated as
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Classes of oservables Variable De�nition

Cluster shape

σiηiη , σiϕiϕ
RMS of the energy-crystal number i spectrum

along η and φ;

η-φ width SC width along η and φ

H/E
Ratio of the hadronic energy behind the electron

SC to the SC energy

(E5×5 − E5×1)/E5×5

Circularity: E5×5 is the energy computed in the

5× 5 block of crystals centered in the

highest energy crystal of the cluster seed;

E5×1 is the energy computed in the

strip of crystals containing it

R9 = E3×3/ESC

Sum of the seed and adjacent 3× 3 crystals

centered on the highest energy crystal

divided by the SC energy

EPS/Eraw

Energy fraction in the preshower subdetector

divided by the untransformed SC energy

(for endcap training bins)

Track-cluster matching
Etot/pin, Eele/pout, 1/Etot − 1/pin Energy-momentum agreement

∆ηin, ∆ϕin, ∆ηseed Position matching

Tracking

fbrem = 1− pout/pin Fractional momentum loss

χ2
KF , χ2

GSF Reduced χ2 of the KF and GSF track

NKF , NGSF Number of hits of the KF and GSF track

Nmiss.hits Number of expected but missing inner hits

Pconv Probability transform of conversion vertex �t χ2

Isolation
Iγ PF photon isolation sum

Ich. had. PF charged hadrons isolation sum

Ineu. had. PF neutral hadrons isolation sum
For PU-resilience ρ Mean energy density in the event

Table 3.2: Overview of the input variables to the electron identi�cation
classi�er.
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Figure 3.12: Data/MC agreement for the isolation variables in 2016 data
included in the BDT for the electron identi�cation.

background. To improve the performance on the low energy electron identi�cation, the
training is splitted in six bins of pT and η considering separately electrons with a transverse
momentum smaller/larger than 10 GeV in three di�erent pseudorapidity regions: |ηe| < 0.8,
0.8 < |ηe| < 1.479, and |ηe| > 1.479.
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Fig. 3.13 shows the output of the multiclassi�er discriminant, i.e. the MVA score for
prompt electrons and misidenti�ed electrons originating from jets in DY events, provided
by the 2018 model. The performance of the model trained on 2018 MC using electron iden-
ti�cation and isolation features is shown as an example in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.13: Output of the multiclassi�er discriminant for prompt electrons
matched to truth electrons from Z decay (blue) and for fakes (red) taken

from a 2018 simulated sample of DY events.

The working points shown are chosen to achieve a similar level of signal e�ciency as
in Run 1. To be selected as �nal objects for the analysis, loose electrons have to pass MVA
identi�cation and isolation working points listed separately for each training (2016, 2017,
and 2018) in Table 3.3.
The corresponding signal and background e�ciencies are similar in all three years: larger
than 95% for electrons with a pT > 10 GeV and around 80% (70%) for low pT electrons in
the barrel (endcap) region.

2016 Datasets
minimum BDT score |ηe| < 0.8 0.8 < |ηe| < 1.479 |ηe| > 1.479

5 < pT < 10 GeV 0.9503 0.9461 0.9387
pT > 10 GeV 0.3782 0.3587 -0.5745

2017 Datasets
minimum BDT score |ηe| < 0.8 0.8 < |ηe| < 1.479 |ηe| > 1.479

5 < pT < 10 GeV 0.8521 0.8268 0.8694
pT > 10 GeV 0.9825 0.9692 0.7935

2018 Datasets
minimum BDT score |ηe| < 0.8 0.8 < |ηe| < 1.479 |ηe| > 1.479

5 < pT < 10 GeV 0.8956 0.9111 0.9401
pT > 10 GeV 0.0424 0.0047 -0.6042

Table 3.3: Minimum BDT score required for passing the electron identi�-
cation considering separately the 2016, 2017, and 2018 trainings.
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Figure 3.14: The receiver operating characteristic curves (background ef-
�ciency vs signal e�ciency) of the MVA developed for the electron identi-
�cation in 2018 data, trained on the 2018 simulated samples. Performance
are shown for electrons with 5 < peT < 10 GeV (left) and peT > 10 GeV
(right) in three di�erent ηe regions: |ηe| < 0.8 (top), 0.8 < |ηe| < 1.479

(middle), and |ηe| > 1.479 (bottom).

3.3.3 Energy calibrations for electrons

The energy measurement provided by the electromagnetic calorimeter dominates the com-
bination of the tracker and ECAL information used to measure electrons with a transverse
momentum above 20 GeV, especially if they undergo large energy losses in the tracker ma-
terial. Moreover, it is used to determine the energies of reconstructed photons. The energy
calibration at the level of individual detector channels exploits the azimuthal symmetry of
the energy �ow, with corrections for the displacement of the beam spot in the transverse
plane and photons from π0 decays. The photon pairs from π0 decays also provide a �rst
absolute energy scale calibration; then, this �rst calibration is also validated using electrons
from W → eν and Z→ e+e−.

Electrons in data are corrected in bins of pT and η according to the ECAL energy scale.
These corrections, calculated using a Z→ e+e− sample, aim to align the dielectron mass
spectrum observed in data to the one obtained in the MC sample and to minimize its width.
The Z→ e+e− mass resolution in MC is made to match data by applying a pseudorandom
Gaussian smearing to electron energies, with Gaussian parameters varying in bins of pT and
η, convoluting the electron energy spectrum with a Gaussian. Finally, the electron energy
scale is measured in data by �tting a Crystal Ball function to the dielectron mass spectrum
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around the Z peak in the Z→ e+e− control region. The energy scale and resolution for the
2016, 2017, and 2018 dataset is shown in Fig. 3.15 (top) together with the time evolution of
the Z boson mass measured across di�erent runs of the same data period (bottom). A clear
shift in the scale is visible in the 2018 Z mass distribution, where the right tale raises for
mass values larger than 95 GeV. Those e�ects can come from crystal transparency loss in
ECAL, but also from the noise and pedestal in electronics that is not constant in time. This
e�ect can be corrected in the "Ultra Legacy (UL) ReReco" re-reconstructed dataset that is
expected to arrive by the �rst half of 2021.
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Figure 3.15: Electron energy scale and resolution (top) measured for all
electrons in the Z→ e+e− control region in 2016 (left), 2017 (middle), and
2018 (right). The average measurement of the mass of the reconstructed Z
bosons for each luminosity section (0.5 fb−1) of the 2016, 2017, and 2018
running period is also shown (bottom). Events presenting two electrons in
the barrel, two electrons in the endcap, or one in the barrel and the other

one in the endcap are denoted as BB, EE, and EB, respectively.

3.3.4 Electron e�ciency measurements

Electrons su�er from intrinsically higher background rates in the low pT range compared
to muons. The main reason is related to the fact that J/Ψ samples were not available. Con-
sequently, the number of signal events in the failing probes were not su�cient for the mea-
surement and the background rates were very high. Therefore, a more complex selection
procedure is needed to extract the �nal SFs with respect to the muon case.
Some quality requirements on the tag electrons are needed: a single electron trigger is
required, the transverse momentum has to be larger than 30 GeV and ηSC < 2.17. In
addition, the tag and the probe need to have opposite charge. Considering the �rst elec-
tron bin in the range 7-20 GeV, more stringent criteria are required to clean the back-
ground and make the �ts more reliable. The tag pT cut is increased to 50 GeV and the
charge is determined with the so-called selection method, asking all three estimates of the
electron charge to agree. Finally, the tag has to pass a cut on the MVA ID > 0.92 and√

2 ·METPF · pT(tag) · (1− cos(φMET − φtag)) < 45 GeV. Probe electrons only need to
be reconstructed as GSF electrons.
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For the e�ciency measurements a template �t is used. The mee signal shape of the
passing and failing probes is taken from MC and convoluted with a Gaussian. The data
is then �tted with the convoluted MC template and an error-function with a one-sided
exponential tail. For the low pT bins, a Gaussian is added to the signal model for the failing
probes. The electron selection e�ciency is measured as a function of the probe electron pT

and ηSC, considering separately electrons falling in the ECAL gaps (see Section 2.2.2). The
pT and η e�ciencies measured in 2017 data are shown in Fig. 3.16, while similar results for
2016 and 2018 data are presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.16: Electron selection e�ciencies as a function of pT (top) and
η (bottom) measured in 2017 data using the TnP technique for non-gap
electrons (left) and gap electrons (right), together with the corresponding

data/MC ratio at the bottom of each plot.

Electron e�ciencies are found to be around 95% for electrons with pT > 30 GeV and
are similar in all three years. The uncertainties on the measurement of low pT electrons
are very large because of the poor statistics available. The total uncertainty for the mea-
surement of the SFs is the quadratic sum of the statistical uncertainties returned from the
�t and the previously mentioned systematic uncertainties. The large uncertainty on the SF
measurement is the largest uncertainty source in our measurement. As mentioned above,
it is mostly statistical and it comes from the low pT bins where we have not enough events
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to perform the �t in the failing probes. This aspect has to be �xed in view of Run 3. One
possible solution is to verify if J/Ψ events can be found in our minimum bias samples or
Z → 4` events are enough for the low pT measurement. Otherwise, the development of
dedicated trigger to collect those can be considered.

As a conclusion of this section, some validation plots for the electron candidates selected
after the full selection are shown as an example for the 2016 dataset in Fig. 3.17. Similar
results have been produced extensively for all the electron variables in all three years.
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Figure 3.17: Distribution of the transverse momentum (left), pseudorapid-
ity (middle), and BDT score (right) of the subleading electrons selected after

the full selection in the 2016 dataset.

3.4 Photons: the FSR photon recovery

After that electrons and muons have been presented, a brief explanation of the treatment
of photons in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` is needed because of a phenomenon named �nal-state
radiation (FSR). In fact, the probability that a high energy photon is radiated in a Z →
`+`− decay is around 8% (15%) considering dimuon (dielectron) decays and a pγT threshold
of 2 GeV. Consequently, the four-momentum of the photons have to be included in the
computation of the H boson candidate invariant mass to avoid a degradation of the accuracy
in the reconstruction of the four-lepton kinematics. Moreover, the removal of FSR photons
from the isolation cone of the muons allows to improve the selection e�ciency preserving
them from failing the isolation requirement.

In order to identify genuine FSR photons with respect to other photons coming from
initial-state radiation (ISR), pileup interactions, and π0 decays, a FSR recovery algorithm
is applied exploting the kinematics of the FSR photons, expected to be isolated from other
particles and collinear with the emitting lepton. The selection of FSR photons is performed
per-lepton looking at the angular distance between the lepton and the photon over the
transverse energy of the photon squared (∆R(γ, `)/E2

T,γ) and does not depend on any Z
mass criterion. Starting from the collection of PF photons, they are preselected requiring
pγT > 2 GeV, |ηγ | < 2.4, and a relative PF isolation smaller than 1.8, de�ned as

Iγ ≡ 1

pγT

( ∑
photons

pT +
∑

neu. had.

pT +
∑

ch. had.

pT

)
. (3.6)

To compute the isolation, a cone of radius R = 0.3 is used, applying a threshold of 0.2 GeV
on charged hadrons with a veto cone of 0.0001 and 0.5 GeV on neutral hadrons and photons
with a veto cone of 0.01. Moreover, the contribution from pileup vertices (with the same
radius and threshold as per charged isolation) is taken into account.
After that, all photon candidates associated with any electron passing kinematic and impact
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parameter cuts are removed in order to avoid double counting with the electron supercluster
(supercluster veto); the matching is performed by directly associating the two PF candidates.
Then, considering all the leptons passing both the loose ID and SIP cuts, photons are asso-
ciated to the closest lepton in the event and are discarded when ∆R(γ, `)/E2

T,γ < 0.012
and ∆R(γ, `) < 0.5 cuts are not satis�ed. In case more than one photon is associated to
the same lepton, the one with the lowest ∆R(γ, `)/E2

T,γ is selected. Finally, each selected
FSR photon is excluded from the calculation of the isolation sum of all the good muons in
the event, considering photons which are in the isolation cone (∆R < 0.4) and outside the
isolation veto of muons leptons (∆R > 0.01).

From a study performed using signal gluon fusion MC samples, it is observed that the
FSR algorithm a�ects about 4.5% of all signal events in our analysis. The percentages for
each �nal state in each year are presented in Table 3.4.

% ev. with FSR ggH (m4` = [105,140] GeV)
Final state 2016 2017 2018

4µ 6.3% 3.9% 4.9%

4e 5.3% 3.3% 4.2%

2e2µ 5.2% 3.1% 4.2%

Table 3.4: Percentage of events with FSR in the 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ signal
events using ggH MC samples and considering the mass range used in the

statistical analysis m4` = [105,140] GeV.

Given that usually the energy of the photon is already included in the ECAL energy mea-
surement in the case of electrons, the e�ect is more relevant for muons than for electrons.
The comparison of the four-lepton invariant mass for events a�ected by FSR before and
after the FSR correction is shown for all three years in Fig. 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of the invariant mass of the four-lepton system
for events a�ected by FSR before and after the FSR correction considering
the reduced mass range m4` = [105,140] GeV in 2016 (left), 2017 (middle),

and 2018 (right) ggH simulated samples.

3.5 Jets

Jet reconstruction, identi�cation and classi�cation is of prime interest in a hadronic envi-
ronment such as the LHC. Although jets are not part of the decay of the H boson in the
golden channel, they play a crucial role in the correct categorization of di�erent production
processes allowing to study each of them in detail. Indeed, the main di�erence between
VBF and other production mechanisms is related to the jet kinematics. Moreover, jets are
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very important also in the context of di�erential cross section studies, which represent one
of the key measurements in the search for BSM hints in the Higgs sector.
Given that the scope of the analysis presented in this thesis is focused on the study of the
H boson properties in its di�erent production modes and di�erent phase spaces, a good
knowledge and modelling of these objects was particularly important and I spent a large
e�ort to de�ne the �nal selection of jets and to investigate the e�ect of some well-known
data quality issues related to them. For this reason, in the current section the approach
to reconstruct and identify jets is presented, together with the validation of the agreement
between jets in data and in MC samples.

3.5.1 Jet reconstruction and corrections

The large amount of quarks and gluons produced in high energy processes is not directly
detectable because of the fragmentation and hadronization of the particles which produce
collimated showers of objects. In order to measure the kinematics of the initial parton, an
algorithm to recollect and clusterize the hadronization products is needed. Particle �ow
candidates are combined in a jet according to the anti-kt algorithm [115, 116], a sequential
recombination algorithm which hierarchically clusters objects starting from the pair with
the smallest distance in the event according to a metric:

dij = min

(
p−2
T (i), p−2

T (j)

)
(ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2

R2
. (3.7)

The �nal jet is obtained when the p−2
T of the cluster is smaller than any remaining distance

dij . The size of the jet conic shape is determined by a distance parameter R, �xed at 0.4.
The jet momentum is determined as the vectorial sum of the clustered PF candidates four

momenta in the jet and is found from simulation to be within 5-10% of the true momentum
over the whole pT spectrum and detector acceptance. Additional p-p interactions within
the same or nearby bunch crossings can contribute with additional tracks and calorimetric
energy depositions to the jet momentum. To mitigate this e�ect, tracks identi�ed as coming
from pileup vertices are discarded and an o�set correction is applied to correct for remain-
ing contributions. A good understanding of the jet energy scale and jet energy resolution
is crucial because they are usually an important component of the systematic uncertain-
ties. The calibration of the jet response is achieved applying a set of corrections which
use the information of generated particles in a simulation. Jet energy corrections (JECs)
are derived from simulation to bring the measured response of jets to that of particle-level
jets on average and ensure the proper mapping of the measured jet energy deposition to
the particle-level jet energy, taking into account the contribution from pileup in the event
and nonlinearities in the detector response to hadrons. In situ measurements of the mo-
mentum balance in dijet, γ+jets, Z+jets, and multijet events are used to account for any
residual di�erences in jet energy scale in data and simulation [117]. The jet energy scale
(JES) is calibrated sequentially with pileup o�set subtraction, detector response correction
from simulation, residual corrections for di�erences between data and detector simulation,
and optional corrections for jet �avor composition. In this analysis, the standard CMS JECs
are applied to the reconstructed jets for both simulated samples and data.

∗ L1 O�set/FastJet corrections are responsible for the removal of energy coming
from pileup events and of electronic noise. The pileup o�set corrections are pT-
dependent and are determined from a simulated sample of QCD dijet events processed
with and without pileup overlay.
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∗ L2 Relative and L3 Absolute corrections are derived as a function of jet pseudo-
rapidity and transverse momentum and make the response uniform over these two
variables.
∗ L2 and L3 residuals are meant to correct for possible remaining di�erences between

data and detector simulation (of the percent order) within the jet response in data and
MC.

Then, jet energies in simulation are smeared to match the resolution in data. The jet energy
resolution (JER) amounts typically to 16% at 30 GeV, 8% at 100 GeV, and 4% at 1 TeV [118].
As an example, the jet energy resolution as a function of the particle-level jet pT at CMS is
shown in Fig. 3.19. The most recent versions of JECs and JER have been tested in detail in
our control regions and are currently applied in the analysis.
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Figure 3.19: Jet energy resolution as a function of the particle-level jet pT

for di�erent kind of jets in the barrel (left) and endcap (middle) region, mea-
sured in QCD multijet simulation at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV.
JER is also shown as a function of the number of vertices in the event

(right) [119].

3.5.2 Jet identi�cation and pileup jet identi�cation

The corrected jets considered in the analysis for categorization purpose are required to be
within |ηjet| < 4.7 area and to have a transverse momentum above 30 GeV. To reduce the
possible instrumental background, a tight identi�cation criteria is imposed. The e�ciency
is found to be larger than 98-99% for all pseudorapidity regions, whereas the background
rejection is more than 98% for |η| < 3. Moreover, a pileup jet identi�cation (PU jet ID) [118–
120] is applied to jets with a transverse momentum below 50 GeV, to deal with a high number
of pileup jets. It relies on three kinds of properties of the jets:

∗ the trajectories of tracks associated to the jets inside the tracker acceptance are
used to check the compatibility of the jet with the primary interaction vertex;
∗ the jet shape topology helps to disentangle jets arising from the overlap of multiple

interactions from truly hard jets;
∗ the object multiplicity is used as an additional handle.

A BDT is developed to integrate the information of all the discriminating variables able to
quantify such properties and it is trained with 2016 samples. Then, three working points are
de�ned: loose, medium, and tight. E�ciencies of the MVA PU jet ID are shown in Fig. 3.20
for a loose working point. A tight working point is chosen in the H → 4` analysis to
improve the purity of the event categorization. Finally, the jets are cleaned from any of the
tight leptons which pass the SIP and isolation cut computed after FSR correction and from
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FSR photons where a minimal angular distance between all selected lepton candidates or
any selected FSR photons and the considered jet is required: ∆R(`/γ, jet) > 0.4.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison between data and MC of the MVA PU jet ID ef-
�ciency on the Z(→ µµ)+jets sample for PF jets with pT >20 GeV using
the loose working point. The e�ciency is shown as a function of the jet
pseudorapidity (left) and as a function of the transverse momentum for jets

with |η|<2.5 (middle) and 3<|η|<5 (right) [118].

3.5.3 Additional criteria on jets

Additional selection criteria are applied to remove jets potentially dominated by anoma-
lous contributions from various subdetector components or reconstruction failures related
to some issues during the data-taking. In principle, a complete re-reconstruction of the data
is needed in order to fully �x these well-known problems with jets during Run 2. This is
expected to be solved in the UL dataset. However, to preserve the quality of the jet recon-
struction and ensure high quality results with the currently available dataset, the possibilty
of adding some criteria on the jets to cope with these issues was studied in detail.

L1 Pre�ring In 2016 and 2017, the gradual timing shift of ECAL was not properly prop-
agated to L1 trigger primitives (TP) resulting in a signi�cant fraction of high η TP being
mistakenly associated to the previous bunch crossing. Given that L1 rules forbid two con-
secutive bunch crossings to �re, an unpleasant consequence is that events can self veto if
a signi�cant amount of ECAL energy is found in the region between 2 < |ηjet| < 3. This
e�ect present in data is not described by the simulation. Thereby, a weight to take into ac-
count this e�ect is computed for each event and applied to the simulation in 2016 and 2017
samples. Fig. 3.21 shows the impact of the L1 pre�ring weights on the 2017 signal samples
considering ggH and VBF samples. As expected, the e�ect is more signi�cant in the VBF
production mode, in particular in the endcap region (at the level of 2-3%), while it is minor
for the ggH signal.

HEM 15/16 failures In 2018, a part of the HCAL detector was not working for a sig-
ni�cant part of the data-taking. Following a CMS-wide power interlock on 30th June, the
power-on of CAEN A3100HBP modules that provide low voltage power to the on-detector
HE front-end electronics led to irreversible damage of two sectors on the HE minus side,
HEM15 and HEM16. As a consequence, extra electrons, jets, and photons in the problematic
HEM 15/16 region between -2.4 < η < -1.4 and -1.6 < φ < -0.6 can be present in the events.
The overall e�ect on our signal and control regions in the mentioned η-φ space, shown in
Fig. 3.22, is found not statistically signi�cant. It is well covered by the selection e�ciency
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uncertainties in our signal region, so that a speci�c strategy was not developed to cope with
this.

Figure 3.21: Comparison between 2017 MC samples with (blue) and with-
out (red) L1 pre�ring weights for ggH (left) and VBF (right) signals. The

ratio is shown at the bottom of each plot.

Figure 3.22: Comparison between the η distribution of jets (left) and elec-
trons (right) in the control region Z+2` (top) and in our signal region (bot-
tom) before (black) and after (blue) HEM problem. The ratio between the
events before and after the HEM issue is shown: no signi�cant increase of
jets and electrons in the region between -2.4 < η < -1.4 and -1.6 < φ < -0.6 is

observed.
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Removal of noisy jets A larger jet multiplicity was reported for 2017 data, related to an
increase of the ECAL noise (PU and bunch crossing dependent), getting worse as luminosity
increases. This issue causes a weird structure similar to “horns” in the ηjet distribution
in the forward region 2.5 < ηjet < 3. Given that the problem can be �xed only in the
next reprocessing of data in the UL ReReco, the impact of rejecting jets with a transverse
momentum before any correction p

jet
T (raw) < 50 GeV in the region 2.65 < ηjet < 3.139

was checked. As preliminary studies showed no signi�cant improvement in the data/MC
agreement, it was decided not to apply any additional selection criteria to jets in order to
avoid the rejection of events possibly targeting the VBF topology. The result of the study is
shown in Fig. 3.23.

Figure 3.23: Comparison between data and MC of the leading jet η distri-
bution discarding jets with a raw pT smaller than 50 GeV in the region 2.65

< ηjet < 3.139.

The e�ect of varying the jet ID and jet pileup ID criteria has been also checked. The study
shown in Fig. 3.24 demonstrates that the joint application of both jet ID and jet pileup
ID with a tight working point is particularly e�ective to reduce the horn structure in the
forward η region both in data and MC.

Figure 3.24: Leading jet η distribution in data (left) and MC (right) consid-
ering three di�eren scenarios: without the application of the tight jet ID
and the tight PU jet ID (blue), applying only the tight jet ID (orange), an

applying both of them (red).
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3.5.4 B tagging

Given that the event categorization relies on the knowledge about the jet �avor, jets are
tagged as b jets using the DeepCSV algorithm [121], which, in particular, combines infor-
mation about impact parameter signi�cance, the secondary vertex, and jet kinematics using
information of tracks. The b tag output discriminator is computed with a Deep Neural Net-
work (DNN). Data to simulation SFs for the b tagging e�ciency are shown in Fig. 3.25 for
all three years. They are applied as a function of pjet

T , ηjet, and �avor to simulated jets by
downgrading (upgrading) the b tagging status of a fraction of the b-tagged (untagged) jets
that have a SF smaller (larger) than one.

Figure 3.25: Scale factors for the DeepCSV b tagging algorithm using a
medium working point evaluated in all three years (left): 2016 (black), 2017

(red), and 2018 (green).

In the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis, a jet is identi�ed as b-tagged jet if it passes a medium
working point. The distribution of the b tagging score in the Z+jets CR is shown as an
example in Fig. 3.26 for data and MC samples.
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Figure 3.26: The distribution of the b tagging score of the leading jet in the
Z+jets CR for data and MC samples (DY and tt̄).
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3.5.5 Validation studies on jets

Extensive validation studies to probe the agreement between data and simulated samples for
jets with pjet

T > 30 GeV and |ηjet| < 4.7 after the full selection have been performed. Events
containing Z→ e+e− or Z→ µ+µ− plus additional jets are considered in order to compare
basic properties of jets in data events and simulated events of DY and tt̄ processes. Fig. 3.27
and Fig. 3.28 show the pseudorapidity and transverse momentum of the leading jet and the
jet multiplicity in data and MC for the three data-taking periods. The uncertainties coming
from the combination of all contributions to the energy corrections are also displayed on
the data/MC ratio plots. In the end, the agreement between data and MC samples is found
to be good and covered by the large uncertainties in the forward region, allowing us to
determine H boson production properties.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter all the ingredients needed to identify the experimental signature of the signal
processes under study have been presented. A deep knowledge of the objects reconstruc-
tion and selection and of the corrections needed to improve their description is crucial to
guarantee high quality performances of the H boson reconstruction. Since the beginning
of my work in the H → 4` analysis, a part of my e�ort has been dedicated to a detailed
study of the objects in order to ensure a good description both in data and MC, focusing
in particular on jets. I also performed several studies on the muon description in data and
MC trying to �nalize the development of a multivariate-based identi�cation similar to the
approach reported for electrons. Moreover, I studied the description of the missing trans-
verse energy in p-p events at 13 TeV, because it is suitable to include an additional bin in the
event categorization. These two aspects are not detailed here because they are not part of
the current strategy of the analysis, but they will be resumed in view of the Run 3 in order
to further improve the analysis for the increasing statistics that will become available.
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Figure 3.27: Comparison between the transverse momentum and pseudo-
rapidity (right) of the leading jet (left) after the full selection in data and MC
samples considering each year: 2016 (top), 2017 (middle), and 2018 (bottom).
DY (orange) and tt̄ (blue) MC samples are considered. Data/MC ratio plots
are shown in the bottom of each plot, together with the uncertainties (gray

histograms) coming from the combination of the jet energy corrections.
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Figure 3.28: Comparison between the jet multiplicity after the full selection
in data and MC samples considering each year: 2016 (top), 2017 (middle),
and 2018 (bottom). DY (orange) and tt̄ (blue) MC samples are considered.
Data/MC ratio plots are shown in the bottom of each plot, together with
the uncertainties (gray histograms) coming from the combination of the jet

energy corrections.





Chapter 4

Event selection and categorization

I
n the previous chapter an overview of the basic ingredients needed to perform the anal-
ysis has been provided: the physics objects. Now we can proceed to present in which

way the objects satisfying all selection requirements and quality criteria are combined into
a H→ 4` candidate.
The de�nition and optimization of the signal region selection will be presented, followed
by the properties exploited to discriminate the H boson signal against backgrounds and to
classify the events depending on the speci�c topology of each H boson production mode.
In order to study the H boson production mechanisms and improve the sensitivity of the
cross section measurement for each of them, the selected events are classi�ed into mutually
exclusive categories based on the kinematical features of the reconstructed objects asso-
ciated with the H → 4` candidates. The categorization scheme that targets all main H
production mechanisms is going to be described in detail, because it represents an essen-
tial point to understand the results presented in Chapter 6. The strategy adopted relies on
the Simpli�ed Template Cross Section (STXS) framework and bene�ts largely from the sig-
ni�cant increase in the number of golden H boson events that have been recorded during
the whole Run 2 data-taking period, representing a common basis for the latest H boson
measurements performed by ATLAS and CMS. Concerning the observables and the catego-
rization, a signi�cant focus on the evolution of the approach since the Run 1 analysis will
be discussed.

The topics mentioned here represent the �rst part of the core work�ow of the H→ 4`
analysis. The second part of the chain to close the circle relates to the modelling of the signal
and background processes. Chapters 4 and 5 are meant to give to the reader a complete
overview of the analysis strategy.

4.1 Event selection

In order to study the properties of the SM H boson it is crucial to de�ne an optimal selection
procedure on all possible events recorded by CMS. The selection approach of this analysis
targets high purity on the signal H boson production while discarding background events
as much as possible.
The �rst step of the event selection is represented by the application of the trigger require-
ments, which are necessary to store events o�ine for subsequent analysis, followed by the
selection of the �nal state objects according to the discussion in Chapter 3. The four-lepton
candidates are built starting from the selected leptons, de�ned as loose if they pass the re-
construction, kinematics, and primary vertex cuts, and then declared tight if they pass in
addition the identi�cation and isolation requirements, as described in Chapter 3. Most of
the object selection is shared between the three analyzed data-taking periods: a summary of
the physics object selection for the Run 2 H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis is presented in Table 4.1.
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Electrons

pe
T > 7 GeV |ηe| < 2.5

|dxy| < 0.5 cm |dz| < 1 cm

SIP3D < 4

BDT ID with isolation with cuts from Table 3.3

Muons

Global or tracker Muon

Discard standalone muon tracks if reconstructed in muon system only

pµT > 5 GeV |ηµ| < 2.4

|dxy| < 0.5 cm |dz| < 1 cm

SIP3D < 4

PF muon ID if pT < 200 GeV, PF muon ID or high pT muon ID (Table 3.1) if pT > 200 GeV

Iµ < 0.35

Ghost cleaning procedure (as explained in Section 3.2.2)

FSR photons

pγT > 2 GeV |ηγ | < 2.4

Iγ < 1.8

∆R(`, γ) < 0.5 and ∆R(`,γ)
(pγT )2

< 0.012 GeV−2

Jets

pjet
T > 30GeV |ηjet| < 4.7

∆R(`/γ, jet) > 0.4

Cut based jet ID (tight WP)

Jet pileup ID (tight WP) for jets with a pT < 50 GeV

DeepCSV b tagging algorithm (medium WP)

Table 4.1: Overview of the physics object selection in the H→ ZZ∗ → 4`
analysis using the full Run 2 dataset.
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The requirement of four isolated leptons leads to the suppression of any background
process with the exception of the irreducible continuum electroweak ZZ production. More-
over, the excellent resolution on the four-lepton invariant mass allows to separate the signal
from this background. The small branching ratio of the decay process and the experimen-
tal challenges related to the reconstruction of very low momentum leptons, needed not to
loose a ZZ candidate with a very soft lepton in the �nal state, represent the main limiting
factors to the sensitivity of the decay channel under study.

4.1.1 Trigger requirements

The trigger selection represents the �rst step of the event selection. It is necessary to save
data events o�ine that potentially have H boson decays for subsequent analysis among
billions of collisions detected by the CMS detector every second. The trigger, described in
more detail in Section 2.2.3, is designed and optimized to reach an e�ciency close to 100%
on the signal. The events recorded o�ine for this analysis are collected with a dedicated
collection of HLT triggers which are designed to have muon and electron candidates in the
event passing loose identi�cation and isolation requirements. The minimal pT of the lead-
ing and subleading leptons is not the same in all three analyzed years to take into account
the evolution of the data-taking conditions. The main triggers select either a pair of muons
or electrons; moreover, mixed electron-muon triggers are taken into account. Triggers re-
quiring three leptons with relaxed transverse momentum thresholds and without isolation
requirements are also used, as are isolated single-electron and single-muon triggers, aiming
to maximize the coverage of the H → 4` phase space. A collision event is stored for the
analysis in case at least one of the considered HLT paths is �red without dependendence
on the selected �nal state. This approach is due to the fact that we are targeting di�erent
production modes which can come with additional leptons in the event. For example, the
HLT path selecting events with three electrons can be associated to the 4e �nal state but
also to a 2e2µ VH event with additional true electrons originating from the decay of the as-
sociated W or Z boson. Therefore, an OR logic of all trigger paths allows to slightly improve
the trigger e�ciency.

This analysis uses a dataset recorded by the CMS experiment during 2016, 2017, and 2018
corresponding to 35.9 fb−1, 41.5 fb−1, and 59.7 fb−1, respectively [122–124], resulting in
a total integrated luminosity of 137 fb−1. The datasets used for the 2016, 2017, and 2018
analysis are listed in Appendix B along with the integrated luminosities. The analysis relies
on di�erent primary datasets (PDs), grouping the following types of events:

∗ DoubleMuon: two or three muons are present in the event;
∗ SingleMuon: only one muon is present in the event;
∗ MuEG: one muon and one electron are present in the event;
∗ DoubleEG/DoubleEle: two or three electrons are present in the event;
∗ SingleElectron: only one electron is present in the event;
∗ EGamma: this PD used in 2018 merges the previous two classes of events with one

or two electrons in the event.

Each PD combines certain collections of HLT paths, where additional requirements on the
objects are applied, e.g. on the pT threshold, the isolation, or the pseudorapidity. The con-
sidered triggers separate events according to the number and type of �nal state objects:
only one electron or muon (SingleEle/SingleMuon triggers), two electrons or two muons
(DiEle/DiMuon triggers), three electrons or three muons (TriEle/TriMuon triggers), one
electron and two muons (DiMuEle trigger) and viceversa (MuDiEle trigger), one electron
and one muon (MuEle trigger). Later, individual triggers are logically combined to de�ne
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PDs. The complete list of HLT paths used to cover the phase space of the 4` signal is re-
ported in Appendix B for all three considered data-taking periods. The majority of our
signal events is taken from the triggers requiring a pair of electrons or muons.
The minimal transverse momentum for the leading and subleading lepton required in these
triggers is reported in Table 4.2. To avoid duplicate events from di�erent primary datasets,
events are taken:
∗ from EGamma if they pass the DiEle or TriEle or SingleEle triggers,
∗ from DoubleMuon if they pass the DiMuon or TriMuon triggers and fail the DiEle

and TriEle triggers,
∗ from MuEG if they pass the MuEle or MuDiEle or DiMuEle triggers and fail the DiEle,

TriEle, SingleEle, DiMuon and TriMuon triggers,
∗ from SingleMuon if they pass the SingleMuon trigger and fail all the above triggers.

DiEle/DiMuon triggers 2016 2017 2018

Leading electron 17 23 23
Subleading electron 12 12 12
Leading muon 17 17 17
Subleading muon 8 8 8

Table 4.2: Minimal pT thresholds (GeV) used for the double muon and dou-
ble electron triggers in 2016, 2017, and 2018 data.

The e�ciency of the trigger selection has to be determined in collision data and to be
reproduced in simulation in order to correct for possible mismatches. The e�ciency in data
of the combination of triggers used in the analysis with respect to the o�ine reconstruction
and selection is measured by considering 4` events triggered by single lepton triggers and
using a method based on the TnP technique. A geometrical matching is performed between
one of the four reconstructed leptons (tag) and a trigger object passing the �nal �lter of
one of the single muon or single electron triggers. The other three leptons are used as
probe objects. Four possible TnP combinations can be present in each 4` event; all possible
combinations are counted in the denominator to compute the e�ciency. For each of the
three probe leptons all matching trigger �lter objects are collected. Then, the matched
trigger �lter objects of the three probe leptons are combined trying to reconstruct any of
the triggers used in the analysis. If any of the analysis triggers can be formed using the
probe leptons, the set of probes is also counted in the numerator of the e�ciency.

This method does not have a perfect closure in MC events because the presence of a
fourth lepton increases the trigger e�ciency and this e�ect is not taken into account. In
the measurement, in fact, only three leptons are considered in data, because the fourth
one is used as a tag. In addition, in the 2e2µ �nal state the three probe leptons cannot
be combined to form all possible triggers which can collect events with two electrons and
two muons (e.g. if the tag lepton is an electron, the three remaining leptons cannot pass
a double electron trigger). Therefore, the same trigger requirements are applied onto MC
simulated events and the di�erence between the resulting trigger e�ciencies in data and MC
is used to determine the reliability of the simulation and associate a systematic uncertainty.
The trigger e�ciency plotted as a function of the minimum pT of the third probe lepton is
measured in 2016, 2017, and 2018 data and MC and is shown in Fig. 4.1 for the 4` �nal state.
Similar results are produced for each considered �nal state and are reported in Appendix B.
The MC e�ciency describes well the data within the statistical uncertainties. The trigger
e�ciency in simulation is found to be similar in all three years: it reaches a plateau at 99%
for a lepton transverse momentum larger than 20 GeV in each �nal state and it is around
95% (98%) for smaller values of the electron (muon) pT.
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Figure 4.1: Trigger e�ciency measured in 2016, 2017, and 2018 data and
MC samples using 4` events collected by single lepton triggers for the 4`

�nal state.

4.1.2 ZZ candidate selection

The design of the event selection aims to extract signal candidates from the combinatorial
reconstruction of `+`−pairs from events containing at least four well-identi�ed and isolated
leptons, each originating from the primary vertex and possibly accompanied by a FSR pho-
ton candidate. A lepton cross cleaning is applied by discarding electrons which are within
∆R < 0.05 of selected muons. The signal region de�nition is mostly determined by the
selection of one ZZ candidate per event, on which any subsequent physics result will rely.
The event selection of the H → 4` analysis is identical for all three analyzed periods of
data-taking and proceeds according to the following sequence:

1. Primary vertex
The event is required to contain at least one reconstructed primary vertex (PV) pass-
ing the following quality requirements: a small radius of the PV (RPV < 2 cm), high
number of degrees of freedom (NPV > 4), and collisions restricted along the z-axis
(zPV < 24 cm).

2. Z candidates
To build Z candidates in the event, all possible pairs of selected leptons of opposite
charge and matching �avor, either e+e− or µ+µ−, are considered. The reconstructed
mass must satisfy m``(γ) = [12, 120] GeV, where the computation of the invariant
mass takes into account the FSR photons four-momentum in case of radiative decays.

3. ZZ candidates
Among all selected lepton pairs, ZZ candidates are formed as all possible pairs of Z
candidates that do not share a same lepton. The Z candidate with dilepton invariant
mass m``(γ) closest to the nominal Z boson mass given by the PDG [125] is selected
and denoted as Z1. The second, nonoverlapping, dilepton pair is referred to as Z2. De-
pending on the �avor of the involved leptons, three mutually exclusive subchannels
are de�ned: 4µ, 4e, and 2e2µ. The following list of requirements on the ZZ candi-
dates is meant to improve the quality of the signal candidate and, as a consequence,
the sensitivity to H boson decays.

∗ Ghost removal: all six pairs that can be built with the selected four leptons must
be separated by ∆R(η, φ) > 0.02

∗ Lepton pT: in order to ensure that the selected events are on the plateau of the
trigger e�ciency, at least two leptons are required to have pT > 10 GeV and at
least one is required to have pT > 20 GeV.
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∗ Z1 invariant mass: mZ1 > 40 GeV.

∗ Alternative pairing check: in the 4µ and 4e �nal states, an alternative ZZ can-
didate can be formed out of the same four leptons. It is denoted as ZaZb, where
Za is the one closest to the nominal Z boson mass. In this scenario, the ZaZb
candidate is excluded if mZb < 12 GeV. This requirement allows to discard 4µ
and 4e events containing an on-shell Z and a low mass `+`−resonance.

∗ QCD suppression: among all four opposite charge pairs of leptons in the ZZ
candidate, the requirement on the invariant mass of each pair m`+`− > 4 GeV
is applied, regardless of lepton �avor. The goal is to suppress reducible back-
ground events with leptons originating from the decay of a heavy �avor hadron
in jet fragmentation or from the decay of low mass resonances. Here, selected
FSR photons are not used to compute m`+`− , because a QCD-induced low mass
dilepton resonance (e.g from J/Ψ) may have photons nearby (e.g from π0).

∗ Four-lepton invariant mass: the mass range m4` > 70 GeV represents the phase
space of interest for the subsequent steps of the analysis.

4. Signal events
The events that contain at least one selected ZZ candidate form the signal region.

5. Best ZZ candidate
If more than one ZZ candidate is present in the event after the full selection proce-
dure, the one with the highest value of Dkin

bkg, a kinematic discriminant which will be
de�ned in Section 4.2, is selected as the best ZZ candidate. However, when di�er-
ent ZZ candidates involve the same four leptons, they have identical values of Dkin

bkg:
thus, the candidate with mZ1 mass closest to the nominal Z boson mass is retained.
The approach adopted di�ers from the Run 1 analysis, where the choice of the best
ZZ candidate was performed looking at the Z candidate closest in mass to the nom-
inal Z boson. The Dkin

bkg-based choice naturally favours ZZ candidates which have a
kinematic con�guration more consistent with a H boson decay.

4.2 Observables: decay and production discriminants

The exploration of the H boson production in speci�c decay channels requires the exper-
imental capability to discriminate signal-like events from SM backgrounds and categorize
events. Moreover, the measurement of any physics parameter requires to understand which
observables are most sensitive to it. For this reason, a dedicated set of observables is de�ned
in the H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis and is used for the classi�cation of the events and as input
to likelihood �ts for the extraction of �nal results.

Since the analysis under study involves a complete reconstruction of the �nal state, the
four-lepton invariant mass is the most emblematic observable to resolve a H → 4` sig-
nal over the continuum ZZ background. However, the sensitivity of the analysis can be
increased by exploiting also the information given by kinematics properties such as the
di�erent angular distribution of the four leptons, the number of jets in the event, and the
four-momentum of the �nal state objects. This information is combined into more complex
observables. Kinematic discriminants related to either the H boson decay products or as-
sociated particles in its production are built using matrix element computations based on
the Matrix Element Likelihood Approach MELA package [126–128], shortly referred to as
MEM-based calculations, which provide the full set of processes studied in this analysis. The
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JHUGen and MCFM matrix elements are used for the signal and the background, respec-
tively. These discriminants rely on a complete set of mass and angular input observables ~Ω
to describe the kinematics at LO in QCD, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The pT of either the combined
H boson and the dijet system for the production discriminant (e.g. D2jet/1jet/VH) [97, 129]
or the H boson itself for the decay discriminants (e.g. Dkin) [14, 94] is not included in the
input observables in order to reduce associated QCD uncertainties.

Z
Z

Z
Z

Figure 4.2: Illustration of di�erent H boson production and decay pro-
cesses: gg/qq̄→ H→ ZZ→ 4` (top left), VBF qq′ → qq′H (top right),
qq̄→ V∗ → VH (bottom left), and gg/qq̄→ tt̄H (bottom right). Angles
and Z boson invariant masses fully characterize the orientation of the pro-
duction and decay chain and are de�ned in the suitable rest frames [126–
128]. The θ∗, Φ, and Φ1 angles are de�ned in the 4` rest frame rest frame,

while θ1 and θ2 are de�ned in the Z1 and Z2 rest frames, respectively.

Both the H boson decay kinematics and the kinematics of the associated production of
H+jet, H+2jets, VBF, ZH, and WH are explored. The signal includes both the four-lepton
decay kinematics in the processes gg/qq̄ → X → ZZ/Zγ∗/γ∗γ∗ → 4`, and kinematics of
associated particles in production H+jet, H+2 jets, VBF, ZH, WH, tt̄H, tHq, or bb̄H. The
background includes qq̄ → ZZ/Zγ∗/γ∗γ∗ → 4` processes. In the following discussion,
decay- and production-related discriminants describing the full event kinematics will be
presented separately. It is interesting here to highlight that the development of production-
related observables re�ects the goal to investigate deeply the H production mechanisms,
while in the context of the Run 1 analysis the decay-only observables represented a su�-
ciently powerful approach for the H search.
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4.2.1 Decay discriminants

The decay part of the kinematic information can help in various aspects of the analysis: it
allows to separate the H boson signal from the SM ZZ backgrounds and it can be used in
the measurements of its mass, width, and spin-parity quantum numbers. Di�erent decay-
related observables are de�ned starting from the best ZZ candidate: the four-lepton invari-
ant mass and kinematic discriminants Dbkg oriented to the signal-background separation.
In the statistical analysis, a 2D �t which exploits the information from the invariant mass
of the four leptons and Dbkg is used to extract �nal results, as explained in Section 6.1.2.

The four-lepton invariant mass

The most natural discriminating variable is the invariant mass of the four leptons selected to
build the ZZ candidate,m4`, which makes the H boson signal appear as a narrow resonance
peak in the mass window around 125 GeV on top of a background which is almost �at. The
discriminating power of this variable is directly related to the optimization of the lepton
momentum resolution of the CMS detector. Unprecedented precision on the H boson mass
measurement has been achieved thanks to the great performance of the CMS experiment
together with additional �ne tuning and o�ine corrections to data.

TheDkin
bkg kinematic discriminant

The kinematic con�guration of the four-lepton decay of a scalar boson originally di�ers
from the topology of the irreducible ZZ background and it is fully characterized by eight
variables: m4`, the Z boson invariant masses, and �ve angles, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. These
variables, except for m4`, are collectively referred to as ΩH→4`. TheDkin

bkg variable sensitive
to the gg/qq̄→ 4` kinematics is calculated as [14, 48, 94]:

Dkin
bkg =

[
1 +
Pqq̄bkg(~ΩH→4`|m4`)

Pggsig(~ΩH→4`|m4`)

]−1

, (4.1)

where the denominator contains the probability for the signal and the numerator includes
the probability for the dominant qq̄ → 4` background process. It provides powerful dis-
crimination between the signal and the ZZ background, characterizing only the decay of
the H without providing information on its production mechanism.

However, the contamination from ggH process is signi�cant in VBF and VH-hadronic
categories. For this reason, two dedicated production-dependent Dbkg discriminants are
used in the VBF category with two jets and in the hadronic VH category, de�ned as:

DVBF+dec
bkg =

[
1 +

cVBF+dec(m4`)× [PVBS+VVV
bkg (~ΩH+JJ|m4`) + PQCD

bkg (~ΩH+JJ|m4`)]

PVBF+VH
sig (~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

]−1

(4.2)

DVH+dec
bkg =

[
1 +

cVH+dec(m4`)× [PVBS+VVV
bkg (~ΩH+JJ|m4`) + PQCD

bkg (~ΩH+JJ|m4`)]

PVBF+VH
sig (~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

]−1

, (4.3)

wherePVBF+VH
sig is the probability for VBF and VH signal,PVBS+VVV

bkg is the probability for
vector boson scattering and the triboson background process, PQCD

bkg is the probability for
QCD production, and cp(m4`) is the m4`-dependent constant to calibrate the distribution
for the considered category p.
The performance of these new background discriminants in the VBF and VH-hadronic cat-
egories are compared with the default Dkin

bkg in Fig. 4.3. The capability of separating the
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VBF and VH signals from the qqZZ background and the ggH process have been studied:
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves obtained using dedicated production-
dependent discriminants outperforms the model based on theDkin

bkg discriminant only. Con-
sequently, the sensitivity of the analysis on the VBF and VH-hadronic categories is signif-
icantly enhanced by this approach. To quantify the gain, a test running the full statistical
analysis was performed indicating an improvement of about 10-15% in the precision of the
signal strength measurement in these categories.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the DVBF+dec
bkg /DVH+dec

bkg (green) and Dkin
bkg

(blue) performances in the VBF category with two jets (left) and in the VH-
hadronic category (right), respectively, in the discrimination between the
VBF or VH process and the qq̄ background (top left and top right, respec-
tively) and between the VBF or VH process and the gluon fusion signal

process (bottom left and bottom right, respectively).

4.2.2 Production discriminants

The usage of production sensitive observables enhances the discriminating power of the
event categorization, which will be described in more detail in Section 4.3.3. For this rea-
son, the jet information is exploited together with the already present information on the
decay to better separate ggH from the other production modes and from the backgrounds.
The number of jets in the event and the number of extra leptons represent crucial observ-
ables for the categorization of the di�erent production mechanisms. In order to increase the
purity of the target production mechanism in the event categorization (see Section 4.3.3),
four additional matrix element production discriminants are calculated following the pre-
scription in Refs. [48, 97, 129]. Two of them are sensitive to the VBF signal topology with
one or two associated jets and the other two are sensitive to the VH signal topology, either
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ZH or WH, with two associated jets. Note that during the Run 1, the event categorization
relied only on two observables. In the 0/1-jet category, the transverse momentum of the
four-lepton system was used to distinguish VBF production and associated production with
a weak boson, VH, from gluon fusion. In the dijet category, the linear discriminantDjet was
formed combining two VBF-sensitive variables in order to maximize the separation between
vector boson fusion and gluon fusion processes: the absolute di�erence in pseudorapidity
between the jet pair (|∆ηjj|) and the invariant mass of the two leading jets (mjj).

In the Run 2 observables evolution, the discriminant sensitive to the VBF signal topology
with one or two associated jets are calculated as:

D1jet =

[
1 +

PHJ(~ΩH+J|m4`)∫
dηJPVBF(~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

]−1

,

D2jet =

[
1 +
PHJJ(~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

PVBF(~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

]−1

,

(4.4)

wherePVBF andPHJ/PHJJ are probabilities obtained from the JHUGen matrix elements for
the VBF process and gluon fusion (technically a combination of gg/qg/qq′ parton collisions)
in association with one or two jets within the MELA framework. The

∫
dηJPVBF is the

integral of the 2-jets VBF matrix element probability over the ηJ values of the unobserved
jet with the constraint that the total transverse momentum of the HJJ system is zero. The
discriminant in Eq. 4.4 is equally e�cient in separating VBF from either gg→ H + 2 jets
signal or gg/qq̄→ 4`+ 2 jets background because jet correlations in these processes are
distinct from the VBF process.

The discriminant sensitive to the VH signal topology with two associated jets is calcu-
lated as:

DWH =

[
1 +
PHJJ(~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

PZH(~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

]−1

,

DZH =

[
1 +
PHJJ(~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

PWH(~ΩH+JJ|m4`)

]−1

,

(4.5)

where PVH and PHJJ are probabilities obtained from the JHUGen matrix elements for the
VH (either ZH or WH) process and gluon fusion in association with two jets (H + 2 jets)
within the MELA framework.

Fig. 4.4 shows distributions of the four production discriminants discussed above. More-
over, dedicated discriminants to isolate tt̄H, bb̄H, and tHq production mechanisms can be
calculated using kinematics shown in the last graph of Fig. 4.2. However, the presently ex-
pected statistics in these categories is very small, so that the full reconstruction needed for
the matrix element calculation would be highly ine�cient. Details of such matrix element
calculations and possible future applications can be found in Refs. [130, 131].

Now we have in hands the concepts needed to understand the approch used for the event
categorization. To enhance the purity of the categories used in the analysis, all discriminants
presented here are exploited. Working points are then de�ned to obtain a good compromise
between expected category yields and purities.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of the D2jet (top left), D1jet (top right), DWH (bot-
tom left), DZH (bottom right) discriminant for various production mecha-
nisms of the H(125) signal and background in the H → 4` analysis. MC

simulation at 13 TeV is shown.

4.3 Event categorization in the Simpli�edTemplateCross Sec-
tion framework

One of the goals of the work presented in this thesis is the measurement of the signal
strength modi�ers and simpli�ed template cross sections of the H boson in the four-lepton
�nal state. Therefore, it is crucial to achieve high sensitivity to the H boson production
mechanisms. The event categorization allows to improve the sensitivity to speci�c experi-
mental signatures and it is primarily designed to separate ggH, VBF, VH, and tt̄H processes.
For this reason, the selected events are classi�ed into seven mutually exclusive categories
based on the features of the reconstructed objects associated with the H → 4` candidates.
Therefore, a �ner subdivision in twenty-two reconstructed event categories is performed
(see Section 4.3.3) in order to study in a deeper way the structure within each produc-
tion mechanism. Rare production modes like bb̄H and tH are considered explicitely in the
analysis despite the little sensitivity. The splitting in mutually exclusive kinematic regions
of phase space, named bins, is carried out by matching the recommended binning of the
Simpli�ed Template Cross Sections (STXS) framework [19, 132, 133], adopted by the LHC
experiments as a common framework for H boson measurements. Its purpose and adoption
to this analysis is described in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
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It is worth to underline the signi�cantly evolving approach of this stage of the anal-
ysis with respect to the Run 1 strategy. In fact, originally the analysis targeted only two
categories based on the jet multiplicity in order to improve the sensitivity to the H pro-
duction, aiming to distinguish in particular the gluon fusion process from the vector boson
fusion production: the 0/1-jet category, accounting for events with fewer than two jets, and
the dijet category, containing events with at least two jets. Later, when the analysis of the
2016 data collected at 13 TeV started, a �ner splitting in seven categories targeting the main
production modes was introduced: this approach still represents the initial step of our cate-
gorization. At the end, increasing the Run 2 available statistics, the STXS approach started
to become more important from a theoretical point of view. Thereby, new categories able
to provide STXS measurements were designed, as presented in the following.

4.3.1 Overview of the STXS scheme

The kinematics of processes involving a H boson can be signi�cantly modi�ed by BSM
physics. For example, the kinematic region of the H boson production at high transverse
momentum can be particularly a�ected by BSM processes. This fact explains the primary
interest in the measurement of the cross sections in speci�c regions of the phase space in
addition to the coupling measurement. Considering the increasing precision of the H boson
measurements, the κ-framework described in Section 1.2.2 does not allow to fully explore
the information provided by experimental results. Moreover, given the complexity of the
experimental analyses it is often di�cult to unfold the �nal results in terms of the underly-
ing H boson properties.
According to the STXS approach, �ducial regions in the phase space of the H boson pro-
duction are de�ned providing more �ne-grained measurements for the individual H boson
production modes. On the one hand, the main purpose is to the reduce model dependence
on theory predictions and theoretical uncertainties that are directly folded into the measure-
ments as much as possible, maximizing the experimental sensitivity and isolating possible
BSM e�ects. On the other hand, a similar approch makes easier the global combination of
the measurements between di�erent decay channels as well as between experiments, al-
lowing to develop advanced and optimized analysis techniques and ensuring an easier and
theoretically cleaner interpretability of the results.

Given that more granular STXS regions can be de�ned depending on the statistical
power of individual analyses, a staged approach has been adopted by experiments to ac-
count for the evolving experimental sensitivity. The stage 0 STXS framework corresponds
to the individual production modes (ggH, qqH, VH, ttH) in the H boson rapidity range of
|yH| < 2.5, since current measurements have no sensitivity beyond this rapidity range.
However, it could be possible to use electrons at very forward rapidity regions (up to |η| ∼ 5)
in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis and extend the accessible rapidity range. Therefore, an in-
clusive bin for |yH| > 2.5 can be added for each production process.
The stage 1 prede�ned template bins correspond to a further fragmentation of the phase
space into kinematic regions depending on the analysis sensitivity and is de�ned for ggH,
VBF, and VH using information such as the transverse momentum of the H boson, the num-
ber of jets, and the invariant mass of jet pairs in the event. The bin de�nition is implemented
at the truth level and is achieved by applying abstracted kinematic cuts which are explicitely
kept simpler with respect to the exact �ducial volumes of the individual analyses in di�er-
ent H boson decay channels. The STXS measurements are complementary to di�erential
measurements. The truth �nal state objects (leptons, jets, and the H boson itself) need to
be de�ned unambiguously:

∗ Higgs boson: a global cut on the H boson rapidity at |yH | < 2.5 is included in all bins.
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∗ Jets: generator-level jets are de�ned as anti-κT jets with a radius of 0.4 and a common
pT threshold of 30 GeV without restrictions on their rapidity. They are built from all
stable particles (referring to all particles with a lifetime greater than 10 ps), includ-
ing neutrinos, photons, and leptons from hadron decays or produced in the parton
shower.

∗ Leptons and leptonically decaying vector bosons: no restriction on the trans-
verse momentum and rapidity is placed on generator-level leptons. Vector boson
decays are reconstructed taking into account the sum of all the involved leptonic de-
cay products: electrons and muons from such leptonically decaying vector bosons are
de�ned as dressed, i.e., all FSR photons should be added back to the electron or muon,
and neutrinos are included.

The de�nition of the STXS bins is shared among all decay modes of the H boson. Several
bins can be merged in each individual analysis and, consequently, only their sum can be
measured according to the sensitivity of each analysis and decay channel. At the end, both
individual and combined STXS measurements can be used as inputs for subsequent inter-
pretations in and beyond the SM. For example, it is possible to determine overall signal
strengths, coupling scale factors, or EFT coe�cients (see Section 1.2.2) and to test speci�c
BSM scenarios. A summary of the STXS framework is reported in Fig. 4.5, described in
Ref. [16]. The main focus is on the three dominant H production processes: ggH, VBF, and
VH.

Figure 4.5: An overall view of the STXS scheme. In the left part, the exper-
imental analyses targeting STXS measurements are shown. The main pro-
duction modes included in the framework are reported in the middle: ggH
(blue), VBF (orange), VH (green), and ttH (purple). Rare production modes
are shown in yellow. Finally, the results can be used to constrain coupling
modi�ers, EFT coe�cients, and speci�c BSM scenarios as summarized in

the right part.
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Currently, a revised stage 1.2 STXS binning has been de�ned for the ongoing measure-
ments by the ATLAS and CMS experiments using the full Run 2 dataset, aiming to better
exploit the potential improvements in the full Run 2 measurements and enhance sensitivity
on the VBF kinematics and low pT ggH processes. Although the sensitivity of the anal-
ysis under study is not enough to fully investigate a so granular phase space, the whole
implementation of the stage 1.2 is relevant as a preparation for the LHC Run 3 and can be
interesting in the context of a CMS combination of the Run 2 results provided by di�erent
analyses.

4.3.2 STXS kinematic bins

In this section, we are going to de�ne explicitely the stage 1.2 bins for individual H boson
production based on the truth information in the MC simulation. The most recent scheme
proposed by the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group as the result of many discussions
and dedicated studies performed by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations and the theory
community is presented. Some �nal remarks concerning the adaptation of the scheme in
the context of the H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis are also included.

Gluon fusion production

The gg→H process together with higher order QCD and electroweak corrections is used to
de�ne the gluon fusion template process. Virtual electroweak corrections to the Born gg→
H process and real electroweak radiation, referring in particular to the gg→Z(qq̄)H process,
are included in the calculations. Fig. 4.6 shows the treatment of the gg → H production
process in the stage 1.2 of the STXS framework.
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Figure 4.6: Binning of the ggH production process in the stage 1.2 of the
STXS framework.

The gg → H production process is split into events with pH
T < 200 GeV and pH

T >
200 GeV. On the one hand, the high pH

T region, primarily sensitive to BSM e�ects, is divided
into four di�erent bins. Moreover, a �ner split into more pH

T bins is foreseen in a future
iteration to allow a better consideration of the very high pT region, which can be probed
by dedicated boosted analyses. On the other hand, most of the cross section is given by
events with pH

T < 200 GeV and this kinematic region is split into events with zero, one, and
two or more jets. Events with zero jets are divided into two pH

T bins with a boundary at
10 GeV to probe the very low pT region of the H boson production, while events with one
jet are divided into three pH

T bins with boundaries at 60 and 120 GeV. Events with two or
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more jets are further split according to the dijet invariant mass using a cut at 350 GeV. The
events with mjj < 350 GeV are split into three production bins according to the H boson
pT analogously to the 1-jet bin. The mjj > 350 GeV bin includes a small fraction of the
total gg→ H cross section, representing the main background to the VBF production. For
this reason, the same splitting used in the corresponding highmjj VBF bin is assumed with
boundaries de�ned at mjj equal to 700, 1000, and 1500 GeV. Moreover, a bin boundary is
de�ned at a pHjj

T value of 25 GeV, providing a separation into phase space regions with two
jets and three or more than three jets similarly to the approach adopted in the qqH scheme
presented below. This allows for an easier uncertainty treatment for gg→H as background
to the VBF process.

Electroweak qqH production

The electroweak production bin (qqH) includes the production of the H boson in association
with two quarks from either VBF or VH events with hadronic decays of the vector boson V.
The �nal state of the two topologies is identical: in fact, they represent the t-channel and
s-channel contributions to the same physical process. The cross section is �rst split into
events with zero, one, or two jets. Then, the 2-jet bin is split into two classes to distinguish
low mjj (divided into three bins with boundaries at 60 and 120 GeV) and high mjj events
using a cut at 350 GeV. A further splitting based on the pH

T is performed in the high dijet
mass region, distinguishing events with two jets and three or more jets in the region pH

T <
200 GeV. Fig. 4.7 shows the treatment of the electroweak production process in the stage 1.2
of the STXS framework.
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Figure 4.7: Binning of the qqH production process (combination of VBF and
VH with hadronic V decay) in the stage 1.2 of the STXS framework.

Associated VH production

The associated VH production bin (VH) includes pp → V(→ leptons)H events with a lep-
tonically decaying vector boson, separated into the three subprocesses qq̄′ →W(→ `ν̄)H,
qq̄→ (Z→ `¯̀)H, and gg→ (Z→ `¯̀)H. The qq̄′ →WH and qq̄→ ZH underlying pro-
cesses are split into pV

T bins with boundaries at 75, 150, 250, and 400 GeV, and exactly the
same binning is used for qq̄→ ZH and gg→ ZH. The 150 < pVT < 250 GeV bin di�erenti-
ates explicitly between events with zero and one or more jets. The subdivision of the VH

production bin in the stage 1.2 of the STXS framework is reported in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Binning of the VH production process with leptonic V decay
and of the and tt̄H process in the stage 1.2 of the STXS framework.

Other production modes

In stage 1.2 of the STXS framework the ttH stage 0 production bin is split in �ve di�erent
bins according to the pT of the H boson, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The goal is the identi�cation
of bins which allow to constrain possible BSM e�ects, especially CP-odd contributions, or
provide sensitivity to the Higgs self-coupling. Finally, the small bb̄H and tH production
processes are merged with the ggH and ttH production bins, respectively.

The merged stage 1.2 production bins in the H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis

To conclude this section, we focus on the speci�c merging scheme adopted in the H → 4`
analysis starting from the organization presented above and shown in Fig. 4.9, considering
that the full set of bins cannot be measured separately with the current statistics.
Concerning the ggH bin, the 2-jet events with mjj > 350 GeV are all placed into one pro-
duction bin merging the four bins originally suggested in stage 1.2. Moreover, given the
limited sensitivity in the high pH

T region to the SM Higgs boson, this phase-space region is
treated inclusively in jets, so that the events with pH

T > 200 GeV are placed into a single
bin.
For the qqH bin, the production bins with zero jet, one jet, or with two or more jets with
mjj < 60 GeV or 120 < mjj < 350 GeV are of secondary importance in the analysis be-
cause they are very hard to access experimentally. Thereby, they remain merged into one
single bin, while the events with two or more jets and 60 < mjj < 120 GeV are considered
independently. The events with two or more jets and mjj > 350 GeV are split into events
with pH

T < 200 GeV and pH
T > 200 GeV. Then, on the one hand events with pH

T > 200 GeV
are placed into one single production bin and on the other hand events with pH

T < 200 GeV
are split into two production bins in case pHjj

T < 25 GeV and, otherwise, they are merged
into a single bin.
Finally, the three production processes WH, ZH, and gluon fusion ZH are combined to-
gether and the proposed production bins are merged together into just two bins according
to the pT of the vector boson with a boundary at 150 GeV; the splitting of the ttH bin is
condensed in a single stage 0 bin that includes the tH production process as well because
of the very low expected yields.
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4.3.3 Reconstructed event categories - Stage 1.2

In order to increase the sensitivity to di�erent production bins in the H boson production
phase space, the ZZ candidates identi�ed after the full event selection presented in Sec-
tion 4.1 are classi�ed into several dedicated reconstructed event categories. With the full
Run 2 statistics, analyses gain sensitivity to the STXS stage 1.2 binning. Therefore, the �ner
splitting of the STXS stage 0 bins based on the event kinematic is also implemented in the
H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis resulting in an event categorization scheme with twenty-two
reconstructed categories. These categories try to closely match the true STXS stage 1.2 pre-
de�ned template bins (see Section 4.3.2). In addition, when all the reconstructed categories
are merged together, signal strengths of di�erent H boson production mechanisms can also
be extracted. The category de�nition proceeds in two steps and relies on the kinematic
information of the event to target the main production modes, taking into account:

∗ the multiplicity of jets;
∗ the number of b-tagged jets;
∗ the number of additional leptons which are not selected to form the ZZ candidates

but satisfy the identi�cation, vertex compatibility, and isolation requirements;
∗ MEM-based discriminants described in Section 4.2 (Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5);
∗ the invariant mass of the two leading jets;
∗ the transverse momentum of the ZZ or ZZ+j candidates.

At the beginning, the ZZ candidates are split into seven initial categories to target the
main H boson production mechanisms corresponding to the stage 0 production bins. An
event is considered for the subsequent category only if it does not satisfy the requirements
of the previous category, as shown in Fig. 4.10, and the following order is adopted to apply
the categorization criteria:

1. The VBF-2jet-tagged category requires exactly four leptons. In addition there must
be either two or three jets of which at most one is b-tagged, or at least four jets and
no b-tagged jets. Finally, D2jet > 0.5 is required.

2. The VH-hadronic-tagged category requires exactly four leptons. In addition there
must be two or three jets, or at least four jets and no b-tagged jets. Finally,DVH > 0.5
is required.

3. The VH-leptonic-tagged category requires no more than three jets and no b-tagged
jets in the event, and exactly one additional lepton or one additional pair of opposite
sign same �avor leptons. Events with no jets and at least one additional lepton are
also included in this category.

4. The tt̄H-hadronic-tagged category requires at least four jets of which at least one
is b-tagged and no additional leptons.

5. The tt̄H-leptonic-tagged category requires at least one additional lepton.

6. The VBF-1jet-tagged category requires exactly four leptons and one jet; in addition,
D1jet > 0.7 is required.

7. The untagged category consists of the remaining events.

In principle, an additional VH category can be used at this level of the categorization to dif-
ferentiate events with a considerable amount of missing transverse energy (MET), denoted
as VH-MET-tagged. However, the modelling of the MET after the application of all correc-
tions was not satisfying enough. Therefore, we decided to not include this category in the
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Figure 4.10: Stage 0 STXS scheme used in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis:
seven mutually exclusive categories are de�ned and used as input to the

second step of the event categorization process.

current analysis, considering the very low sensitivity to the process and, as a consequence,
the marginal impact on the whole analysis. This aspect will be resumed in view of the Run
3 analysis. After that, twenty-two reconstructed event categories are determined to match
the merged stage 1.2 production bins presented in the Section 4.3.2. A further splitting of
the untagged, VBF-2jet-tagged, VH-hadronic-tagged, and VH-leptonic-tagged categories is
performed. Each reconstructed category mainly corresponds to a production bin (with the
label reported in parentheses).

Untagged categories:

1. The untagged-0j-p4`T [0,10] category requires the event to be in the untagged cate-
gory without reconstructed jets and p4`

T = [0,10] GeV (ggH-0j/pT[0-10]);

2. The untagged-0j-p4`T [10,200] category requires the event to be in the untagged cat-
egory without reconstructed jets and p4`

T = [10,200] GeV (ggH-0j/pT[10-200]);

3. The untagged-1j-p4`T [0,60] category requires the event to be in the untagged cate-
gory with one reconstructed jet and p4`

T = [0,60] GeV (ggH-1j/pT[0-60]);

4. The untagged-1j-p4`T [60,120] category requires the event to be in the untagged cat-
egory with one reconstructed jet and p4`

T = [60,120] GeV (ggH-1j/pT[60-120]);

5. The untagged-1j-p4`T [120,200] category requires the event to be in the untagged
category with one reconstructed jet and p4`

T = [120,200] GeV (ggH-1j/pT[120-
200]);

6. The untagged-2j-p4`T [0,60] category requires the event to be in the untagged cate-
gory with two reconstructed jets, p4`

T = [0,60] GeV, and the invariant mass of the jet
pair mjj < 350 GeV (ggH-2j/pT[0-60]);

7. The untagged-2j-p4`T [60,120] category requires the event to be in the untagged cat-
egory with two reconstructed jets, p4`

T = [60,120] GeV, and the invariant mass of the
jet pair mjj < 350 GeV (ggH-2j/pT[60-120]);
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8. The untagged-2j-p4`T [120,200] category requires the event to be in the untagged
category with two reconstructed jets, p4`

T = [120,200] GeV, and the invariant mass of
the jet pair mjj < 350 GeV (ggH-2j/pT[120-200]);

9. The untagged-p4`T >200 category requires the event to be in the untagged category
and p4`

T > 200 GeV (ggH/pT>200);

10. Theuntagged-2j-mjj>350 category requires the event to be in the untagged category
with two reconstructed jets and mjj > 350 GeV (ggH-2j/mJJ>350);

VBF-tagged categories:

11. The VBF-1jet-tagged category requires the event to be in the VBF-1jet-tagged cate-
gory (qqH-rest);

12. The VBF-2jet-tagged-mjj[350, 700] category requires the event to be in the VBF-
2jet-tagged category with p4`

T < 200 GeV, p4`jj
T < 25 GeV, and mjj = [350,700] GeV

(qqH-2j/mJJ[350-700]);

13. The VBF-2jet-tagged-mjj>700 category requires the event to be in the VBF-2jet-
tagged category with p4`

T < 200 GeV, p4`jj
T < 25 GeV, and mjj > 700 GeV (qqH-

2j/mJJ>700);

14. The VBF-3jet-tagged-mjj>350 category requires the event to be in the VBF-2jet-
tagged category with p4`

T < 200 GeV, p4`jj
T > 25 GeV, and mjj > 350 GeV (qqH-

3j/mJJ>350);

15. The VBF-2jet-tagged-p4`T >200 category requires the event to be in the VBF-2jet-
tagged category with p4`

T > 200 GeV and mjj > 350 GeV (qqH-2j/pT>200);

16. The VBF-rest category consists of the remaining events to be in the VBF-2jet-tagged
category (qqH-rest);

VH-hadronic-tagged categories:

17. The VH-hadronic-tagged-mjj[60,120] category requires the event to be in the VH-
hadronic-tagged category with mjj = [60,120] GeV (qqH/mJJ[60-120]);

18. The VH-rest category consists of the remaining events to be in the VH-hadronic-
tagged category (qqH-rest);

VH-leptonic-tagged categories:

19. The VH-leptonic-tagged-p4`T [0,150] category requires the event to be in the VH-
leptonic-tagged category with p4`

T < 150 GeV (VH-lep/pT[0-150]);

20. The VH-leptonic-tagged-p4`T >150 category requires the event to be in the VH-
leptonic-tagged category with p4`

T > 150 GeV (VH-lep/pT>150);

tt̄H-tagged categories:

21. The tt̄H-leptonic-tagged category (ttH);

22. The tt̄H category (ttH).
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Fig. 4.11 shows the signal relative purity of the merged stage 1.2 production bins in these
twenty-two reconstructed event categories togehter with the expected number of signal
events in each reconstructed event category. The fraction of events from the merged stage
1.2 production bins that populate each reconstructed event category is reported in the
twenty-two horizontal lines. The purity of the untagged categories, targeting ggH events, is
increasingly a�ected by the contribution of qqH events with the increase of the number of
jets. Looking at the VBF-1jet-tagged, it can be noticed that the gg→H process represents a
large background to the VBF production mode. This is also visible in the VBF-rest category
as well as in the VH-rest category.

Figure 4.11: Signal relative purity of the twenty-two reconstructed event
categories in terms of merged stage 1.2 production bins. In the right column,
the expected number of signal events in each reconstructed event category
is reported, considering the mass window m4` = [105,140] GeV used in the

�nal statistical analysis.





Chapter 5

Modelling of the physics processes

I
n order to achieve a reliable exploration of the data events selected as output of the
analysis work�ow, an accurate estimate of the signal and background rates and their

kinematics is essential. Therefore, the simulation of signal and relevant background pro-
cesses performed with the Monte Carlo technique is crucial to perform various steps of the
analysis. They are used for the optimization of the analysis strategy, for the comparison
between the observed data and the predictions, for the evaluation of signal shape and ac-
ceptance, for the estimate of background events, and for the detection of the presence of a
signal. Without a solid description of all the possible processes in a particle physics analysis,
we could be insensitive to new physics. In case we are not able to achieve a good description
of a physics process with the MC simulation, a dedicated strategy to estimate it using data
is developed. The data-driven estimate of the reducible background in this analysis, due to
the poor statistics of simulated events, is presented in Section 5.3.
At the end, any possible discrepancy or ignorance in the knowledge of the modelling of
signal and background processes has to be considered in the analysis as a systematic un-
certainty, essential part of the statistical interpretation of the data. In fact, as long as the
amount of data and simulated events is large enough, the evaluation of the systematics is
becoming even more important. All the components are �nally combined together in a
statistical analysis using a likelihood approach to measure physics parameters of interest,
presented in Chapter 6 as the conclusive part of the H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis story. In this
chapter, we are going to discuss the modelling of the signal and then the MC simulation
and data-driven estimation of the main background sources that a�ect this decay channel.
A special focus is put on the challenging task of the modelling of the reducible background.
This is due to the fact that large part of my contribution in the context of the H → 4`
analysis has been oriented on this topic since the beginning. Finally, the contribution and
treatment of various systematic uncertainties is also detailed here, while their e�ect on the
sensitivity of the measurements will be summarized in the next chapter.

A relevant aspect of this chapter consists in the fact that during the Run 1 analysis,
which aimed for the observation of the H boson, an inclusive approach was adopted for
the production categorization to verify that all signal and background predictions were on
spot. The novelty of the Run 2 analysis presented here consists in a dedicated treatment of
the modelling of signals and backgrounds according to the production mode, considering
the twenty-two reconstructed categories derived from the STXS framework. A detailed
study of the rare signal and background processes represents a signi�cant challenge. In this
context, my work was oriented to a full understanding of the reducible background estimate
and modelling for each stage 1.2 production bin, representing an original contribution to
the full Run 2 H → 4` analysis. At the end of this chapter, all the concepts needed to
understand the procedure to extract the H → 4` signal and all subsequent steps that lead
to the measurements of physics parameters will be in place.
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5.1 Signal modelling of the SM Higgs

The Higgs production mechanisms are modelled using a MC simulation, which is described
in detail in Section 5.1.1. Then, we will discuss the corrections applied to simulated samples
in order to generate an even more accurate signal model (Section 5.1.2). However, the �nal
measurements are not directly based on the m4` histogram templates provided from the
simulation. In fact, the signal shape for m4` is described by an analytical function which
helps to smooth out the irregularities due to the �nite number of simulated events. The
probability density functions (PDFs) used to describe the signal shapes for each mass point
in di�erent event categories will be discussed in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.1 Signal samples

The production of simulated samples for a CMS analysis is a very complex procedure which
accounts for both the physics and experimental e�ects by interfacing di�erent event gener-
ators with each other. In general, it consists of �ve main steps. First of all, the hard physics
process with decays of the involved particles is generated providing a full list of particles
with the information on the four-momenta calculated from the SM Lagrangian. A speci�c
event generator is chosen depending on the physics process under study. Then, the sim-
ulation of the hadronization of quarks and gluons, jet fragmentation and showering, and
the inclusion of underlying events is needed. In addition, pileup interactions are included
in the simulated sample. In the �nal step, a detailed simulation of the CMS detector and its
e�ect on the event reconstruction is applied, providing the raw detector information as the
output. To conclude, the emulation of the high level trigger and reconstruction of events
with the same algorithms used for data is performed. Each level of the simulation needs a
di�erent type of generator, as we are going to detail below.

To describe the SM H boson production, the POWHEG 2.0 [134–136] generator is used
for the �ve main production processes, generating signal events at next-to-leading order
(NLO) in perturbative QCD (pQCD): ggH [137] including quark mass e�ects [138], VBF [139],
VH (either WH or ZH) [140], and tt̄H) [141]. In the case of WH and ZH the MiNLO HVJ
extension of POWHEG is used. The ZH production mode occurs in two ways: qq̄ → ZH
and the much smaller contribution from gg→ ZH which is generated at leading order (LO)
using JHUGen 7.0.2 [126–128, 130]. In addition to the main production processes, the con-
tributions due to the rare H boson production mechanism are also taken into account. This
is a novelty introduced in Run 2 because some of them may signi�cantly contribute to some
of the twenty-two categories discussed in Section 4.3.3. The H boson production in associ-
ation with a single top quark and either a quark (tHq) or a W boson (tHW) are generated
at LO using JHUGen and MadGraph5_aMC@NLO 2.2.2 [142, 143], respectively. The as-
sociated production with a pair of bottom quarks (bb̄H) is generated at LO with JHUGen.
The list of the signal processes considered in the analysis and the corresponding σB are
reported in Table 5.1. Moreover, signal samples are generated for di�erent values of the H
boson mass to allow a parametrization of the expectations as a function of mH, except for
rare production modes: tHW, tHq, bb̄H. For the low mass studies presented here, the H
signal is simulated using other four mass points in addition to H(125): 120, 124, 126, and
130 GeV. Finally, additional signal samples are generated to evaluate part of the systematic
uncertainties, for example using di�erent event generators for a comparison and varying
the parameters for the UE (see Section 2.1.2) tune or the hadronization scale. This topic
will be mentioned at the end of this chapter when discussing systematic uncertainties (Sec-
tion 5.4).

In all cases, the modelling of the decay of the H boson to four leptons is obtained using
the JHUGen generator, that properly takes into account the interference e�ects associated
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Process σB(×ε�lter)

gg→ H→ ZZ→ 4` 13.34 fb
qq̄→ Hqq→ ZZqq→ 4`qq 1.038 fb
qq̄→W+H→W+ZZ→ 4`+ X 0.231 fb
qq̄→W−H→W−ZZ→ 4`+ X 0.146 fb
qq̄→ ZH→ ZZZ→ 4`+ X 0.618 fb
gg→ tt̄H→ tt̄ZZ→ 4`+ X 0.139 fb
gg→ bb̄H→ bb̄ZZ→ 4`+ X 0.134 fb
qq̄/qg→ tHq→ tqZZ→ 4`+ X 0.021 fb
qg→ tHW→ tWZZ→ 4`+ X 0.015 fb

Table 5.1: Signal processes considered in the analysis with their σB includ-
ing possible e�ciency �lters at the generation level. The rare H production
mechanisms included in the presented full Run 2 analysis are highlighted

in blue.

with permutations of identical leptons in the 4e, 4µ, and 4τ �nal states. Considering also
other combinations of decay products, 2e2µ, 2e2τ , and 2e2µ2τ , six �nal states are added at
the generator level in total, although reconstructed τ leptons are not used in the analysis.
Therefore, a small amount of events involving τ pairs can be misreconstructed as 4e, 4µ,
or 2e2µ events owing to the existence of leptonic decays of the τ . In the case of associated
production with a vector boson or top quark, the H boson is allowed to decay to H→ ZZ
→ 2`2X so that four-lepton events where two leptons come from the decay of the associ-
ated particle are also taken into account in the simulation. The theoretical predictions used
for the various production and decay modes can be found in Refs. [144–166] and are sum-
marized in Ref. [16]. The NNPDF3.0 set of PDFs is used [167]. To simulate the showering
of parton-level events with multiparton interactions and hadronization e�ects, all signal
and background event generators are interfaced with PYTHIA 8 [168]. The PYTHIA event
generator has been extensively compared to LHC data, resulting in di�erent sets of tunings
for the parameters needed at the generator level to simulate the parton shower. Tuning all
parameters at the same time leads to a high dimensional parameter space. This is of par-
ticular relevance since the tune of a parameter in the parton shower can potentially bias
particular new physics searches. The PYTHIA tune used to produce the 2016 MC samples
is called CUETP8M1 [169], while for the 2017 and 2018 data-taking periods the CP5 [170]
tune is used. Then, the generated events are processed through a detailed simulation of the
CMS detector based on GEANT4 [171, 172] and are reconstructed with the same algorithms
that are used for data.

Additional pileup interactions are added in simulated events. Given that an accurate
prediction of the pro�le of the pileup is impossible, a dedicated pileup reweighting of sim-
ulated samples has to be taken into account in order to match the distribution of the num-
ber of interactions per LHC bunch crossing observed in data, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The
average number of overlapping p-p interactions is either computed from the number of
reconstructed primary vertices or from the measured instantaneous luminosity per bunch
crossing. Then, the distributions obtained in simulation and data are used to compute pileup
weights for a particular data-taking period. The minimum bias cross section used for each
year is 69.2 mb. This procedure of pileup reweighting is found to have only a subpercent
impact on expected yields in the signal region.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of pileup events in simulated samples and data is
shown before and after the application of pileup weights, together with the
up and down variations of 5% in the minimum bias cross section when
calculating the weights. An illustration of the magnitude of pileup weights

in 2016 (left), 2017 (middle), and 2018 (right) scenario is presented.

5.1.2 Signal corrections

To achieve a signal modelling as accurate as possible, the latest greatest N3LO QCD + NLO
EW computations have been used for the ggH inclusive cross section, as recommended by
the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [50, 145]. Moreover, the pT spectrum of the
H boson (pH

T) was tuned in the simulation of the dominant gluon fusion production mecha-
nism with an event reweighting procedure to match closely the predictions from full phase
space calculations at 13 TeV [138, 173, 174]. Weights are de�ned as function of generated
pH

T and number of generated jets and then are used to reweight the POWHEG signal sam-
ple to the next-to-next-to-leading order parton shower (NNLOPS) event generator [175]. In
practice, events originating from the ggH process are split into classes with 0, 1, 2, and ≥3
jets. The jets are clustered starting from all stable particles with pT > 30 GeV except for
the decay products of the H boson or associated vector bosons. The weights are obtained
as the ratios of the pH

T distributions from the NNLOPS and the POWHEG generators for
each event class. The sum of the weights in each sample is normalized to the inclusive cross
section.
The e�ect of the NNLOPS reweighting on the spectrum of the H boson transverse momen-
tum and on the distribution of the number of jets is shown in Fig. 5.2 considering the 2018
gluon fusion MC sample.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the H boson pT spectrum (left) and the num-
ber of jet distribution (right) with (orange) and without (blue) the NNLOPS

reweighting using the 2018 ggH(125) MC sample.
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5.1.3 Signal lineshape modelling

To measure any physics parameter for a certain value of the H boson mass, a continuous
parametrization of signal predictions as a function of mH is necessary. For measurements
related to the on-shell H(125) boson presented in this thesis, the parametrization is built
for the [105,140] GeV mass window starting from the few simulated samples produced with
di�erent mH points (see Section 5.1.1).

The distribution of the signal invariant mass for the H boson depends only on the ex-
perimental resolution of lepton four-momentum, as the nominal width of the H boson is
extremely narrow. The signal mass shape is parametrized by means of a double-sided Crys-
tal Ball function [93] around mH ∼ 125 GeV. A Landau function is added in the total PDF
for the nonresonant part of the signal for the case of WH, ZH, and tt̄H production modes.
The double Crystal Ball function of six independent parameters is de�ned as:

dCB(ξ) = N ·


A · (B + |ξ|)−nL , for ξ < αL

A · (B + |ξ|)−nR , for ξ > αR

exp
(
−ξ2/2

)
, for αL ≤ ξ ≤ αR

(5.1)

where N is the normalizing constant and ξ = (m4` −mH −∆mH)/σm. It is intended to
capture the Gaussian core of the four-lepton mass resolution function (σm) and the system-
atic mass shift of the peak (∆mH), describing the two asymmetric non-Gaussian tails of the
distribution with two parameters for each part. The tails originate from leptons emitting
bremsstrahlung in the tracker material, present for both electrons and muons, from �nal
state radiation, and energy leakage in the ECAL. The prominence of the left-hand/right-
hand tail is de�ned as the power nL/nR, respectively. The parameters αL/αR de�ne the
position of the boundary between the core and the tails in units of σm. The two additional
parameters in the formula,A andB, are not independent: they are de�ned by requiring the
continuity of the function itself and its �rst derivatives.
The dependency of the six parameters pi (σm,∆mH, nL, nR, αL, αR) on mH has to be de-
termined for each stage 1.2 STXS bin and each �nal state. Here, a linear approximation is
used:

pi(mH) = Ci +Di · (mH − 125 GeV). (5.2)

Each parameter of the double-sided Crystal Ball function has a linear dependence onmH, for
a total of twelve free parameters. The initial value for the parameters is obtained by �tting
the H(125) sample alone. The parameters of the PDF are extracted from a simultaneous �t
to the simulated signal events for di�erent H boson mass hypotheses in the [105,140] GeV
mass range. The parameterization has been found to model very well the simulated data.
The parametric signal model for each year of data-taking separately and for the sum of all
years together is shown for the untagged event category as an example in Fig. 5.3.
To conclude, the normalization of the H signal in the peak region is directly taken from
simulation. Using simulated samples for �ve mass points (120, 124, 125, 126, and 130 GeV),
polynomial �ts of the expected signal yields in them4` = [105,140] GeV window around the
H boson peak are performed to model separately each bin of the twenty-two reconstructed
categories in three �nal states. Some examples of the �ts are shown in Fig. 5.4 for di�erent
stage 1.2 STXS bins.
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Figure 5.4: Fits of the expected signal yields after the full event selection in
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5.2 Irreducible background modelling

To have a reliable signal extraction in the analysis, a proper understanding of all possible
sources of background is essential. For this purpose, we want to achieve a good prediction
of the background contribution and of its associated uncertainty. Having in mind the gen-
eral procedure to produce simulated samples as described in Section 5.1.1, we can discuss
the simulated samples produced to describe irreducible background processes. They are
summarized in Table 5.2 and their contributions and shapes are determined directly from
the simulation.

5.2.1 Background samples

The contribution from the quark-antiquark annihilation to the SM ZZ background is gen-
erated at NLO pQCD with POWHEG 2.0 [134–136] and PYTHIA 8, using the same settings
as for the H boson signal. Given that this simulation covers a large range of ZZ invari-
ant masses, dynamical QCD factorization and renormalization scales have been chosen,
equal to mZZ. Event simulation for the gg → ZZ process is done at LO with the gener-
ator MCFM 7.0 [176, 177]. In order to match the distribution of the gg → ZZ transverse
momentum predicted by POWHEG at NLO, di�erent PYTHIA 8 settings are used for the
showering in MCFM samples, allowing only emissions up to the parton-level scale (wimpy
shower). Both simulated backgrounds require the application of dedicated k-factors to con-
sider missing higher order corrections, as explained below.

In the analysis presented here, the triboson backgrounds ZZZ, WZZ, and WWZ, as well
as the smaller tt̄Z, tt̄WW, and tt̄ZZ processes, are included for the �rst time in the back-
ground estimation. They are modelled using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [142, 143]. Finally,
the modelling of events containing Z bosons with associated jets (Z+jets) or WZ bosons and
the tt̄ background are also modelled using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. They are not directly
used to model data observations, because their contribution is actually estimated using a
data-driven technique and dedicated control regions de�ned in data. Nevertheless, they are
necessary for the optimization and validation of the methods and for testing the data/MC
agreement in distributions of the object quantities and to ensure a good description of data
in simulation. Moreover, DY samples represent the source of signal and background leptons
in lepton-level optimization studies and e�ciency measurements. They are generated using
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO.

5.2.2 Irreducible background estimate

In principle, it is impossible to separate signal events from irreducible background processes
on a single event basis because they have exactly the same �nal state and the same topology.
Nonetheless, the study of a larger number of events exploiting some observables which are
able to show the di�erent behaviour of signal and background processes allows to identify
a signal event occurring among the expected background processes.

The irreducible background to the H boson signal in the 4` channel, originating from
the production of ZZ via qq̄ annihilation or gluon fusion, is estimated using simulation.
Also some rare backgrounds such as triboson processes (ZZZ, WZZ, and WZZ) and events
with tt̄Z, tt̄WW, and tt̄ZZ, jointly referred to as the electroweak (EWK) backgrounds, are
included in the evaluation of the irreducible background and are all estimated from the
simulation.
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Process σB(×ε�lter)
qq→ ZZ→ 4` 1.2560 pb
gg→ ZZ→ 4e/4µ/4τ 0.0016 pb
gg→ ZZ→ 2e2µ/2e2τ /2µ2τ 0.0032 pb
Z→ ``(M50) + jets 6225.4 pb
WZ→ 3`ν 4.6700 pb
tt̄→ 2`2ν2b 87.310 pb
ZZZ 0.0140 pb
WZZ 0.0557 pb
WWZ 0.1651 pb
tt̄ + ZZ 0.0016 pb
tt̄ + WW 0.0079 pb
tt̄ + Z(jets) (M10) 0.2590 pb
tt̄ + Z(→ ``νν) (M10) 0.2527 pb
tt̄ + Z(→ ``) (M1-M10) 0.0470 pb

Table 5.2: Background processes considered in the analysis with their σB
including possible e�ciency �lters at the generation level. The new samples
included for the �rst time in the full Run 2 analysis are highlighted in blue.

qq→ ZZ corrections

The qq̄ → ZZ process is simulated at NLO, but the fully di�erential cross section is com-
puted at NNLO [178], which is not available yet in a partonic level event generator. For this
reason, NNLO/NLO k-factors are applied to the POWHEG sample di�erentially as a func-
tion of mZZ, varying from 1.0 to 1.2 and being around 1.1 at mZZ = 125 GeV. According
to the prescription in Ref. [179], additional NLO electroweak corrections depending on the
initial state quark �avor and kinematics are also applied to the qq̄ → ZZ background pro-
cess in the region mZZ > 2mZ where the corrections have been computed. The di�erential
QCD and electroweak k-factors can be seen in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: NNLO/NLO electroweak k-factor for the qq̄→ ZZ background
as a function of mZZ for the 4` �nal state.

Table 5.3 shows the inclusive cross sections obtained using the same PDF and renormaliza-
tion and factorization scales as the POWHEG sample at LO, NLO, and NNLO.
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QCD Order σ2`2`′(fb) σ4`(fb)

LO 218.5+16%
−15% 98.4+13%

−13%

NLO 290.7+5%
−8% 129.5+4%

−6%

NNLO 324.0+2%
−3% 141.2+2%

−2%

Table 5.3: Inclusive cross sections for qq̄→ ZZ production at 13 TeV.

gg→ ZZ corrections

The ZZ production via gluon fusion contributes at NNLO in pQCD, but currently no exact
calculation exists beyond the LO. Even so, some studies [180] demonstrate that the soft
collinear approximation describes well the background cross section and the interference
term at NNLO. Additional calculations also show that the k-factors are very similar at NLO
for the signal and background [181] and at NNLO for the signal and interference terms [182].
Thereby, the same k-factor computed for the signal is used also for the background [183].
The ratio between the NNLO and LO gg → H → 2`2`′ cross sections computed at the
small H boson decay width of 4.07 MeV with the HNNLO v2 MC program [174, 184, 185] is
used to obtain the NNLO k-factor for the signal as a function of m4`. The k-factor for the
gg → ZZ background varies from 2.0 to 2.6 and is 2.27 at mZZ = 125 GeV. A systematic
uncertainty of 10% on its determination is applied to the background process in the analysis.
The illustration of the NNLO as well as the NLO k-factors and the cross sections from which
they are derived is shown in Fig. 5.6, along with the NNLO, NLO, and LO cross sections at
the SM H boson decay width [186].
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Figure 5.6: gg→ H→ 2`2`′ cross sections at NNLO, NLO, and LO at each
H pole mass using the SM H boson decay width (left) or at the �xed and
small decay width of 4.07 MeV (middle). The cross sections at the �xed
value are used to obtain the k-factor for both the signal and the continuum

background contributions as a function of m4` (right).

5.3 Reducible background modelling

Due to the intrinsic di�erences between the irreducible and reducible background, they
are estimated separately using di�erent techniques. While the irreducible background is
modelled from the simulation, a more challenging task is the estimate of the Z+X reducible
background. It derives from processes that contain �nal state objects misidenti�ed as lep-
tons coming from a Z boson. This is due to imperfections of the detector performance.
Ideally, no events coming from the reducible background would ever be selected as a �nal
ZZ candidate with a perfect detector. In order to mitigate this e�ect, a dedicated set of selec-
tion cuts is designed to reject as much of the Z+X background as possible without a�ecting
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the signal e�ciency, as described in Chapter 4. This step reduces the amount of reducible
background that enters �nal event selection, but there is still a nonnegligible contribution
which needs to be considered.
The �nal estimate of the Z+X yields and the study of the kinematics is performed in ded-
icated control regions (CR) de�ned in data. This approach is common to many particle
physics analyses. A CR is a region of the phase space designed to be orthogonal to the
signal region (SR) and more populated than it. I took care of this technical aspect of the
analysis during my activity in collaboration with the CMS H→ 4` analysis group, focusing
on the optimization of the method developed for the Run 1 analysis at the time of the dis-
covery of the H boson in order to provide the Z+X estimate in each reconstructed category.
To model the reducible background, dedicated studies per category have been performed
regarding both the yields and the shapes of the process in each �nal state.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the dominant sources of nonprompt leptons in the four-
lepton �nal state are heavy �avor jets producing secondary leptons, jets originating from
light �avor quarks misreconstructed as leptons, and electrons from a photon conversion. In
this discussion, each of these objects will be considered a fake lepton if it passes the loose
selection criteria accounting for kinematic and impact parameter cuts, as de�ned in Sec-
tion 3.3.2 and 3.2.2 for electrons and muons, respectively. The work�ow which provides the
�nal Z+X estimate is composed of two main parts. First of all, the rate of these background
processes is estimated by measuring the fe and fµ probabilities, hereafter referred to as fake
ratios or fake rates (FRs), for fake electrons and fake muons to also pass the �nal selection
criteria (de�ned in Section 4.1.2). Then, these probabilities are applied in dedicated control
samples in order to extract the expected Z+X background yields in the SR.

In the following sections, two independent methods are presented to measure both the
yields and shapes of the reducible background, called opposite sign (OS) method and same
sign (SS) method, and di�erences between both methods will be described. The �nal result
combines the outcome of the two approaches.

5.3.1 Reducible background estimate with the opposite sign method

The Z+X estimate relies on two kinds of control regions, called Z+` and Z+``, where Z
and ` denotes a Z candidate and a loose lepton, respectively. The former is used to calculate
muon and electron FRs, and the latter is composed of events where the FRs are applied
to get the �nal estimate of the Z+X background yields. All loose leptons can be divided
into two orthogonal categories: passing leptons (P), de�ned as leptons that pass the full
lepton selection, and failing leptons (F), de�ned as loose leptons that fail the isolation or
identi�cation cut, or both.

The Z+` CR consists of events with a Z candidate and exactly one loose lepton in the
event. The pT cuts on leptons coming from the Z candidate and the QCD suppression cut
speci�ed in Section 4.1.2 are applied to de�ne the phase space of interest for the FR calcula-
tion. Then, two di�erent Z+`` control samples are identi�ed as subsets of the four-lepton
events, denoted as 3P+1F and 2P+2F. Two opposite sign leptons where either one lepton is
failing lepton and the other one is passing lepton or both leptons are failing leptons, respec-
tively, are required to have a Z+`` candidate. Two Z candidates are present in this CR where
all kinematic cuts for the H boson phase space selection (see Section 4.1.2) are applied: a
normal Z candidate (Z1) and a Z candidate built with relaxed selection criteria (Z2). The FSR
recovery is treated in the same way as in the signal region, while the jet cleaning procedure
is extended to also involve the loose and failing leptons of selected Z+`` candidates and
their associated photons. The distribution of the invariant mass of the 2P+2F and 3P+1F
events stacked on the distribution of the WZ and the ZZ/Zγ∗ → 4` irreducible background
taken from the simulation is shown in Fig. 5.7 and 5.8 for the 2017 dataset. Distributions
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related to the 2016 and 2018 datasets are reported in Appendix C. Given the discrepancy
observed between data and simulated samples and the poor statistics of simulated events,
it is not possible to rely on the MC simulation to estimate the reducible background. This
is why a dedicated data-driven method has been developed.

Figure 5.7: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 2P+2F
control sample in the 2017 dataset for all the considered channels: 4e (top

left), 4µ (top right), 2µ2e (bottom left), and 2e2µ (bottom right).

In order to avoid overlaps, events selected in the SR are not used to de�ne CR candidates,
and no more than one candidate is chosen in each event for each method. However, one
event can still provide candidates for both the 2P+2F and 3P+1F regions: thus, this possibility
is taken into account in the calculation, as presented below.

Fake rate determination (OS method) To measure the lepton fake ratios fe and fµ,
samples of Z(``) + e and Z(``) +µ events are selected. They are expected to be completely
dominated by �nal states which include a Z boson and a fake lepton. These events are
required to have two same �avor, opposite charge leptons with pT larger than 20 GeV and
10 GeV, respectively. They have to pass the tight selection criteria and thus they form the
Z candidate. In addition, there is exactly one lepton passing the loose selection criteria as
de�ned above, which is used as the probe lepton for the FR measurement. The invariant
mass of this lepton and the opposite sign lepton from the reconstructed Z candidate should
satisfy m`` > 4 GeV.
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Figure 5.8: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 3P+1F
control sample in the 2017 dataset for all considered channels: 4e (top left),

4µ (top right), 2µ2e (bottom left), and 2e2µ (bottom right).

The FRs are evaluated using the tight requirement |m`1`2 −mZ| < 7 GeV to reduce the
contribution from the asymmetric photon conversions populating the low mass region and
asking for pmiss

T < 25 GeV. The muon and electron FRs are measured in bins of the transverse
momentum of the loose lepton in the barrel and endcap regions, separately for the 2016, 2017
and 2018 data-taking periods, and they are shown in Fig. 5.9.

Fake rate application (OS method) The application of FRs to estimate the reducible
background in the SR is performed in the two dedicated control samples introduced before,
which are enriched with fake leptons and are orthogonal by construction to the SR:

∗ the 2P+2F sample is expected to be populated with events that intrinsically have only
two prompt leptons (mostly DY, with a small fraction of tt̄ and Z+γ events);

∗ the 3P+1F sample is expected to include the same type of events as in the 2P+2F region,
albeit with di�erent relative proportions, as well as WZ events which intrinsically
have three prompt leptons.

To compute the expected number of reducible background events in the 3P+1F region,
Nbkg

3P+1F, it is necessary to account for the number of events observed in the 2P+2F control
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Figure 5.9: Fake rates as a function of the probe pT for electrons (left)
and muons (right) which satisfy the loose selection criteria, measured in
a Z(``) + ` sample in the 2016 (top), 2017 (middle), and 2018 (bottom) data
at 13 TeV. The barrel selection includes electrons (muons) up to |η| = 1.479
(1.2). The FRs are shown before (dotted lines) and after (plain lines) removal

of the WZ contribution from the simulation.
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region, Nbkg
2P+2F, by weighting each event in the region with a factor ( fi

1−fi +
fj

1−fj ), where
fi and fj correspond to the fake ratios of the two loose leptons:

Nbkg
3P+1F =

∑
(

fi
1− fi

+
fj

1− fj
)Nbkg

2P+2F. (5.3)

In case the FR is measured in a sample that has exactly the same background composition
as the 2P+2F sample, the di�erence between the observed number of events in the 3P+1F
sample and the expected background predicted from the 2P+2F sample would solely amount
to the small WZ and Z+γ contribution. Instead, large di�erences arise because the FRs used
in Eq. 5.3 do not properly account for the background composition of the 2P+2F control
sample. In particular, the di�erence observed in Fig. 5.8 between the 3P+1F distribution and
the expectation from 2P+2F in the channels with loose electrons (4e and 2µ2e), especially
in the low mass region, is due to the missing contribution of photon conversions (con�rmed
explicitly by the simulation). This means that the FR calculation does not properly account
for the background composition of the 2P+2F sample. More precisely, the expected reducible
background in the signal region is given by the sum of two terms:

∗ a 2P+2F component, obtained from the number of events observed in the 2P+2F con-
trol region,N2P+2F, by weighting each event in that region with the factor fi

1−fi
fj

1−fj ,
where fi and fj correspond to the fake ratios of the two loose leptons;

∗ a 3P1F component, obtained from the di�erence between the number of observed
events in the 3P+1F control region, N3P1F, and the expected contribution from the
2P+2F region and ZZ processes in the signal region, NZZ

3P1F + Nbkg
3P1F. The Nbkg

3P1F is
given by Eq. 5.3 and NZZ

3P1F is the contribution from ZZ which is taken from the sim-
ulation. The di�erence N3P1F−Nbkg

3P1F−NZZ
3P1F, which may be negative, is obtained

for each (pT , η) bin of the failing lepton, and is weighted by fi
1−fi , where fi denotes

the fake rate of this lepton. This 3P+1F component accounts for the contribution of
reducible background processes with only one fake lepton (like WZ events) and for
the contribution of other processes (e.g. photon conversions) that are not properly
estimated by the 2P+2F component.

Therefore, the full expression for the prediction can be symbolically written as:

Nbkg
SR =

∑ fi
(1− fi)

(N3P+1F−Nbkg
3P+1F−N

ZZ
3P+1F)+

∑ fi
(1− fi)

fj
(1− fj)

N2P+2F. (5.4)

Previous equation can be condensed in:

Nbkg
SR = (1−

NZZ
3P+1F

N3P+1F
)

N3P+1F∑
j

f ja

1− f ja
−
N2P+2F∑

i

f i3
1− f i3

f i4
1− f i4

. (5.5)

Di�erent contributions mentioned in Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5 are shown in Fig. 5.10 for the 2017
samples, while similar plots for the 2016 and 2018 datasets are reported in Appendix C. The
contribution of the 3P+1F component is positive for �nal states where the Z2 candidate is
made of two electrons, and amounts to typically 30% of the total predicted background.
Considering channels with loose muons (4µ and 2e2µ) coming from the Z2, the 3P+1F sam-
ple is rather well described by the prediction from 2P+2F, as it is visible in Fig. 5.8, and the
3P+1F component is mainly driven by statistical �uctuations in the 3P+1F sample, which
are larger than the expectation from WZ production.

Table 5.4 shows the expected number of events in the signal regions from the reducible
background processes at 13 TeV for each considered �nal state and for all three years using
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Figure 5.10: Four-lepton invariant mass of the di�erent processes which
contribute to the 3P+1F estimate of the reducible background in the 2017
dataset for all the considered channels: 4e (top left), 4µ (top right), 2µ2e

(bottom left), and 2e2µ (bottom right).

the OS method. The invariant mass distribution of the Z+X events obtained from the com-
bination of the results in the 2P+2F and 3P+1F control samples is shown in Fig. 5.11 for all
three years.

Channel 4e 4µ 2e2µ 2µ2e

2016 20.1± 6.1 26.9± 8.6 25.2± 8.0 22.3± 6.8
2017 16.2± 5.0 32.7± 10.3 24.0± 7.7 21.3± 6.5
2018 25.4± 7.7 49.4± 15.4 34.2± 10.7 33.0± 10.0

Table 5.4: Contributions of reducible background processes in the signal
region predicted from measurements in 2016, 2017 and 2018 data using
the OS method. The predictions correspond to 35.9 fb−1, 41.5 fb−1, and

59.7 fb−1of data at 13 TeV, respectively.
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Figure 5.11: Invariant mass distribution of the 4` events selected by the
combination of the 2P+2F and 3P+1F methods for the 2016 (left), 2017 (mid-

dle), and 2018 (right) dataset.

5.3.2 Reducible background estimate with the same sign method

The main di�erence between the two approaches used to predict the reducible background
is that the SS method allows to have an inclusive measurement of the all main reducible
backgrounds at the same time.

Both methods exploit the same Z+` CR to estimate the FRs. Then, they rely on a dif-
ferent de�nition of the Z+`` CR. Two loose leptons with same sign (to avoid signal con-
tamination) and same �avor passing the cuts on the IP are required to identify a Z+``
candidate, while no identi�cation requirements are imposed. It is referred to as 2P+2LSS

CR. The reconstructed invariant mass of the SS pair of leptons is requested to be in the
range m`` = [12, 120] GeV, the reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass is required to
satisfy m4` > 70 GeV, and the QCD suppression cut is applied. Some adaptations to the
kinematic cuts mentioned before are needed in the 2P+2LSS CR: the QCD suppression cut
is applied only to the three possible opposite sign pairs, while the alternative pairing check
only involves the pairs of opposite sign leptons coming from a Z boson decay. The invariant
mass distribution of the 2P+2LSS events is shown in Fig. 5.12 together with the prediction
from the MC simulation for channels with loose electrons (4e and 2µ2e) and channels with
loose muons (4µ and 2e2µ) using the 2017 dataset at 13 TeV. Same results obtained with
the 2016 and 2018 datasets are reported in Appendix C. A decent agreement between data
and MC distributions for electrons is observed. Considering muons, we have a signi�cant
discrepancy but at the end it has no impact on the �nal estimate which mainly relies on
data.

This subset of events is used to derive the inclusive number of reducible background
events in the SR, evaluating the probability for the two additional leptons to pass the iso-
lation and identi�cation criteria of the H → 4` analysis. Starting from the control sample
previously described, the �nal reducible background prediction in the signal region is given
by the following expression:

NZ+X
SR = (OS

SS )
∑N2P2LSS

i f i3 × f i4 (5.6)

where

∗ N2P2LSS
is the number of events in the CR;

∗ f3 and f4 are the FR of each additional loose lepton, parameterized as a function of
pT and η;
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Figure 5.12: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the
2P+2LSS control sample for all considered �nal states in 2017 data: 4e (top

left), 4µ (top right), 2µ2e (bottom left), and 2e2µ (bottom right).

∗ OS
SS is a correction factor for the �nal data-driven estimate which represents the ratio
between the number of events in the OS and SS control samples. The di�erences in
rates are estimated using data and are reported for each year in Table 5.5.

Channel 4e 2µ2e 4µ 2e2µ

2016 1.00 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.03
2017 1.01 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1.04 ± 0.03 1.01 ± 0.03
2018 1.01 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.02

Table 5.5: The OS
SS ratios used to estimate the number of Z+X events with

the SS method for each �nal state in all three years.

Fake Rate determination (SS method) The approach used to determine the lepton FRs
is very similar to the one described for the OS method. Samples of Z(``) + e and Z(``) + µ
events are selected in the same way except that the mass window around the nominal Z
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Figure 5.13: Fake rates as a function of the probe pT for muons which sat-
isfy the loose selection criteria, measured in a Z(``) +µ sample in the 2016
(left), 2017 (middle), and 2018 (right) data at 13 TeV. The barrel selection
includes muons up to |η| = 1.2. The FRs are shown before (dotted lines) and
after (plain lines) the removal of the WZ contribution from the simulation.

mass is set tom`1`2 = [40, 120] GeV as in the SR, identifying the SS phase space. Given that
the cut on the missing transverse energy at 25 GeV leaves a nonnegligible contamination
of real leptons from WZ events at high pT, this contribution is subtracted from the �nal FR
values using the estimation given by the simulation. The muon FRs are shown in Fig. 5.13
for both muons in the barrel (|η| < 1.2) and in the endcap (|η| > 1.2) region.

Regarding electrons, events containing an asymmetric conversion of a photon, where
one low pT leg is not identi�ed, contribute to the Z(``) + e sample that is used to measure
the electron FR. While the requirement |m`1`2 −mZ| < 7 GeV in the OS phase space largely
suppresses FSR of photons radiated o� the lepton legs, the rate of this process is large in
the SS phase space. The challenging point is that the relative fraction of FSR conversions is
not the same in the SS phase space and in the CR where the FRs are applied. A correction
accounting for this di�erence must be applied to the FR measured within the SS phase space,
in order to obtain average FR that are appropriate for the control sample. To determine this
correction, di�erent FR measurements are performed by applying di�erent cuts onm`1`2 or
onm`1`2e in the subset of Z(``)+e events. The requirement |m`1`2−mZ| < 7 GeV, applied
also in the computation of the FR with the OS method, identify a subset of events where a
minimal amount of conversions from FSR photons is ensured. In addition, a sample which
is maximally enriched in FSR conversions by the cut |m`1`2e − mZ| < 5 GeV is de�ned,
as well as samples with an intermediate contamination from FSR conversions (m`1`2 =
[40, 120] GeV and m`1`2 = [60, 120] GeV). In each sample, the FR and the average value of
the expected inner missing hits, referred to as Nmiss.hits), are determined in several bins of
pT and η for the loose electron. TheNmiss.hits variable is very useful to tag conversions. In
fact, both the measured FRs and the average < Nmiss.hits > are expected to grow linearly
with the fraction of conversions in a given bin. Hence, a linear dependence of the FR with
respect to < Nmiss.hits > is expected. This is demonstrated in results produced at 13 TeV
with 35.9 fb−1data and is shown in Fig. 5.14. Linear �ts are made in each bin of pT and η,
which relate the FR to < Nmiss.hits >. Finally, considering the loose electrons in the Z+``
CR with their pT and η and the < Nmiss.hits > measured in each bin, the information from
this �t can be used to determine the average FR in any other CR by simply determining the
average number of missing hits. Examples of the corrected FRs obtained from this procedure
are shown in Fig. 5.15 together with the FRs measured in the SS phase space.

The correction for the actual fraction of conversions which is present in the control
sample lowers the FRs with respect to what is measured in the SS phase space. The de-
termination of these corrected FRs mostly su�ers from the limited statistics of the control
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Figure 5.14: Examples of the correlation between the FRs and the number
of missing hits in the pixel detector for electrons with a pT of [7,10] GeV in
the barrel (left) and for electrons a pT of [30,40] GeV in the endcaps (right).
Each dot shows the measurements made in a given Z+e sample using the

2016 dataset.

Figure 5.15: Average FRs to be applied to the 2P2L SS control sample (plain
line), compared to the FRs measured in the SS phase space (dotted line), for
electrons in the barrel (blue) and in the endcaps (red). Results are produced

at 13 TeV using the 2016 (left), 2017 (middle), and 2018 (right) datasets.

sample, which translates into a large uncertainty on < Nmiss.hits >.

Fake Rate application (SSmethod) The application of the FRs to estimate the reducible
background in the SR is performed in the 2P+2LSS control sample presented above. The
invariant mass distribution of the Z+X events obtained from 2P+2LSS control sample is
shown in Fig. 5.16 for all three years. Table 5.6 shows the expected number of events in
the SR from the reducible background processes at 13 TeV for each considered �nal state
and for all three years using the SS method. Considering very large uncertainties, results
from the two methods are found to be in agreement in all three years, except for the 4e �nal
state. This is due to the di�erent treatment of electrons coming from photon conversions,
as already mentioned.

5.3.3 Reducible background estimate per category

In the context of STXS measurements, a dedicated estimate of the reducible background in
each stage 1.2 production bin is needed and it has been developed for the full Run 2 analysis
for the �rst time. At the time of the discovery, only an inclusive measurement was provided.
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Figure 5.16: Invariant mass distribution of the 4` events selected in the
2P+2LSS control sample for the 2016 (left), 2017 (middle), and 2018 (right)

dataset.

Channel 4e 4µ 2e2µ 2µ2e

2016 13.0± 5.4 29.7± 9.1 24.8± 7.6 16.7± 7.0
2017 10.9± 4.0 33.6± 10.3 26.3± 8.1 14.7± 5.5
2018 16.0± 5.9 52.2± 15.8 37.4± 11.4 23.3± 8.5

Table 5.6: The contribution of reducible background processes in the SR
predicted from measurements performed using the SS method in the 2016,
2017, and 2018 datasets. The predictions correspond to 35.9 fb−1, 41.5 fb−1,

and 59.7 fb−1of data at 13 TeV, respectively.

In the following, the approach adopted for this purpose and the possible improvements in
view of the LHC Run 3 are going to be described.

Fake Rate determination per category The FRs are currently evaluated inclusively in
the analysis. Average FRs are used to evaluate Z+X yields in each STXS category instead of
dedicated ones. Given that the VBF category can be particularly a�ected by this approach, a
detailed study of the FR variation in di�erent Z+` phase spaces designed to mimic the VBF
category has been performed using the 2018 data. However, a realistic design of the VBF
phase space is not completely reproducible in the three-lepton CR without exploiting the
information given by the kinematic discriminants. In order to identify events targeting the
VBF phase space, hereafter referred to as VBF-like categories, the following requirements
on jets are applied:

• an angular separation between the additional lepton and each jet larger than 0.4, oth-
erwise the jet is discarded;

• the presence of two or three jets and at most one b-tagged jet OR at least four jets
without b-tagged jets;

• an angular separation between the pair of leading jets larger than 0.5 and a dijet
invariant mass greater than 450 GeV.

Futhermore, FRs in the Z+` CR with zero, one, or two jets have been studied as well
as the FRs in the phase space complementary to the VBF-like one. The FR curves obtained
in each category for both electrons and muons in the barrel and endcap region using SS
and OS methods are shown in Fig. 5.17. While the curve in the region complementary
to the VBF-like space is perfectly in agreement with the inclusive one, as a result of the
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Figure 5.17: Fake rate curves in the 0/1/2-jet, VBF-like, and non VBF-like
categories for muons (rows 1 and 3) and electrons (rows 2 and 4) in the
barrel (left) and endcap (right) region obtained using SS method (rows 1

and 2) and OS method (rows 3 and 4).

combined contribution of the 0/1/2-jet categories, the FR variation in the 0/1/2-jet and VBF-
like categories is signi�cant, especially for muons. As a consequence, large discrepancies
are observed in the �nal estimated yields in the VBF categories. The Z+X yield estimate is
performed by using these newly de�ned in the Z+2` CR, where we can use the real event
categorization di�erently from the Z+1` CR. Results are reported in Table 5.7.
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Inclusive FR Dedicated FR
Category 4l 4µ 4e 2e2µ 4l 4µ 4e 2e2µ

VBF_1j 1.05 0.39 0.15 0.51 0.66 0.19 0.11 0.37
VBF_2j 0.88 0.30 0.10 0.49 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.03
VBF_2j_mjj_350_700_2j 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
VBF_2j_mjj_GT700_2j 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.04 0.03
VBF_2j_mjj_GT350_3j 1.00 0.44 0.10 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
VBF_GT200_2J 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01
Inclusive VBF 3.01 1.19 0.35 1.46 0.83 0.22 0.17 0.44

Table 5.7: Comparison between combined Z+X yields in the VBF-like cat-
egories using inclusive and dedicated FRs.

In principle, the uncertainty on the background composition of the CR was designed
to cover for this e�ect, but considering that the e�ect seems very large, the possible im-
pact on the analysis has been checked explicitly. An extreme situation has been studied by
assuming that we have no knowledge at all about the behaviour of the Z+X background
in the VBF-like categories. This assumption is re�ected in the choice of in�ating the Z+X
uncertainty for VBF-like categories by 100% in the statistical analyis, which will be better
explained in Chapter 6. Then, the signal strengths, both expected and observed, obtained
using the standard Z+X uncertainty and in�ating it in the VBF categories are compared.
Results are presented in Table 5.8, showing that the expected uncertainty does not change
and the observed signal strengths change only very slightly well within the uncertainties.
In conclusion, the current approach based on inclusive FRs assumed identical for all the pro-
duction categories is not correct because FRs are indeed di�erent for VBF-like categories.
Nevertheless, the �nal impact on the analysis is found to be not signi�cant due to the kine-
matic discriminant used in the �t and the fact that Z+X yields are rather insigni�cant. The
current strategy is kept for this analysis and more e�ort to have a dedicated Z+X estimate
for each category will be invested in view of the future Run 3 analysis.

In�ated Z+X uncertainty Nominal Z+X uncertainty

Expected Observed Expected Observed

µtt̄H,tH 1.00 +1.36
−0.78 0.23+0.95

−0.23 1.00 +1.36
−0.78 0.22+0.95

−0.22

µWH 1.00 +2.01
−1.00 1.68+1.76

−1.44 1.00 +2.01
−1.00 1.71+1.79

−1.71

µZH 1.00 +8.33
−1.00 0.00+5.24

−0.00 1.00 +8.33
−1.00 0.00+5.44

−0.00

µVBF 1.00 +0.56
−0.46 0.54+0.51

−0.41 1.00 +0.56
−0.46 0.56+0.50

−0.41

µggH,bb̄H 1.00 +0.16
−0.14 1.02+0.15

−0.13 1.00 +0.16
−0.14 1.03+0.15

−0.13

Table 5.8: Comparison between the best �t values and ±1σ uncertainties
for the expected and observed signal strength modi�ers, in�ating Z+X un-
certainties in VBF categories by 100% and keeping nominal Z+X uncertain-

ties.
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Fake Rate application per category In order to provide a dedicated Z+X estimate per
category, the inclusive FRs are applied separately for each of the stage 1.2 bins de�ned in
Section 4.3.3 in the mass range of the statistical analysis m4` = [105,140] GeV and the event
yields expected from the Z+X background in the SR are calculated for each �nal state. As
an example, the Z+X yield in the 4e �nal state for the full mass range m4` > 70 GeV in
2018 data is reported in Table 5.9. Details about the di�erent contributions to the total error
reported here, obtained with a quadrature sum of each source of uncertainty, are provided
in Section 5.3.5.

Category exp. NSR
Z+X (stat.) (syst. - FR) (syst - Bkg comp) Tot. unc.

ggH_0J_PTH_0_10 0.35 ±0.02 ±0.07 ±0.11 ±0.13
ggH_0J_PTH_10_200 6.75 ±0.08 ±1.40 ±2.03 ±2.48
ggH_1J_PTH_0_60 2.18 ±0.04 ±0.44 ±0.65 ±0.79
ggH_1J_PTH_60_120 1.51 ±0.04 ±0.32 ±0.45 ±0.56
ggH_1J_PTH_120_200 0.53 ±0.02 ±0.12 ±0.16 ±0.20
ggH_2J_PTH_0_60 0.65 ±0.02 ±0.13 ±0.20 ±0.23
ggH_2J_PTH_60_120 0.74 ±0.03 ±0.16 ±0.22 ±0.27
ggH_2J_PTH_120_200 0.31 ±0.02 ±0.07 ±0.09 ±0.12
ggH_PTH_200 0.45 ±0.02 ±0.11 ±0.14 ±0.17
ggH_VBF 0.28 ±0.02 ±0.06 ±0.08 ±0.10
VBF_1j 0.47 ±0.02 ±0.09 ±0.14 ±0.17
VBF_2j 0.30 ±0.02 ±0.06 ±0.09 ±0.11
VBF_2j_mjj_350_700_2j 0.02 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.01
VBF_2j_mjj_GT700_2j 0.02 ±0.002 ±0.003 ±0.01 ±0.01
VBF_2j_mjj_GT350_3j 0.40 ±0.02 ±0.09 ±0.12 ±0.15
VBF_GT200_2J 0.03 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01
VH_Had 0.57 ±0.02 ±0.12 ±0.17 ±0.21
VBF_rest_VH 0.10 ±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.04
VH_lep_0_150 0.13 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.05
VH_Lep_GT150 0.01 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00 ±0.00
ttH_Lep 0.04 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.02
ttH_Had 0.19 ±0.01 ±0.04 ±0.06 ±0.07
Inclusive 16.0 ±0.12 ±3.34 ±4.8 ±5.85

Table 5.9: Number of Z+X events expected for the stage 1.2 categories in
the SR in the 4e �nal state considering a mass windowm4` > 70 GeV as pre-
dicted from the SS measurement in the 2P+2LSS control sample in 2018 data
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 59.7 fb−1. The total uncer-
tainty associated to the SS measurement is shown in the table together with
the splitting in its three contributions: statistical error and both systematic

errors due to fake rate variation and background composition.

5.3.4 Modelling of the Z+X background

Having presented both methods used to get the �nal estimate of the Z+X contribution to
the total background in the H→ 4` analysis in terms of yields, we can now discuss the �nal
modelling of the Z+X events in view of the statistical analysis also in terms of shape. At
�rst, we will focus on the combination of the SS and OS methods showing inclusive results
for each considered �nal state. Then, a discussion oriented to the estimate per-category will
be presented with a description of the m4` shape in each category.
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Combination of the OS and SS methods

Two independent methods for the reducible background estimate have been presented in
Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Table 5.10 shows the summary of the yields obtained with each
method and associated uncertainties for all three years together with results given by the
combination of the two approaches. Predictions of the two methods are combined assuming
no correlation between the uncertainties, because the measurements are performed in in-
dependent CRs and take into account partially di�erent sources of systematic uncertainty.
Combined mean values are obtained by weighting the individual means according to the
corresponding variances. The m4` distribution is described by using a Landau function in
each considered �nal state normalized to the total yield given by the combination of the
two methods: 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ.

2016 4e 4µ 2e2µ

Method OS 20.2 ± 6.2tot. 27.0 ± 8.6tot. 47.7 ± 10.5tot.

Method SS 13.1 ± 5.5tot. 29.6 ± 9.0tot. 41.5 ± 10.3tot.

Combined 16.1 28.2 44.4

2017 4e 4µ 2e2µ

Method OS 16.2 ± 5.0tot. 32.7 ± 10.3tot. 45.7 ± 10.2tot.

Method SS 10.9 ± 4.1tot. 33.4 ± 10.3tot. 40.8 ± 9.7tot.

Combined 13.0 33.1 43.1

2018 4e 4µ 2e2µ

Method OS 25.4 ± 7.7tot. 50.1 ± 15.5tot. 67.7 ± 14.8tot.

Method SS 16.1 ± 5.9tot. 51.9 ± 15.8tot. 60.7 ± 14.2tot.

Combined 19.4 50.7 63.9

Table 5.10: Summary of the results given by the two methods for the pre-
diction of the contribution of reducible background processes in the signal
region for all three years. Symmetric individual uncertainties for the two
methods are shown, while the treatment of the error on the combined value
is explained in the next section. Results are given for an integrated lumi-
nosity of 35.9, 41.5, and 59.7 fb−1 in 2016, 2017, and 2018 data, respectively.

Shapes in each STXS stage 1.2 bin

In order to extract the shape of them4` distribution for the reducible background used in the
�nal analysis, shapes for each category and each �nal state have been studied in the mass
range [70, 300] GeV in both SS and OS methods using the 2016 dataset. Then the standard
[105,140] GeV window is used in the �nal analysis.

The study is focused on the SS method because of the better statistics available. Con-
trary to the SS method, the OS method combines several contributions to get the �nal Z+X
estimate, leading to higher statistical �uctuations especially in the low statistics categories.
A �t to Landau function is performed to provide the m4` shape in each category separately
for the 4e, 4µ, 2µ2e, and 2e2µ �nal states, as shown in Fig. 5.18 for the 2016 dataset. The
consistency of the approach has been checked also in the 2017 and 2018 datasets. Additional
plots are reported in Appendix C. The study have been performed using a range wider than
the one used in the statistical analysis to simplify the extraction of the Landau shape. Since
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not all categories are populated enough, the minimum number of events needed to extract
the shape for a single category has been evaluated. In the very low populated categories
with less than �fty events selected in the mass window, shapes obtained from the inclusive
distributions in each �nal state are used.
The comparison between di�erent categories shows that for most of the categories the bulk
of the distribution is very close to the H peak, but for some of them it is well above the
mass range for the H analysis. Consequently, only a small tail of the distribution lies is in
the range around 125 GeV. For this reason, the inclusion of an additional shape uncertainty
associated to the Z+X modelling can be considered in the future. In the current analysis,
given the very low number of events in such categories, the possible e�ect of a shape un-
certainty corresponding to a shift of the distribution to the left which can cause a variation
of the background yield in the H mass window is not taken into account.
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Figure 5.18: Shapes of them4` distribution for the reducible background in
all the considered categories in the 4e (top left), 4µ (top right), 2µ2e (bottom
left), and 2e2µ (bottom right) �nal states using the SS method in the 2016

dataset. Shapes are normalized to the same number of events.

On the one hand, the results from the two methods are found to be more or less identical
in the 4µ and 2e2µ �nal states, as shown in Fig. 5.19. On the other hand, some di�erences
are visible in the 4e and 2µ2e distributions but they are mainly due to the normalization. As
discussed in Section 5.3.2, a discrepancy between yields obtained from the two methods is
expected in the �nal states with electrons. Taking into account the merged 2e2µ and 2µ2e
�nal states, a �t to Landau function is still performed to obtain the m4` shape. In fact, since
the muon �nal state has a larger contribution, the addition of the 2µ2e component does not
distort the single Landau shape.

Looking at the comparison between the m4` distribution for the Z+X background ob-
tained from the SS and OS methods in each category separately for all the �nal states, shape
di�erences between the two methods are found to be not statistically signi�cant. Moreover,
it is checked if the shape obtained from the SS method can reasonably describe the Z+X dis-
tribution given by the OS method considering each category individually. As an example,
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results for one category in each considered �nal states are shown in Fig. 5.20.

Figure 5.19: Comparison between the m4` distribution for the Z+X back-
ground obtained from the SS (red line) and OS (blue line) methods using
the 2016 dataset in the inclusive category for each considered �nal state: 4e

(top left), 4µ (top right), 2µ2e (bottom left), and 2e2µ (bottom right).

Figure 5.20: Comparison between the m4` distribution for the Z+X back-
ground obtained from the SS (red points) and OS (blue points) methods
using the 2016 dataset �tted by the SS shape (red line) for three of the stage
1.2 categories taken as an example: the ggH bin with two jets in the pjet

T

range [60,120] GeV in the 4e �nal state (left), the VBF bin with three jets
in the 4µ �nal state (middle), and the VH hadronic bin in the 2e2µ �nal
state (right), respectively. The bottom panel show the ratio between the

four-lepton invariant mass obtained from the SS and OS methods.

Given that a Landau shape is found to model in a good way the m4` invariant mass
obtained from the SS method in di�erent STXS stage 1.2 bins, it is then used in the mass
range [105,140] GeV for the �nal modelling of the background in each category. If very
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low populated categories are considered, shapes obtained from the inclusive distributions
in the given �nal state are used. The result of the �t is shown as an example in Fig. 5.21 for
one of the STXS stage 1.2 categories. This shape is �nally normalized to the yield obtained
from the combination of the SS and OS method results. The discrepancies between the two
methods are covered by the yield uncertainty which is around 40%. Indeed, a dedicated
shape uncertainty is not included in the analysis.

Figure 5.21: Shape of the Z+X background events in the mass range
[105,140] GeV for three of the stage 1.2 categories taken as an example: the
ggH bin with zero jets in the pjet

T range [10,200] GeV in the 4e �nal state
(left), the ggH bin with one jet in the pjet

T range [60,120] GeV in the 4µ �nal
state (middle), and the VBF bin with three jets in the 2e2µ �nal state (right).

5.3.5 Uncertainties on the Z+X estimate

One of the highest sources of uncertainties in the analysis comes from the data-driven esti-
mate of the reducible background. Since this uncertainty has a very low impact on all of the
measurements, no additional e�ort has been invested to reduce it for now. The small impact
is mainly due to the kinematic discriminants Dkin described in Section 4.2.1 that allow to
achieve a successful discrimination between the signal and the Z+X background. There are
three di�erent sources of the uncertainty to be taken into account:

Statistical uncertainty The statistical uncertainty of the methods is driven by the lim-
ited size of the samples in the control regions where the FRs are measured (Z+`) and later
applied to get the �nal estimate of Z+X yields (Z+``). It is typically in the range of 1-10%.
Concerning the SS measurement, an additional uncertainty derives from the statistical er-
ror bars of the measurement of the average number of missing hits < Nmiss.hits > in the
2P+2LSS control sample, which propagate to the electron FRs and, consequently, �nally to
the estimated number of Z+X events in the SR.

Systematic uncertainty due to fake rate variation A systematic uncertainty given by
the variation of the expected yield considering up and down variations in the FR measure-
ment has to be taken into account.

Systematic uncertainty due to the background composition The main source of the
total uncertainty associated to the Z+X estimate is due to the di�erent composition of the
reducible background processes (DY, tt̄, WZ, Zγ(∗)) in the regions where we measure and
where we apply the fake ratios. On the one hand, the OS method corrects for the resulting
bias via the 3P+1F component of its prediction. On the other hand, the SS method corrects
explicitely the electron FR by using the fraction of photon conversions. To evaluate the sen-
sitivity of the estimate to background composition, the residual bias in the two methods can
be estimated by measuring the FRs for individual background processes in the Z+` region in
simulated samples. The weighted average of these individual FR values represents the FRs
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that we measure in simulation. The exact composition of the background processes in the
2P+2F region where we plan to apply the FRs can be determined from simulation. Thereby,
the individual FRs can be reweighted according to the 2P+2F composition. The di�erence
between the reweighed FRs and the average value can be used as an estimate of the uncer-
tainty on the FR measurement. The e�ect of this systematic uncertainty is propagated to the
�nal estimates and it amounts to about 38% for 4e, 33% for 2e2µ, and 30% for 4µ �nal state.

The shape systematic uncertainty is not associated to the Z+X estimate. It is absorbed in
the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the estimated yields. In order to evaluate the
uncertainty on the m4l shape, the di�erence between the shapes of predicted background
distributions for all three channels and between the shapes given by SS and OS methods was
checked and was estimated to be roughly in the range of 5-15%. Given that the di�erence
of the shapes slowly varies with m4l, it is taken as a constant versus m4l and is absorbed
into the much larger uncertainty on the predicted yield of background events. The �nal un-
certainty associated to the combined Z+X yield is given by the sum in quadrature of these
three contributions considering the full mass range of them4l distribution in the SS method.
Table 5.11 shows the Z+X uncertainty for each �nal state in each year.

Channel 4e 4µ 2e2µ

2016 41% 30% 35%
2017 38% 30% 33%
2018 37% 30% 33%

Table 5.11: Total uncertainty associated to the Z+X estimate for each �nal
state in all three years.

5.4 Systematic uncertainties

In the context of a scienti�c analysis, a central concept is that of uncertainty. It re�ects
the precision of the measurement and is composed of two di�erent contributions. We have
a statistical uncertainty related to the amount of data collected by the experiment. More
data enhances the precision of a measurement or the reach of a search, so that during each
year the goal of the ATLAS and CMS experiments is to record as much data as possible.
For this purpose, the increased instantaneous luminosity as well as detector and machine
developments are exploited. Di�erently, we also deal with many other e�ects arising from
di�erences between the simulation and observation in data, imperfections in the knowledge
of the detector response, and uncertainties in the theoretical prediction. All these sources of
uncertainty can a�ect the modelling of signal and background processes that was presented
up to now, worsen the prediction of signal and background yields and shapes, and cause
migrations between the event categories. They are considered as systematic uncertainties in
the �nal analysis and are modelled as nuisance parameters that are pro�led in the maximum
likelihood �t described in Section 6.1.

A good estimate of the systematic uncertainties is crucial for a valuable comparison
of two experimental results of a measurement and the corresponding theory predictions,
especially when the statistical component is not dominant in the overall uncertainty and
the two contributions are comparable. In fact, when the amount of data available for a
measurement is too small, the sensitivity on the systematic uncertainty is not a big deal so
that a too much optimistic or conservative estimate is not dramatic.
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The H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis is located exactly at this border line where the magnitude
of the systematic and statistical components are becoming comparable, being an analysis
dedicated to precision properties measurement and no more a discovery analysis. Therefore,
the content of this part is particularly relevant for the comprehension of �nal results and
the e�ort oriented to the understanding and evaluation of all possible systematics sources
is essential. All signi�cant sources of systematic uncertainties on the measurements of H
boson properties are divided into two groups. On the one hand, the experimental uncertain-
ties are related to the imperfect knowledge of the detector, for example the luminosity, the
calibrations, e�ciencies, and resolutions, or to the data control regions. On the other hand,
the theoretical uncertainties are mainly related to the cross sections and generators used for
the modelling of the signal and background processes. In the following discussion, we are
going to provide a complete overview of the di�erent sources of systematic uncertainty and
their e�ect on the analysis. Instead, the impact of the dominant systematic uncertainties on
some of the measurements will be discussed with the �nal results in Section 6.2.

5.4.1 Experimental uncertainties

The dominant sources of experimental uncertainties originate from the luminosity mea-
surement, the lepton reconstruction and selection e�ciency, the lepton and jet scale and
resolution, the b tagging e�ciency, and the reducible background estimate. In the com-
bination of the three data-taking periods, the ones related to reconstruction and selection
e�ciency, the lepton scale and resolution, and the b tagging e�ciency are considered cor-
related, while the others are treated as uncorrelated.

∗ The measurement of the integrated luminosity of the dataset is performed with
Van der Meer scans [187]. It is a�ected by a normalization uncertainty which ranges
from 2.3 to 2.6% depending on the data-taking period and a�ects all �nal states, both
signal and background.

∗ The lepton reconstruction and selection e�ciency represents another experi-
mental uncertainty common to all �nal states. All the steps from trigger to IP signif-
icance and �nally identi�cation and isolation requirements are included in the selec-
tion e�ciency. The uncertainty ranges from 1 to 2.3% in the 4µ channel and from
11 to 15.5% in the 4e channel. This large discrepancy between muons and electrons
is mainly due to the low pT measurement. In fact, low mass dimuon resonances are
used to measure the e�ciency in the low pµT regions, while in the electron case the
e�ciency measurement relies solely on the Z boson resonance, resulting in a higher
uncertainty in the low peT region.

∗ The leptonmomentumscale and resolution uncertainties modify the signal shape
by allowing the corresponding parameters of the double-sided Crystal Ball function
to vary. They are estimated from the study of the Z→ `` invariant mass distribution
in data and simulation. Events are classi�ed according to the pT and η of one of the
two leptons, determined randomly, and integrated over the other. Then, the distribu-
tion of the dilepton mass is �t by a Breit-Wigner parameterization convoluted with a
double-sided Crystal Ball function, as described in Section 5.1.3. The scale uncertainty
is around 0.04% in the 4µ channel and 0.3% in the 4e channel, while the resolution
uncertainty is found to be 20% for both channels. The impact on the measurements
presented here is found to be negligible compared to the other uncertainty sources.
The importance of this uncertainty is related to the measurement of the H boson mass
and width.
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∗ The jet energy corrections do not impact the signal selection e�ciency, as jets are
not part of the �nal state under study, but they play a signi�cant role in the migra-
tion of events between the categories. They can also modify the shape of the dis-
criminants, but a dedicated study showed that the e�ect on the shape is negligible.
The uncertainty on the jet energy scale ranges from 1% in the high jet pT range and
increases up to 5% in the low jet pT range, while the uncertainty on the jet energy
resolution ranges from 1 to 2%. A detailed description of the determination of the
jet energy scale and smearing uncertainties can be found in [188]. The impact on
the analysis is studied by propagating the uncertainties and estimating the e�ect on
event migration in each of the twenty-two reconstructed categories. Their impact on
the inclusive measurements is found to be negligible. However, they represent one
of the leading sources of uncertainty in the measurements targeting the VBF and VH
production modes and di�erential cross section measurements, strongly related to
the jet kinematics.

∗ The b tagging e�ciency introduces a systematic uncertainty around 3% (1%) in the
low (high) pjet

T range. The impact from the category migration on the �nal measure-
ments is found to be negligible in all categories.

∗ The reducible background estimate represents one of the main source of system-
atic uncertainty in the analysis. As described in Section 5.3.5, it is mainly due to
the background composition and misidenti�cation rate uncertainties and varies be-
tween 30% and 45% depending on the �nal state and category. In the �nal numbers a
component for the statistical limitation of the considered CR is also included. These
uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated between di�erent �nal states. Each of them
can be viewed as a separate measurement. Although their magnitude is signi�cant,
the impact of this uncertainty on the �nal measurements is found to be negligible.

5.4.2 Theoretical uncertainties

In the combination of the three data-taking periods, all theoretical uncertainties are treated
as correlated. They a�ect both signal and background estimation and come from the theo-
retical computations, in particular the renormalization and factorization scale and the choice
of the PDF set. The theoretical uncertainties on the overall signal yield are not included in
the measurement when cross sections, rather than signal strengths, are extracted. A list of
the main contributions to the overall theoretical uncertainty is reported below.

∗ A QCD uncertainty is applied to every signal and irreducible background sample.
The uncertainty from the renormalization and factorization scale is determined by
varying these scales between 0.5 and 2 times their nominal value while keeping their
fraction between 0.5 and 2. It can a�ect the signal and background yields and can
also cause some anti-correlated migrations of events between the categories. An ad-
ditional uncertainty of 10% given by the use of the NNLO/LO k-factor described in
Section 5.2.2 is attached to the ggZZ process. The electroweak corrections for the
qq̄→ ZZ background prediction are also considered in all measurements.

∗ The choice of a set of PDFs represents a source of uncertainty which is determined
independently for di�erent sets of processes grouped by initial state. It is de�ned,
following the PDF4LHC recommendations [189], by taking the root mean square of
the variation when using di�erent replicas of the default NNPDF set [190, 191].
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∗ A systematic uncertainty of 2% [16] in the branching fraction of H→ 4` is applied
to the yields of all signal processes.

∗ The impact of the modelling of hadronization and fragmentation processes and
the UE is determined using dedicated generator-level samples simulated with the
variation of the nominal PYTHIA 8 parameters for the underlying event tune and
hadronization scale (see Section 5.1.1). The UE modelling uncertainty is deter-
mined by varying initial and �nal state radiation renormalization scales between 0.25
and 4 times their nominal value. The only e�ect of this additional theoretical uncer-
tainty is related to the migration of signal and background events between categories.

∗ A dedicated scheme of uncertainties for the ggH and qqH processes is included, ac-
cording to Ref. [16]. They are considered as uncertainties in the SM predictions in the
cross section measurements.
Nine NPs are introduced in the ggH uncertainty scheme to take into account di�erent
sources of uncertainty: the cross section prediction for exclusive jet bins (including
the migration between the 0- and 1-jet, as well as between the 1- and ≥2-jet bins),
the 2-jet and≥3 jet VBF phase space, di�erent pH

T regions, and the uncertainty in the
pH

T distribution due to missing higher order �nite top quark mass corrections.
In the qqH uncertainty scheme, the uncertainty in the modelling of the pH

T , mjj , and
pHjj

T distributions, and the number of jets in the event is taken into account. Six NPs
account for the migrations of events across mjj boundaries at 60, 120, 350, 700, 1000,
and 1500 GeV. Two additional NPs consider the migrations across the pH

T = 200 GeV
and pHjj

T = 25 GeV bin boundaries. Finally, a single source is de�ned to account for a
migration between the zero and one, and the two or more jet bins. In each case, the
uncertainty is evaluated by varying the renormalization and factorization scales and
recalculating the fractional breakdown of qqH STXS stage 1.2 cross sections.





Chapter 6

Measurements of the Higgs boson
properties

T
he exciting Run 1 led us to the landmark discovery of the H boson with an extremely
rich physics program. Then, the successful and productive Run 2 has allowed to gain

a deep knowledge about H boson properties, its main production and decay modes, and
its couplings to the heaviest quarks and leptons of the third generation. Thanks to the
collection of much more data, the reach of the LHC experiments is impressive.
The H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis continuously played a central role in the context of the
ATLAS and CMS research, providing quickly interesting results as soon as a new set of data
was available. For example, the analysis of the �rst Run 2 dataset of 2.8 fb−1 recorded in
2015 found an evidence for the H boson signal for the �rst time at

√
s = 13 TeV [192].

The observation of the H boson at 13 TeV happened in the middle of the 2016 data-taking,
analyzing a dataset of 12.9 fb−1 collected between April and June [193]. A signi�cant goal
in the scope of the H → 4` analysis was represented by the publication of the impressive
results related to the full 2016 dataset, corresponding to 35.9 fb−1 [48, 95].

At the end of the Run 2 of the LHC, the contribution of the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analy-
sis in the activity of the CMS experiment was still in the forefront. The �rst results using
the whole Run 2 integrated luminosity, referred to as legacy analysis, were released as pre-
liminary results last year during spring 2019. They provided measurements of the signal
strength modi�ers and simpli�ed template cross sections [194]. To analyze the total amount
of Run 2 data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 137 fb−1, signi�cant improve-
ments in many aspects of the analysis have been introduced with respect to the previously
reported measurements by the CMS Collaboration.

I joined the H → ZZ∗ → 4` group exactly at that time in the context of the legacy
analysis e�ort with the goal of �nalizing and optimizing the results and �nally publishing
them as a journal paper. I soon became more involved in the analysis, contributing in many
key areas, from the object selection (see Chapter 3), running the analysis selection chain
to provide the inputs to all results (see Chapter 4), to the estimate and modelling of the
reducible background (see Section 5.3). The �nal steps of the review of the analysis are
ongoing and I had a chance to follow them in detail, contributing to the preparation of the
conclusive checks and results required before the internal approval and publication of the
work.

In this chapter, a description of the statistical procedure used to extract the H boson
properties will be provided. This topic represents the only missing part to understand the
�nal results of this work, which are the outcome of the interplay of all components discussed
in the previous chapters. Then, we will �nally move to the discussion of the most recent
results produced in order to probe the H boson properties in the four-lepton �nal state to a
new precision and assess its compatibility with the predictions for a SM H boson.
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6.1 Statistical analysis for the H boson measurements

During the searches for the SM H boson in Run 1, the joint work of the ATLAS and CMS
Collaborations and of the LHC Higgs Combination Group put in place a common statistical
framework in the context of the Higgs analyses combination [195] in order to coordinate
the e�ort of all groups involved. At that time, the main focus of the search was to look for
an excess of data with respect to the expectation given by the SM and to quantify it. Then,
having established the observation of the H boson, the main focus shifted from an inclusive
search to precision measurements of its properties.

In the following section we are going to describe the statistical methods exploited to
glue together all the inputs previously discussed, such as selected events, estimate of back-
grounds, and uncertainties, and evaluate the presence or absence of a signal in the observed
data to derive the �nal results. The de�nition of the method includes the choice of a test
statistic for the parameter(s) of interest (POIs) and speci�es the treatment of nuisance pa-
rameters (NPs) in the construction of the test statistic and in generating pseudo-data. The
NPs represent all other parameters in the statistical model except for the parameter(s) of
interest.

6.1.1 Likelihood function and statistical interpretation

The process of drawing conclusions about evidence or exclusion of a signal starting from
collected data is called statistical inference.
First of all, the methodology requires that the information about the modelling of signal,
backgrounds, and systematic uncertainties is encoded in mathematical form into a likeli-
hood function. If one assumes that the outcome of a measurement is identi�ed as x, refer-
ring to, for example, a number of events or a histogram, the distribution of x is a probability
density function which may depend on other parameters α and is denoted as P (x|α). If
P (x|α) is evaluated from the measured data depending on the parametersα, then it repre-
sents the likelihood function, indicated as L(α) ≡ P (x|α). The term model can be used to
refer to the full function P (x|α) that contains the dependence both on x and α. Note that
the notation α adopted here generally refers to all parameters of the model for now, both
POIs and NPs.
Then, statistical methods are used to translate this information into statistical signi�cances
or exclusion limits. We can distinguish between two kinds of measurements: the measure-
ment of continuous physics parameters of a model, such as the production cross sections,
the couplings, or the mass, and the comparison of two di�erent models. In the context of
the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis in Run 2, we are dealing with a parameter estimation and
an approach based on the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is adopted. This proce-
dure only needs the likelihood function L(x|α), which represents the probability for the
observed data in the signal region, x, as a function of the parameter(s) of the model, α.
The maximum likelihood approach selects the value of the model parameter(s), α̂, which
maximizes L(x|α) identifying the con�guration that makes the probability of observing a
given data distribution as large as possible.

The likelihood function of a H boson analysis for a �xed value of the H boson mass can
be de�ned in terms of:

1. the observed data;

2. a global signal strength µ = σ/σSM, where σSM is the expected SM H boson cross
section, as the POI of the model;

3. the signal and background models.
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Hereafter, the expected SM H boson signal event yields and the total background event
yields will be referred to as s and b, respectively.
Given that the yield expectation is a�ected by the systematic uncertainties that have been
discussed in Section 5.4, every independent source of systematic uncertainty is represented
in the statistical model as a nuisance parameter θi and the entire set of θi is collectively
denoted as θ. Consequently, the expected signal and background yields will be denoted as
s ≡ s(θ) and b ≡ b(θ). Considering that we extract our results within the general scenario
of a SM-like H boson (see Section 1.2.2), where the cross sections for all production chan-
nels are scaled by the same factor µ and B are assumed to be preserved, the expected signal
yield can be expressed as µ · s(θ).
Each θi is pro�led during the minimization procedure, a�ecting either one or multiple pro-
cesses and depending on the considered �nal state or the event category. Two types of
nuisances can be identi�ed according to the e�ect of the considered uncertainty: a normal-
ization uncertainty a�ects only the number of expected events and it is taken into account
by scaling the yield in a multiplicative way; a shape uncertainty can modify the shape of
the discriminating variables described in Section 4.2 and its modelling relies on a set of al-
ternative templates, which is usually governed by one single NP. The two classes of NPs
are described by a lognormal distribution and a Gaussian PDF, respectively. Finally, a good
understanding of the correlation e�ects related to the considered NPs is crucial. The same
NP is associated to correlated sources of uncertainty, while uncorrelated uncertaintes have
a dedicated NP in the likelihood �t.

The possible deviation of a quantity from the input value derived from a priori consider-
ations or separate measurements is expressed as a systematic uncertainty and is represented
through a variable θ̂i and a PDF pi(θ̂i|θi). The value of pi(θ̂i|θi) describes probability to
measure a value θ̂i, which denotes the estimation of the NP, given the true value θi. When
constructing the general form of our likelihood function for a given set of data, either actual
data or a pseudo-experiment, and the measurements of θ̂, we can write it as the product of
the likelihood of the data and the individual PDF pi for the associated measurements of the
NPs:

L(x, θ̂|µ,θ) = L(x|µ,θ)×
Nθ∏
i=1

pi(θ̂i|θi) (6.1)

The H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis presented in this work exploits simulation to build the PDFs
for the POIs. Therefore, unbinned distributions are used aiming to take the advantage of all
the information about the individual values of a quantity x, such as the four-lepton invariant
mass. Consequently, the likelihood function is expressed as the product of a Poisson term
and the overall probability density function of all observed events e,

L(x|µ,θ) = P (x|µ · s(θ) + b(θ))×
NE∏
e=1

f(x|µ,θ), (6.2)

with f(x|µ,θ) de�ned as the normalized distributions of the signal and background events:

f(x|µ,θ) =
µ · s(θ)

µ · s(θ) + b(θ)
fS(x|θ) +

b(θ)

µ · s(θ) + b(θ)
fB(x|θ), (6.3)

where fS(x|θ) and fB(x|θ) represent the PDF of the variable x for signal and background
events. Combining the three equations above, the likelihood function for a given observa-
tion x can be written as

L(x, θ̂|µ,θ) = P (x|µ · s(θ) + b(θ))× p(θ̂|θ). (6.4)
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In conclusion, the statistical signi�cance of an excess over the background-only hypoth-
esis (µ = 0), is quanti�ed by a test statistic q0, de�ned as

q0 = −2 ln
L(x, θ̂|0, θ̂0)

L(x, θ̂|µ̂, θ̂)
, (6.5)

where the numerator and denominator of the ratio gives information about the background-
only expectation and an unconstrained signal-plus-background hypothesis, respectively.
The new notation which appears here (θ̂, µ̂) indicates the values of the parameters θ and
µ that maximize the likelihood in the denominator. Similarly, θ̂0 refers to the value which
maximizes the background-only hypothesis. This test statistic q0 is often mentioned as the
negative log-likelihood. Therefore, Eq. 6.5 corresponds to

q0 = −2 ln∆L. (6.6)

This strategy allows to measure central values and uncertainty intervals. In order to
determine con�dence intervals, we know from the Wilks theorem [196] that, considering
a model with n parameters of interest, the test statistic q0 can be approximated by a χ2

distribution with n degrees of freedom in the limit of a large number of events (asymp-
totic regime). An approximate 68% and 95% CL interval for the measurement of a single
parameter µ is obtained by requiring q0 < 1 and q0 < 3.84, respectively. In general, the
results are both quoted as central values with 68% CL intervals, and displayed graphically as
scans of −2 ln∆L. To estimate the sensitivity of a measurement, we may want to provide
expected results for some nominal values of the parameters: in this case, a large number
of pseudo-experiments have to be generated together with the determination of their me-
dian outcome. However, the Asimov dataset [26] provides a very good approximation in
this context, representing one single dataset where the observed rates and distributions are
identical to the predictions under the nominal set of NPs.

6.1.2 Measurement methodology

Up to now, we talked about likelihood �ts assuming them as one-dimensional �ts, which
represent the simplest way of measuring, for example, the global signal strength modi�er
of the H boson signal. In this case, the likelihood function exploits only the information
given by the four-lepton invariant mass distribution. Nevertheless, it is possible to build
a multi-dimensional likelihood function which contains simultaneously the information of
di�erent variables and improves the sensitivity of the model. In the context of this work, the
choice of the strategy depends on the kind of measurement, as explained in the following.

A multi-dimensional likelihood �t for the signal strength measurement

The signal extraction for measurements presented in Section 6.2 is performed by using a
multi-dimensional �t that relies on two variables: the invariant mass of the four-lepton
system (m4`) and one of the matrix element kinematic discriminants (KD), that have been
described in Section 4.2. The total PDF can be written in the following way:

L2D(m4`,KD) = L(m4`)L(KD|m4`). (6.7)

The mass dimension is unbinned because of the small number of expected events in
the mass peak and the resolution model used to describe m4` has been presented in Sec-
tion 5.1.3. The inclusion of a second dimension which accounts for the KD shape and its
strong correlation with m4` greatly improves the model. A speci�c kinematic discriminant
enters the likelihood depending on the considered production category:
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∗ the decay-only kinematic discriminant Dkin
bkg is used to separate the H boson signal

from the background in most of the subcategories, as described in Eq. (4.1);

∗ theDVBF+dec
bkg discriminant (see Eq. 4.2), sensitive to the VBF production mechanism,

is included for the VBF-2jet-tagged subcategories;

∗ the DVH+dec
bkg discriminant (see Eq. 4.3), sensitive to the VH production mechanism,

is used for the VH-hadronic-tagged subcategories.

The distribution of the decay-only kinematic discriminant Dkin
bkg and of the production-

dedicated DVBF+dec
bkg and DVH+dec

bkg discriminants in the mass range m4` = [118, 130] GeV
are shown in Fig. 6.1 together with their correlation with the four-lepton invariant mass in
the mass range m4` = [105, 140] GeV.

To properly consider the correlation between the kinematic discriminant and the mass
in the �t, two-dimensional histogram templates ofm4` versusKD are normalized to one in
slices of m4`. As a consequence, the information provided by the L(KD|m4`) term decou-
ples the strong correlation between the invariant mass and the kinematic discriminant. The
2D templates are created separately for signal and background and for each �nal state. A
di�erent template for every main production mode is built using the simulation of the signal
(ggH, VBF, WH, and ZH samples), while ggH templates are used for all other production
modes. Then, the templates for the irreducible background are obtained from the simula-
tion of the qq̄→ ZZ and gg → ZZ processes, while the ones for the reducible background
are derived from the control region using the SS method. The POIs are estimated with their
corresponding con�dence intervals using a pro�le likelihood ratio test statistic [26]. The
choice of the POIs depends on the speci�c measurement under consideration. Then, the
remaining parameters are treated as NPs. Both experimental and theoretical uncertainties
are incorporated via NPs.

At the beginning of this section we mentioned the measurement of the global signal
strength as the target of this strategy. However, other similar measurements can be per-
formed using the same framework, as it will be presented in Section 6.2, de�ning di�erent
signal strength modi�ers or grouping some of them.

The framework for the �ducial cross section measurement

The kinematic distributions of the SM Higgs boson with mH =125 GeV in di�erent decay
channels and production modes can be sensitive to the e�ects coming from BSM processes,
so that H boson properties are not determined by a simple scaling of couplings anymore
(see Section 1.2.2). Therefore, the measurement of the cross sections can be performed in
a restricted part of the phase space, referred to as �ducial phase space, in order to test for
similar deviations in the H boson kinematics. Fiducial measurements can be inclusive or
di�erential. This approach allows to minimize the model dependence on the speci�c model
assumed to study the H boson production and properties. In fact, the acceptance and se-
lection e�ciency for the H → 4` decays can be signi�cantly di�erent between various
production mechanisms of the H boson and di�erent exotic models. Therefore, the region
for the measurement is only de�ned by using the same experimental selection and accep-
tance cuts applied at the reconstruction level, so that the results are largely independent
from the assumptions on the relative fractions and kinematic distributions of the individual
production modes.

For all these reasons, measurements within a �ducial phase space represent a power-
ful way to test SM predictions on the Lagrangian structure of the H boson interactions in
the full spectra of the observables under study and, eventually, to probe BSM e�ects, non-
standard production modes, or new tensorial couplings. The procedure accounts for the
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the Dkin
bkg (top left), DVBF+dec

bkg (middle left), and
DVH+dec

bkg (right left) kinematic discriminants in the mass region m4` =
[118, 130] GeV. Points with error bars represent the data and stacked his-
tograms represent expected distributions of the signal and background pro-
cesses. The H(125) signal, the ZZ background, and the rare electroweak
backgrounds are normalized to the SM expectations, while the Z+X back-
ground to the estimation from data. In the case of discriminants dedicated
to the VBF and VH categories, the SM H boson is separated into two compo-
nents: the production mode which is targeted by the dedicated discriminant
and other production modes, where the gluon fusion process is dominant.
On the right, the correlation between each of the discriminants and the four-
lepton reconstructed mass m4` in the mass region m4` = [105, 140] GeV is
shown. The red scale represents the number of expected SM H(125) boson
signal events, while the blue scale represents the expected total number of
ZZ, rare electroweak, and Z+X background events. The points show the

data from the categories listed in the legend.

unfolding of detector e�ects from the observed distributions. In this context, the precision
of the simulated processes, the theoretical knowledge about the expected BSM e�ects as
well as their possible e�ect on the unfolding procedure represent a delicate problem. In
the following part, the �ducial volume de�nition and the speci�c strategy adopted for the
cross section measurement of the pp→ H → 4` process within a �ducial volume will be
discussed.
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Requirements for the H→ 4` �ducial phase space

Lepton kinematics and isolation

Leading lepton pT pT > 20 GeV
Next-to-leading lepton pT pT > 10 GeV
Additional electrons (muons) pT pT > 7(5) GeV
Pseudorapidity of electrons (muons) |η| < 2.5(2.4)

Sum of scalar pT of all stable particles p within ∆Rp,` < 0.3 < 0.35pT

Event topology

Existence of at least two same �avor OS lepton pairs, where leptons satisfy the criteria above
Invariant mass of the Z1 candidate mZ1 = [40, 120] GeV
Invariant mass of the Z2 candidate mZ2 = [12, 120] GeV
Distance between selected four leptons ∆R(`i, `j) > 0.02 for any i 6= j

Invariant mass of any opposite sign lepton pair m`+`′− > 4 GeV
Invariant mass of the selected four leptons m4` = [105,140] GeV

Table 6.1: Summary of requirements used in the de�nition of the �ducial
phase space for the H→ 4` cross section measurements.

The �ducial volume de�nition at the generator-level is designed to match the exper-
imental acceptance in terms of the lepton kinematics and topological event selection (see
Ref. [104]). All details about the construction of the �ducial region are reported in Table 6.1.
In the selection of the phase space we consider only dressed leptons, obtained by adding the
four-momentum of photons within ∆R < 0.3 to the bare leptons. The isolation criteria
is also required, matching the Run 2 reconstruction level isolation. Leptons are considered
isolated at generator level if the sum of the transerse momentum of all particles (except
for electrons, muons, and neutrinos) within a cone ∆R < 0.3 is smaller than 0.35pT. An
increase of the model dependence compared to Ref. [104] is observed when using the ZZ
candidate selection at reconstruction level where the candidate with the bestDkin

bkg discrim-
inant value is chosen. For this reason, the ZZ pair selection in case of multiple candidates
is simpli�ed. The Z1 candidate is chosen to be the one with m(Z1) closest to the nominal
Z boson mass and the pair of leptons with the largest sum of the pT magnitudes is chosen
when there are multiple Z2 candidates which satisfy all criteria. The candidate selection
applied at the reconstruction level for the �ducial cross section measurements is based on
the same requirements used for the �ducial-level selections.

The extraction of the �ducial cross section for the pp→ H → 4` process (σfid) is per-
formed by using a maximum likelihood �t of the signal and background parametrizations
to the observed four-lepton invariant mass, Nobs(m4`). Di�erently from the approach pre-
sented for the signal strength measurements, here no event categorization is applied and the
Dkin

bkg observable is not included in the measurement to minimize the model dependence. On
the one hand, the inclusive �t is performed simultaneously in all �nal states. On the other
hand, the branching ratio of the H boson to di�erent �nal states (4e, 4µ, 2e2µ) is a free
parameter in the �t. For all measurements presented in this chapter, the most precise mea-
surement of the H mass currently available from the combination of the 2016 results of the
H→ 4` and H→ γγ analyses [30, 48, 49] is used: 125.38± 0.14 GeV.
The systematic uncertainties described in Section 5.4 enter the likelihood in the form of
nuisance parameters and the results are provided by using an asymptotic approach [197]
with a test statistic based on the pro�le likelihood ratio [25]. The unfolding of detector ef-
fects is the same as in Refs. [104] and [198]. Considering a certain observable, the number
of expected events in each �nal state f and in each bin i can be expressed as a function of
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m4`:

Nf,i
exp(m4`) = Nf,i

fid (m4`) +Nf,i
nonfid(m4`) +Nf,i

nonres(m4`) +Nf,i
bkg(m4`)

= εfi,j

(
1 + ff,inonfid

)
σf,jfidLPres(m4`)

+Nf,i
nonresPnonres(m4`) +Nf,i

bkgPbkg(m4`).

(6.8)

It is worth presenting in more detail the content of this formula. A double Crystal
Ball (see Section 5.1.3) is used to describe the shape of the resonant signal contribution,
Pres(m4`); the normalization is proportional to the �ducial cross section.
Reconstructed events not originating from the �ducial phase space represent an additional
resonant contribution. They arise from detector e�ects which cause di�erences between
the quantities used for the �ducial region de�nition and the corresponding ones at the re-
construction level. This contribution is treated as background and is referred to as the
non-�ducial signal contribution. Given that the shape of these events is identical to the
shape of the �ducial signal, the normalization is �xed to be a fraction of the �ducial sig-
nal component. The value of this fraction, denoted as fnonfid, has been determined from
the simulation for each of the considered signal models. The detector response matrix that
maps the number of expected events in a given observable bin j at the �ducial level to the
number of expected events in the bin i at the reconstruction level is represented by the εfi,j .
The f inonfid fraction describes the ratio of the non-�ducial and �ducial signal contribution
in bin i at the reconstruction level. The e�ciency is measured using simulated samples of
the signal and corrected for residual di�erences between data and MC, resulting in a sin-
gle e�ciency for the integrated �ducial cross section measurement. The variation between
di�erent models within the experimental constraint is directly related to the model depen-
dence of the measurement and it is expressed by the factor (1 + fnonfid)ε.
The nonresonant signal contribution is expressed by the function Pnonres(m4`) multiplied
by the number of nonresonant events, Nf,i

nonres(m4`). It is determined by the WH, ZH, and
tt̄H contributions where one of the leptons from the H boson decay is lost or not selected
and it is modeled by a Landau distribution with shape parameters constrained in the �t to
be within a range determined from simulation. This contribution is referred to as the com-
binatorial signal and is treated as a background in this measurement.
The contribution of the other background sources in bin i as a function of m4` is given
by the term Nf,i

bkg(m4`)Pbkg(m4`), where Pbkg(m4`) represents the corresponding back-
ground PDF.

6.2 Results: signal strength and STXS measurements

After a discussion of the strategy adopted for the measurements, we proceed to show and
quantify the inputs to the �nal results provided by the analysis after the full selection. The
event yields are reported, together with the distribution of the signal and background events
with associated uncertainties. Di�erent regions of the four-lepton invariant mass distribu-
tion are considered: the statistical analysis is performed considering the restricted mass
windowm4` =[105,140] GeV, but the full signal region is presented in them4` distributions.
Although it is not directly part of the scope of this work, it is relevant for analyses thor-
oughly connected with the study of the SM H(125) in the four-lepton �nal state, such as
the o�-shell analysis and the study of the anomalous couplings or of the H boson mass and
width.
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Figure 6.2: Four-lepton mass distribution, m4`, up to 500 GeV with 4 GeV
bin size (left) and in the low mass range with 4 GeV bin size (right). Points
with error bars represent the data and stacked histograms represent the
expected distributions for the signal and background processes. The SM
Higgs boson signal withmH =125 GeV, denoted as H(125), the ZZ and rare
electroweak backgrounds are normalized to the SM expectation, the Z+X

background to the estimation from data.

The observed four-lepton mass distribution is presented in Fig. 6.2 for the full Run 2
dataset, considering inclusively all �nal states (4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ) and all production modes.
A comparison with the expectations from signal and all background processes is also shown.
On the one hand, the H(125) signal, the ZZ background, and the rare electroweak back-
grounds are normalized to the SM expectation and the information about the shapes is
provided by the MC samples, and on the other hand, the normalization of the Z+X back-
ground comes from the estimation from data. The EWK contribution has been studied and
included in these kind of plots for the �rst time in the story of the H→ ZZ∗ → 4` analysis.
The data points are plotted with associated error bars which correspond to the so-called
Garwood con�dence intervals at 68% con�dence level (CL) [199]. The agreement between
the observed distribution and the SM expectation is found to be within the statistical uncer-
tainties over the whole spectrum. The reconstructed dilepton invariant masses selected as
Z1 and Z2 are shown in Fig. 6.3 together with their correlation, both in the full range ofm4`

and focusing on a m4` = [118, 130] GeV narrow mass window around the H boson peak.
The observed four-lepton invariant mass is reported in Fig. 6.4 considering each �nal state
separately in the two mass ranges. The distribution of the kinematic discriminants used for
the categorization of various production mechanisms (D2jet,D1jet,DVH) along with the cor-
responding working point values are shown in Fig. 6.5 (right) in the m4` = [118, 130] GeV
mass window. Events with at least two selected jets are considered, except for D1jet that is
related to events with exactly one selected jet. The correlation of each production discrim-
inant with the four-lepton invariant mass is shown in Fig. 6.5 (right).

To conclude, the number of the H boson candidates observed in the data corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 137 fb−1 and the expected yields for the H(125) signal and all
background processes after the full event selection are provided in Table 6.2. The mass win-
dow around the H boson peak m4` =[105,140] GeV is considered and results are reported
for each of the twenty-two reconstructed event categories (see Section 4.3.3). The num-
ber of expected and observed events in every stage 1.2 reconstructed category is presented
graphically in Fig.6.6 for the full Run 2 dataset.
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of the Z1 (top left) and Z2 (top right) invariant mass
in the low mass range m4` = [118, 130] GeV and their two-dimensional Z2

versus Z1 distribution (bottom) in the mass range m4` = [105, 140] GeV.
The stacked histograms and the red and blue scales represent expected dis-
tributions of the signal and background processes. The points represent the
data. The H(125) signal as well as the ZZ and rare electroweak backgrounds
are normalized to the SM expectation, while the Z+X background yield is

normalized to the estimation from data.
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Figure 6.4: Four-lepton reconstructed mass for the full mass spectrum (left)
and the low mass range (right) considering three di�erent subchannels: 4e

(top), 4µ (middle), and 2e2µ (bottom).
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of the D2jet (left), D1jet (middle), and DVH =
max(DWH,DZH) (right) production discriminants used for the event cate-
gorization in the mass region m4` = [118, 130] GeV. Points with error bars
represent the data and stacked histograms represent expected distributions.
The H(125) signal and the ZZ backgrounds are normalized to the SM expec-
tation, while the Z+X background to the estimation from data. The verti-
cal grey dashed lines denote the working points used in the event catego-
rization. On the right, the correlation between each of the production dis-
criminants and the four-lepton reconstructed mass m4` in the mass region
m4` = [118, 130] GeV is shown. The grey scale represents the expected rel-
ative density of ZZ background plus H(125) signal, while the points show
the data and the horizontal bars represent the measured mass uncertainties.
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Figure 6.6: Distributions of the expected and observed number of events for
the reconstructed event categories in the mass region m4` =[105,140] GeV.
Points with error bars represent the data and stacked histograms represent
the expected numbers of the signal and background events. The di�erent H
boson production mechanisms with mH =125 GeV, denoted as H(125), and
the ZZ background, and the rare electroweak backgrounds are normalized
to the SM expectation, while the Z+X background to the estimation from

data.

6.2.1 Signal strength measurement

The measurement of the inclusive signal strength of the H boson in the four-lepton �nal
state relies on the methodology presented in the �rst part of Section 6.1.2. However, the
same strategy can be easily adapted to produce other interesting results, that we are going
to discuss in this section.

The combined measurement of the inclusive signal strength modi�er with a simultane-
ous �t to all categories is:

µ = 0.94 +0.12
−0.11 = 0.94± 0.07 (stat) +0.07

−0.06 (th) +0.06
−0.05 (exp),

with the mass of the H boson �xed to 125.38 ± 0.14 GeV. The SM cross sections are ex-
trapolated at mH = 125.38 GeV using numbers reported in the most recent Yellow Report
(YR4) as a reference [16]. Later, results are also provided by removing the assumpion on the
H boson mass and considering it as a freely �oating parameter in the �t, so we can say that
it is pro�led in the �t. The observed and expected pro�le likelihood scans of the inclusive
signal-strength modi�er is shown in Fig. 6.7. The total uncertainty is a�ected in a similar
way by the experimental and theoretical contributions. The fact that these sources of uncer-
tainty in the measurement are found to be similar in magnitude remarks signi�cantly a new
way of exploring the H boson properties, moving from a discovery approach to precision
measurements. The experimental uncertainties on the lepton identi�cation e�ciencies and
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luminosity measurement represent the dominant source of the systematic uncertainty. The
main contribution from the theoretical side comes from the uncertainty related to the total
gluon fusion cross section. The impact of the dominant sources of systematic uncertainty
on the measurement is summarized later in Table 6.7 and illustrated in Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.7: The observed and expected pro�le likelihood scans of the in-
clusive signal-strength modi�er, derived both with (solid line) and without

(dashed line) systematic uncertainties.

In addition to the inclusiveµmeasurement, signal strengths per production mode can be
measured. A de�nition of a signal strength modi�er for all �ve main SM H boson production
mechanisms is needed. Then, the basic model previously discussed, µ · s(θ) + b(θ), is
substituted by:

µggH,bb̄H·(s(θ)ggH+s(θ)bb̄H)+µVBF·s(θ)VBF+µWH·s(θ)WH+µZH·s(θ)ZH+µtt̄H,tH·(s(θ)tt̄H+s(θ)tH)+b(θ).
(6.9)

The contributions of the bb̄H and tH production modes are also taken into account, merging
them with the ggH and tt̄H category, respectively. The relative normalizations of the bb̄H
(tH) and the gluon fusion (tt̄H) contributions are kept �xed in the �t. Therefore, the results
of likelihood scans for the considered scenarios are presented in Fig. 6.8 (left): µggH,bb̄H,
µVBF, µWH, µZH, µtt̄H,tH. The corresponding numerical values are given in Table 6.3, to-
gether with the decomposition of the uncertainties into statistical and systematic compo-
nents and the corresponding expected uncertainties.

It is worth to note that the WH and ZH processes are treated separately as this approach
represents a novelty of the legacy analysis presented here. In fact, they were merged in the
past and later split according to the decay of the associated vector boson into either hadronic
or leptonic decays because of the lack of sensitivity to the WH and ZH production modes
separately. The splitting of VH into two subcategories leads to a minor amount of events
in each bin, resulting in an increase of the associated statistical uncertainty, especially for
the ZH category where the cross section is signi�cantly smaller with respect to WH. The
results coming from the merging of the WH and ZH contributions in a single VH bin are
shown in Fig. 6.8 (right).

Pro�ling the mass of the H boson in the �t, the best value obtained is µ = 0.97+0.12
−0.11,

which is perfectly in agreement with the observed value quoted above. The best �t mass is
found to be m̂H = 125.09+0.15

−0.14 GeV, as shown in Fig. 6.10, compatible with the CMS mass
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Figure 6.8: Results of likelihood scans for the signal strength modi�ers
corresponding to the �ve main SM Higgs boson production mechanisms,
compared to the inclusive signal strength modi�er µ shown as a vertical
line (left). The thick black lines indicate the 1σ con�dence intervals includ-
ing both statistical and systematic sources. The thick red lines indicate the
statistical uncertainties corresponding to the 1σ con�dence intervals. On
the right, the same results are shown considering the merging of the WH

and ZH production mode.

measurement performed by combining the H→ 4` and H→ γγ analyses. A limiting factor
on the combined H boson mass measurement was the amount of data available. Now that
the analysis is no longer statistically limited, it is possible to measure the H boson mass
with the same precision exploiting the four-lepton �nal state alone. However, the precise
determination of the H boson mass and its uncertainties is beyond the scope of this work. To
conclude on this topic, even considering the �ve main production mechanisms separately,
no drastic changes in the results are found, as shown in Fig. 6.9.

Another interesting study in the context of the signal strength modi�ers measurements
can be performed by de�ning µggH,tt̄H,bb̄H, tH and µVBF,VH as scale factors for the fermion
and vector boson induced contributions to the expected SM cross section. The former scales

Expected Observed

µggH,bb̄H 1.00+0.10
−0.10(stat.) +0.12

−0.10(syst.) 0.99+0.09
−0.09(stat.) +0.11

−0.09(syst.)

µVBF 1.00+0.53
−0.44(stat.) +0.18

−0.12(syst.) 0.48+0.46
−0.37(stat.) +0.14

−0.10(syst.)

µZH 1.00+4.79
−1.00(stat.) +6.76

−0.00(syst.) 0.00+4.38
−0.00(stat.) +3.24

−0.00(syst.)

µWH 1.00+1.83
−1.00(stat.) +0.75

−0.00(syst.) 1.66+1.52
−1.66(stat.) +0.85

−0.00(syst.)

µtt̄H,tH 1.00+1.23
−0.77(stat.) +0.51

−0.06(syst.) 0.17+0.88
−0.17(stat.) +0.42

−0.00(syst.)

µ 1.00+0.08
−0.07(stat.) +0.10

−0.08(syst.) 0.94+0.07
−0.07(stat.) +0.09

−0.08(syst.)

Table 6.3: Best �t values and ± 1σ uncertainties for the expected and ob-
served signal strength modi�ers. The value of mH is �xed to the best CMS
value mH = 125.38 GeV for all the results. The statistical and systematic

uncertainties are given separately.
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the H boson production cross sections in modes related to couplings to fermions, the latter
scales the cross sections in modes related to couplings to electroweak gauge bosons. They
will enter the model in the form:

µggH,tt̄H, bb̄H, tH · (s(θ)ggH + s(θ)tt̄H + s(θ)bb̄H + s(θ)tH) + µVBF,VH · (s(θ)VBF + s(θ)VH) + b(θ). (6.10)

A two-parameter �t is performed simultaneously to the events reconstructed in all cate-
gories with mH �xed to 125.38 GeV, leading to the expected and observed measurements
reported in Table 6.4. The 68% and 95% CL contours in the (µggH,tt̄H, bb̄H, tH, µVBF,VH)
plane are shown in Fig. 6.11 and the SM predictions lie within the 68% CL regions of this
measurement.

Expected Observed

µggH,tt̄H, bb̄H, tH 1.00 +0.15
−0.13 0.96 +0.14

−0.12

µVBF,VH 1.00 +0.39
−0.33 0.82 +0.36

−0.31

Table 6.4: Best �t values and ± 1σ uncertainties for the expected and ob-
served signal strength modi�ers µggH,tt̄H, bb̄H, tH and µVBF,VH, with the

value of mH �xed to mH = 125.38 GeV.
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signal strength modi�ers, where the solid and dashed contours show the
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SM H boson are represented with a cross and a diamond, respectively.
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6.2.2 STXS measurements

In the following part, the �rst extensive measurements of the H boson production cross
section in the context of the STXS framework accounting for both stage 0 and stage 1.2
scenarios are presented.
Considering the production bins de�ned in Section 4.3.2, the measurement of the H boson
production cross section, (σB)obs, and the branching fraction normalized by the SM expec-
tation, (σB)SM, are reported in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 for the stage 0 and for the reduced stage
1.2 categorization. Results are obtained with the H boson mass �xed to 125.38 GeV. The cor-
responding plots for the stage 0 and for the reduced stage 1.2 production bins are shown in
Fig. 6.12 and in Fig. 6.13. The uncertainties in the SM expectation are not taken into account
in the ratio calculation, while the theoretical uncertainties are considered because they can
induce migration of events between the di�erent categories. The correlation matrices are
shown in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15.

(σB)obs [fb] (σB)SM [fb] (σB)obs/(σB)SM

ttH 3 +16
−3 15.9± 1.4 0.16 +0.98

−0.16

VH-lep 41 +52
−35 25.9± 0.8 1.56 +1.99

−1.34

qqH 61 +53
−44 122± 6 0.50 +0.44

−0.36

ggH 1214 +135
−125 1192± 95 1.02 +0.11

−0.11

Table 6.5: Best �t values and ± 1σ uncertainties for the measured cross
sections σB and the SM predictions (σB)SM for the stage 0 production bins.

The results are obtained with mH �xed to 125.38 GeV.

Figure 6.12: The measured cross sections (σB)obs and the SM predictions
(σB)SM for the stage 0 production bins with mH �xed to 125.38 GeV. The
measured values are represented by points with error bars while the SM pre-
dictions are represented by black dashed lines with gray uncertainty bands.
Ratios of the measured cross sections and the SM predictions are shown in
the bottom panel with corresponding uncertainties for each of the bins and

the inclusive measurement.
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(σB)obs [fb] (σB)SM [fb] (σB)obs/(σB)SM

ggH− 0j/pT[0, 10] 145 +45
−40 164± 11 0.89 +0.28

−0.24

ggH− 0j/pT[10, 200] 611 +98
−90 561± 87 1.09 +0.17

−0.16

ggH− 1j/pT[0, 60] 214 +78
−87 177± 18 1.21 +0.44

−0.49

ggH− 1j/pT[60, 120] 59 +44
−53 121± 14 0.48 +0.37

−0.44

ggH− 1j/pT[120, 200] 53 +25
−22 20± 4 2.62 +1.24

−1.08

ggH− 2j/pT[0, 60] 0 +27
−0 35± 6 0.00 +0.76

−0.00

ggH− 2j/pT[60, 120] 78 +41
−37 51± 9 1.53 +0.81

−0.73

ggH− 2j/pT[120, 200] 27 +22
−19 26± 6 1.06 +0.87

−0.72

ggH− 2j/mjj > 350 4 +72
−4 23± 3 0.17 +3.2

−0.17

ggH/pT > 200 7 +8
−7 15± 6 0.47 +0.56

−0.47

qqH− rest 11 +161
−11 71± 5 0.15 +2.27

−0.15

qqH− 2j/mjj[60, 120] 12 +30
−12 12.1± 1.2 1.01 +2.45

−1.01

qqH− 2j/mjj[350, 700] 15 +23
−15 10.5± 0.7 1.41 +2.21

−1.41

qqH− 2j/mjj > 700 0 +12
−0 15± 1 0.00 +0.77

−0.00

qqH− 3j/mjj > 350 43 +30
−43 8.9± 0.5 4.84 +3.38

−4.84

qqH− 2j/pT > 200 0 +3
−0 4.2± 0.2 0.00 +0.72

−0.00

VH− lep/pT(V)[0, 150] 56 +58
−40 22.3± 1.1 2.49 +2.60

−1.79

VH− lep/pT(V) > 150 0 +10
−0 3.6± 0.1 0.00 +2.79

−0.00

ttH 0 +15
−0 15.9± 1.4 0.00 +0.91

−0.00

Table 6.6: Best �t values and ± 1σ uncertainties for the measured cross
sections σB and the SM predictions (σB)SM for the stage 1.2 production

bins. The results are obtained with mH pro�led in the �t.
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Figure 6.13: The measured cross sections (σB)obs and the SM predic-
tions (σB)SM for the merged stage 1.2 production bins with mH �xed to
125.38 GeV. The measured values are represented by points with error bars
while the SM predictions are represented by black dashed lines with gray
uncertainty bands. Ratios of the measured cross sections and the SM pre-
dictions are shown in the bottom panel with corresponding uncertainties

for each of the bins and the inclusive measurement.
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Figure 6.14: The correlation matrices between the measured cross sections
for the stage 0.
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Figure 6.15: The correlation matrices between the measured cross sections
for the merged stage 1.2.
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The dominant experimental sources of systematic uncertainty are the same as in the
measurement of the signal strength modi�ers, while the dominant theoretical source is the
uncertainty in the category migration for the ggH process. The impact of the dominant
systematic uncertainties on the STXS measurements is summarized in Table 6.7 and shown
in Fig. 6.17. Only dominant experimental and theoretical sources are considered: in the �rst
case, the contribution given by the integrated luminosity uncertainty (Lumi.), the lepton re-
construction and selection e�ciency (Leptons), the jet energy scale and resolution (Jet), the
b tagging e�ciency (B tag), and the reducible background estimation uncertainty (Red. bkg.)
is included; in the second case, the ggH and qqH cross section uncertainty scheme (THU),
the e�ect of the renormalization and factorization scale (QCD) uncertainty, the choice of
the PDF set (PDF), the branching fraction of H → 4` (B), the modelling of hadronization
and the underlying event (Hadr.), and the background modelling (Bkg mod.) are reported.
The impact plots with more details on the single contributions to the overall uncertainty
for each stage 0 production bin can be found in Appendix D.

Experimental uncertainties Theoretical uncertainties
Lumi. Lepton e�. Jet B tag Red. bkg THU QCD PDF B Hadr. Bkg mod.

µ 2.0 5.0 1.0 <0.5 1.0 7.0 0.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0
ggH 2.0 6.0 <0.5 <0.5 1.0 - <0.5 <0.5 2.0 1.0 <0.5
qqH 2.0 4.0 9.5 <0.5 8.5 - 2.5 <0.5 2.0 15.0 3.0

VH-lep 2.0 10.0 3.0 <0.5 7.5 - 10.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.5
ttH 2.0 4.0 2.0 <0.5 10.0 - 6.0 1.0 1.0 20.0 1.0

Table 6.7: Impact of the dominant systematic uncertainties (in percent)
on the inclusive signal strength and stage 0 production mode cross section

measurements. The uncertainties are rounded to the nearest 0.5%.
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Figure 6.17: Impact of the dominant systematic uncertainties (in percent)
on the measurements of the stage 0 production mode cross sections. The

uncertainties are rounded to the nearest 0.5%.

6.3 Results: �ducial cross section measurements

Based on the measurement strategy presented in the second part of Section 6.1.2, an overview
of the results obtained for the integrated �ducial cross section is reported in Table 6.8. The
acceptanceAfid has a strong model dependence and it a�ects individual H(125) production
modes by up to 60%. On the one hand, the reconstruction e�ciency (ε) represents the frac-
tion of signal events originating from individual SM production modes that come from the
�ducial phase space but are not reconstructed. On the other hand, the fraction of events
reconstructed outside the �ducial phase space is referred to as fnonfid. Information about
the model dependence is provided by the variation of the factor (1 + fnonfid)ε reported in
the �nal column of Table 6.8 when the relative fraction of each production mode is varied
within these experimental constraints.
The result of the simultaneous �t to to the m4` spectrum is shown for each �nal state in
Fig. 6.19.

The integrated �ducial cross section at mH = 125.38 GeV is measured to be

σfid. = 2.84+0.35
−0.31 = 2.84+0.23

−0.22(stat.)+0.26
−0.21(syst.) fb,

where the corresponding SM expectation is:

σSM
fid. = 2.85± 0.15 fb.

The measured inclusive �ducial cross section in di�erent �nal states and integrated as
a function of the energy in the center of mass are shown in Fig. 6.18.
The impact of the dominant systematic uncertainties on the measurement is summarized
in Table 6.9.
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Signal process Afid ε fnonfid (1 + fnonfid)ε

gg→H (powheg) 125 GeV 0.402 ± 0.001 0.598 ± 0.002 0.054 ± 0.001 0.631 ± 0.002
VBF 125 GeV 0.445 ± 0.002 0.615 ± 0.002 0.043 ± 0.001 0.641 ± 0.003
WH 125 GeV 0.329 ± 0.002 0.604 ± 0.003 0.078 ± 0.002 0.651 ± 0.004
ZH 125 GeV 0.340 ± 0.003 0.613 ± 0.005 0.082 ± 0.004 0.663 ± 0.006
tt̄H 125 GeV 0.315 ± 0.004 0.588 ± 0.007 0.181 ± 0.009 0.694 ± 0.010

Table 6.8: Overview of the fraction of signal events for various SM H signal
production modes within the �ducial phase space (acceptance Afid), the
reconstruction e�ciency (ε) for signal events from within the �ducial phase
space, and the ratio between events reconstructed outside the �ducial phase
space and events from within the �ducial phase space (fnonfid); the factor
(1 + fnonfid)ε which regulates the signal yield for a given �ducial cross
section is also reported. For all production modes the values are given for
mH = 125 GeV. The uncertainties listed are statistical only; the theoretical

uncertainty is smaller than 1% in Afid for the SM.
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Figure 6.18: The measured inclusive �ducial cross section in di�erent �-
nal states (left) and the measured �ducial cross section as a function of

√
s

(right). The acceptance is calculated using POWHEG at
√
s=13 TeV and

HRes [173, 174] at
√
s=7 and 8 TeV, and the total gluon fusion cross sec-

tion and uncertainty are taken from Ref. [145]. The �ducial volume for√
s=6-9 TeV uses the lepton isolation de�nition from Ref. [104], while for√

s=12-14 TeV the de�nition described in the text is used.

Experimental uncertainties Theoretical uncertainties

Lumi. Lepton e�. Jet B tag Red. bkg THU QCD PDF B Hadr. Bkg mod.

µ 2.0 9.0 - - 1.0 - 0.5 0.5 - -

Table 6.9: Impact of the dominant systematic uncertainties (in percent) on
the �ducial cross section measurement. The uncertainties are rounded to

the nearest 0.5%.
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Figure 6.19: Result of the simultaneous �t on the 2016, 2017, and 2018 sam-
ples for the integrated �ducial cross section measurement in each �nal state.

The di�erential �ducial cross sections are measured as a function of several kinematic
observables: the transverse momentum of the four-lepton system (pT(H)), the rapidity of
the H boson (|y(H)|), the transverse momentum of the leading jet in the event (pT(jet)),
and the number of associated jets (N(jets)). They are also shown in Fig. 6.20. Examples
of the e�ciency matrices for the pT(H), |y(H)|, and N(jets) observables in the gluon fu-
sion production mode are reported in Appendix D, considering separately the 2016, 2017,
and 2018 scenarios. The lepton identi�cation e�ciencies and the luminosity measurement
represent the dominant systematical uncertainty in the measurement, while the theoretical
contribution to the overall uncertaity is smaller. The unfolding procedure is repeated using
di�erent response matrices created by varying the relative fraction of each SM production
mode within its experimental constraints in order to assess the model dependence of the
measurement. The uncertainty is determined to be negligible with respect to the experi-
mental systematic uncertainties.

6.4 Conclusion and prospects

Several measurements of the H boson properties in the four-lepton �nal state at a center-of-
mass energy of 13 TeV have been presented, probing the consistency with the expectations
for the SM H boson within their uncertainties. A dataset corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 137 fb−1 has been used to measure the inclusive signal strength modi�er µ,
the signal strength modi�ers for the main H boson production modes, and the integrated
�ducial cross section. Results within the framework of the STXS have also been produced, in
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Figure 6.20: Di�erential cross sections as a function of pH
T (top left), |yH|

(top right), N(jets) (bottom left), and pT of the leading jet (bottom right).
The acceptance and theoretical uncertainties in the di�erential bins are cal-
culated using POWHEG. The subdominant component of the the signal

(VBF + VH + tt̄H) is denoted as XH.

order to quantify the di�erent H boson production processes in speci�c regions of the phase
space. Finally, the di�erential cross sections as a function of the transverse momentum and
rapidity of the four-lepton system, the transverse momentum of the leading jet, and the jet
multiplicity are determined.
The H→ 4` analysis has been improved in many aspects during the preparation of the full
Run 2 legacy paper. In order to further improve the analysis in view of the LHC Run 3 for
the increasing statistics that will become available, some studies started during this work
have to be �nalized:

∗ reduction of the electron uncertainty, which is the largest uncertainty source in our
measurements. It is due to the e�ciency measurement in the low pT bins, for which
a J/Ψ sample was not available, and is mainly statistical. One possible solution is to
verify if J/Ψ events can be found in our minimum bias samples or Z → 4` events
are enough for the low pT measurement. Otherwise, the development of dedicated
trigger to collect those events can be considered;
∗ the development of a muon identi�cation based on a multivariate analysis, following

the approach presented for the electrons;
∗ the inclusion of an additional VH bin in the event categorization considering the de-

cay of the V boson to invisible. For this purpose, a detailed study of the MET is
needed;
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∗ dedicated fake rate measurements for all the STXS stage 1.2 categories instead of an
inclusive FR.

In parallel to the work presented in this thesis, studies of CP violation and anomalous
couplings of the H boson to vector bosons and fermions have been performed [47] exploit-
ing the four-lepton �nal state and using the same criteria to select the objects and the events.
This work focused on on-shell H boson measurements. The possible extension of the anal-
ysis to the o�-shell region allows to set joint constraints on ΓH and its couplings. More
details can be found in Ref. [102] which includes the results obtained with a partial Run 2
dataset. A full detector simulation of all kinematic e�ects in the H boson decay and asso-
ciated particle production is performed, exploiting matrix element techniques to identify
the production mechanism and to increase sensitivity to the H couplings. The kinematic
information on the H decay into four-lepton and the H production in association with a
vector boson, hadronic jets, or a top quark pair is used. Finally, simultaneous measurement
of up to �ve HVV, two Hgg, and two Htt couplings is performed. The results have been
produced in the framework of the anomalous coupling measurements, providing also an
interpretation in the EFT framework with SU(2)×U(1) symmetry for the HVV couplings.
Although I had the opportunity to work closely with the main analyzers of this work, these
interesting results are out of the scope of my thesis.

The next step in the context of the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis will be the study of the H
boson mass and total width (ΓH), exploiting the full Run 2 dataset. As already mentioned,
the current best measurement of the H boson mass comes from the combination of the
H→ 4` and H→ γγ analyses [30, 48, 49]. Concerning the width, the precision on ΓH from
the latest on-shell measurements of the width of the resonance peak alone is limited by the
four-lepton invariant mass resolution, so that it is about 1 GeV. However, the limit on ΓH can
be signi�cantly improved relying on the indirect measurement of the H width. This indirect
measurement exploits the relative measurement of the o�-shell and on-shell production
and pro�ts from the fact that the SM H boson width is proportional to the ratio of the
event yields in the o�-shell and on-shell regions. The Run 1 results by the CMS and ATLAS
Collaborations [96, 98] set an upper bound on ΓH of 13 MeV at the 95% CL using the o�-
shell production method with a predicted value for the SM H boson of ΓH = 4.07 MeV. From
the latest CMS result based on the o�-shell method and the Run 1 and Run 2 combination
(5.1 fb−1 + 19.7 fb−1 + 80.2 fb−1) [102], a constraint on ΓH was set at 3.2+2.8

−2.2 MeV, while the
expected constraint based on simulation was 4.1+5.0

−4.0 MeV. The optimization of the analysis
methods presented in this thesis and the increase of the analyzed integrated luminosity
given by the the full Run 2 dataset will lead to a substantial improvement in the precision
of the H boson total width measurement using the o�-shell technique, either under the
assumption of SM couplings or with BSM e�ects.

At the end of this overview of the H boson measurements in the four-lepton �nal state
in the context of the LHC Run 2, one can be sure that the road has to be continued. The
H→ 4` analysis will still represent an important benchmark during the Run 3 and the high
luminosity phase of the LHC (HL-LHC) given the increasing interest in the precision studies
of the Higgs boson properties (see Section 1.3). This item will be discussed more in detail
in the next chapter in the context of a speci�c proposal for the future circular colliders post
the LHC era: an electron-positron circular collider.



Chapter 7

Future exploration of the Higgs
sector: the IDEA detector

T
his chapter is oriented to discuss the future exploration of the H sector and the status
of a speci�c detector project. The ongoing development of the design and simulation

tools of the IDEA detector (see Section 2.3.3) for the future H boson factory colliders, like
FCC-ee or CEPC (see Section 2.3.1), will be exposed.

The process of preparing a proposal for a new detector, including the realization of a
Conceptual Design Report of the project, the development of the appropriate technologies
and of the software tools, the study of the performances, and the design optimization, is
very long, as attested by the story of the LEP and LHC experiments. The possibility to
partecipate in this process following step by step the evolution of the project in every as-
pect is unusual and exciting.
I was involved in this work when I started my Ph.D. working in the international FCC study
group and in the Italian INFN RD-FA group, which stands for R&D for Future Accelerators.
I had the chance to contribute to di�erent aspects of the development of the IDEA detector
concept, both from the hardware and the software point of view. The subdivision in two
parts of the chapter follows this approach, with a quick overview of the discovery potential
at the FCC-ee at the beginning.
In the �rst section, the �rst test beam (TB) on a full slice of the IDEA detector will be de-
scribed. It was performed in September 2018 in order to test the feasibility of the project,
setting a milestone for the development of the detector. During the TB, I focused on the
micropattern gaseous detectors (MPGDs) which constituted the preshower and muon de-
tector of IDEA. In the context of the subsequent data analysis, I acted as the contact person
for the analysis of the data collected during the TB with the preshower and muon detector.
In the second section, the current status of the simulation tools available to describe the
IDEA detector concept will be presented, focusing on both the full (GEANT4-based) and
fast (DELPHES-based) simulations. They represent essential tools in order to study the per-
formance of the proposed detector and to optimize its geometry providing a �nal design.
In January 2020, a meeting between many of the people involved in the process of de�ning
future colliders and detectors took place in Hong Kong. In this occasion, I had the chance
to present the status of the software simulation of the IDEA detector on behalf of the IDEA
Proto-Collaboration.

7.1 Discovery potential at FCC-ee

Among the di�erent proposals of future colliders, the FCC-ee represents the most ambitious
lepton collider at the electroweak (EW) scale. The project design aims to maximize the op-
portunity of major fundamental discoveries, proposing a broad program of exploration of
the Higgs and EW sectors. The FCC-ee enables the measurement of the Z, W, and H boson
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Figure 7.1: Feynman diagrams of the Higgs-strahlung production of a H
boson accompanied by a Z boson (left), that is the dominant process at a
center-of-mass energy of 240 GeV, and of the VBF production mechanism

(right), that becomes dominant at high
√
s values.

properties and the exploration of the top quark physics with high precision on a compre-
hensive set of EW and H observables. The EW quantum corrections are sensitive to particles
with EW couplings and much higher masses, not directly accessible with the center-of-mass
energy available. Subsequently, the FCC-ee allows to tightly constrain a large number of
the SM parameters, such as the electromagnetic and strong coupling constants at the Z mass
scale, thus providing indirect sensitivity to new particles. The FCC-ee also permits to ob-
serve possible small deviations or rare new processes with respect to the SM expectations.
For this reason, a large interest and animated e�ort was devoted by many people in the last
years to study of the machine and the detector proposals and the collaboration around the
FCC study group grew up signi�cantly.

Given that the main focus of the H→ 4` analysis presented in this thesis is the precise
measurement of the H couplings to the other SM particles, this introduction will show the
expected precision at FCC-ee in order to o�er an interesting comparison. At lepton colliders,
the dominant production mode at low values of

√
s is the Higgs-strahlung (HZ), where the

H boson is produced in association with a real Z boson, while at high
√
s values the VBF

process becomes dominant. The Feynman diagrams of the two production mechanisms are
reported in Fig. 7.1. The H production will be measured inclusively from its presence as a
recoil to the Z in the e+e− → HZ∗ → HZ process.
The measurement through the recoil mass spectrum is unique and provides a decay-mode
independent measurement of the HZ coupling. Under the assumption that the coupling
structure presents the same form as in the SM, the cross section is proportional to the square
of the H coupling to the Z (gHZZ):

m2
recoil = (

√
s− E``)2 − | ~p``|2

σ(e+e− → ZH) ∝ g2
HZZ

(7.1)

The cross section of the HZ process is maximal around 240-250 GeV, as shown in Fig. 7.2. The
FCC-ee will produce one million HZ events with 5 ab−1 collected at 240 GeV, adding another
180000 HZ events with 1.5 ab−1 of data at 365 GeV FCC-ee. Thanks to the high statistics and
the extremely clean experimental environment, a precision of 0.7% on the measurement of
the HZ cross section can be achieved. The events can be tagged using the Z decay products
without depending on the H decay and thus allowing the absolute measurement of the H
coupling to the Z. Consequently, a model-independent determination of its total width and
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Figure 7.2: The H boson production cross section at lepton colliders as a
function of the center-of-mass energy. The vertical dotted lines indicate the
center-of-mass energies of choice at the FCC-ee for the measurement of the

H properties [75].

thus of its other couplings (gHXX) through branching ratio measurements is accessible:

σ(e+e− → ZH,H→ ZZ) = σ(e+e− → ZH)
ΓH→ZZ

ΓH
=

g4
HZZ

ΓH
,

σ(e+e− → ZH,H→ XX) ∝
g2

HXX · g2
HZZ

ΓH
.

(7.2)

From the combination of the measurements performed at 240 GeV and at 365 GeV, a pre-
cision on the width of the H boson of 1.6% can be obtained. Therefore, the measured HZ
cross section and the total width can be exploited to perform absolute measurements of the
H couplings to all the SM particles.
The leading H couplings to SM particles, denoted gHXX for particle X, will be measured by
FCC-ee with a subpercent precision. The relative precision on the H couplings, δgHXX/gHXX,
achievable at FCC-ee

√
s = 240 GeV is reported in Table 7.1, providing about an order of

magnitude improvement with respect to the HL-LHC potential. Further improvements on
the precision reported here can be obtained by using also the data collected at

√
s = 365 GeV.

Moreover, the measurements performed at HL-LHC can help to constrain a few of the cou-
plings, in particular gHµµ and gHττ .

Coupling (%) FCC-ee at 240 GeV +FCC-ee at 365 GeV +HL-LHC

δgHZZ/gHZZ 0.20 0.17 0.16
δgHWW/gHWW 1.30 0.43 0.40
δgHbb/gHbb 1.30 0.61 0.56
δgHcc/gHcc 1.70 1.21 1.18
δgHgg/gHgg 1.60 1.01 0.90
δgHττ/gHττ 1.4 0.74 0.67
δgHµµ/gHµµ 10.1 9.0 3.8
δgHγγ/gHγγ 4.8 3.9 1.3
δgHtt/gHtt - - 3.1
δΓH/ΓH 2.7 1.3 1.1

Table 7.1: Relative precision (in %) determined in the κ-framework for
the H couplings to SM particles and total decay width achievable at FCC-
ee [75]. In the third column the values obtained combining also the data
taken with FCC-ee at

√
s = 365 GeV are reported, while on the last column

the values obtained combining also the results of HL-LHC are listed. All
numbers indicate 68% CL sensitivity.
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7.2 Test beam of a full slice of the IDEA detector

The concept of the IDEA detector (see Section 2.3.3) is based on innovative detector tech-
nologies developed over several years of R&D. However, additional development and opti-
mization is needed for the �nal design. For this reason, prototypes of the proposed subde-
tectors have been tested together for the �rst time exploiting the SPS beam at CERN. I was
speci�cally involved in the work on the micropattern gaseous detectors components of the
preshower and muon detector subsystems.

In this section, the overall setup of the TB is presented and results from standalone
subdetector measurements and their combined performance are shown. A speci�c focus is
reserved to the MPGDs which were part of the test: the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) [200]
and the micro-Resistive WELL (µ-RWELL) [86–88] detectors. During the one-week TB pe-
riod, the commissioning and the calibration of the subdetectors lasted two days, then two
and a half days were used to reproduce a slice of the IDEA detector and test all subdetectors
together. Finally, two days were dedicated for the calorimeter standalone program, which
is not treated in this thesis.

7.2.1 The test beam layout: a combined program

A slice of IDEA was reproduced at the H8 beam line in the experimental area of the SPS
north area of CERN (Prévessin site). The origin of the coordinate system was de�ned as
the beam exit point. The x-axis corresponded to the nominal beam line and the y-axis was
perpendicular to the x-axis, horizontal with respect to the ground, while the z-axis was
perpendicular to the x-y plane, positive to the top vertical direction.

Some prototypes of each kind of subdetector involved in the baseline proposal (see Sec-
tion 2.3.3) were used: a drift chamber, a preshower detector, a dual-readout calorimeter, and
muon chambers. The instrumentation provided by the beam facility, composed of two delay
wire chambers (DWCs) and scintillators, was also exploited. The test beam design, reported
in Fig. 7.3, accounted for:

Figure 7.3: Schematic view of a slice of the IDEA detector reproduced at
the H8 line at CERN.

Drift chamber The drift chamber (DCH) prototype, represented in Fig. 7.4 (left), is a high
transparency, single-volume, full-stereo, cylindrical chamber. It consists of twelve layers
composed of twelve 1×1 cm2 drift cells each, for a total of 144 channels. The design of the
DCH is inspired by the KLOE experiment prototype [201], later developed as the MEGII
drift chamber [202, 203]. The resolution, measured for a similar MEGII prototype, is of the
order of 100 µm in the x-y plane, and 1 mm in the z plane. The use of the cluster counting
technique, based on the information on the number of clusters (Ncl), allows to improve
particle identi�cation with respect to the classical dE/dx (stopping power) method [204].
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Figure 7.4: Drift chamber used during the 2018 IDEA test beam (left) and
particle separation as a function of the particle momentum [205].

The dNcl/dx information allows to reach a resolution smaller than 3%, de�ned as:

σdNcl/dx

dNcl/dx
= (δcl · Ltrk)−

1
2 , (7.3)

where δcl = 12.5 cm for He/iC4H10 (90/10) and Ltrk indicates the length of the track. An
analytic evaluation is shown in Fig. 7.4 (right). Moreover, the inclusion of timing techniques
can further improve the DCH performance. From the ordered sequence of the electrons
arrival times, it is possible to reconstruct the most probable sequence of clusters drift times
by considering the average time separation between clusters and their time spread due to
di�usion.
All these aspects are currently under study and are not part of the discussion.

Dual-readout calorimeter The dual-readout (DR) calorimeter [89–91, 206], shown in
Fig. 7.5 (left), was designed by the CERN RD52 group. It alternates clear and scintillating
�bers in a metal matrix, where scintillating �bers are sensitive to all charged particles and
clear �bers sense only the Cherenkov light, mostly due to electrons and positrons. It consists
of nine lead modules (9.3×9.3×250 cm3 each), with a sampling fraction of 5%. The hadronic
energy resolution in a 4π geometry is expected to be around 30%/

√
E from simulation

studies in GEANT4. The readout is made with photomultipliers (PMTs).

Figure 7.5: RD52 dual-readout calorimeter used during the 2018 IDEA test
beam. The full slice at the H8 line is also visible.
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Preshower and muon chambers The preshower is composed of two triple-GEM detec-
tors (see Section 7.2.2 for details) with a surface of 10×10 cm2 and strip readout with 650 µm
pitch, as shown in Fig. 7.6 (left). The e�ciency of this prototype from various past tests is
expected to be around 97%, with a spatial resolution of the order of 100 µm.
A lead absorber with variable thickness was placed behind the preshower system in front
of the second DWC to verify the e�ect of varying the material budget, roughly reproduc-
ing the presence of the magnet. It was composed of a �xed 5 mm target plus an additional
changeable layer of 3, 6, or 10 mm, for an overall radiation length ranging from 1 to 2.5 X0.

The muon detector, represented in Fig. 7.6 (right), is composed of one triple-GEM detec-
tor, similar to the ones of the preshower, followed by two µ-RWELL 10×10 cm2 prototypes
with a pitch of 400 µm. The operating principle of these detectors is the same and all cham-
bers shared the same DAQ system. In addition to the GEM detectors speci�cations, the
µ-RWELL detector has an excellent spatial resolution of around 60-70 µm. More details
about these innovative gaseous detectors and working conditions at the TB are given in the
next section.

Figure 7.6: MPGD components of the preshower (left) and muon detector
(right) subsystems used during the 2018 IDEA test beam.

Ancillary detectors Two DWCs were placed before and after the DCH to provide infor-
mation about the beam direction. Three small scintillation counters provided the signal that
were used to trigger the data acquisition (DAQ) systems. Moreover, two additional scintilla-
tors were exploited to de�ne a global signal selection able to distinguish between electrons,
muons, and hadrons. Finally, leakage counters were installed around the calorimeter to
measure the energy leakage.

Trigger and data acquisition system Di�erent beam conditions were available and ex-
ploited: muon (40 GeV), electron (from 10 to 60 GeV) and hadron (from 50 to 60 GeV) beams.
The trigger was realized using three scintillator counters with the third one featuring a
10 mm radius hole: the �rst and second scintillators (T1 and T2) are represented as a sin-
gle component in Fig. 7.3, followed by the third scintillators (TH ). The anti-coincidence
between these three counters logic signals provided the trigger (T1 · T2 · T̄H ). Three dif-
ferent data acquisition systems (DAQs) were running in parallel: the central one comprised
the trigger, the calorimeter, and the leakage detectors around the calorimeter; the DAQ for
the preshower and muon systems made of MPGD prototypes; the drift chamber DAQ. Data
from the three di�erent systems were acquired simultaneously during the data-taking and
later merged and synchronized o�ine.
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7.2.2 The MPGD-based subsystems

In this section, a description of the experimental setup of the preshower and the muon
system during the TB, the GEM and µ-RWELL technologies, and the data-taking procedure
is provided. Then, the data analysis performed in the subsequent months is also presented.
The detection e�ciency of the MPGD detectors used for the TB has been evaluated and
the detector response to electron, muon, and hadron beams has been studied varying the
lead thickness in front of the preshower. The information from the preshower chambers is
exploited to estimate the number of particles produced in the lead by the incoming beam.
The main goal of this subdetector in the design of IDEA is to provide an information about
the number of particles expected at the calorimeter surface, their position and their energy.

GEM and µ-RWELL in the preshower and muon detector

Gaseous detectors are suitable to cover large surfaces mantaining excellent performances:
good e�ciency together with spatial and time resolution. In the last years, a new generation
of detectors, collectively called Micro Pattern Gas Detectors (MPGDs), is extensively under
study and some prototypes have been already adopted in many experimental setups, such as
LHCb, CMS, ATLAS, and BES III. The technology at the basis of these new structures makes
them very �exible and able to overcome some limitations a�ecting the traditional Multiwire
Proportional Chamber (MWPC) [207] and Micro Strip Gas Counter (MSGC) [208]. The
main limiting factors are the stability of the mechanical anode wires structure (especially
in large area detectors), the low rate capability, and the fast deterioration due to sustained
irradiation. The MPGD detectors represent a robust technology, featuring a clear separation
between the anode and the cathode, a localized ampli�cation region, and the capability to
fastly evacuate the ions.

In the following, the main features and the operating principle of two innovative devices
are summarized: the GEM andµ-RWELL detectors. The former has been used during the TB
as a component of the preshower substituting µ-RWELL prototypes which are the proposed
technology for the IDEA detector. The latter have been tested with a GEM chamber in the
muon system.

The GEM technology The basic unit of a GEM chamber is a thin Kapton foil of 50 µm,
metal-coated on both sides with a 5 µm copper layer. The foils are chemically etched form-
ing holes of 70 (50) µm of external (internal) diameter, which occur with high density (tipi-
cally 50-100 mm2) and with a pitch of 140 µm, as shown in Fig. 7.7 (left). The chamber is
�lled with an appropriate gas mixture, as detailed below, and is designed to work in the
avalanche mode [204]. The GEM foil is placed between a drift and a charge collection elec-
trode and develops equipotential �eld lines near the holes under the application of adequate
potentials. When applying a large di�erence of potential between the two foil faces, a high
�eld is created in the holes (Fig. 7.7). Thus, the charged particles released in the upper region
and drifting toward the holes acquire su�cient energy to ionize the molecules of the gas. A
multiplication process happens in the holes and particles are then collected by an electrode.
A mixture of argon (Ar) and carbon dioxide (CO2) is particularly convenient thanks to non-
�ammability and chemical stability. The presence of CO2 is exploited to absorb electron
and photon energy during the avalanche reducing the probability of the propagation of a
discharge. The addition of carbon tetra�uoride (CF4) allows to improve the drift velocity of
the gas mixture and, subsequently, the time resolution of the detector. However, it requires
special precautions because of its bad environmental e�ects.

From the combination of various GEM foils, it is possible to build a multi-GEM struc-
ture, such as the triple-GEM con�guration. The subsequent advantage derives from the
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Figure 7.7: Structure of a GEM foil observed with an electron microscope
(left) and electric �eld lines in a GEM foil (right) [200].

lower ampli�cation �eld values applied to the GEM foil, that implies a decrease of the gain
but also of the discharge probability. The cascade replication of three GEM foils permits
to obtain high proportional gains up to 104 with a single ampli�cation factor of at least
twenty. Moreover, thanks to the lower �eld gap between the two faces of the GEM foil, the
probability of discharges is highly reduced allowing to preserve the fragile front-end read-
out electronics. In this case, after the �rst multiplication process particles are injected into
a second multiplying region. The preampli�cation and transfer process is repeated three
times. At the third step, the electrical signal is then readout by a printed circuit board (PCB)
equipped with strip electrodes.

The µ-RWELL technology The starting point of the µ-RWELL detector concept is rep-
resented by the operating principle of a single GEM foil. The addition of a resistive layer
with edge grounding is then oriented to suppress sparks in order to reach higher gains in
a single ampli�cation stage. This novel MPGD has been recently developed by the LNF -
Detector Development Group (DDG) of Frascati (Italy). It is a compact, simple and robust
detector for very large area HEP applications able to operate in very harsh environments.
It consists of two parts, the cathode PCB and the µ-RWELL PCB, with the drift region of
3-6 mm corresponding to the gap between the two, as represented in Fig. 7.8. The former is
a simple foil of FR4, a composite material of �berglass and epoxy resin, with a thin copper
layer on one side. The latter represents the core of the detector forming both the ampli�ca-
tion stage and the readout. It is composed of three elements:

∗ a 50 µm thick kapton structure micro-patterned with a top copper layer of 5 µm,
which features conical wells with opening (base) diameter of 70 (50) µm. It works as
the ampli�cation stage and is manufactured, as for GEMs, with standard photolito-
graphic technique;
∗ a resistive layer for discharge suppression realized with a 100÷200 nm thin Diamond-

Like-Carbon (DLC) which has a surface resistivity of 10-100 MΩ/�;
∗ a standard PCB readout glued to the DLC.

By applying a proper voltage (see later for detailed values considering a speci�c case)
between the two sides of the kapton foil, the avalanche of the electrons originated in the
drift gas gap occurs. The subsequent resistive layer collects the charge and the transition
from streamer to spark [204], allowing to safely prevents from sparks and obtain high gains
up to 104 with a single ampli�cation stage. The current induced on the resistive layer causes
a local drop of the amplifying voltage. In fact, the charge collected on the resistive layer
�ows toward the ground with a characteristic time which depends on the surface resistivity
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Figure 7.8: Structure of a µ-RWELL chamber [87].

(ρs) and on the capacitive coupling (c) with the readout:

τ = ρs c = ρs
ε0εr
d

(7.4)

where d is the distance between the resistive and readout layers, ε0 is the vacuum permittiv-
ity, and εr indicates the relative permittivity of the material. As a consequence, the charge
depletion time limits the capability of the detector to stand very high radiation �uxes and
dedicated charge evacuation schemes are needed to work in a very high rate (HR) envi-
ronment at the level of 1 MHz/cm2 or higher. More sophisticated con�gurations are under
study for HR purposes as an alternative to the consolidated single-resistive layer scheme
to speed up the charge evacuation. The single-resistive layer scheme has been extensively
tested and validated. It was also the prototype used during the TB. However, the IDEA
design is based on HR µ-RWELL detectors, which are currently implemented in the IDEA
preshower simulation (see Section 7.3.1).

Two di�erent HR prototypes can be realized to improve these features [87]. The �rst
approach relies on the introduction of a double resistive layer. An additional resistive sheet
can be connected to the �rst through high density of metalized vias. Then, a second matrix
of vias is used as a connection between the second DLC layer and the readout electrodes to
provide the �nal grounding of the resistive stage. Otherwise, a single resistive layout with
a grounding silver grid network, later referred to as Silver-Grid layout (SG), can be adopted
(Fig. 7.9). A 2D current evacuation scheme is implemented by depositing a conductive grid
on the DLC layer to reduce the charge paths to the ground. The conductive grid can be
screen-printed or etched by photolitography. In this case, the introduction of small dead
zones on the ampli�cation stage above the grid lines is needed to avoid discharges on the
DLC over the grids.

The choice of the µ-RWELL technology for the IDEA project is mainly due to the ex-
cellent spatial resolution, which can reach 40 µm, combined with high rate capabilities up
to 10 MHz/cm2 in alternative con�gurations under study. Given the readout scheme pre-
sented before, the current µ-RWELL prototypes are able to provide information about one
single spatial coordinate. One of the main goal of the ongoing R&D is to design µ-RWELL
detectors able to give a 2D information about the particle position.

Details on setup and hit digitization During the IDEA TB, the preshower detector was
reproduced using two triple-GEM detectors with a x-y readout of 128 channels per view
and a gas mixture of Ar/CO2/CF4 (45/15/40), hereafter referred to as GEM 0 and GEM 1. In
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Figure 7.9: Sketch of a µ-RWELL PCB in the Silver-Grid layout [87].

the muon detector, a similar GEM chamber (GEM 2) was used with a x-v readout, where
v indicates a coordinate in the diagonal plane. The high voltage (HV) setup for each GEM
foil is presented in Table 7.2. A coupled HV was used for GEM 0 and GEM 1. During
the HV con�guration of the detectors, the GEM 0 revealed very low e�ciency so that it
was impossible to identify a working point to assure the expected high e�ciency for both
detectors. The chosen working point granted to have high e�ciency in GEM 1 without risk
to damage the detectors. For this reason, the majority of the results presented below have
been produced with the GEM 1.

HV (V) GEM 0 - GEM 1 GEM 2

Drift 000 000
Foil 1 425 420
Transfer 1 600 600
Foil 2 420 415
Transfer 2 600 600
Foil 3 415 410
Transfer 3 600 600

Table 7.2: High voltage scheme of the GEM detectors: GEM 0 and GEM 1
in the preshower and GEM 2 in the muon system.

The muon system was reproduced using the mentioned GEM 2 and two µ-RWELL de-
tectors with 256 strips per view. The �rst one was placed with the readout in the x direction
and the second one with the readout in the y direction in order to provide a bidimensional
information on the particle position. The same gas mixture of Ar/CO2/CF4 (45/15/40) was
used and the ampli�cation voltage was set to 570 V and 585 V, respectively.

For the event reconstruction and the analysis of raw data, a customized software frame-
work developed in the last three years by the INFN Ferrara group, called GEM Reconstruc-
tion And Analysis Library (GRAAL), was used. A schematic view of the event reconstruc-
tion performed within the GRAAL framework is reported in Fig. 7.10. The goal of the �rst
reconstruction is the transformation of the data acquired with the APV25 into collections
of hits and clusters, which are then used in the analysis. Contiguous strips on the same
detector and view, representing single hits, are collected together to create a cluster. Then,
the track reconstruction is realized exploiting the cluster information and the alignment is
performed, providing the �nal reconstructed data for the analysis.
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Figure 7.10: Flow of the event reconstruction performed within the GRAAL
framework.

Alignment and e�ciency measurement

The ancillaries detectors have been exploited to align the preshower and muon detectors.
To pro�t of the muon system information, a run with 40 GeV muons has been used used.
Only events with one cluster in each chamber have been taken into account. The residuals
distributions have been evaluated as (xchamber − xtrack) and then used for the alignment
applying a shift correction to the chamber position, as shown in Fig. 7.11. The angle between
the track and the detectors has to be orthogonal. Thus, the rotation of the entire system is
used to constrain the angle to reconstruct an orthogonal track. The �rst GEM is kept �xed
and every other chamber is referred to it. An iterative procedure is used for ten times to
obtain the most re�ned result.

The e�ciency measurement have been performed using a muon run. All events that are
tagged as muon events and have a track from the DWCs are considered in the denominator.
Then, the numerator is �lled if a cluster is found within 3σ from the extrapolation of the
DWC track to each chamber. Results are shown in Table 7.3. Note that for the GEM in the
muon system only the e�ciency of the x readout plane is computed because it presents a
x-v con�guration.

GEM 0 (x) GEM 0 (y) GEM 1 (x) GEM 1 (y) GEM 2 (x) µ-RWELL 1 (x) µ-RWELL 2 (y)

32% 28% 98% 97% 96% 96 % 94%

Table 7.3: E�ciency measurement of each readout plane of the GEM and
µ-RWELL detectors used in the preshower and muon system.
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Cluster studies with muon and electron beams

A thorough study of the clusters created by the incident beam in the GEM and µ-RWELL
detectors has been performed in order to understand the best strategy to count the number
of particles. For this purpose, data from �ve runs collected during the TB has been used,
corresponding to �ve di�erent con�gurations: muon beam without additional lead and elec-
tron beam with di�erent lead thicknesses, starting from no additional lead to a maximum
of 10 mm of additional lead. The list of runs analyzed with the preshower and muon system
MPGD chambers is reported in Table 7.4.

RUNMPGD RUNcalo Particle Energy Lead (mm) Lead (X0)

51 12688 Muon 40 GeV 0+5 ∼1.0 X0

71 12709 Electron 20 GeV 0+5 ∼1.0 X0

66 12705 Electron 20 GeV 3+5 ∼1.5 X0

65 12704 Electron 20 GeV 6+5 ∼2.0 X0

64 12703 Electron 20 GeV 10+5 ∼2.5 X0

Table 7.4: List of runs analyzed with the preshower and muon system
MPGD detectors.

At �rst, the dimension of the clusters produced in the preshower GEM and the µ-
RWELLs of the muon system by an incident muon and electron beam has been compared,
showing similar shapes. The comparison of the number of strips �red per cluster by a beam
of muons and electron in the con�guration without additional lead is shown in Fig. 7.12, to-
gether with the distribution of the cluster size obtained in the �rst µ-RWELL detector. The
cluster size peaks at two strips both for muons and electrons looking at the GEM 1. Con-
sidering the µ-RWELL chamber, the distribution is slightly shifted on the right and peaks
at three, as expected. This is due to the di�erent strip width of the two chambers, which is
650 µm and 400 µm for the GEM and µ-RWELL, respectively. Therefore, the cluster size of
the two di�erent subdetectors is compatible.

A muon and electron selection based on the information of the preshower and muon
system has been de�ned to evaluate the purity of the local signal selection with respect to
the global one:

Figure 7.11: Residual distribution before (pink) and after (blue) the align-
ment in the x-view of the second GEM of the preshower (left) and of the �rst
µ-RWELL of the muon system (right). The Gaussian �t of the distributions

is also shown in red.
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∗ Muon selection: ≥ 2 �red layers in the preshower and ≥ 3 layers in the muon
system in order to assure hits in more than one chamber. "Layer" refers to a single
dimension of the chamber (x separated from y).

∗ Electron selection ≥ 2 �red layers in the preshower and no particles in the muon
system.

The e�ciency of the local selection with respect to the global one is found to be around
90% for both electrons and muons in the scenario without additional lead, with a fake rate
of 54% and 37%, respectively. Considering the con�guration with 10 mm of additional lead,
the e�ciency of the electron selection increases up to around 100% but the fake rate rises
up to 85%.
Given these results, the global selection previously presented has been adopted also for the
local analysis because of its better purity. This choice has permitted also an easy comparison
of the results with the other subsystems.

Figure 7.12: Comparison of the cluster size for muon and electron beams
for the x-direction of the GEM 1 detector (left) and for the �rst µ-RWELL
chamber of the muon system (right) in the con�guration without additional
lead. Note that the two subdetectors have a di�erent strip width, which is

650 µm and 400 µm for the GEM and µ-RWELL, respectively.

In addition, the variation of the number of clusters and their size as a function of the
di�erent lead thickness placed in front of the preshower has been studied. The number
of clusters reconstructed in the GEM detectors increases with the increase of the material,
while the average cluster size does not change signi�cantly with the increase of the radion
length. The variation is found to be smaller than 300 µm. The distribution of the number of
clusters and of the cluster size in the x-direction of the GEM 1 are shown in Fig. 7.13. The
same study has been done for the y-direction and for the GEM 0 leading to similar results.
However, we will focus on the results obtained from the analysis of data collected with the
GEM 1 chamber because GEM 0 was ine�cient.

Finally, the distribution of the charge released from the particles in the strip-segmented
readout has been studied using data collected by the two GEM detectors. In particular, the
charge of each cluster has been computed for all lead con�gurations. It is shown in Fig. 7.14
(left) in decreasing order for the �rst eight clusters. The average cluster charge for each
scenario is reported in Fig. 7.14 (right).
From a comparison between muon and electron runs, no signi�cant e�ect is visible on the
cluster size, while an evident decrease of the charge is visible. Increasing the lead thickness,
the charge of all clusters shifts toward greater values.
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Figure 7.13: Number of clusters (top left) and cluster size (top right) distri-
butions in the x coordinate of the second GEM detector of the preshower,
considering the electron beams with di�erent lead thickesses and the muon
beam as a reference. The corresponding average number of clusters and
average dimension (in mm) of clusters is also shown (bottom), considering

both electrons (red) and muons (orange).

Figure 7.14: Comparison of the cluster charge in decreasing order for the
�rst eight clusters considering electrons with and without lead and muons
without lead (left). Muon charge is taken as a reference in the particle count-
ing. The average cluster charge for each scenario is also shown (right):
muon beam without additional lead and lead thickness scan with electron

beam.
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Particle counting

From the studies presented above, di�erent methods oriented to count the number of parti-
cles produced in the lead by the incoming beam have been tested. The integrated charge is
proportional to the energy released by the electromagnetic shower and thus to the number
of particles. Moreover, it has been veri�ed that the larger clusters correspond to clusters
with highest charge. The choice of the method of counting has been guided by this correl-
eration between the number of particles and the charge and the size of the clusters.

The �nal strategy adopted to provide the number of particles (n) expected at the calorime-
ter surface is:

1. De�ne the muon average cluster charge of the highest charge cluster as a reference
(Qref ) to identify one single particle, as shown in Fig. 7.14 (left).

2. Divide the cluster charge of electron clusters (Qref ) by the muon reference cluster
charge.

3. Apply a correction to take into account the number of saturated strips nsat. If the ratio
Qref /Qref is smaller than nsat, n=nsat, otherwise n is rounded to the lower integer
(assuming n=1 in case n<1).

This approach is referred to as "charge method". Given the similar behaviour observed for
the cluster size looking at the �rst eight clusters in each event (Fig. 7.15), the same procedure
can be used exploiting the size of electron clusters divided by the reference muon cluster
size. In this case, the approach is called "size method" and the correction for the number
of saturated strips is not applied. From a simulation of the energy release of electrons and
muons in the 5 mm gas volume of a GEM or µ-RWELL chamber with a gas mixture of
Ar/CO2/CF4 performed with Gar�eld1, it has been demonstrated that electrons and muons
produce the same amount of primary electrons. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
the greater cluster size is due to electrons produced in the lead.

Figure 7.15: Comparison of the cluster size in decreasing order for the �rst
eight clusters.

To con�rm the e�ect of di�erent lead thicknesses on the electrons, a GEANT4 simula-
tion of the two lead volumes and the GEM surface has been realized. Then, the passage of
1000 electrons with an energy of 20 GeV has been simulated to verify the expected number
of particles on the GEM 0 surface. The comparison between results obtained from the two
methods and from the GEANT4 simulation is presented in Fig. 7.16.

1Software generally used for the simulation of micropattern gaseous detectors based on C++.
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of the number of particles obtained from the
GEANT4 simulation, the size method, and the charge method for di�erent
lead thicknesses: ∼1.0 X0 (top left), ∼1.5 X0 (top right), ∼2.0 X0 (bottom

left), and ∼2.5 X0 (bottom right).

The reliability of the simulation has been checked by applying the same clustering al-
gorithm used in data to the simulated events applying a minimum energy cut of 5 MeV to
electrons. An average cluster size of 1.7 mm is used for the clustering as obtained from data
in the muon run. The average number of clusters between simulation and data is in agree-
ment, as reported in Fig. 7.17. Thus, an alternative promising method to count particles is to
perform a clustering from simulation data and then to use an inverse function to compute
the number of particles from data. This procedure can be further investigated in the fu-
ture. In fact, it would require a lot of work to simulate the preshower detector reproducing
the same TB conditions, while the goal of this TB was a feasibility study of a MPGD-based
preshower as a counter.

Figure 7.17: Average number of clusters in experimental data and as a result
of the clustering in simulated events.
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7.2.3 Results of the combined program

The primary goal of the TB was to test all subdetectors together and exploit the whole de-
tector to obtain complete information about the tracks. For this reason, correlation studies
between quantities registered by di�erent DAQs have been performed to be sure that the
DAQ systems of all subdetectors were properly synchronized. As an example, the corre-
lation between the y position of events measured by one GEM detector of the preshower
and the y coordinate acquired by the �rst DWC is shown in Fig. 7.18 (left). The correlation
is clearly visible and is con�rmed in the x coordinate, too. Then, data from all subsystems
have been merged o�ine in order to perform combined studies.

Figure 7.18: Correlation plot of the y coordinate of events measured by
the GEM detector of the preshower versus the y coordinate acquired by the

DWC.

To evaluate the energy response of the calorimeter with di�erent lead thicknesses in
front, scintillation channels were studied with an electron beam of 20 GeV. The energy
response without additional lead (�xed 5 mm only) and with maximum lead thickness
(5+10 mm) is represented in Fig. 7.19. There is no noticeable impact of the di�erent lead
thicknesses on the mean energy and resolution of the Gaussian �t performed in the range
between -1.5σ and +1.5σ. However, a small impact of the di�erent lead absorbers is visi-
ble in the shower shape. The energy-weighted shower width, shown in Fig. 7.20 (left), is
evaluated as:

RW =

∑
(Ech ·

√
x2
ch + y2

ch)∑
Ech

(7.5)

according to the energy and the position of each channel (ch). Each channel corresponds
to a calorimetric tower, which is a group of �bers.

Figure 7.19: Calorimeter energy response without additional lead (left) and
with maximum lead thickness (right).
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As explained in the previous section, the main goal of the preshower is to provide infor-
mation about the position and the number of particles generated in the material before the
calorimeter and reaching the calorimeter surface. According to the studies performed with
the preshower data, the number of clusters increases with the material while the dimension
of the clusters remains almost constant. The correlation between the number of clusters in
the preshower and the shape measured in the calorimeter has been veri�ed, as shown in
Fig. 7.20 (right).

Figure 7.20: Energy-weighted shower width (RW) measured in the
calorimeter for di�erent lead thicknesses (left) and its correlation with the

number of clusters present in the second GEM of the preshower (right).

The charge and the size of the clusters can be used to provide a reliable estimate of
the number of particles reaching the calorimeter. Moreover, an extrapolation procedure
from the GEM 1 to the calorimeter surface has been performed for the scenario without
additional lead exploiting the information of the DWCs to reconstruct the track direction
(Fig. 7.21). The position is provided starting from the center of the cluster. As a closure test
of the reliability of the information provided by the preshower, the expected position on the
calorimeter surface should be compared with the calorimeter data.

Figure 7.21: Expected position of particles detected in the preshower on
the calorimeter surface in the x (left) and y (right) directions.

The feasibility of a preshower made of MPGD chambers has been successfully proved.
The comparison between the number of particles expected by the simulation and found
in data indicates that it can be exploited as a counter in the IDEA detector. Additional
studies are needed to investigate the possible contribution of the preshower to the particle
identi�cation.
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7.3 The simulated description of the IDEA detector

From the software point of view, most of the ongoing work is focused on the simulation
of IDEA. It is crucial to study the optimization of the IDEA design and to improve the
reconstruction of each subdetector. Considering the signi�cant interplay between full and
fast simulation in the process of de�ning a detector design, two aspects are presented in the
current section: the implementation of a standalone full simulation of the IDEA detector
in GEANT4 [171] and the description of the detector characteristics in the DELPHES [209]
fast simulation.

The study of the detector performances is typically performed using some benchmark
physics channels. For this purpose, the combined performance of the IDEA subdetectors
have to be investigated with a complete full simulation. To guarantee the quick develop-
ment of the IDEA geometry, it was decided to merge all IDEA subdetectors in a standalone
GEANT4 geometry. This approach aims to facilitate the importing of the detector descrip-
tion in a common framework for the FCC and CEPC projects. In parallel, the implementa-
tion of IDEA in the DELPHES fast simulation framework has been realized, based on the
output of the dedicated GEANT4 simulation of the IDEA tracker and DR calorimeter. Con-
sequently, the two parts of this section are intimately connected. The DELPHES software
demonstrated to be �exible enough to provide a fast simulation of the IDEA detector. In
addition, signi�cant improvements can be obtained by the inclusion of the full covariance
matrix to provide tracks smearing and by the development of new algorithms dedicated to
e+e− physics.

7.3.1 Status of the IDEA standalone full simulation in GEANT4

A complete description of the tracker system and of the DR calorimeter proposed for the
IDEA detector concept is already available and fully exploited for performance studies. In
addition, during the last year an e�ort focused on the implementation of the MPGD-based
IDEA subdetectors, the preshower and the muon system, started in order to collect all the
pieces needed for a complete standalone GEANT4 simulation of IDEA.
In the meanwhile, the project to move toward a common software framework for future
experiments, named key4hep, has started.

The tracker system

The IDEA central tracker simulation includes the inner-outer-forward components of the
silicon vertex detector, the 400 cm long drift chamber, composed of 112 layers, and the
silicon wrappers. A representation of the simulated DCH is reported in Fig. 7.22 together
with a schematic view of the various tracker components. While the drift chamber is well
described in its geometry details, the silicon detectors are simulated as a simple layer and
overall equivalent material.

The signal hits creation is simulated for the silicon detectors and the wire chamber. On
the one hand, all the coherent hits in a cell of the drift chamber are grouped together to
create a hit with the proper distance of closest approch (DCA) smeared with a resolution
of 100 µm. On the other hand, the hits in the silicon detectors are translated in pixel/strip
information. Considering the full tracking performance, a transverse momentum resolution
of 2.2 × 10−5 can be reached (Fig. 7.23), improved by a factor of 2.5 with respect to not
including the silicon wrapper information. Being a very light and transparent detector, the
contribution of the multiple scattering is low.
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Figure 7.22: Simulation of the IDEA drift chamber geometry in Geant4
(left) and the full tracking system (right) with its di�erent components: ver-

tex detector, drift chamber, and silicon wrappers.

The dual-readout calorimeter

The detailed simulation of a fully projective tower-based DR calorimeter, shown in Fig. 7.24,
has been developed during 2019. The simulation work is largely based and validated using
TB data coming from the RD52 Collaboration prototypes [91, 210]. Its geometry is highly
modular. It is composed of 5400 copper-based towers 2 m long, corresponding to about
9 λ, and it is unsegmented in the longitudinal direction. Towers are trapezoids with slightly
di�erent shapes changing with θ. The whole calorimeter consists of about 130 million �bers
featuring 1 mm diameter and 0.5 mm of absorber material (copper) between two adjacent
�bers.

Equalization constants are extracted per each tower by sending electrons of known en-
ergy at their center and collecting signals (photoelectrons) at the end of the �bers. Then,
calibration constants are rescaled to take into account the di�erent response while sampling
electromagnetic shower tails. From the combination of the scintillation and the Cherenkov
signals, which sample the electromagnetic shower independently, the electromagnetic en-
ergy resolution (Fig. 7.25) is obtained:

σ

E
=

11%√
E

+ 0.8. (7.6)

Figure 7.23: Transverse momentum resolution of the IDEA tracker system
at 90 degree (asymptotic behaviour) on the left and at 45 degree on the right
(solid blue line) compared with the CLD tracker performance (solid red line).
The contribution of the multiple scattering only is also shown (dotted lines).
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Figure 7.24: Simulation of the DR calorimeter in GEANT4: barrel (left) and
endcap (right) [210].

In addition, the DR calorimeter relies on a very good angular resolution. Thanks to the
extremely high granularity coming from the �bers, the impact point in the calorimeter can
be reconstructed very precisely. The reconstruction of the shower barycenter exploits both
S and C signals, assuming that the readout of each �ber is individually performed with a
SiPM. Firstly, the barycenter is evaluated separately for S and C; thus, the shower position is
given by the average of the S and C coordinates. The expected θ and φ angular resolutions
are respectively:

σθ =
1.4√
E

+ 0.018 (mrad),

σφ =
1.8√
E

+ 0.088 (mrad).

(7.7)

Finally, single hadron performance has been studied and the DR compensation applies
well to hadrons fully simulated with GEANT4. The combined resolution on 20-80 GeV
charged pions is shown in Fig. 7.25 and is found to be close to σ

E '
30%√
E
. Further studies on

how to optimize this resolution are ongoing both for single hadrons and jets. However, all
these items are not treated here. Some details can be found in Ref. [210].

Figure 7.25: The electromagnetic (left) and hadronic (right) resolution of
the DR calorimeter in GEANT4 [210].
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The preshower

The full barrel geometry of the preshower has been built exploiting the basic module of
the MPGD-based IDEA subdetectors, a µ-RWELL chamber. The 2 T thin solenoid made of
absorber material (lead) in front of the preshower is also included in the simulation. Given
that I was responsible for the realization of this part of the IDEA detector and I started from
scratch, a speci�c focus is reserved to the preshower implementation in GEANT4.

The geometry of the barrel account for two layers of µ-RWELL detectors, as shown in
Fig. 7.26, in order to provide a x-y information on the particle position. This is due to the fact
that current prototypes of µ-RWELL provide information on one single spatial coordinate,
as explained in Section 7.2.2. However, one of the main goals of the ongoing R&D is to
design µ-RWELL detectors with a bidimensional readout.

Figure 7.26: The full barrel geometry of the preshower including also the
2 T thin solenoid which surrounds the tracker in the longitudinal (left) and

transverse (right) view.

The implementation of the basic module of the MPGD-based IDEA subdetectors, a µ-
RWELL chamber with the high rate layout and the SG2++ con�guration (see Section 7.2.2),
has been realized. The size of each chamber is 50×50 cm2. An occupancy study has been
performed using a 2D CAD software to understand the real active area of the 50×50 cm2

chamber taking into account cables, connectors, and APVs. The active area has been evalu-
ated to be around 41.3×41.3 cm2, which is the size adopted in the current implementation.
Considering smaller chambers with the exclusion of the service area, an uniform geometry
can be assumed to cover the whole barrel.
Chambers are placed in a cylindrical and staggered geometry with the cathode pointing to-
ward the interaction point. The structure of each chamber accounts for the cathode, the drift
gap, and the µ-RWELL with the readout PCB (see Section 7.2.2). Thicknesses and materials
of each layer of the µ-RWELL chamber, schematically presented in Fig. 7.27, are reported
in Table 7.5. The overall thickness of the chamber amounts to 9.46 mm.

The description of the copper and kapton materials is contained in the default GEANT4
libraries. The Diamond-like-Carbon (DLC) is de�ned as a new material with carbon density
of 2.00 g/cm3); the same density is assumed to describe the pre-preg layer, which is a �lm
glue. The FR4 is a composite material of �ber glass (60%) and epoxy (40%) with a density
of 1.99 g/cm3 and 1.25 g/cm3, respectively. It is simulated as permaglass with FR4 density
(1.85 g/ g/cm3). The gas mixture ArCO2CF4 is realized using argon and CO2 from GEANT4
libraries, with a density of 1.661 kg/m3 and 1.842 kg/m3, respectively, together with CF4,
which is implemented as a new material with density: 3.78 kg/m3. The density of each
component is weighted according to their volume percentage (45/15/40) by de�ning fraction
mass values: fAr = 0.295, fCO2 = 0.109, and fCF4 = 0.596. Finally, in order to take into
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µ-RWELL component Thickness of each layer Material

Cathode
1.6 mm FR4

35 µm Copper
Gas gap 6 mm ArCO2C4

µ-RWELL + readout PCB

5 µm Copper
50 µm Kapton
0.1 µm DLC
35 µm Copper
100 µm Film glue (same DLC density)
35 µm Copper
1.6 µm FR4

Table 7.5: Thickness and material of each layer of the µ-RWELL chamber
implemented in GEANT4. Copper and kapton (in blue) description takes
into account holes and dead zones on the ampli�cation stage, while the

copper in the readout PCB (red) accounts for strips.

account holes and dead zones in the ampli�cation stage, copper and kapton density have
been rede�ned by using a weight to distinguish active and dead areas on the ampli�cation
stage. Shape, diameter, thickness, and pitch of the holes and size and pitch of the strips
are considered to de�ne this weight. The �nal result of the implementation of a µ-RWELL
chamber in GEANT4 is shown in Fig. 7.27.

Considering the prototype described here, the barrel geometry is made of twelve detec-
tors for each sector along the beam axis and of thirty-eight sectors to cover the cylinder.
A dedicated e�ort to design and implement the description of the endcaps will follow up
this preliminary version of the preshower. Then, having the minimal unit of the µ-RWELL
subdetectors implemented in GEANT4, the next step will be the construction of the muon
system using the preshower implementation as a basis.

Figure 7.27: Schematic view of the various layers accounted for the de-
scription of the µ-RWELL detector in GEANT4 (left). From the top to the
bottom: the cathode, the drift gap �lled of gas (white), and the µ-RWELL
structure glued to the readout PCB, composed of top copper and the kapton
layer (ampli�cation stage), DLC layer, copper grid to evacuate the charge,
pre-preg, copper strips for the readout, and FR4 layer. An angle of the µ-

RWELL chamber implemented in GEANT4 is also shown (right).
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7.3.2 The fast simulation of the IDEA detector

The DELPHES fast simulation describes a detector in a parametric way considering each
subdetector type with its extension, segmentation, and resolution. The software only needs
general volumes for acceptance, a resolution driven segmentation, e�ciency formulas, and
resolution parametrizations. Thanks to recent studies, the full covariance matrix calculation
for track parameter smearing can be used to describe the track resolution in DELPHES. Then
the particle trajectory is followed in the detector and the particle is a�ected by a smearing in
its transverse momentum and energy passing di�erent volumes. No local details of detector
response are needed. The output is a ROOT �le containing reconstructed physics objects,
such as leptons, jets, b jets, τ jets, and transverse missing energy.

Currently, a baseline description of the IDEA detector is implemented in DELPHES and
included in the o�cial release. This topic represented my �rst contribution to the IDEA
software tools developments. A dedicated card to run the software and reconstruct gener-
ated events with the IDEA detector has been provided as a result of the work. The main
features of the IDEA card in DELPHES and the most outstanding aspects concerning its
validation will be presented in the subsequent discussion.

The current description of the detector in DELPHES is based on the output of dedicated
GEANT4 simulation of the IDEA tracker and DR calorimeter.

∗ The magnetic �eld with an intensity of 2 T is included, a�ecting the region of the
detector within a length of 5 m and up to a radius of 2.25 m.

∗ The tracker system is described through an overall e�ciency formula depending
on the particle energy and the pseudorapidity region (Table 7.6) and a transverse
momentum resolution as a function of η and pT, equal for electrons, muons, and
charged hadrons.

|η| ≥ 3.0 0.0%

E ≥ 500 MeV (|η| ≥ 3.0) 99.7%

E = [300, 500] MeV (|η| ≥ 3.0) 65.0%

E ≤ 300 MeV (|η| ≥ 3.0) 6.0%

Table 7.6: Tracking e�ciency formula used in DELPHES for electrons,
muons, and charged hadrons.

∗ TheDR calorimeter is implemented as a monolithic calorimeter using a single longi-
tudinal segmentation and applying two di�erent energy resolutions (equal for barrel
and endcap) to describe its di�erent response to electromagnetic and hadronic show-
ers, as presented in the previous section (see Fig. 7.25).

Given that the DR calorimeter has never been implemented and studied in a fast simu-
lation, the main focus of my work has been directed to its description. In particular, some
crucial checks and considerations guided the work. In DELPHES the calorimeter geometry
is described as a segmentation of the associated cylinder in cells in the η-φ directions, as
shown in Fig. 7.28. Each tower reconstructed in the calorimeter corresponds to a single cell
in DELPHES work�ow. If two particles with energy E1 and E2 deposit their energy in the
same cell, the reconstructed tower corresponds to a cell. For this reason, the granularity
has to be de�ned accordingly to the physics dimensions of showers, because a clustering
approach is not performed in the DELPHES. It is impossible to reproduce the real granu-
larity (less than millimetric) of the DR calorimeter �bers. Then, according to the original
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DELPHES approach, a di�erent energy resolution formula a�ects particles which deposit
all their energy in ECAL (e±, γ, π0) or in HCAL, partially or totally.

Figure 7.28: Traditional energy �ow in DELPHES (left) and scheme of the
modi�ed energy �ow to take into account the presence of the DR calorime-

ter (right).

However, this distinction does not exist in the DR calorimetry philosophy. Since we have a
unique volume to describe the calorimeter, we need to take into account the possibility of
having overlaps between particles. For this purpose, the traditional DELPHES energy �ow
has been modi�ed assuming that, in case of an electromagnetic and hadronic deposit in the
same cell, a pessimistic hadronic resolution is applied (Fig. 7.28).
The validation of the energy resolution for reconstructed objects considering both hadronic
and electromagnetic particles in di�erent regions of pseudorapidity is performed using par-
ticle gun events and is shown in Fig. 7.29.
Then, di�erent cell size con�gurations and various physics processes involving jets have

Figure 7.29: Energy resolution for electrons (top left), pions (top right),
photons (bottom left), and neutrons (bottom right) in DELPHES. The factors
11%/

√
E and 30%/

√
E reported in the previous section are clearly visible

in electromagnetic and hadronic particles, respectively.
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been studied in order to check the e�ect in DELPHES of changing the DR calorimeter gran-
ularity. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm and requiring a radius of 0.4. The
jet energy resolution and the angular resolution have shown not to be a�ected by the vari-
ation of the cell size, both when considering jets reconstructed with only the calorimeter
information and when looking at particle �ow jets with the additional information of the
tracker.

In order to identify the optimal granularity for the DELPHES dual-readout calorime-
ter, we studied processes involving τ leptons. Tau leptons are particularly suitable to un-
derstand the capability of separating very close decay products and its dependence on the
granularity. The study of ZH events with the Z and H bosons decaying into a τ pair and light
quarks, respectively, shows clearly that the number of calorimetric towers with both an elec-
tromagnetic and a hadronic deposit increases when decreasing the granularity (Fig. 7.30).
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Figure 7.30: Number of overlapping particles in the DR calorimeter cells
when increasing the cell size.

Then, ZH events have been simulated with the PYTHIA8 generator where the H boson de-
cays in light jets and the Z boson in a pair of τ , forced to decay through a ρ resonance in
a π0 and a charged π associated to a neutrino. This �nal state is categorized in three dif-
ferent categories according to the number of reconstructed photons in the event (zero, one,
or two) together with a charged pion. The percentage of selected events in each category
is reported in Table 7.7. The invariant mass of the ρ resonance obtained for indvidual cat-
egories and for the combination of the three is shown in Fig. 7.31. The degradation of the
photon reconstruction resulting from the increased cell size is evident. As a consequence of
the study, a conservative cell size of 6 cm × 6 cm has been chosen for the current version
of the IDEA card. However, investigation will continue in parallel with the development of
the full simulation.

To conclude this section, it is worth to brie�y mention a new study that was recently per-
formed. A signi�cant improvement of the track description derives from the inclusion of the
full covariance matrix of the tracking parameters as an input to the DELPHES parametriza-
tion of the tracks. Therefore, the track parameter smearing can be performed according
to this matrix. This new feature has been recently changed and validated in DELPHES. In
this way, multiple scattering e�ects can be included in the fast simulation. Moreover, this
additional information can be exploited to study the impact of the material, which is not
accounted for in the default DELPHES version, and a realistic heavy �avor (HF) tagging
simulation.
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Figure 7.31: Invariant mass of the ρ resonance obtained from the combi-
nation (top left) of three di�erent categories of selected events: a charged
pion plus two, one, or zero reconstructed photons. The invariant mass of
the π±+ 1γ (top right) and π±+ 2γ (bottom left) are also shown, together

with the invariant mass of the π0 decaying into two photons.

Granularity π± + 2γ π± + 1γ π± + 0γ

2 mm×2 mm 51.0% 35.0% 14.0%

10 mm×10 mm 51.0% 35.0% 14.0%

3 cm×3 cm 51.0% 35.0% 14.0%

6 cm×6 cm 43.0% 43.0% 14.0%

16 cm×16 cm 6.0% 47.0% 14.0%

22 cm×22 cm 2.0% 32.0% 14.0%

30 cm×30 cm 0.4% 19.3% 80.3%

Table 7.7: Percentage of selected events in each of the considered cate-
gories: a charged pion plus two, one, or zero reconstructed photons.

7.4 Conclusion

An extensive e�ort oriented to the development of innovative detector technologies is on-
going in view of the construction of future colliders post the LHC era. A speci�c detector
proposal for a large e+e− circular collider, IDEA, has been presented in this thesis. Recently,
the interest for this detector proposal has signi�cantly increased given the outcome of the
European Strategy in June 2020, which de�ned an e+e− collider as a priority for the future
of high energy physics. This chapter presented an overview of di�erent activities related
to the development of the IDEA detector concept. I have been personally involved in many
aspects of this work, both from the hardware and the software point of view.





Summary

After the announcement of the discovery of the H boson in 2012, the precise measurement of
the various H boson interactions with other SM particles has become one of the main goals
in the physics program of the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC. In this context, the
current period is very exciting because many analyses which exploit the total amount of
data collected during the successful LHC Run 2 are going to be �nilized. They will provide
the most precise measurements of the last discovered elementary particle. Results of the
H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis presented in this thesis are part of this story, covering an exten-
sive set of measurements of the H boson properties. The signal strength modi�ers for the
main H boson production mechanisms and the integrated �ducial cross section have been
measured. Moreover, thanks to the large amount of data available, highly granular STXS
measurements and precise �ducial di�erential measurements have been performed target-
ing speci�c regions of the phase space. In parallel, limits on CP violation and anomalous
couplings of the H boson to vector bosons and fermions have been produced.
The SM predictions are con�rmed by all measurements within their uncertainties, that are
continuously decreasing thanks to the great e�orts from the theoretical and experimen-
tal side even if we are coping with more challenging data-taking conditions. The full Run
2 dataset is de�nitely introducing us in the H boson precision realm, o�ering the chance
to access small deviations from the SM predictions that could provide strong hints about
possible BSM e�ects. Inclusive H boson measurements start to be limited by systematic
uncertainties in several channels. For this reason, di�erential measurements of the H bo-
son properties are becoming much more relevant, both de�ning �ducial phase spaces and
studying STXS.

In parallel, a large e�ort to improve analysis strategies in view of Run 3 and to prepare
the upgrades of the experiments in view of the HL-LHC ten-year phase of operation is
ongoing. In the ambitious landscape of the HL-LHC, only a few percent of the expected
data has been collected up to now. The great expectation for HL-LHC is due to the fact that
a huge amount of H bosons per year will be produced, extending the sensitivity for new
physics searches. Furthermore, it will give access to the study of the H H pair production
and the H boson self-coupling, which represents one of the main goals of the HL-LHC
program.

As it has been discussed, the investigation of the Higgs sector is in the front line of
the high energy physics research. It is also guiding the very animated discussion about the
future of the high energy physics and the kind of future accelerators needed, that will shape
the activities of the particle physics research for decades. An extensive e�ort focused on
the development of innovative detector technologies is ongoing in view of the construction
of future colliders post the LHC era. Recently, the outcome of the European Strategy in
June 2020 oriented the primary interest of the HEP community to the realization of a lepton
electroweak and H factory collider.

To conclude, during my activity as a Ph.D. student I was lucky enough to be a part of
the H boson precision measurements, starting from the H → 4` analysis with the CMS
experiment at the LHC and also performing studies for the future of the Higgs sector at
large lepton colliders.
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Appendix A

Objects in theH→ 4` analysis:
additional plots
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Figure A.1: Muon reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciency at low pT,
measured with the TnP method on J/Ψ events, as function of pT in the bar-
rel (left) and endcaps (center), and as function of η for pT > 5 GeV (right),
for the 2016 (top) and 2017 (bottom) data set. In the upper panel, the black
error bars on data are purely statistical while the red ones include also the
systematical uncertainties. Similarly, the smaller azure rectangles represent
the statistical uncertainty on MC while the larger orange rectangles include
also the systematical contribution. In the lower panel showing the ratio of
the two e�ciencies, the black error bars are for the statistical uncertainty,
the orange rectangles for the systematical uncertainty and the violet rect-

angles include both uncertainties.
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Figure A.2: Overall data to simulation scale factors for muons, as a func-
tion of pT and η (left). Uncertainties on data to simulation scale factors for
muons, as a function of pT and η (right). Results are shown for 2016 (top),

2017 (middle), and 2018 (bottom).
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Electron scale factors (2016 and 2018)
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Figure A.3: Electron selection e�ciencies as a function of pT (top) and
η (bottom) measured in 2016 data using the TnP technique for non-gap
electrons (left) and gap electrons (right), together with the corresponding

data/MC ratio at the bottom of each plot.
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Figure A.4: Electron selection e�ciencies as a function of pT (top) and
η (bottom) measured in 2018 data using the TnP technique for non-gap
electrons (left) and gap electrons (right), together with the corresponding

data/MC ratio at the bottom of each plot.
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Appendix B

Datasets and HLT paths used in the
H→ 4` analysis

2018 datasets and HLT paths

Run-range Dataset Integrated luminosity

315252-316995

/DoubleMuon/Run2018A-17Sep2018-v2/MINIAOD

14.02 fb−1
/MuonEG/Run2018A-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD
/EGamma/Run2018A-17Sep2018-v2/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2018A-17Sep2018-v2/MINIAOD

317080-319310

/DoubleMuon/Run2018B-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD

7.06 fb−1
/MuonEG/Run2018B-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD
/EGamma/Run2018B-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2018B-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD

319337-320065

/DoubleMuon/Run2018C-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD

6.90 fb−1
/MuonEG/Run2018C-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD
/EGamma/Run2018C-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2018C-17Sep2018-v1/MINIAOD

320673-325175

/DoubleMuon/Run2018D-PromptReco-v2/MINIAOD

31.75 fb−1
/MuonEG/Run2018D-PromptReco-v2/MINIAOD
/EGamma/Run2018D-PromptReco-v2/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2018D-PromptReco-v2/MINIAOD

Table B.1: Datasets used in the 2018 analysis corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 59.7 fb−1.

HLT path prescale primary dataset
HLT_Ele23_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_v* 1 DoubleEG
HLT_DoubleEle25_CaloIdL_MW_v* 1 DoubleEG
HLT_Mu17_TrkIsoVVL_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL_DZ_Mass3p8_v* 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_Mu23_TrkIsoVVL_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_v* 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL_Ele23_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_DZ_v* 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu12_TrkIsoVVL_Ele23_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_DZ_v* 1 MuonEG
HLT_DiMu9_Ele9_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_DZ_v* 1 MuonEG
HLT_Ele32_WPTight_Gsf_v* 1 SingleElectron
HLT_IsoMu24_v* 1 SingleMuon

Table B.2: Trigger paths used in 2018 collision data.
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2017 datasets and HLT paths

Run-range Dataset Integrated luminosity

297046-299329

/Run2017B-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

4.79 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2017B-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2017B-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2017B-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2017B-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

299368-300676

/DoubleMuon/Run2017C-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

9.64 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2017C-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2017C-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2017C-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2017C-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

302030-303434

/DoubleMuon/Run2017D-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

4.24 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2017D-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2017D-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2017D-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2017D-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

303824-304797

/DoubleMuon/Run2017E-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

9.31 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2017E-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2017E-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2017E-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2017E-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

305040-306462

/DoubleMuon/Run2017F-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

13.55 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2017F-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2017F-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2017F-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2017F-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD

Table B.3: Datasets used in the 2017 analysis corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 41.5 fb−1.

HLT path prescale primary dataset
HLT_Ele23_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_* 1 DoubleEG
HLT_DoubleEle33_CaloIdL_GsfTrkIdVL 1 DoubleEG
HLT_Ele16_Ele12_Ele8_CaloIdL_TrackIdL 1 DoubleEG
HLT_Mu17_TrkIsoVVL_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL_DZ_Mass3p8 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_Mu17_TrkIsoVVL_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL_DZ_Mass8 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_TripleMu_12_10_5 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_TripleMu_10_5_5_D2 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_Mu23_TrkIsoVVL_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL_Ele23_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_DZ 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu12_TrkIsoVVL_Ele23_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_DZ 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu23_TrkIsoVVL_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_DZ 1 MuonEG
HLT_DiMu9_Ele9_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_DZ 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu8_DiEle12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu8_DiEle12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_DZ 1 MuonEG
HLT_Ele35_WPTight_Gsf_v* 1 SingleElectron
HLT_Ele38_WPTight_Gsf_v* 1 SingleElectron
HLT_Ele40_WPTight_Gsf_v* 1 SingleElectron
HLT_IsoMu27 1 SingleMuon

Table B.4: Trigger paths used in 2017 collision data.
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2016 datasets and HLT paths

Run-range Dataset Integrated luminosity

272007-275376

/DoubleMuon/Run2016B-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

5.75 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2016B-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016B-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016B-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016B-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

275657-276283

/DoubleMuon/Run2016C-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

2.57 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2016C-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016C-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016C-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016C-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

276315-276811

/DoubleMuon/Run2016D-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

4.25 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2016D-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016D-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016D-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016D-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

276831-277420

/DoubleMuon/Run2016E-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

4.02 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2016E-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016E-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016E-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016E-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

277772-278808

/DoubleMuon/Run2016F-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

3.10 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2016F-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016F-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016F-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016F-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

278820-280385

/DoubleMuon/Run2016G-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

7.48 fb−1
/DoubleEG/Run2016G-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016G-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016G-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016G-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

280919-284044

/DoubleMuon/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

8.75 fb−1

/DoubleEG/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleMuon/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleMuon/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/MuonEG/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleElectron/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD
/SingleMuon/Run2016H-17Jul2018-v1/MINIAOD

Table B.5: Datasets used in the 2016 analysis corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1.

HLT path prescale primary dataset
HLT_Ele17_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_DZ 1 DoubleEG
HLT_Ele23_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL_DZ 1 DoubleEG
HLT_DoubleEle33_CaloIdL_GsfTrkIdVL 1 DoubleEG
HLT_Ele16_Ele12_Ele8_CaloIdL_TrackIdL 1 DoubleEG
HLT_Mu17_TrkIsoVVL_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_Mu17_TrkIsoVVL_TkMu8_TrkIsoVVL 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_TripleMu_12_10_5 1 DoubleMuon
HLT_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL_Ele17_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu8_TrkIsoVVL_Ele23_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu17_TrkIsoVVL_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu23_TrkIsoVVL_Ele12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu23_TrkIsoVVL_Ele8_CaloIdL_TrackIdL_IsoVL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Mu8_DiEle12_CaloIdL_TrackIdL 1 MuonEG
HLT_DiMu9_Ele9_CaloIdL_TrackIdL 1 MuonEG
HLT_Ele25_eta2p1_WPTight 1 SingleElectron
HLT_Ele27_WPTight 1 SingleElectron
HLT_Ele27_eta2p1_WPLoose_Gsf 1 SingleElectron
HLT_IsoMu20 OR HLT_IsoTkMu20 1 SingleMuon
HLT_IsoMu22 OR HLT_IsoTkMu22 1 SingleMuon

Table B.6: Trigger paths used in 2016 collision data.
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Trigger e�ciencies per �nal state
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Figure B.1: Trigger e�ciency measured in 2016 (top line), 2017 (middle
line), and 2018 (bottom line) data using 4` events collected by single lepton

triggers for the 4e (left), 4µ (middle), and 2e2µ (right) �nal states.
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Appendix C

Estimate of the Z+X background in
the H→ 4` analysis

Additional distributions for the 2016 dataset

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure C.1: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 2P+2F
SS control samples for all the considered �nal states in 2017 data: 4e (a), 4µ

(b), 2µ2e (c), and 2e2µ (d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure C.2: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 2P+2F
(top) and 3P+1F (middle) control sample and the combination of the two CR
using the OS method in the 2016 dataset for 4e (left) and 2µ2e (right) �nal

state.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure C.3: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 2P+2F
(top) and 3P+1F (middle) control sample and the combination of the two CR
using the OS method in the 2016 dataset for 4µ (left) and 2e2µ (right) �nal

state.
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Figure C.4: Four-lepton invariant mass of the di�erent processes which
contribute to the 3P+1F estimate of the reducible background in the 2016
dataset for all the considered channels: 4e (top left), 4µ (top right), 2µ2e

(bottom left), and 2e2µ (bottom right).
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Additional distributions for the 2018 dataset

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure C.5: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 2P+2F
SS control samples for all the considered �nal states in 2018 data: 4e (a), 4µ

(b), 2µ2e (c), and 2e2µ (d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure C.6: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 2P+2F
(top) and 3P+1F (middle) control sample and the combination of the two CR
using the OS method in the 2016 dataset for 4e (left) and 2µ2e (right) �nal

state.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure C.7: Invariant mass distribution of the events selected in the 2P+2F
(top) and 3P+1F (middle) control sample and the combination of the two CR
using the OS method in the 2018 dataset for 4µ (left) and 2e2µ (right) �nal

state.
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Figure C.8: Four-lepton invariant mass of the di�erent processes which
contribute to the 3P+1F estimate of the reducible background in the 2018
dataset for all the considered channels: 4e (top left), 4µ (top right), 2µ2e

(bottom left), and 2e2µ (bottom right).
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Shapes in di�erent STXS stage 1.2 bin (2017-2018)
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Appendix D

Results of theH→ 4` analysis:
additional plots
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Figure D.1: Systematic uncertainties with the largest impact on the ggH

(top) and qqH (bottom) cross section measurement withmH = 125.38 GeV.
Value and error of the corresponding nuisance parameter after the maxi-

mum likelihood �t to the observed data are shown.
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Figure D.2: Systematic uncertainties with the largest impact on the
ttH (top) and VH-lep (bottom) cross section measurement with mH =
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E�ciencymatrices of the�ducial di�erential cross sectionmea-
surements
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Figure D.3: E�ciency matrices for the the transverse momentum (top) and
rapidity (middle) of the H boson and the jet multiplicity (bottom) for the
gluon fusion production mode in the 2e2µ �nal state in 2016 (left), 2017

(middle), and 2018 (right).
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